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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 
 

A Crosslinguistic Investigation of Palatalization 
 
 

by 
 
 

Nicoleta Bateman 
 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics 
 
 

University of California, San Diego, 2007 
 
 

Professor Sharon Rose, Chair 
 

 

 This dissertation presents both a descriptive and a formal account of 

palatalization patterns as identified in a balanced sample of 117 languages.  I 

distinguish between two palatalization types, one involving a primary place of 

articulation change (full palatalization, e.g. tå t), the other involving the acquisition 

of a secondary palatal articulation (secondary palatalization, e.g. tå t).  The focus is 

on similarities/differences in palatalization patterns due to the place of articulation of 

target consonants, and on palatalization triggers.  I develop a formal analysis which 

uses Articulatory Phonology (AP) and Optimality Theory (OT), making crucial 



 xxii

reference to the oral articulators (lips, tongue) that produce the sounds involved in 

palatalization and their interaction during speech production.   

Two main patterns are identified regarding palatalization triggers: (i) if lower 

front vowels are triggers, so are higher front vowels; (ii) if high back vowels are 

triggers, so are high front vowels.  Regarding palatalization targets, I identify a 

striking dependency of labial palatalization on the palatalization of coronal and dorsal 

consonants: while coronal and dorsal palatalization can be independent or co-

occurring in a given language, labial palatalization is always dependent on the 

palatalization of coronals and dorsals.  Furthermore, labials do not undergo full 

palatalization.  The few cases where this appears attested are explained via diachronic 

changes which did not involve palatalization of the labial itself.  Historical evidence 

indicates that a palatal glide following the labial hardened to a palatal consonant, and 

that the labial ultimately deleted.   

The proposed account explains the occurrence of palatalization, as well as the 

general palatalization patterns and labial palatalization.  Paltalization is viewed as the 

result of temporal overlap of articulatory gestures produced with the two major 

articulators, tongue and lips.  Full palatalization results from great overlap of tongue 

gestures, and secondary palatalization results from minimal overlap of tongue/tongue 

or lips/tongue gestures.  The formal OT implementation relies on constraints that have 

an articulatory motivation and also capture the dependency of labial palatalization on 

the palatalization of coronal and dorsal consonants.  The results of the crosslinguistic 

study and the formal analysis demonstrate that phonetic articulation must be 

incorporated in the explanation of phonological patterns.   



 1

 

CHAPTER 1 

 

SETTING THE STAGE 

 

1.1  Introduction 

Palatalization is a familiar notion in phonology, though many different 

processes are often included under this cover term.  The motivation for such inclusion 

stems from the fact that these processes result mainly from the interaction of 

consonants with front vowels, high vowels, and the palatal glide j.  These processes 

have been referred to by many names: palatalization (a consonant acquires secondary 

palatal articulation tå t, Hume 1994), coronalization or fronting and simultaneous 

spirantization (a velar stop becomes a coronal affricate kå t, Hume 1994, and Bhat 

1978, respectively), raising (an apical consonant is raised tå t, Bhat 1978), 

spirantization (a consonant is spirantized in a palatalizing environment rå s, Bhat 

1978), or assibilation (a dental stop t becomes ts before a front vowel i, Telfer 2006, 

Kim 2001).  Various of the above-mentioned processes have been addressed in the 

literature at different times (see, among many others, Hume 1994 on coronalization, 

Telfer 2006 on assibilation as coronalization, Bhat 1978 on fronting, raising and 

spirantization), yet a comprehensive study of all of these processes has not been put 

forth.   

Bhat’s (1978) typological survey of palatalization remains the largest scale 

survey of this process to date, covering 120 instances of palatalization, but it only 
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provides basic generalizations and line statements with references about what happens 

in a given language (i.e.  “In CAYUVAVA, h becomes s before i, e in rapid speech 

(Key 1961)”, p. 65).  He does not provide any data, and his main goal is to argue for 

the existence of three distinct processes in palatalization: tongue fronting, tongue 

raising, and spirantization.  In addition, Bhat is concerned primarily with one type of 

palatalization, which I call full palatalization below, and also includes cases of 

spirantization in his study, which I do not consider palatalization.  Nevertheless, Bhat 

does provide valuable insights into palatalization, and I provide more details about 

these insights in section 1.4.2 of this chapter.   

Others who studied palatalization have been concerned with different aspects 

thereof (i.e. Kochetov 2002 with contrasts between plain and (secondarily) palatalized 

stops in Slavic languages, Hall 2000 with secondary palatalization of rhotics), 

therefore a unified account of palatalization is still lacking. 

This dissertation is concerned with an investigation of palatalization which 

covers a majority of the above-mentioned processes.  I will refer to two types of 

palatalization: in one case the consonant shifts its primary place and often its manner 

of articulation while moving toward the palatal region of the vocal tract, as in (1), and 

in the other it is co-articulated with a following palatal offglide, as in (2)1.   

(1)  Full Palatalization  

k, t å t  

/dont ju/  å [dontju]  ‘don’t you’ (English) 

                                                 
1 By primary place of articulation I mean the most specific place, i.e. alveolar vs. palato-alveolar.  A 
major place change would involve a change from dorsal to coronal, for example.  
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  (2)  Secondary palatalization     

t, d å tj, dj  

      /yamati/ å [yamatji] ‘a person’  (Watjarri, W. Pama Nyungan; Douglas 1981) 

Cases of palatalization as that in (1) are analogous to Bhat’s (1978) fronting 

and spirantization, and to Hume’s (1994) coronalization in the case of velars.  Cases 

as that in (2) are analogous to Hume’s palatalization, and Bhat’s tongue raising.  In 

this dissertation I use the term full palatalization to refer to cases as that in (1) and 

secondary palatalization to refer to cases as that in (2), while using palatalization as a 

cover term for both.  Instances of assibilation (where the resulting sound is not 

shifting toward the palatal region of the vocal tract) are also noted for individual 

languages, but will not be included in the general analysis.  In establishing 

palatalization generalizations I rely on data collected from grammars of 117 

genetically and geographically diverse languages, as well as on previous research on 

palatalization (Chen 1973, Bhat 1978, Lahiri and Evers 1991, Hume 1994, Hall 2000, 

Kochetov 2002, among others). 

 

1.2  Goals and organization 

The aim of this dissertation is twofold.  The first goal is descriptive typology, 

namely to identify the patterns of palatalization in a wide variety of languages.   The 

second goal is to develop theoretical principles to account for the patterns of 

palatalization observed, particularly concerning full and secondary palatalization.  To 

these ends I conduct a comprehensive cross-linguistic survey and document the cases 

of palatalization.  Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of the languages in the 
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survey along with the palatalization patterns found.  A file entry for each of the 

languages with palatalization is included as the final appendix to this thesis. 

Theoretical accounts for the patterns uncovered are explored in chapters 3, 4 and 5. 

 The dissertation is structured as follows.  In the remaining sections of this 

chapter I provide my operational definition of palatalization and present finer grained 

distinctions to be made when analyzing the palatalization findings.  I also review 

previous surveys of palatalization (Chen 1973, Bhat 1978, and Hall 2000), as well as 

some of the previous analyses of palatalization.  Chapter 2 describes the language 

sample and details the patterns of palatalization emerging thereof, comparing my own 

findings with those in previous literature.  I show that my generalizations are 

compatible with some of the previous findings (Bhat 1978, Hall 2000), but that they 

also challenge Chen’s (1973) implicational hierarchy of full palatalization, as well as 

Hume’s (1994) and Clements and Hume’s (1995), and Lahiri and Evers’ (1991) 

analyses of palatalization.   

In Chapter 3 I discuss full labial palatalization in detail and demonstrate that 

full labial palatalization does not occur in the same sense it does as full palatalization 

with coronal and dorsal consonants.  I discuss the cases of labial palatalization in the 

Moldavian dialect of Romanian (Romance, Romania) and in Tswana (Southern Bantu, 

Botswana), the two languages in my sample where full labial palatalization is attested, 

and I demonstrate that in these two languages, as well as in their respective immediate 

language families, labial consonants do not themselves palatalize.  Instead, the 

observed synchronic alternations between labial and palatal sounds can be traced back 
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to historical developments involving the hardening of a palatal glide which followed 

the labial, and subsequent deletion or absorption of the labial.   

In chapter 4 I provide a brief background on Articulatory Phonology (AP) 

(Browman and Goldstein 1986 et seq., Byrd 1996a, b, Gafos 1999, 2002, Kochetov 

2002, Davidson 2004) and Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince and Smolensky 1993), 

followed by an analysis of the general patterns of palatalization targets using 

gesturally-based constraints.  I propose that the best way to capture the patterns of 

palatalization observed is to employ a gesturally-based optimality theoretic account 

that takes as the basis for palatalization the gestures produced during speech and the 

ways in which they interact.  Chapter 5 presents a similar analysis for palatalization 

triggers, and chapter 6 provides conclusions and discusses issues for further research. 

 

1.3  Dimensions of palatalization 

Given the nature of the first goal of this dissertation, descriptive typology, my 

approach to the cross-linguistic survey relied on the following operational definition of 

palatalization (not taking into account any formal theoretical analysis): 

(3)  Operational definition of palatalization 

o Any instance where a consonant changes its place features to palatal-like, 

regardless of the nature of the trigger.   

o Any instance of a consonant acquiring a secondary palatal articulation.    

The term “palatal” in the first bullet point above is defined as the region from the 

corner behind the alveolar ridge (marked as ‘corner’ in figure 1.1) to the end of the 

hard palate of the vocal tract (between hard palate and soft palate).   This region 
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includes the alveo-palatal and palatal places of articulation.  In addition, alveolo-

palatal has also been identified for sounds that are prepalatal (closer to the palatal 

region than to the corner behind the alveolar ridge).   

 

Figure 1.1  Palatal region of the vocal tract.  Adapted from Keating (1991:32). 

A secondarily palatalized consonant is not greatly affected by a palatalizing 

vocoid: the consonant maintains its primary place of articulation, whether labial, 

alveolar, or velar, and in addition it will have a secondary palatal articulation, with the 

tongue raised toward the palatal region (hard palate).  On the other hand, in full 

palatalization from k or t to t the shift in primary place of articulation suggests a 

greater effect of the palatalization trigger on the target.  The configuration of the vocal 

tract, the speech articulators, the places of articulation of different consonants (labial, 

alveolar, velar) and the palatalization triggers allow us to make certain predictions 

about possible full palatalization outcomes.  I discuss these predictions below using 

Hard palate     Soft palate 

Corner
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articulatory representations of prototypical labial, alveolar and velar consonants p, t, k, 

and the prototypical palatalizing vowel i.    I show that while velars (dorsal) and 

alveolars (coronal) consonants are predicted to fully palatalize, as they are articulated 

with the tongue—the same articulator used to produce the vowel i, labial consonants 

are predicted not to fully palatalize, as they are articulated with the lips—a different 

articulator than that used to produce the vowel i. 

   First consider figure 1.2, representing the articulator positions for velar target 

k, trigger i, and the outcome of full palatalization t.  During the articulation of k, the 

velar closure is achieved by the tongue body at the velar region of the vocal tract.  The 

articulation of the vowel i is achieved by a narrow constriction of the tongue body at 

the palatal region of the vocal tract.  When the articulatory gesture of the vowel 

follows that of the consonant, the tongue body pulls forward toward the palatal region, 

resulting in the palato-alveolar t, a case of target undershoot.2  This appears to be a 

natural outcome arising out of the interaction of the articulatory gestures of the 

consonant and the vowel, both of which use the tongue articulator.    

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                 
2 In chapter 4 I discuss the potential reasons why full palatalization of k most often results in a palato-
alveolar t and not a palatal stop c.  This is connected to degree of articulatory effort when producing a c 
(Lee 1999, 2000).  
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                   k     i             t  

Figure 1.2  Articulator positions for velar palatalization.3  

Next consider figure 1.3, representing the articulator positions for the alveolar 

target t, the trigger vowel i, and the outcome of full palatalization t.  During the 

articulation of t the alveolar closure is achieved by a tongue tip constriction at the 

alveolar region.  The representation of the vowel i and that of the outcome of 

palatalization t are the same as in figure 1.2.  When the vowel tongue body 

articulatory gesture follows that of the tongue tip gesture, the tongue body pulls back, 

and the consonantal target is overshot, with the constriction being achieved at the 

palato-alveolar region—at a location between the intended target of the alveolar 

consonant and the palatal vowel.  As is the case with full palatalization of velar k, the 

full palatalization of alveolar t also seems to be a natural change arising out of the 

interaction of the articulatory gestures of the consonant and the vowel. 

 

 

                                                 
3 These figures and the ones below are from Cipollone et al (1998) and the Language Samples Project 
website http://www.ic.arizona.edu/~lsp/Phonetics/ConsonantsI/Phonetics2a.html. 
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   t    i            t 

Figure 1.3  Articulator positions for alveolar palatalization. 

 Finally, consider figure 1.4, representing the articulator positions for the 

bilabial target p, the trigger vowel i, and, in this case, the hypothetical full 

palatalization outcome t.  The bilabial closure of p is achieved by closing the lips.  

The vowel i and the palato-alveolar t are articulated as before, with a tongue body 

narrow constriction at the palatal region, and a tongue body constriction at the palato-

alveolar region, respectively.  However, unlike in the case of velar and alveolar 

palatalization, the change from labial to palato-alveolar would not be the result of 

assimilation of nearby articulations.  The lips and the tongue are independent 

articulators, and the tongue gesture of the vowel i is not expected to disturb the lip 

gesture of the bilabial p in the same way it did the tongue gesture of t and k.  The lips 

and the tongue do not interact in the same way as the different parts of the tongue do 

(e.g. tongue tip and tongue body).  On the other hand, bilabial p is predicted to show 

secondary palatalization, as this involves only the raising of the tongue body toward 

the palatal region.  The bilabial articulation is not itself changed. 

 

+ =
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             p         i             t 

Figure 1.4  Articulator positions for labial palatalization. 

As I show in chapter 2, the palatalization survey confirms these predictions.  

There are very few languages (two in my sample) which show full ‘labial 

palatalization’, and as stated earlier these cases can all be attributed to diachronic 

sound changes that did not affect the labial in the way indicated in figure 1.4.  On the 

other hand, full palatalization of velar (dorsal) and alveolar (coronal) consonants is 

predicted and attested in many languages.  Chapter 4 presents a formal account of 

these predictions using Articulatory Phonology in OT (gesturally-based constraints). 

 

1.3.1  The finer-grained palatalizing contexts 

In addition to distinguishing between full and secondary palatalization, which 

are the primary concern of this dissertation, it is also important to distinguish between 

purely phonological and morpho-phonological contexts of palatalization.  In this 

section I clarify what I consider a purely phonological and a morpho-phonological 

context. Purely phonological palatalization occurs across the board in a language, 

which is understood as allophony.  Some examples are given below. 

+ =

 ↑ 
??
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(4)  Purely phonological palatalization 

(i) /pitiko/      [pitiko]      ‘small’           (Apalai, Carib) 

(ii) /kukira/     [ktæ]    ‘exceed’         (Nkore-Kiga, Bantu)  

              /egjo/        [do]         ‘that’ 

(iii) / gbam/    [gjbam]     ‘pound’ (Koromfe, Gur) 

/gram/     [gjram]       ‘judge’ 

  (iv) /tieeh/      [tjeeh]         ‘valley’    (Navajo, Athapaskan-Eyak) 

(v)  [s jir]  ~  [jr]    ‘this year’  (English, Germanic)  

   [dont ju]  ~  [dontju]  ‘don’t you’ 

   [tjuzde]    ~  [tjuzde]  ‘Tuesday’ 

A morpho-phonological context is one where palatalization is restricted to certain 

morphological forms, but where it is phonologically conditioned by the presence of a 

common palatalizing trigger.  The major types of morpho-phonological palatalization 

are given below. 

(5)  Morpho-phonological palatalization:  

a. Triggered by affixation: affix contains palatalizing trigger 

(i) [kaza]       ‘hen’     [kadi ]       ‘hens’    (Hausa, Chadic) 

[mota]       ‘car’      [mototi ]    ‘cars’  

(ii) /fak/     [fak]  ‘make/do (1sg.3pl.)’ (Standard Romanian, Rom.) 

/fak-e/  [fate] ‘make/do (3sg)’   
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(iii)  [ kaa]      ‘he made it’            (Dakota, Siouan) 

[nitaa]  ‘he made it for you’           

b. Either triggered by affixation with opaque trigger, or no apparent 

trigger but expressing morphological property: 

(i)  /fak-i/ å [fat] ‘make/do 2sg’  (Standard Romanian) 

 /brad-i/ å [braz
j] ‘fir tree’ 

(ii) oloze etu å olozjetu å oloetu  ‘but we’  (Luvale, Bantu)   

 In chapter 2 I show that there are few differences in full and secondary 

palatalization with respect to these two contexts.  The most significant difference 

regards full ‘labial palatalization’, which is observed only in morphological contexts.  

I demonstrate in chapter 3 that the alternations between labial and palatal consonants 

in morphological contexts have mistakenly been interpreted as full palatalization of 

labials4.  The diachronic changes which can no longer be observed obscure the fact 

that labials did not actually themselves palatalize.  

 
1.4  Previous surveys of palatalization 

As I have already indicated, palatalization is no stranger to linguistic 

investigation.  In this section I briefly review previous surveys of palatalization in the 

literature, including Chen (1973), Bhat (1978), and Hall (2000).  I reserve 

comparisons with my own research results for the next chapter, where I present them 

in detail. 
                                                 
4 A diachronic analysis has been proposed before for Moldavian (Ionescu 1969, Avram 1977, inter alia).  
I adopt a slightly modified version of this analysis in chapter 3. 
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1.4.1  Chen (1973) 

Chen (1973) writes about the predictive power of phonological rules, and uses 

full palatalization to illustrate his point (Chen 1973:176-177).  The languages he relies 

on are a few Mandarin dialects, Russian, French, Italian and Spanish.  His argument is 

that phonology cannot predict if a language will have palatalization, but it can predict 

when certain sounds at particular places of articulation will have palatalization.  He 

proposes that when (full) palatalization does occur it targets the consonants from back 

to front, that is dorsal, then coronal, and finally labial, in an implicational fashion: if 

labials palatalize then so do coronals, and if coronals palatalize then so do dorsals.  For 

example, if the labial p palatalizes in one language, then alveolar t and velar k should 

also palatalize, and if t palatalizes then so should k.  Thus, we should expect to find no 

language in which only coronals palatalize, to the exclusion of dorsals, and no 

language where only labials palatalize.  On the other hand, we should expect to find 

languages with only full palatalization of dorsals.   

In addition to the implicational hierarchy of palatalization targets, Chen also 

establishes an implicational hierarchy for palatalization triggers.  He argues that 

palatalization is triggered by front vowels in an implicational fashion: if lower front 

vowels trigger palatalization, then so will higher front vowels (Chen 1973:177).  Thus 

if a consonant palatalizes before the lower front vowel , it should also palatalize 

before higher front vowels such as e and i.  Chen also adds that the palatal glide j can 

be an even stronger trigger, and that in some languages it is the only such trigger 

(Chen 1973:180).   
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Chen formalizes the targets and triggers hierarchies in the following way.  First 

he provides a schematic representation of consonants and vowels, as in (6), and then 

gives the rule in (7) as a universal constraint: 

(6)  Schematic representation of consonants and vowels (Chen 1973) 
 
  p  t k   4 i u 
  b d g   3 e o 
  f s h   2   

  m n    1 æ  
[back]              [back]   

  1 2 3    1 2 
                 [high] 
 
 

(7)  Palatalization rule (Chen 1973:178, rule 5) 
 
       C     å palatalization /___       V 
   α back         1 back 

          β high 
lg-univ. constraint:  α ≥ m 

     β ≥ n 

In this rule m and n are language specific values for the features [back] and 

[high], respectively.  For example, if m is 3 and n is 1 in a given language, then in that 

language we should see palatalized velars when they precede all front vowels; if n is 

4, then the velars should palatalize only when they precede i (since the height value is 

already specified as 1).  As the rule in (7) shows, Chen predicts that we should not see 

any instances of full palatalization before the high back vowel u, since the triggering 

vowel’s backness value is specified in the rule as {1}, which excludes all back vowels.  

Moreover, it predicts that full palatalization is only triggered by a following front 

vowel.   
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1.4.2  Bhat (1978): generalized study of palatalization 

As mentioned earlier, Bhat’s (1978) typological survey of palatalization is the 

largest to date, including about 120 languages; however, among these are languages 

which I do not consider to have palatalization.  Bhat’s definition of palatalization 

covers cases that meet one or both of the following conditions (Bhat 1978:49): 

(i) The environment that induces the change must be a “palatalizing 

environment” (i.e. it must be a front vowel, a palatal semivowel, or 

a palatal or palatalized consonant) 

(ii)  The sound that results from the change must be palatal or must have 

a secondary palatal articulation. 

 
The second condition is identical to the one in my operational definition, but 

the first is different, as it covers sound changes which do not result in a fully or 

secondarily palatalized sound (cf. Telfer 2006).  Since Bhat does not always include 

the palatalization outcomes in his descriptions, it is difficult to estimate how many of 

the languages in his sample would be excluded by my definition.   

Based on his findings, Bhat (1978) proposes that there are three distinct 

diachronic processes that, either in isolation or in combination with one another, can 

lead to palatalization: tongue-fronting, tongue-raising, and spirantization.  He does 

not separate full from secondary palatalization, nor morpho-phonological from 

phonological contexts, and proposes that secondary palatalization is an areally 
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restricted phenomenon5.  Thus, most of his findings regard full palatalization in 

general.  In what follows I will present his generalizations on palatalization triggers 

and palatalization targets.   

 

1.4.2.1  Bhat (1978):  Palatalization targets  

Bhat finds that consonants at all places of articulation are targeted by 

palatalization, without establishing any implicational relationships among them, as his 

goal is to argue for the presence of the three distinct processes involved in 

palatalization.  Tongue-raising (essentially secondary palatalization) occurs more with 

apical (sounds articulated with the tip of the tongue) and labial sounds and is triggered 

by a following high (particularly front) vowel or semivowel.  Tongue-fronting occurs 

more with velars and is triggered by a front vowel (not necessarily high).  

Spirantization may occur alone with the palatal glide and the trill r among others (Bhat 

1978:56), and it may occur in combination with tongue-fronting and –raising.  Velars 

may be affected by fronting, raising and spirantization at the same time, resulting in 

kå t (Bhat 1978:51). 

 Bhat finds that there is a general tendency for labial consonants not to alter 

their primary place of articulation in palatalization, as there are few instances of this 

type of change (i.e. rare full labial palatalization; Bhat 1978:70).  Furthermore, he 

finds that among labials the glide w (which is often labio-velar) is the most common 

target.  Among apicals, Bhat reports that the sibilants and the nasals are targeted most 

                                                 
5 He refers the reader to Bhat (1973), a paper on areal restriction on retroflex consonants.  It is not clear 
on what he bases his argument that secondary palatalization is areally restricted. 
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often by palatalization.  Apical stops are changed into palatal affricates, and lateral 

continuants or trills are changed into flaps, while non-lateral liquids are changed into 

laterals.  Velar stops usually change into affricates, but they may also remain stops 

(Bhat 1978:71-72). 

Finally, Bhat mentions that palatalization sometimes carries a diminutive 

meaning, as in Russian and Belorussian (Bhat 1978:64).  It can also be a characteristic 

of rapid speech, and also of female and child speech as opposed to male or adult 

speech (Bhat 1978:64-66). 

 

1.4.2.2  Bhat (1978):  Palatalization triggers 

 Bhat finds that in general the best triggers are following front vowels, 

especially i and e, and the palatal semivowel j, and occasionally high back vowels.  

The strongest environment that triggers fronting of velars is a following front vowel, 

while a following yod (palatal glide) is a strong trigger for raising apical consonants.  

He provides examples of velar consonants not being affected by the palatal glide, and 

of front vowels not affectig apicals, or only optionally doing so (Bhat 1978:52-53).  In 

addition, he finds that the height of the following vowel or semivowel is more 

important for palatalizing apicals, while its frontness is crucial for palatalizing velars.  

In contrast to this finding, Blevins (2004) states that velar palatalization is more 

common before front high vowels and glides than it is before non-high front vowels 

(Blevins 2004:138).   

Bhat also reports differences in palatalization caused by vowel stress:  tongue-

fronting is triggered more easily by a following stressed vowel, while tongue raising 
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by a non-stressed vowel.  He does not find significant effects on a vowel’s triggering 

ability based on whether it is round or unround (Bhat 1978:61).    

 Regarding the position of the palatalizing trigger, Bhat reports that in most 

cases this follows the target, and that there are also a few languages where it precedes 

the target.  He does not discuss in detail cases where the trigger is maintained, and it is 

safe to assume this is because there is nothing interesting about such cases.  He does 

mention cases where the trigger is deleted, and treats them as cases of “extreme 

palatalization” where the trigger is absorbed into the target (Bhat 1978:73-76). 

 

1.4.3  Hall (2000): rhotics vs. non-rhotics 

Hall’s paper is primarily concerned with the markedness of phonemically 

secondarily palatalized rhotics vs. nonrhotics.  However, as he claims that an 

implicational universal established for phonemic systems could potentially apply to 

phonological representations as well, I include this survey here as well. 

Hall does not consider cases of full palatalization as palatalization, but rather 

as nonanteriorization6 (Hall 2000:14).  He presents evidence that palatalized rhotics 

such as r  are much more marked typologically than palatalized coronal nonrhotics 

such as t, d, n, l, basing his arguments on findings in 20 languages (which include 

eight languages discussed in Maddieson 1984), and on analyses of apical sounds 

(rhotics and nonrhotics).  Hall (2000) argues that the distinction between coronal 

                                                 
6 An important claim Hall makes is that rhotics are universally immune to nonanteriorization (full 
palatalization), because the output of such a process would be a postalveolar laminal rhotic, a non-
existent segment (p. 15). 
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rhotics and nonrhotics when it comes to palatalization has articulatory origins: rhotics 

are apical (articulated with the tongue tip), while nonrhotics are laminal (articulated 

with the tongue blade).  Furthermore, rhotics are [-distributed] and nonrhotics are 

[+distributed] (Hall 2000:16).  He proposes a general ban on palatalized apical sounds, 

supported by the fact that even nonrhotic apical sounds, for example retroflex sounds 

like  and  or dental sounds like t and d, also resist secondary palatalization (Hall 

2000:19). 

The markedness of palatalized rhotics, and also of apical coronal nonrhotics, is 

established as follows (i) palatalized rhotics and apical nonrhotics are found less often 

in phonemic systems, and (ii) synchronic or diachronic phonological processes which 

would result in a secondarily palatalized rhotic or apical nonrhotic either do not affect 

these sounds, or that they change into other sounds (i.e. rå j in Walpiri, rå  in 

Polish; Hall 2000:9, 19).    

 Hall presents his generalizations about phonemically palatalized rhotics as a 

typology, which I duplicate here for reference: 
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(8)  Typology of secondarily palatalized phonemes (Hall 2000:10): 

a.  Languages with at least one palatalized nonrhotic and no palatalized rhotics 

(many languages) 

b.  Languages with at least one palatalized rhotic and at least one palatalized 

non rhotic (languages in Hall’s list of 20). 

 c.  Languages with at least one palatalized rhotic and no palatalized nonrhotics 

(no examples) 

 d.  Languages with no palatalized consonants (some examples). 

 
Hall further introduces the following implicational universal: if a language has a 

palatalized rhotic, that same language will have at least one palatalized nonrhotic 

(Hall 2000:10).  Although this implicational universal is established for phonemic 

systems, evidence from synchronic and diachronic phonological rules that trigger 

secondary palatalization suggests that this implication could hold both at the phonemic 

and the phonological surface level, and it is thus a tentative absolute universal: there 

are languages where both rhotics and nonrhotics acquire secondary palatalization, but 

no languages in which only rhotics do so (Hall 2000:12).  He leaves this to be 

(dis)confirmed by a larger study. 

 

1.4.4  Brief comparison with current survey 

The results of my own survey are generally compatible with Bhats’s (1978) and  

Hall’s (2000) findings, and partially compatible with Chen’s (1973).  Bhat (1978) did 

not aim to make any universal claims about palatalization, but his general patterns 
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have been confirmed.  Hall’s (2000) implicational universals regarding rhotics has 

also been confirmed, though my study is not concerned directly with the difference 

between rhotics and nonrhotics (or apicals vs. non-apical sounds).  My findings 

challenge Chen’s (1973) implicational hierarchies for full palatalization.  He predicts 

that there should be no language in which only coronals palatalize alone, and this is 

not true.  In fact, coronals are the most common targets of palatalization.  In addition, 

he predicts that only front vowels trigger palatalization, when in fact high back vowels 

can also do so, however more rarely (c.f. Bhat 1978).    

 

1.5  Previous analyses of palatalization 

In this section I review some of the previous analyses of palatalization,  

particularly within the framework of Feature Geometry (Sagey 1986, McCarthy 1988, 

Clements 1985).  This is not a comprehensive review, rather a review of analyses 

which are in general different than the proposal in this dissertation.  Palatalization has 

been viewed as an articulatory assimilation process in different versions of Feature 

Geometry.  At different points in the development of this framework, the 

representation of palatalization has taken the shape of spreading of different features 

that vowels were assumed to have (i.e. Dorsal [-back]).  In the following sections I 

briefly review some of these analyses of palatalization and point out the benefits and 

shortcomings they each present with respect to palatalization. 
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1.5.1  Sagey (1986): Spreading of Dorsal [-back] feature 

Sagey (1986) proposes a set of primary articulator features to characterize all 

consonants: Labial, Coronal, and Dorsal, each represented on a separate tier.  Each of 

these have a set of dependent features: [round] is a dependent of Labial, [anterior] and 

[distributed] are dependents of Coronal, and [high], [back] and [low] are dependents 

of Dorsal.  Thus, all vowels are characterized as Dorsal.  There are several problems 

with this account, which have already been pointed out in the literature.  First, velar 

consonants and vowels as a group, both characterized by dependent features of the 

Dorsal Node, do not act as a natural class in any phonological process. As Clements & 

Hume (1995) point out, dorsal consonants interact with back vowels, whereas coronal 

consonants interact with front vowels. Second, palatalization is viewed as spreading of 

[-back].  As front vowels are [-back], a dependent feature of the Dorsal Node, they 

cannot interact with Coronal consonants, as spreading should not occur if segments do 

not share any features (Lahiri and Evers 1991). This is due to Coronal and Dorsal 

nodes being on separate tiers, and ‘blind’ to spreading of their dependent features.  A 

representation such as that in figure 1.5 shows the Dorsal along with its dependent 

feature [-back] spreading to add a secondary palatal articulation to the coronal 

consonant.   
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R                     R 
|  | 
Pl            Pl 
|   | 

Cor          Dor 
([+ant])           [-back] 

Figure 1.5  Palatalization of coronals: spreading of [-back] 
(from Cavar 2004:13. R=root, Pl=place)     

But it is not clear how spreading Dorsal [-back] can fully palatalize velar consonants 

(kå t), as the resulting palato-alveolar t is under the Coronal Node, and thus it is not 

[-back].  Therefore, with this model only a secondary palatalization of a coronal 

consonant would be possible, and no other types of palatalization without positing 

other processes (e.g. spellout rules). 

 

1.5.2  Clements/Hume (1989, 1994, 1995) : Spreading of [coronal] from the  

V-place node 

In response to the challenges of the model in Sagey (1986), Clements (1989), 

Hume (1994) and Clements and Hume (1995) propose a model that capitalizes on the 

generalization that sounds which form a natural class tend to pattern together in 

phonological processes.  The model is based primarily on Clements (1989), various 

versions of which were published later in Hume (1994) and Clements and Hume 

(1995).  The main innovation of this model is that consonants and vocoids are both 

represented by a unitary set of features.  Each sound has both a consonant-place (C-

place) and a vocoid-place (V-place) node.  For consonants, the articulator features 

[labial], [coronal], [dorsal] are under the C-place node, and for vocoids the same 

features are under the V-place node.  The C-place node is always empty in vocoids, 
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while the V-place node in consonants is where secondary articulations reside (e.g. 

secondary palatalization).  As a direct result of this feature organization, front vowels 

are characterized as coronal, and therefore form a natural class with coronal 

consonants.  Similarly, dorsal consonants and back vocoids form a natural class, as do 

rounded or labialized vocoids and labial consonants.  Only the last of these natural 

classes can be captured under the Sagey (1986) model, as the feature [round] is a 

dependent of the labial place node; dorsal consonants are predicted to form a natural 

class with all vowels, as these are dorsal, and coronal consonants should not form a 

natural class with any vowels, as they do not share any features. 

Clements and Hume analyze only secondary palatalization as palatalization 

per se, and full palatalization as coronalization.  As mentioned earlier, in their model 

front vowels, like coronal consonants, have the place feature [coronal].  This feature 

has a dependent binary feature, [anterior], and vowels are assumed to be inherently    

[-anterior] (Hume 1994:121). Either the dependent feature [anterior] or the main place 

feature [coronal] are able to spread in an assimilation process to the place feature of an 

adjacent segment.  In what Clements and Hume refer to as palatalization the segment 

acquires the [coronal] place of articulation under the V-place node in addition to its 

own C-place feature and thus has secondary palatalization.  In coronalization, if the 

segment is a dorsal like k, it acquires the [coronal] place feature in the V-place node 

and becomes secondarily palatalized, then this tier must be promoted to the C-place 

node (i.e. the consonant delinks its original place feature) and thus completely changes 

its place of articulation.  Thus, the change from kå t occurs in stages, first secondary 

palatalization then full palatalization.  If the segment is an alveolar like t, it acquires 
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the feature [-anterior] and becomes palatal, changing its place of articulation.  The 

figures below schematically represent full and secondary palatalization in the 

Clements/Hume feature geometry model (from Cavar 2004:17). 

C                     V 
         |           | 

C-Pl            C-Pl 
|  | 

Cor                  V-Pl 
|  | 

[+anterior]     Cor 
                        | 

                           [-anterior] 
 

Figure 1.6  Coronalization  

(represented is full palatalization of a coronal like t):  
spreading of Coronal [-anterior] feature. 

 

 
       C                     V 

                                             |               | 
     C-Pl                 C-Pl 

|  | 
Cor                  V-Pl 

|  | 
    [+anterior]        Cor 
 
Figure 1.7  Palatalization  

(represented is secondary palatalization of a coronal like t):  
acquiring Coronal V-place by the consonant. 

 

There are several challenges with this account.  First, there is no reason to 

believe that an intermediary stage of secondary palatalization is always necessary for 

full palatalization.  Diachronic evidence does not support this development (Bhat 

1978).  In addition, only front vowels are predicted to trigger palatalization under this 

account, as only the feature [coronal] or its [anterior] dependent can spread in either 

coronalization or palatalization.  As previously mentioned, high back vowels, which 
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would be characterized by the feature [dorsal], also trigger palatalization occasionaly, 

but spreading of this feature would not result in palatalization or coronalization. 

 

1.5.3  Lahiri and Evers (1991) 

Lahiri and Evers (1991) revise feature geometry representations aiming to 

resolve the challenges raised by the Clements/Hume model described above.  Lahiri 

and Evers propose the representation of places of articulation given in figure 1.8 

below.   

Place 
 

Articulators    Tongue Position 

 

Labial    Coronal    Dorsal    Radical        [high]     [low]        ? 

 

[round]  [anterior]  [strident]  [distributed] 

Figure 1.8  Representation of places of articulation  
(Lahiri and Evers 1991:87-8) 

As figure 1.8 shows, place of articulation for both consonants and vocoids is 

represented by a unitary set of place features, distinguishing between primary 

articulators and the position of the tongue (an Articulator Node and a Tongue Position 

Node).  The articulator can be Labial [round], Coronal [anterior], [strident], 

[distributed], Dorsal or Radical, and the tongue body position can be either [high] or 

[low].  Lahiri and Evers leave the Tongue Position Node incomplete to allow for 

additional height classifications, should these be proved necessary.  The feature [back] 

is not necessary, as [-back] is included under Coronal, and [+back] under Dorsal.  
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Furthermore, the representation above does not include all of the dependent features, 

such as [continuant], but these are assumed to be part of the representation (Lahiri and 

Evers 1991:87). 

 Front vowels are Coronal, back vowels are Dorsal, and rounded vowels have 

multiple places of articulation, as schematically represented below, where A indicates 

‘Articulator’, and TP ‘tongue position’: 

         i                               u 
 

        A         TP              A                   TP 

 

Coronal  [+high]  Dorsal Labial  [+high] 

 
           [round] 

Figure 1.9  Vowel representations  
(Lahiri and Evers 1991:90-110) 

 
By having these representations, the Lahiri and Evers model can capture both 

the frontness and the height of the triggers of palatalization.  Palatalization as 

secondary articulation results from the spreading of the feature [+high] to any of the 

places of articulation, and is thus a tongue-body effect.  All consonants with secondary 

palatal articulation have a uniform representation, namely with their respective place 

of articulation (Labial, Coronal, Dorsal) and the Tongue Position [+high].  For full 

palatalization of velars (velar fronting in their terminology) the Coronal Node, along 

with the [-anterior] feature, spreads and Dorsal delinks, represented in figure 1.10.  In 

dental/alveolar palatalization the Coronal dependent feature [-anterior] spreads within 

the Coronal Node. 
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  k   j              t 
           root           root          å          root 
              
     
     Place   [-continuant]     Place      [+continuant]                        Place     [-continuant]       [+continuant] 
       |     |                    | 
      A                            A                              A 
       |                              |                                                  | 
    Dorsal                        Coronal                                                Coronal 
                                             |                                                  | 
                               [-anterior]                                            [-anterior] 
 

Figure 1.10  (Full) Palatalization of velars  
(Lahiri and Evers 1991:91) 

This model predicts that secondary palatalization could be triggered by any high 

vowel, not just high front vowels, in contrast to the Clements/Hume model which 

predicted that only high front vowels should trigger any type of palatalization.  It 

further predicts that only high vowels, and not lower front vowels like e, should 

trigger secondary palatalization.  As Lahiri and Evers themselves point out, there are 

languages where both i and e trigger secondary palatalization, and they suspect that 

this may be connected to the acoustics of the vowels, and that it is possible that the 

consonantal off-glide in secondary palatalization may in fact be an on-glide of the 

following vowel (i.e. the trigger [e] may actually be phonetically [je]).   

 

1.5.4  Evaluating feature geometry analyses  

 The analyses of segmental representation and palatalization reviewed above 

have all attempted to account for full and secondary palatalization by positing the 

correct representation for consonants and the palatalization triggers: front vowels and 

the palatal glide j.  Each model builds on the previous one and captures more of the 

palatalization processes, while at the same time making predictions about 
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palatalization triggers and also palatalization outcomes.  The Sagey (1986) model can 

only straightforwardly account for secondary palatalization of coronal consonants, 

while the other types of palatalization are represented as arbitrary feature spreading.  

The Clements/Hume model predicts that only high front vowels and the palatal glide 

trigger palatalization, and that full velar palatalization always has an intermediary step 

of secondary palatalization.  Lahiri and Evers (1991) predict that both high front and 

high back vocoids can trigger secondary palatalization, but that lower front vowels 

should not trigger secondary palatalization.  When they do, this is explained as a 

possible phonetic on-glide on the vowel rather than an off-glide on the consonant.   

 All of these accounts have appealing aspects, particularly in capturing the fact 

that front vowels and the palatal glide need to have a representation that allows their 

interaction with coronal consonants in a straightforward way.  The Lahiri and Evers 

(1991) analysis recognizing two Place Nodes, the Articulator and the Tongue Position 

Nodes, is especially attractive as it predicts the fact that secondary palatalization can 

occur equally with consonants at all places of articulation, as it is a tongue body effect.  

My palatalization survey confirms this prediction.  However, all of these accounts also 

have different shortcomings, as already mentioned during the discussion of each of 

these models.  Just to review one example, as I discuss in detail in Chapter 2, the 

palatalization survey shows that front vowels, high vowels, and the palatal glide all 

trigger palatalization, even though high back vowels serve as palatalization triggers 

less often.  All of the models make different predictions regarding palatalization 

triggers, and none of them captures all of the facts. 
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1.6  Proposed Analysis   

The palatalization survey I conducted revealed several implicational 

relationships among palatalization triggers and targets that would be best captured by 

a different type of framework than those discussed above.  For the formal analysis of 

palatalization I adopt a version of Articulatory Phonology (AP) developed by 

Browman and Goldstein (1986 et seq.), as well as subsequent researchers using this 

approach to phonology, including Byrd (1996a, b et seq.), Gafos (1999, 2002), 

Kochetov (2002), and Davidson (2004).  In addition, the gestural account is couched 

in an Optimality Theoretic (OT) framework (Prince and Smolensky 1993).  

An overview of AP is given in chapter 4.  In brief, AP views the articulatory 

gesture as the main unit of phonological description.  A gesture is specified in terms of 

an articulator (e.g. lips, tongue), a constriction location (place of articulation) and a 

constriction degree (manner of articulation).  In addition, gestures are have a duration 

and are timed with respect to each other.  As speech unfolds in real time, gestures 

must coordinate with one other and as a result they can temporally overlap.  Following 

this approach, I propose that palatalization arises as a result of the natural interaction 

of the oral articulators during speech and the consequences of that interaction on 

speech production.  The degree of gestural overlap and the participating oral 

articulators determine whether full or secondary palatalization results from gestural 

coordination.  I do not discount the findings that perceptual factors may be involved in 

certain aspects of palatalization (Guion 1998, Ohala 1978); however, I argue that 

articulation is the principal reason for palatalization.  More specifically, there is no 

change in perception without an analogous change in production. 
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Optimality Theory is well suited to account for cross-linguistic patterns, as it is 

based on the premise that all languages are governed by the same set of violable 

constraints, and that differences among languages result from the interaction of these 

constraints.  However, an OT analysis which does not make reference to gestures and 

how they interact during articulation would not capture the palatalization 

generalizations in a straightforward way.   A model combining AP and OT, using 

gesturally-based OT constraints, predicts the different attested patterns of 

palatalization and it also illustrates which patterns we should and should not expect to 

find in natural languages.  For example, there should be no language in which labial 

consonants palatalize to the exclusion of coronal and dorsal consonants.  The 

languages in my sample verify this prediction.   

This dissertation is the first where both full and secondary palatalization are 

addressed in a unified account based on generalizations revealed by a balanced 

language sample.  The greatest contribution of this thesis regards labial palatalization: 

this is the first detailed study of the process of full labial palatalization, and also one 

that explains the general dependency of labial palatalization on the palatalization of 

coronal and dorsal consonants.  This is also the first study that distinguishes between 

palatalization in morphological vs. phonological contexts.  The formal account of 

palatalization has implications for Articulatory Phonology and the extent to which 

gestures can interact, and for Optimality Theory and the types of constraints that can 

be used in conjunction with gestures.   
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CHAPTER 2 

 

PALATALIZATION IN THE LANGUAGE SURVEY 

 

This chapter will present empirical data on palatalization.  These data will 

constitute the foundation on which the rest of the dissertation lies.  Where appropriate, 

I will make comparisons with findings in previous surveys (Chen 1973, Bhat 1978, 

Hall 2000).  Palatalization can be categorized along two dimensions: (i) whether it is 

full or secondary, and (ii) whether it is purely phonological (allophonic, occurring 

across the board in a given language) or morpho-phonological (typically conditioned 

by certain affixes or having other morphological restrictions).  Within each dimension 

the same issues would need to be addressed: what are the targets, triggers, and 

outcomes of palatalization.   

Both full and secondary palatalization are important, as they complement each 

other in revealing palatalization patterns both within and across languages.  Also 

important are the effects of morpho-phonological versus phonological palatalization 

contexts.  For example, in a given language there may be both full and secondary 

palatalization, in both phonological and morpho-phonological contexts, and sounds at 

different places of articulation may be affected by each type of palatalization.  

Collapsing all of these factors would miss important generalizations specific to 

full/secondary and morpho-phonological/phonological palatalization.  Thus, in 

presenting the findings in the language sample for this work I will examine 

palatalization in both of these dimensions. 
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This chapter is structured as follows.  In section 2.1 I give an overview of how 

the language sample was built.  Sections 2.2 through 2.6 present the findings of the 

cross-linguistic survey.  I present the findings of full palatalization and of secondary 

palatalization as a whole, and then I discuss differences arising from comparing 

morpho-phonological with phonological palatalization.  For both full and secondary 

palatalization I discuss the targets, triggers, and outcomes of palatalization, along with 

any implicational relationships and other significant generalizations that arise thereof.  

Section 2.7 discusses palatalization triggers, and section 2.8 provides chapter 

conclusions. 

 
2.1  The language sample 

My goal has been to create a language sample that is as balanced as reasonably 

possible and then analyze palatalization in those languages.  This is different from a 

language sample which includes every language that has palatalization.  My sample 

consists of both languages which show palatalization, and languages which do not, to 

reflect the distribution of palatalization across languages.  Later in the analysis it will be 

clear why it is necessary to also include languages which do not have palatalization in a 

study about palatalization.  For now it is sufficient to say that in order to learn under 

what circumstances palatalization occurs it is also important to know what might 

prevent palatalization from taking place, and also that, despite being widespread, 

palatalization does not automatically occur in all languages.   

In conducting a typological study it is important to avoid genetic, areal, and 

bibliographic biases which create an imbalanced language sample.  Ideally, the 
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language sample should include a proportional number of languages from different 

families and different geographic areas.  If the languages are from the same language 

family they are more likely to show common features than languages which are from 

different language families, due to their having a common ancestor.  In that case, a 

generalization cannot be considered a linguistic universal, but rather could be a feature 

of that language family.  This is referred to as a genetic bias.  Similarly, languages 

which are in close contact with one another due to geographical factors, such as the 

languages in the Balkan Sprachbund, can show common features even if they are not 

genetically related.  Generalizations made in that case are said to reflect areal biases.  A 

third potential problem in building a balanced language sample is a bibliographic bias, 

or the lack of availability of good and diverse language descriptions (Comrie 1989:10-

12, Dryer 1989).   

I could do little to avoid a bibliographic bias, being limited to languages that 

have been studied and about which something has been written.  The grammars I 

referred to were primarily found in the collection of the University of California, San 

Diego (UCSD) library, but I also requested books from other libraries in the United 

States.  To ensure genetic and geographic diversification I followed Dryer’s (1989) 

guidelines that each language in a balanced sample belong to a different genus, a 

language subfamily such as Germanic or Romance, and be from one of five geographic 

areas: Africa, Australia-New Guinea, Eurasia, North America, and South America 

(Dryer 1989:267).  Dryer includes Austronesian (also Oceanic, Ponapeic, etc.) 

languages under Eurasia.  His argument for this inclusion is that Eurasian and 

Austronesian languages show similar structural characteristics.  In my sample I separate 
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Eurasian and Austronesian languages in two categories, based on genetic relatedness 

and areal distribution.  A complete list of the languages in the survey is given in 

Appendix 1.  The last appendix contains a database entry for each language that has 

palatalization.  Each entry contains the following information: the name of the 

language, the language family, the location where the language is spoken, the segment 

inventory, a summary of palatalization findings, representative examples of 

palatalization, the type of palatalization—full or secondary, the triggers and targets of 

palatalization, the “fate” of the triggers and the targets, the position of the trigger 

relative to the target, any additional comments or relevant information, and references.   

 
A note on transcription 

As the sources I consulted were published over a long span of time and represent 

different descriptive traditions, they utilize various types of transcriptions.  The symbols 

are usually described in phonetic terms in the sources, so correspondent International 

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) symbols can be determined.  In this dissertation I use the IPA 

and, for consistency, when providing examples I replace non-IPA symbols with IPA 

ones.  In the database entries I used primarily the system given in the source and 

provided comments with symbol descriptions where necessary.  For example, the 

voiceless alveo-palatal affricate t , which is what I use throughout this work, was 

transcribed as c in Amharic (Bender 1976), ts in Polish (Cavar 2004), and c in Fanti 

(Welmers 1946), t in Romanian (Chitoran 2002a).  Secondary palatalization was noted 

in many ways, including using a superscript on the consonant Cy or Cj, or a diacritic 

such as [C’] or [C ].  I indicate secondary palatalization with a superscript  on the 
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consonant, Cj.  When referring to sounds in the text I will follow the convention of 

italicizing the symbols, as I have done in this paragraph.  In examples, the symbols will 

be left non-italicized.   

 

2.1.1  All languages surveyed 

The cross-linguistic survey includes a total of 117 languages from 86 genera7.  

Of these, about half (58) show some form of palatalization.  The table below 

summarizes the numbers of languages in each area and how many have palatalization.  

There are 25 languages surveyed from Africa, 16 from Australia-New Guinea, 34 from 

Eurasia, 19 from Austronesia, thirteen languages from North America, and ten 

languages from South America.  The difference in numbers is mainly due to the paucity 

of relevant descriptions for South America.  In each of the five areas there are languages 

that belong to different genera or, if they belong to the same genus, they come from 

different geographical areas.   

Table 2.1  Language sample summary 
 

Area 
Total number
of languages 

Palatalization No palatalization

Africa 25 18 7
Australia New Guinea 16 6 10
Eurasia  34 15 19
Austronesia 19 4 15
North America 13 10 3
South America 10 5 5

TOTAL 117 58 59

 

                                                 
7 25 of these languages are the same as the languages described in Bhat (1978).  For two of the 25 
languages, Kashmiri (Dardic, India) and Cocopa (Yuman, Mexico), I have not found evidence of 
palatalization.  Kashmiri is discussed in more detail in this chapter.  
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For some languages palatalization is present only in certain dialects, or there are 

several dialects that have palatalization, but each has its own pattern.  Each dialect is 

specified in parentheses for those languages for which only a particular dialect is 

described and specified (i.e. Mongolian—Halh dialect, Coatzospan Mixtec—women’s 

speech).  Languages for which more than one dialect is described are only counted once 

in Table 2.1, but since various dialects present different patterns of palatalization (which 

also constitute subsets of palatalization patterns in other unrelated languages), each 

dialect, or group of dialects that share a palatalization pattern, is counted separately in 

the discussion of palatalization patterns, as appropriate to each case.  Languages with 

more than one dialect described are Amharic (5), Romanian (2), and Greek (2). 

 
2.1.2  Languages with palatalization 

The sample consists of 58 languages which have palatalization and 59 languages 

which do not have palatalization.  In this section I briefly discuss the basic selection 

process for languages with palatalization, and in the next section I do the same for 

languages without palatalization.  Whether to include a language in the palatalizing 

group was primarily determined by examining the transcriptions and descriptions of that 

language.  If a grammar or journal article described a palatalization process, or if the 

transcriptions demonstrated the presence of palatalization in a language, according to 

the definition of palatalization established in Chapter 1, that language was included.  

This was not a simple task, as some of the descriptions were ambiguous.  Fifteen 

languages were described as having either all or only certain classes of consonants 

either palatalized, or palatalized to different degrees: slightly, somewhat, moderately, 
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strongly, phonetically, or redundantly palatalized.  For all but two of these languages 

examples were provided which clarified such descriptions.  For a third language, 

Mwera, this is only partly the case, with clear full palatalization of velars but unclear 

palatalization of labials and coronals, as will be discussed below. 

The qualifying terms mentioned above normally correspond to secondary 

palatalization, as in Amharic, Bulgarian (labial and coronal targets) Hausa, Kayardild, 

Mongolian and others, but there are a few cases in which full palatalization is what 

takes place, as in Bulgarian (dorsal targets), Luganda, and Mangarayi.  For two 

languages, Kokota and West Greenlandic, it was difficult to determine what the 

description of palatalization meant because of lack of more detailed explanation or 

examples.  In Kokota (Western Oceanic, Solomon Islands) velars  and  “slightly 

palatalize” before front vowels i, e, to a higher degree before i (Palmer 2002).  In West 

Greenlandic (Inuit, Greenland) alveolars t, s, n and l are “slightly palatalized” in the 

environment of i, while k, g and  are post-palatal before i and medio-velar/dorsal 

otherwise (Fortescue 1984).  From this description of West Greenlandic it seems that 

dorsals change their place of articulation, suggesting full palatalization, but it is not 

clear what type of palatalization the alveolars show; therefore, I cannot establish a 

pattern for this language.  For these reasons I include these two languages only in the 

general count, but not in the detailed discussion.  Nevertheless, as will be described 

shortly, the fact that either dorsals alone, or coronals and dorsals together palatalize 

(either secondarily or fully) is compatible with the palatalization patterns found in the 

rest of the languages, so these two languages would neatly fit in to the general patterns.   
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In the third language, Mwera (Bantu, Tanzania), there is full palatalization of the 

velar stops k and g to t and d, respectively.  However, for some labial and coronal 

sounds it is not clear from the description whether they are palatalized or not.  Harries 

(1950) states that “as a palatalization, y [palatal semi-vowel] is used to form the 

following consonantal combinations: py, mpy, mby, ty, nty, ndy, my, ny, y, ly; while its 

presence in the palatals t, d and  is implicit” (Harries 1950:15).  He uses the term 

“palatalization”, and the symbols indicate that this would be secondary palatalization 

(excluding the palatal sounds themselves), but the examples do not make it clear that 

this is indeed palatalization or simply a sequence of a consonant and a palatal semi-

vowel.  I have found no other sources discussing this process in Mwera.  As nothing 

more is said about this, and as Harris’ quote makes reference to “consonantal 

combinations”, I will assume that coronals and labials do not undergo palatalization in 

Mwera and exclude these sounds from the detailed study.  I will only include dorsal 

palatalization, which is clearly illustrated with examples in Harries (1950): 

(1) Dorsal palatalization in Mwera (Harries 1950:8): 

Root        Applicative                                                1sg.past 

ika     -itila          ‘come for, arrive at’   naite           ‘I came’     

poteka      potetela    ‘be in pain for’        napotete       ‘I was in pain’ 

twaga    twandila   ‘pound grain for’         natwandile    ‘I pounded’ 

ulaga     uladila    ‘kill for’   namulede    ‘I killed him’ 

This leaves 56 languages which are included in the detailed discussion of palatalization 

(including Mwera, excluding Kokota and West Greenlandic).  In the next section I 

discuss the exclusion process for languages without palatalization.  
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2.1.3  Languages without palatalization 

As mentioned earlier, my sample includes 59 languages without palatalization.  

For most of these languages (54) I have made the determination that they do not have 

palatalization based on transcriptions and descriptions of these languages in the sources 

I have consulted.  It is of course entirely my own responsibility if I misinterpreted the 

findings in those sources.  The other five languages are excluded because they are 

reported to have only velar fronting, or they have questionable palatalization.  These 

cases are further discussed below.   

Three languages are reported to have velar fronting, with velar consonants being 

pronounced more fronted when they occur before front vowels.  In Indonesian (Sundic, 

Indonesia) velar obstruents k, g, x are pronounced more fronted before front vowels, and 

more backed before back vowels (Dyen, 1967).  Similarly, in Nepali (Indo-Aryan, 

Nepal) plain and aspirated velar stops k, kh, g and gh are pronounced fronted before 

front vowels i and e (Acharya 1991).  In Karachay (Ponto-Caspian, Russia) only the 

voiceless velar k appears to be subject to fronting: k is pronounced as post-palatal when 

before front vowels, while g is pronounced as g.  When adjacent to back vowels, k is 

optionally pronounced as a uvular stop q (Seegmiller 1996).  There are other languages 

which have fronting, but they also have full or secondary palatalization, as summarized 

in the table below.  These languages are obviously included in the palatalization sample.   
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Table 2.2  Languages with fronting 
 

Language Fronting Full Sec Comment 
Indonesian /k, g, x/    
Karachay /k/    

Nepali /k, k, g, g/    

Ejagham /t, d, k, g, t, d/  Dorsal [k] and [g] show 
fronting or pal 
depending on 
trigger  

English /k, g/ Coronal   
Hungarian Yes, but not 

discussed 
further 

 Coronal  

Japanese /k, g/  Coronal 
Dorsal (/h/ 
only) 

  

Karok /k/ Coronal   

Korean /k, kh, k’, /  Coronal   

Mangap-Mbula /k, g, g, /   
 

Coronal  

Maori /k, /  Coronal (?) 
Dorsal 

 Not clear if full 
pal. for coronal 

Tohono 
O’Odham 

/k, g/ Coronal Coronal Different coronals 
for full and sec. 

Romanian 
(Standard and 
Moldavian) 

/k, g/ (Labial-Mold.) 
Coronal 
Dorsal 

Labial 
Coronal 
Dorsal 

Differs by 
morpho-
phonological vs. 
phonological 
palatalization and 
target type 

Zoque Velar Coronal Labial 
Dorsal 

Velar fronting 
before vowels, 
palatalization 
before palatal 
glide 

 

Velar fronting also exists in English, where the k sound in keep is pronounced more 

forward than the k in coop8.  In fact, it is possible that this type of fronting is found in 

many of the languages which did not report it and which I consider not to have any type 

of palatalization.  It is difficult to tell exactly what velar fronting amounts to, as it 

                                                 
8 In the case of English, Mielke’s sound patterns P-base database (2006) shows that k and g palatalize to c 
and  before front vowels, which would be full palatalization by my definition. 
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sometimes comes down to a judgment call: does fronting a k mean pronouncing it as a 

palatal stop c, or is it still a k but produced with tongue contact further forward from its 

normal position, but not enough to make it palatal?  At what point in the roof of the 

mouth do we demarcate palatal from velar?9  It is impossible to answer these questions 

for all of these languages, and for that reason I will base my generalizations and 

subsequent analysis on reports of sound alternations with palatal or palato-alveolar 

sounds in each language.10   

In addition to the three languages which have velar fronting there are two 

languages excluded because of highly questionable palatalization.  In Andoke (Isolate, 

Colombia) the coronal fricative s never appears before mid-front vowels e or e, but 

instead alternates with the palatal stop c, which resembles palatalization (Landaburu 

1979).  s does appear before i, which is unexpected in cases of palatalization, as i is the 

best palatalization trigger.  If Andoke had palatalization, we would expect the palatal 

stop to appear before i also, which is not the case.  Some examples are provided below: 

(2)  Andoke (Landaburu 1979:29): 

(a) [ceme]    ‘the tribe of Mirana’                   (b)        [si’si ]      ‘black cricket’ 

[cehe]     ‘little black bird’           [sidaita]  ‘coral snake 

[padoce] ‘iguana’ 

As this is the only information available regarding palatalization in this language, it is 

likely that the grammar is incomplete and the current data are not enough to allow a 

clear discernment regarding palatalization.    

                                                 
9 I am grateful to Amalia Arvaniti for discussion on this topic (2006, personal communication).   
10 As it turns out, even if more languages reported velar fronting as palatalization, those languages would 
fit into the implicational patterns I identify in this chapter. 
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For Kashmiri (Dardic, India) there are conflicting reports regarding 

palatalization.  Kelkar and Trisal (1964) write that all consonants undergo palatalization 

before front vowels, and their examples indicate that this is full palatalization.  

However, Wali and Koul (1997) argue that all palatalized consonants are contrastive in 

Kashmiri, and that there is no palatalization at all in the language beyond phonemic 

contrasts.  As seen in the following examples, plain stops contrast with stops that have 

secondary palatalization: 

(3)  Kashmiri contrastive palatalization (Wali and Koul 1997:297): 

/tal/     ‘under’   vs.   /tal/    ‘a piece’  

        /nu:l/  ‘mongoose’      vs.   /nu:l/  ‘blue’         

It is highly doubtful, therefore, that Kashmiri has an active process of full, or even 

secondary, palatalization, though it is possible this process did exist at some point in the 

history of the language.  For these reasons, the languages described above are excluded 

from the palatalization sample. 

In the next sections I present the palatalization findings for full and secondary 

palatalization.  In each case I address the palatalization targets by major place of 

articulation and any differences arising from comparing morpho-phonological and 

phonological palatalization.  I discuss palatalization triggers in a single section as there 

are no significant differences between full and secondary palatalization in this respect. 
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2.2 Full palatalization 

2.2.1 Full palatalization targets: general patterns 

This section presents a detailed examination of full palatalization targets by 

major place of articulation affected: labial, coronal, or dorsal.  First I discuss the 

findings without distinguishing between morpho-phonological and phonological 

palatalization, thus allowing us to make generalizations about full palatalization as a 

whole.  Then I will present an important difference concerning full labial palatalization 

when the morpho-phonological palatalization contexts are distinguished.  

 Table 2.3 below summarizes the full palatalization patterns for the languages in 

my sample, 45 languages or dialects, separated according to morpho-phonological, 

phonological, and total full palatalization.   

Table 2.3  Full palatalization (45 languages/dialects) 
 

         POA 
Full 
palatalization 

Labial Coronal Dorsal Coronal 
+ Dorsal 

Labial 
+ 
Dorsal 

Labial + 
Coronal 

Labial, 
Coronal, 
Dorsal 

Morpho-
phonological 

0 13 3 4 0 0 2 

 
Phonological 

0 14 6 8 0 0 0 

Total full  
palatalization 

0 27 9 12 0 0 2 

 
Six of the languages included in Table 2.3 (Korean, Mina, Tswana, and the 

Gonder, Menz, Gojjam/Wello dialects of Amharic) have both morpho-phonological and 

phonological palatalization, and in five of them this occurs at the same place of 

articulation.  This is why the numbers in Table 2.3 add up to more than 45 overall.  

Sixteen of these languages also have secondary palatalization at one or more places of 
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articulation, not indicated in this table.  See Appendix 2 for overall palatalization 

patterns in individual languages.   

Let us first focus on the overall full palatalization patterns, given as the sum of 

morpho-phonological and phonological palatalization in the last row of Table 2.3.  

Notice that consonants at all three places of articulation are targeted for full 

palatalization, but not to the same degree.  Coronals and dorsals show independent as 

well as co-occurring full palatalization, while labial palatalization always co-occurs 

with both dorsal and coronal palatalization.  Coronal full palatalization outnumbers 

dorsal full palatalization, twenty seven (54%) vs. nine (18%) languages, and twelve 

(24%) languages fully palatalize both dorsals and coronals.  Only two languages (4%) 

in my sample show full palatalization of labials, the Moldavian dialect of Romanian, 

and Tswana.11  As will be discussed in the next chapter on labial palatalization, there is 

evidence in both languages that labial full palatalization did not in fact occur as implied 

by using the term “labial palatalization”.  Full labial palatalization did not arise directly 

from p to t for example, but via intermediary stages.  Historical evidence suggests that 

a series of changes not directly affecting the labial consonant itself, but rather a palatal 

glide which followed it, is responsible for the synchronic alternations between labials 

and palatalized consonants.  However, as I postpone the detailed discussion of full 

labial palatalization until the next chapter, for the time being I will assume that labial 

palatalization is present in these two languages in my sample (Moldavian and Tswana).     

                                                 
11 It has also been proposed that Ikalanga has full labial palatalization (Mathangwane 1999).  However, 
with the exception of m, the other labials become alveolar, not palatal.  See Appendix 7. 
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The patterns in Table 2.3 suggest the existence of an implicational relationship 

for full palatalization that groups coronal and dorsal sounds together, separating them 

from labial sounds.  Labial palatalization is dependent on the palatalization of coronals 

and dorsals in an implicational fashion: if labial consonants fully palatalize, then so do 

coronal and dorsal consonants.  Notice that there is no language in the above table (and 

in fact in the entire language sample) that palatalizes labials to the exclusion of coronals 

and dorsals.  There is no implicational relationship between the full palatalization of 

coronals and dorsals, but only between that of labials and coronals/dorsals as a group.  

These findings are summarized in (4) below: 

(4)  Full palatalization generalizations: 

o coronal and dorsal targets may be fully palatalized independently of each other, 

or both places of articulation may be targeted in the same language. 

o labial palatalization always co-occurs with both dorsal and coronal 

palatalization (implicational universal) å labial > coronal & dorsal. 

The full palatalization implicational universal established here will be modified 

later to reflect the fact that labial consonants do not palatalize fully at all, as argued in 

the Chapter 4.  What remains true is that if labial consonants alternate with fully 

palatalized consonants in a given language, then coronal and dorsal consonants will 

show full palatalization in that language as well.  However, while for the latter using the 

term “palatalization” would be accurate, this would not be so for the former, as labial 

consonants do not in fact fully palatalize.  
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2.2.2  Full palatalization targets: morpho-phonological vs. phonological 

When comparing morpho-phonological and phonological full palatalization, we 

find the same patterns as when the two were collapsed, with one significant difference: 

the cases of full palatalization of labials are all morpho-phonological.  There are no 

labial consonants which palatalize in purely phonological contexts in synchronic 

grammars, thus we never see labials alternating with palatals in mutually exclusive 

contexts.  Labial consonants do not palatalize fully in the same way that coronals and 

dorsals do.  I will argue in the analysis in Chapter 4 that phonological full palatalization 

of labials is not expected to occur because of the articulators involved in producing 

labial consonants on the one hand and the palatalization triggers on the other: the lips 

and the tongue, respectively.  These articulators can move independently of one 

another, therefore there is no pressure for full palatalization to occur.  Instead, in 

phonological contexts labial consonants show secondary palatalization.  Even the 

morphological cases, as previously stated, can all be linked to diachronic change.  The 

full palatalization summary in (4) is repeated and expanded here to include this fact 

about labial palatalization: 

 (5)  Full palatalization generalizations: 

o coronal and dorsal targets may be fully palatalized independently of each other, 

or both places of articulation may be targeted in the same language 

o labial consonants never have full phonological palatalization in synchronic 

grammars 

o full labial palatalization always co-occurs with both dorsal and coronal 

palatalization (implicational universal):  labial > coronal & dorsal 
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Chen’s (1973) predictions for palatalization patterns are only partially consistent 

with my observations.  Recall Chen’s prediction that if labials palatalize then so do 

coronals, and if coronals palatalize then so do dorsals.  Thus, we should expect to find 

no language in which only coronals palatalize, to the exclusion of dorsals, and no 

language where only labials palatalize.  On the other hand, we should expect to find 

languages with only full palatalization of dorsals12.  As I have shown here, there are 

many languages with exclusive palatalization of both dorsal and coronal sounds, and 

indeed no language where only labials palatalize.  Thus, the flaw in Chen’s 

implicational hierarchy lies in the prediction regarding coronals and dorsals: they can 

palatalize independently or together.  I should point out that Chen’s analysis and 

predictions were based on a very small language sample, and it is therefore not 

surprising that a larger scale empirical study would contradict some of the predictions 

that the hierarchies make. 

My observations of full palatalization patterns are consistent with Bhat (1978), 

who writes that full palatalization of labials is very rare (Bhat 1978:70).  Most of the 

languages in his sample show palatalization of coronal and dorsal consonants, just as 

the languages in my sample do, and only a few are reported to have full palatalization of 

labials, among these Romanian and Tswana (see chapter 3 for further discussion on 

labial palatalization).  Bhat does not formulate any implicational relationships for 

palatalization, so I cannot evaluate the findings in this regard.   

                                                 
12 Chen also proposes an implicational hierarchy for palatalization triggers, whereby if lower front vowels 
trigger palatalization, then so do higher front vowels.  This will be discussed further in the next section. 
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Neither Chen (1973) nor Bhat (1978) distinguished specifically among morpho-

phonological and phonological palatalization contexts, rather they collapsed all contexts 

in their analyses.  Finally, I cannot compare my findings to Hall (2000), as he is 

concerned with secondary palatalization, particularly at the phonemic level.   

 

2.3 Secondary palatalization  

2.3.1 Secondary palatalization targets: general patterns 

This section presents a detailed description of secondary palatalization targets by 

discussing the major place of articulation affected, labial, coronal, or dorsal.  As in the 

previous section, I first present the findings without distinguishing between morpho-

phonological and phonological palatalization, and then I will discuss some important 

differences that arise when distinguishing between the two contexts.  In brief, dorsals 

show exclusive secondary palatalization only in phonological contexts, and in morpho-

phonological contexts dorsal secondary palatalization is dependent on coronal 

palatalization.  Coronals, on the other hand, may palatalize secondarily in both contexts. 

Table 2.4 below summarizes the patterns of secondary palatalization in my 

language sample, totaling 32 languages or dialects.  As with full palatalization, the 

results are separated according to morpho-phonological, phonological and total 

secondary palatalization.   
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Table 2.4  Secondary palatalization (32 languages/dialects) 
 

          POA 
Sec. 
palatalization 

Labial Coronal Dorsal Coronal 
+ Dorsal

Labial + 
Dorsal* 

Labial + 
Coronal* 

Labial, 
Coronal, 
Dorsal 

Morpho-
phonological 

0 2 0 0 2 1 4 

 
Phonological 

0 5 9 3 0 3 6 

Total 
secondary  
palatalization 

0 7 9 3 2 4 10 

* all of these cases also have full palatalization of the third place of articulation (or in 
the case of Mandarin, do not have dorsals in the environment of the palatalizing trigger) 
 

Table 2.4 illustrates that, as was the case with full palatalization, dorsal and 

coronal consonants show independent as well as co-occurring secondary palatalization.  

There is overlapping morpho-phonological and phonological palatalization at the dorsal 

place of articulation in both dialects of Romanian (standard and Moldavian) and in 

Polish, which explains why the total numbers add up to 35 in the last row.  Thus, there 

are nine (26%) languages in which dorsals palatalize exclusively, seven (20%) 

languages where coronals palatalize exclusively, and three (9%) languages where both 

coronals and dorsals palatalize.  Labials still never palatalize independently; however, 

there are sixteen (45%) languages (including dialects) in which labials have secondary 

palatalization, and in ten of these all consonants show secondary palatalization, 

compared to only two languages with full labial palatalization.  Clearly, secondary 

palatalization affects labials differently than full palatalization does.  Whenever labials 

show secondary palatalization so do either coronal or dorsal consonants, or both.  In 

Bulgarian, Carib, Mandarin, and the Gonder dialect of Amharic only labials and 

coronals show secondary palatalization, and in Polish (Slavic, Poland) and Zoque 
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(Mixe-Zoquean, Mexico) only labials and dorsals show secondary palatalization in 

morphological contexts.  All consonants show secondary palatalization in phonological 

contexts in Polish, with the dorsal consonants doing so before different vowels than in 

morphological contexts (see Appendix 3).  However, in all of the languages where 

labials and only one other place of articulation show secondary palatalization, the third 

place of articulation is subject to full palatalization.  In the case of Mandarin, dorsals do 

not appear in palatalizing environments (Duanmu 2000), making it impossible for them 

to show any type of palatalization.  If they did occur in such contexts they would also be 

expected to palatalize.  It is also possible that they did palatalize in these contexts and 

that is why they no longer appear before palatalizing triggers; however, since Mandarin 

does not show morphological alternations it is impossible to tell what occurred with the 

dorsals other than looking at the distributional facts.   Below I summarize the 

generalizations of secondary palatalization. 

(6)  Secondary palatalization generalizations: 

o Coronal and dorsal consonants can palatalize independently, or both may 

palatalize in the same language 

o Labial secondary palatalization always co-occurs with either coronal or dorsal 

secondary palatalization, or both (implicational universal):  

labial > coronal or dorsal   
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2.3.2  Secondary palatalization targets: morpho-phonological vs. phonological 

When comparing morpho-phonological and phonological secondary 

palatalization, two interesting patterns surface.  First, independent dorsal secondary 

palatalization only occurs phonologically.  There are no languages in which only 

dorsals are secondarily palatalized in morpho-phonological contexts.  Typically, 

morpho-phonological secondary palatalization affects either coronals alone, or 

consonants at all places of articulation.  In the case of Polish and Zoque, where dorsals 

and labials show morpho-phonological secondary palatalization, coronal consonants 

fully palatalize in the same contexts.  Therefore, dorsal morpho-phonological secondary 

palatalization is dependent on coronal morpho-phonological palatalization (either full or 

secondary).   

Second, consonants at all three places of articulation can show secondary 

palatalization, either in morpho-phonological or phonological contexts, as seen in 

Shilluk, Yagua, Romanian, several dialects of Amharic, Mongolian, and Nupe.  This 

pattern confirms that labial consonants are affected by secondary palatalization 

differently than by full palatalization.  In (7) I summarize the generalizations for 

secondary palatalization, taking into account the differences arising from comparing 

morpho-phonological and phonological palatalization. 

(7)  Secondary palatalization generalizations 

o Coronal consonants may palatalize independently in both morpho-phonological 

and phonological contexts 

o Dorsal consonants can palatalize independently only in phonological contexts 
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o Morpho-phonological dorsal secondary palatalization is dependent on coronal 

palatalization (full or secondary):  dorsal > coronal 

o Labial secondary palatalization always co-occurs with either coronal or dorsal 

secondary palatalization, or both (implicational universal):  

 labial > coronal or dorsal 

  Because of the approach to palatalization, full vs. secondary and morpho-

phonological vs. phonological contexts, these generalizations have not been made in 

prior studies as far as I am aware.  Chen (1973) did not look at secondary palatalization, 

and Bhat (1978) concluded that secondary palatalization is areally restricted, but that 

when it does occur it affects consonants at all places of articulation (Bhat 1978:76).  

This latter observation is generally true, as many of the languages with secondary 

palatalization do palatalize consonants at all places of articulation (see Table 3 of 

Appendix 2), though I did not find secondary palatalization to be areally restricted13.   

 Although Hall’s (2000) generalizations apply mainly to phonemic systems, he 

does claim that the implicational universal that if a language has a palatalized rhotic it 

will have at least one palatalized nonrhotic could be an absolute universal, applying also 

to the surface representation.  I did not focus specifically on rhotics, but my findings are 

consistent with this universal, as there is no language where only r-sounds are 

palatalized, either fully or secondarily.  Furthermore, I also found that rhotic consonants 

are resistant to palatalization, just as Hall (2000) and Bhat (1978) also found. 

 

                                                 
13 Maddieson (1984) states that, in phonemic systems, secondary palatalization occurs more commonly 
with labial and coronal stops, but this does not imply that it does not occur with velar stops (Maddieson 
1984:37).  Similarly, Kochetov (2002) states that dorsals show secondary palatalization less often than 
coronals and labials (Kochetov 2002:21). 
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2.4  General remarks on palatalization patterns 

The full and secondary palatalization patterns discussed above converge on the 

fact that there is no language where only labials, or labials and either coronals or dorsals 

palatalize together (either fully or secondarily) to the exclusion of other sounds.  This 

suggests that the implicational relationship established earlier regarding the dependency 

of labial full palatalization on both coronal and dorsal palatalization is truly a 

relationship that holds for palatalization as a whole.  The outcome of palatalization, 

whether full or secondary, is more dependent on individual sounds within each 

language.  But the major places of articulation are clearly targeted by palatalization in 

general in a systematic way, in which the palatalization of labials is dependent on the 

palatalization of both coronals and dorsals.   

As a final note, for those languages with overlapping full and secondary 

palatalization at the same place of articulation, it does not mean that sounds randomly 

undergo one type of palatalization or the other.  Rather, in each language either certain 

sets of sounds undergo one type of palatalization or another, the morpho-phonological 

or the phonological context determines full or secondary palatalization, or there are 

other factors determining full or secondary palatalization for different sounds.  For a full 

description of these cases refer to Appendix 3.  Here I will discuss just a few examples 

to illustrate. 

In Fanti (Akan, Ghana) dorsal consonants show both full and secondary 

palatalization.  However, this is determined by both the trigger type and by target type.  

Dorsal consonants k, g, ,  kw and gw fully palatalize before a front vowel, while x fully 
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palatalizes only before a non-nasal front vowel, and it has secondary palatalization 

before a nasal front vowel, as seen below: 

(8)  Velar x palatalization in Fanti (Welmers 1946): 

  xira    []ira     ‘earthen water pot’                         

xe          []e  ‘he located at (out of sight)’  

oxi n     o[x]i n  ‘chief’   

ixén            i[x]en  ‘boat’   

In Coatzospan Mixtec (women’s speech; Mixtec, Mexico) coronals t and nd undergo 

full palatalization before front vowels i, e and secondary palatalization before high back 

vowels , u. 

(9)   Coronal palatalization in Coatzospan Mixtec (Gerfen 1999:29): 

  /ndii/     [ndii]      ‘force’ 

/ndee/      [ndee]    ‘black’ 

/tii/          [tii]         ‘man’ 

/tee/        [tee]  ‘leaf used for roofing’ 

/nduu/  [ndjuu]  ‘tree trunk’ 

/nd/     [ndj]    ‘flat, smooth’ 

/tuu/    [tjuu]   ‘cutting off water’ 

/t/      [tj]    ‘twisted’  

Therefore, while there is no general cross-linguistic pattern that can be established for 

overlapping full and secondary palatalization at the same place of articulation, each 

language has a systematic way of determining full and secondary palatalization, 

obeying the cross linguistic generalizations of palatalization by major place of 

articulation as described above.  
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2.5  Detail on full and secondary palatalization targets 

In this section I will present details on the actual sounds that are targeted by both 

full and secondary palatalization.  I discuss these findings in a single section as there are 

no significant differences between full and secondary palatalization in this respect.  

There are very few differences between morpho-phonological and purely phonological 

palatalization and these will be discussed here as well.   

Most of the palatalization targets are obstruents, with stops outnumbering 

fricatives and affricates.  The next best targets are the nasals, followed by laterals, and 

finally by rhotics.  This is not equivalent to establishing an implicational relationship 

among manners of articulation, as there are languages in which such a relationship 

would not hold in a strict sense (for example, only fricative s palatalizes in Karok 

(Hokan, USA)).  However, there is an overwhelming tendency in most languages for 

obstruents to palatalize most often, followed by the other manners of articulation as just 

mentioned.  This is consistent with findings in Maddieson (1984) where phonemic 

palatalization is noted for a large number of languages.  Numbers from this work are 

given below (reproduced from Hall 2000:9).  Notice that the number of languages 

increases going from rhotics to laterals to nasals and finally to obstruents: 
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 (10)  

a.  Languages with at least one palatalized rhotic phoneme: 8 

 b.  Languages with at least one palatalized lateral phoneme (including ): 22 

 c.  Languages with at least one palatalized nasal phoneme (including ): 115 

d.  Languages with at least one palatalized obstruent phoneme  

     (including c, ): 120 

In Table 2.5 below I give a highly simplified list of the most common 

palatalization targets and their outcomes.  For a complete inventory of targets and their 

outcomes refer to Appendix 5.  As full palatalization of labials is extremely rare and 

furthermore restricted to historical developments in morpho-phonological contexts, I do 

not include any targets and outcomes in the table for this category.  The morpho-

phonological palatalization columns are shaded for visual ease.  The abbreviations MP 

and P indicate morpho-phonological and phonological contexts, respectively. 

 
Table 2.5  Most common palatalization targets  

and their respective outcomes 
 

 Full Secondary 
MP Outcome P Outcome MP P Outcome 

    p p 
    b b 

Labial 

    m m 

t t t t t t 

d d d d d d 

s  s  s s 
Coronal 

n  n  n n 

k t k (t) c k k 
Dorsal 

g d g (d)  g g 

C 
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I first want to point out that the palatalization outcomes of both morpho-

phonological and phonological palatalization are generally the same.  For example, 

dorsals k and g and coronal t and d can fully palatalize to t and d regardless of context.  

Individual languages sometimes show more varied outcomes, such as r palatalizing to d 

in Carib (Carib, Guiana) and Yagua (Peba Yaguan, Peru).   

As mentioned earlier, labial consonants most commonly show secondary 

palatalization.  For coronal and dorsal consonants, the obstruents and nasals are the best 

targets.  The most common full palatalization outcomes for the coronal and dorsal oral 

stops t, d and k, g (ejective or plain) are the palato-alveolar affricates t and d.  The 

alveolar fricatives s (ejective or plain) and z are produced further back toward the 

palate, being realized most often as  and , respectively, while the alveolar nasal n is 

mostly realized as palatal nasal .   

When comparing palatalization outcomes within morpho-phonological and 

phonological contexts a few asymmetries emerge.  Coronal and dorsal consonants 

prefer full palatalization in morpho-phonological contexts.  The only exception seems to 

be the alveolar nasal which has comparable instances of full and secondary 

palatalization outcomes in both morpho-phonological and phonological contexts.  It is 

often difficult to determine whether n is fully or secondarily palatalized, so it is possible 

that the numbers may not be entirely correct here.  For phonological palatalization, full 

or secondary palatalization outcomes seem to be more balanced, with slightly higher 

numbers of secondary palatalization for some sounds such as d, r, g.  There is an 
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additional noticeable contrast for dorsals: in morpho-phonological contexts, full 

palatalization is preferred; however, in phonological contexts there are many cases 

where dorsals fully palatalize and also where they show secondary palatalization.  

While the most common outcomes of full morpho-phonological palatalization for k and 

g are t and d, in phonological contexts we see the palatal stops c and  more often.   

For secondary palatalization the common outcome is to have a secondary palatal 

articulation only, but in a few cases something additional takes place.  For example in 

the Standard dialect of Romanian (SR) final consonants palatalize before i-initial 

suffixes, in particular the plural marker, but different consonants have different 

realizations.  Labials have secondary palatalization, dorsal k, g, and coronal s, z have 

full palatalization with secondary release.  Other coronals and the glottal fricative have 

secondary palatalization with the exception of d and t, which in addition to having a 

secondary palatal release also spirantize and affricate, respectively: 

(11) d and t spirantization/affrication and secondary palatalization in SR: 

/brad-i/  [braz] ‘fir tree.pl’ 

/pot-i/  [pots] ‘can.2sg’ 

The coronal rhotic r shows mostly secondary palatalization, with the additional 

outcome of d in Carib and Yagua, as mentioned earlier.  Some examples from Carib are 

given below: 
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(12)   Palatalization in Carib (Hoff 1968:32-39)14: 

  /ira:ko/  [idja:ko]   ‘large ant’  

/pi:to/    [pi:t jo]   ‘flatus’ 

/i:ta/   [i:t ja]    ‘in it’ 

/pisu:ru/   [piu:ru]    ‘species of fish’ 

Recall Hall’s (2000) prediction that if a rhotic will palatalize it may sometimes change 

to another sound, which is exactly what happens here.  Thus, such an outcome for the 

rhotic is not that unexpected, and it is likely that the closest palatalized variant of r 

would be a palatalized stop such as d.   

Laterals primarily show full palatalization to the palatal glide, though there are 

also some cases of secondary palatalization.  The lateral approximant shows either full 

or secondary palatalization, while the lateral fricatives show secondary palatalization.  

 

2.6  Interim summary: palatalization targets   

 In sections 2.2 through 2.5 I presented a detailed description of the general 

findings on full and secondary palatalization target by major place of articulation, labial, 

coronal, and dorsal, and also by the most common sounds targeted by palatalization.  I 

also pointed out differences in patterns arising from comparing palatalization in 

morpho-phonological contexts with those in purely phonological contexts.  The most 

striking finding is that labial palatalization is always dependent on the palatalization of 

coronal and dorsal consonants, strongly indicating a separation between the labial and 

                                                 
14 In Carib the palatalization trigger precedes the target. 
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the coronal/dorsal places of articulation.  In every language where labials palatalize 

both coronals and dorsals also palatalize, either secondarily or fully.  As mentioned 

earlier, I will argue that this is expected given the articulators involved in producing 

these target sounds and the palatalization triggers, namely the lips and the tongue.   

 I have also shown that there are no significant differences regarding the actual 

sounds that undergo palatalization in morpho-phonological and phonological contexts.  

The outcomes of palatalization are largely the same regardless of context: there is both 

full and secondary palatalization in either context, with some tendencies for coronals 

and dorsals to prefer full palatalization in morpho-phonological contexts.  In (13) and 

(14) below I summarize the patterns of full and secondary palatalization, restated from 

(5) and (7) above. 

(13) Full palatalization generalizations: 

o coronal and dorsal targets may be fully palatalized independently of each other, 

or both places of articulation may be targeted in the same language 

o labial consonants never have full phonological palatalization 

o full labial palatalization always co-occurs with both dorsal and coronal 

palatalization (implicational universal):  labial> coronal & dorsal.  

(14)  Secondary palatalization generalizations: 

o Coronal consonants may palatalize independently in both morpho-phonological 

and phonological contexts. 

o Dorsal consonants can palatalize independently only in phonological contexts 

o Morpho-phonological dorsal secondary palatalization is dependent on coronal 

palatalization (full or secondary):  dorsal > coronal. 
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o Labial secondary palatalization always co-occurs with either coronal or dorsal 

secondary palatalization, or both (implicational universal):  

  labial > coronal or dorsal. 

In the next section I turn to palatalization triggers.  I discuss what the triggers are, their 

position with respect to the target, and their fate (whether they are pronounced or not). 

 

2.7  Palatalization triggers 

It is best to discuss palatalization triggers in a single section without making 

distinctions for full/secondary and morpho-phonological/phonological, because in 

general the same patterns are observed.  An interesting finding is that there is no 

significant effect of triggers with respect to full or secondary palatalization.  The type of 

palatalization that consonants undergo, full or secondary, is more a result of the nature 

of the target itself rather than of trigger type15.  Therefore, this aspect will not be 

discussed further.  Rather, this section will focus on the actual palatalization triggers, 

their position with respect to the target, and their fate (whether they are pronounced, or 

maintained on the surface, or whether they are opaque, or not pronounced/deleted).  

 

2.7.1  What are the triggers?  

It is generally well known among linguists that the typical palatalization triggers 

are the front vowels i and e, and the palatal glide (or semivowel) j.  Chen (1973), Bhat 

(1978) and Hall (2000) all found the same common triggers.  As I show in this section, 

this is indeed the case with a great majority of the languages in my sample.  Regarding 

                                                 
15 There are some languages where the trigger makes a difference, but this is not the case in general.  
Some examples include Coatzospan Mixtec (women’s speech) and Fanti. 
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such features as distinctive vowel length, rounding, or nasality, I have found that in 

general they do not make a difference in the vowel’s ability to trigger palatalization.  

Thus, both short and long, oral and nasalized, and rounded and unrounded high and 

front vowels can trigger palatalization16.  The facts about rounding are consistent with 

Bhat (1978) who also found no significant effects of vowel rounding on palatalization 

(Bhat 1978:61).  Bhat does not discuss the effects of vowel nasality or length on 

palatalization, but presumably he does not do so because there are no great effects to be 

reported.   

In each language there are different combinations of triggers, and the interesting 

fact is that these combinations are not random but fall within predictable patterns 

according to vowel height and backness, as explained below.  There are languages 

where i is the only palatalization trigger (e.g. Apalai, Basque, Carib, Fongbe, 

Kayardild), languages in which only the palatal glide is a trigger (e.g. English, Shilluk, 

Yagua, Zoque), and languages where i and the glide j are triggers (e.g. Luvale, 

Nishnaabemwin, Yimas).  There are many languages where only front vowels are 

triggers, primarily including  i and e but also , y, ø and the diphthong ea (e.g. Dakota, 

Hausa, Mwera, Nupe, Romanian, Turkish), and a few others in which front vowels and 

high vowels which are further back (primarily u, but also , ) trigger palatalization, in 

addition to the usual i (e.g. Coatzospan Mixtec, Maori, Sentani, Tohono O’Odham).   

                                                 
16 The case of Fanti palatalization of x, described here in (8), is a notable exception to this.   
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Therefore, in every language where a lower front vowel such as  triggers 

palatalization we also see i as a trigger, and in every language where a high vowel such 

as u triggers palatalization once again we see i being a trigger.  There are two 

implicational relationships that can be drawn based on these findings, both of which 

converge on high front vowels, particularly on i, as being the best palatalization 

triggers. 

   (15)  Implicational relationships among palatalization trigger vowels 

(i)  if lower front vowels trigger palatalization, then so will higher front vowels 

(ii) if high back/central vowels trigger palatalization, then so will high front 

vowels 

The implicational relationship in (15i) is identical to Chen’s (1973).  Chen 

predicted that, among vowels, only the front ones would trigger palatalization, from low 

to high.  Bhat (1973) did not make any such predictions.  The relationship in (15ii) has 

not been identified in prior research to my knowledge.  This could be due to the fact that 

high back vowels rarely trigger palatalization, and languages in which such vowels are 

triggers may have been overlooked by other studies.  However, when such languages 

are included we can establish such relationships as (15ii), and furthermore we can 

confirm that [i] is the best palatalization trigger in any language, regardless of what the 

other triggers are.   

There are only three apparent exceptions to the implicational relationships in 

(15), and I discuss each of these here.  In Siriono (Tupi-Guarani, Bolivia) velar k shows 

secondary palatalization word-initially before a strongly stressed low central vowel a, 
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and g shows secondary palatalization before a stressed high front vowel i  (Firestone 

1965).  However, Bhat (1978:55) notes that k does not appear before i or e in Siriono, 

which explains why the relationship in (15 i) above appears to be disobeyed.  In 

Coatzospan Mixtec i and e trigger full palatalization on coronal t and nd in women’s 

speech, while back vowels  and u trigger secondary palatalization on the same 

consonants in both men and women’s speech (Gerfen 1999).  Taken together, these 

triggers do reflect (15 i) and (15 ii) in women’s speech, but it is odd that only the high 

back vowels should trigger secondary palatalization in men’s speech.  A possible 

explanation may lie in the socio-linguistic domain: if full palatalization marks female 

speech, this may be avoided by men.  Finally, in Ejagham the implicational 

relationships appear true for g, but not for k.  In this language high vowels i (front 

unrounded) and  (front rounded)17 trigger fronting on non-labial or labio-velar stops, 

including k and g.  In addition, k is optionally secondarily palatalized only before  (mid 

front unrounded), and g is obligatorily secondarily palatalized before  and , while 

before i it can either have fronting or secondary palatalization (Watters 1981).  Keeping 

in mind the difficulty of determining exactly what fronting amounts to, it is possible for 

both k and g to be affected by i in the same way they are affected by the other vowels,  

and , in which case the hierarchies would be respected entirely. 

                                                 
17 Watters 1981 treats  as a front vowel because it patterns more with the other front vowels in the 
language.  Typically this is a high central vowel.  Note that regardless of whether it is high central or high 
front, my predictions would be the same, namely that if this vowel triggers palatalization, so will i, which 
is indeed the case 
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The implicational relationships established above are only relevant when 

palatalization is triggered by vowels in a language.  There is no implicit claim that 

vowels are exclusive palatalization triggers, but that if there is a single vowel trigger in 

a language that vowel should be i.  This prediction is verified by the data in the 

language sample, as discussed below. 

All but six languages in the sample have i as a trigger.  In five of these there are 

no other vowel triggers, but rather the palatal glide alone is a trigger (English, 

Hungarian, Shilluk, Yagua, Zoque)18.  In the sixth language, Mongolian (Mongolian, 

Mongolia), the trigger is a preceding ai-diphthong.  It is not surprising that when no 

vowels are triggers of palatalization, the palatal glide is.  What is surprising though is 

that, of the languages with palatalization in the sample, fifty have the palatal glide in 

their sound inventory, but only nineteen have it as a trigger of palatalization (in at least 

one dialect studied).  In the analysis in chapter 5 I will discuss why this may be the case, 

comparing the articulatory properties of j with those of i.  Speaking in terms of sheer 

numbers, front vowels i and e are triggers more often than the palatal glide j (50 

languages have i, 25 languages have e, 19 languages have j).  However, as mentioned 

above, there are languages in which only the palatal glide triggers palatalization, but no 

languages in which only the mid front vowel e triggers palatalization, as predicted by 

the implicational relationships discussed above. 

                                                 
18 In addition to the palatal glide we see a set of palatalized alveolar stops t, d, n triggering palatalization 
on t, d, n in Hungarian (Uralic/Ugric, Hungary), though this could be treated as consonant harmony rather 
than palatalization (Hanson 2001).  Gilley (1992) analyzes i as an unspecified vowel in Shilluk (Nilotic, 
Sudan), and characterizes it as the most unstable vowel, easily deleted and the default epenthetic vowel, 
which may explain why it is not a palatalization trigger in this language. 
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There are three cases in which both high and mid front vowels are triggers, but 

the mid front vowels appear to be stronger triggers.  In Eastern Ojibwa dorsal k and kk 

and coronal  and   are secondarily palatalized before i or e, with e causing “more 

audible” palatalization (Bloomfield 1956).  In Ejagham k and g show different 

behaviors before i and  versus , (cf. section 2.7.1).  In Navajo i does not trigger 

palatalization on k and c, but e does; both i and e trigger palatalization on other 

consonants (Young 1980, 1987).  Bhat (1978) found that velar consonants were affected 

by front vowels more, while labial and coronal consonants were affected by high 

vowels more.  In his terms, this is why velars are more prone to tongue fronting and 

non-velars to tongue raising.  The palatalization patterns in the languages in my survey 

support the tendency that Bhatt reported, although I suspect that it is not front vowels 

that affect velars more, but that specifically the lower front vowels may affect velars 

more than other consonants.  Velar consonants appear to palatalize in front of i, e or just 

e, while coronal consonants do so only before i in some languages (i.e. Maori, Navajo, 

Romanian).  I suggest that the reason for this has to do with the fact that velar stops are 

themselves high, and it is possible that before a lower front vowel the tongue 

movements during speech production cause a larger shift in position than they would 

for a higher front vowel.  This shift may be more noticeable than before the high front 

vowel i, which may be interpreted as velar fronting and is thus not reported.   
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2.7.1.1  High back vowel triggers  

Languages where high back vowels trigger palatalization are not very common, 

although they are clearly attested.  There are only four such languages in my sample, 

Tohono O’Odham, Coatzospan Mixtec, Maori, and Sentani.  In Sentani only high 

vocoids trigger palatalization, and in the other three front vowels and high vowels both 

trigger palatalization.  This is summarized in the table below. 

Table 2.6  Languages with high back vowel triggers 

Languge Trigger Target and outcome 
Tohono O’Odham 
(Uto-Aztecan, AZ & 
Mexico) 
(Mason 1950) 

-i, -e,- u 
 

tå t 
då d 

nå n 
-i, -e 
 
 

ndå nd 

tå t 
 

Coatzospan Mixtec 
(women’s speech) 
(Mixtecan, Mexico) 
(Gerfen 1999) 

-, u ndå nd 
tå t 

-i,-   
 

kå  
 

Maori 
(Austronesian, NZ) 
(Krupa 1968, 
Bauer 1993) 

-i 
-i,u  (final devoiced)

tå t 
(questionable) 

i-, j-, u-, w-  då dj or tj 

i-, j- nå  

Sentani 
(Papuan, Indonesia) 
(Cowan 1965) 

i-, j-, w- jå d 

 

As shown in table 2.6, high back vowels [u] and [] do not trigger palatalization 

on velar consonants, but only on coronals.  This is not relevant for Tohono O’Odham, 

since velars are not palatalized at all (Mason 1950).  In Maori, the velar shows 

palatalization before high front vowels, while a final devoiced [u] or [i] causes a 
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preceding [t] to alternate with [t] (Bauer 1993).  This outcome suggests that [t] may not 

actually be palatalized here, but that the palatal fricative following it is the result of the 

devoicing of the following high vowel (Arvaniti, p.c.)19.  As discussed elsewhere in this 

chapter, in Coatzospan Mixtec (women’s speech) the high front vowels trigger full 

palatalization, while the high central and back vowels trigger secondary palatalization 

on the same consonants (Gerfen 1999).  Finally in Sentani the high vowels [i, u] and 

both glides [j, w], can trigger palatalization, but not all of these are triggers for all of the 

palatalization targets (Cowan 1965).  Thus, secondary palatalization is triggered by all 

of the triggers when the target is a following [d], but full palatalization is triggered only 

by [i] and [j] on a following [n].  The palatal glide is pronounced as the affricate [d] 

when it follows another glide (palatal or labio-velar), or the vowel [i].  The glides are 

described as only recently having been ascribed phonemic status, and that they are very 

similar to their corresponding vowels (Cowan 1965:7, 8).  

Thus, the generalization that emerges from languages where high back vowels 

trigger palatalization is that they only condition palatalization on coronal consonants, 

and not on dorsal consonants.  Labial consonants do not palatalize at all in these 

languages, thus it is difficult to say whether high back vowels would condition 

palatalization on labials as well.  In chapter 5 I explain that the fact that dorsal 

consonants share the same basic “place of articulation” with the high back vowels 

predicts that these vowels will not trigger palatalization on dorsals.   

 

                                                 
19 For this reason, I indicated palatalization of the coronal in Maori as questionable in the summary tables 
of the appendices. 
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2.7.1.2  Lonely trigger, needs support 

Like Bhat (1978), I have also found some languages where the presence of a 

palatalizing trigger alone is not sufficient to trigger palatalization, or where 

palatalization is blocked..  There are ten such  languages in my sample.  In some cases 

palatalization is triggered by i or e in conjunction with other sounds, and in other cases 

palatalization is blocked in certain contexts.  I briefly discuss these examples below.   

In Dhivehi (Maldivian, Republic of Maldeves) a stem-final i triggers full coronal 

palatalization only when it is also followed by a vowel-initial suffix (Cain 2000) (16a).  

Palatalization is blocked if the preceding syllable is closed or if the consonant is 

retroflex.  In these cases a palatal glide is inserted to break up the hiatus created by the 

stem final i and the vowel-initial suffix, and no palatalization occurs (16b, c).  Note that 

the outcome of palatalization is a change in primary place of articulation and also 

gemination of the coronal consonant. 

(16) Palatalization in Dhivehi (Cain 2000:8-10) 

(a) Coronals palatalize before (stem)i + V(suffix): 

eti      ‘thing’        ettek  ‘a thing’ 

rodi   ‘thread’       roddek    ‘a thread’ 

fani    ‘worm’      faek       ‘a worm’ 

duni   ‘bow’         duek      ‘a bow’ 
fali     ‘oar’           fajjek      ‘an oar’ 

   
  (b)  Palatalization blocked after CVC syllable: 

batti  ‘light’                         battijek          ‘a light’    ä epenthesis 
buddi   ‘mind’                        buddijek        ‘a mind’ 
bonti    ‘unopened frond’       bontijek         ‘an unopened frond’ 
kulli     ‘emergency’               kullijek         ‘an emergency’ 
dinni  ‘jinni’                         dinnijek       ‘a jinni’ 
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(c) Palatalization not affecting retroflex consonants (r patterns with   
retroflex consonants in this language): 

buri  ‘tier’                            burijek          ‘a tier’      ä  epenthesis 
fai       ‘slice (n.)’                   faijek            ‘a slice’ 

bai     ‘gun’                         baijek           ‘a gun’ 
 
                  

In Mangap-Mbula (Western Oceanic, Papua New Guinea) i triggers full coronal 

palatalization when also followed by lower front vowels e or a (Bugenhagen 1995).  In 

Sanuma (Yanomam, Brazil, Venezuela) velar stop k palatalizes to c when preceded by i 

and also followed by a (Borgman 1990).  In Standard Modern Greek (Greek, Greece) 

velar obstruents fully palatalize before i and e, and also before i followed by one of 

tautosyllabic a, o or u (Mackridge 1985, Arvaniti 1999a).  Coronals n and l may fully 

palatalize before i followed by another tautosyllabic vowel (these cases are stigmatized 

in this dialect, Arvaniti 2006 personal communication).  In Cypriot Greek coronals 

palatalize before i followed by another tautosyllabic vowel (Arvaniti 1999b).  In 

Turkish (Turkic, Turkey) the palatalizing front vowels i, e, y, ø must be tautosyllabic 

with the palatalization targets k, g, and l (Kornfilt 1997).  In Limlingan (Non-Pama-

Nyungan, Australia?) a stressed i  triggers optional secondary palatalization on a 

preceding velar nasal  unless it is also followed by a palatalized consonant (Harvey 

2001).  In Ikalanga (Bantu, Zimbabwe, Botswana) l and n palatalize to d and  when 

the noun stem ends in i or e and the diminutive suffix –ana follows (Mathangwane 

1999; labials are also affected in this context as discussed later in the labial 

palatalization chapter).  In Mina (Chadic, Biu-Mandara, Cameroon) a following or 

preceding i triggers full palatalization of s, z, ts and dz to , , t and d, unless there is 
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an intervening underlying palatal glide. Frajzyngier, Johnston and Edwards (2005) 

present evidence that the palatal glide is underlying as it surfaces when other affixes are 

added, and that it blocks both palatalization and fronting vowel harmony (p. 12, 20).  

This seems odd, since the palatal glide is normally a good palatalization trigger; 

however, language particular factors may account for this behavior (see also section 

4.3.1 in chapter 4, on possible differences between i and j). 

In the Lekeitio dialect of Basque (Basque, Spain) full palatalization of t, d, n, 

and l to c, , , and  respectively, is restricted to the phonological word, triggered by a 

preceding i.  Other rules change d and n to other sounds, blocking palatalization from 

taking place (Hualde 1997, 80-83).  Finally, in Yimas (Sepik-Ramu, Papua New 

Guinea) t and n palatalize to c and  respectively, following the vowel i, a palatal glide, 

or a palatal lateral.  Palatalization is blocked word-finally because Yimas phonotactics 

does not allow the sounds resulting from palatalization in word-final position (Foley 

1991).  What is clear from all of these examples is that while the palatalizing trigger 

may not be sufficient to trigger palatalization, it is necessary.  Palatalization would not 

take place in the contexts described above in the absence of the palatalizing trigger.   

 

2.7.1.3  Rare palatalization triggers and outcomes 

In addition to the triggers discussed above, there are languages with some  

uncommon palatalization triggers, or common triggers which cause uncommon 

palatalization outcomes which I briefly describe here.  In Mandarin underlying high 

front vowels /i/ and /y/ (unrounded and rounded, respectively) trigger secondary 
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palatalization on labial and coronal consonants, except on affricates and s, which fully 

palatalize.  These triggers surface as their glide counterparts j and Ч, respectively, in 

prenuclear position, and as vowels i and y otherwise.  The unique outcome here is that 

the rounded front vowel has a rounded off-glide counterpart similar to secondary 

palatalization such that /l/å [lЧ] and /n/å [nЧ] before y, though there are only four 

known cases of this, suggesting these may be lexicalized (Duanmu 2000).  Affricates 

and s fully palatalize and have secondary labialization in this context, preserving the 

labial feature of the rounded vowel.  Some examples are given below. 

(17)  Palatalization in Mandarin (Duanmu 2000): 

 a.  Palatalization before /y/: 
Underlying Surface 
ly  lyy ‘travel’  äoff glide 

ny  nyy ‘women’ 

tsy  twyy ‘tool’  ä full pal. & labialization 

  tshy  thwyy ‘go’ 

  sy  wyy ‘empty’ 
 

b. Palatalization before /i/: 
piau  pjau  ‘chart’  äsecondary palatalization 

  phian  phjan ‘flake’ 
mi  mjii ‘rice’  
ti  tjii ‘land’ 

  thian  thjan ‘sky’  
  lia  lja ‘amount’ 

  nia  nja ‘mother’ 

tsiu  tu ‘nine’  äfull palatalization 

  tshia  tha ‘pinch’ 

  sin  in ‘heart’ 
 

 In Korean (Isolate, Korea) morpho-phonological contexts the vowel i, the palatal 

glide j, and the sequences hi and hj trigger full palatalization of coronal consonants t, th 

and t’  (tense t) at a morpheme boundary, as seen below. 
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(18)  Palatalization in Korean (Sohn 1994; phonetic transcriptions by 

        Nayoung Kwon, graduate student, UCSD): 

  kut-i     /ku.ci/   [kti]   ‘positively’       

kath-i    /ka.chi/  [kti]   ‘together’         

tat-hita  /ta-chi.ta/   [tatida]  ~  [tatita] ‘close, shut (passive)’     

kut-hjla   /ku.ch.la/   [kuta]  ‘harden it.’            

The labio-velar glide w appears to trigger palatalization in Sentani and Tswana.  

However, given its similarities to u is not that surprising that w would trigger 

palatalization in some cases. In Sentani (Trans New Guinea, Indonesia) a preceding i or 

j, and more rarely w and u triggers palatalization on coronal d (Cowan 1965).  In 

Tswana (Bantu, Botswana) a following w or j triggers palatalization on labials, while 

coronals and dorsals are palatalized before front vowels in the same morphological 

contexts (Cole 1955, Sound System of Setswana (henceforth SSS) 1999).  However, as 

I discuss in chapter 3, at least in the case of the Tswana labials palatalization before w is 

a result of historical change, whereby a palatal glide was responsible for the 

palatalization rather than w (SSS 1999, Ohala 1978).  

Finally, there are also consonant triggers in Hungarian and in Marathi.  These 

could be considered cases of consonant palatal harmony or assimilation.  As previously 

mentioned, in Hungarian (Uralic/Ugric, Hungary) coronals t, d, and n are secondarily 

palatalized before the palatalized consonants t, d and n (Siptar 2000).  In Marathi 

(Indo-Aryan, India, Israel) the dental stop t fully palatalizes to t before palatal affricates 

t and d, and the dental sibilant s fully assimilates to a following palatal sibilant .  
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Such cases of consonant-consonant assimilation are common and will not be dealt with 

further in this dissertation. 

In summary, the most common palatalization triggers are the higher front 

vowels i and e, and the palatal glide j.  There are two implicational relationships among 

the triggers such that if a lower front vowel triggers palatalization so will a higher front 

vowel, and if a high vowel that is further back triggers palatalization then so will a high 

vowel that is further front.  Of these, the first confirms Chen’s (1973) implicational 

relationships for palatalization triggers, and the second is newly identified.  High back 

vowels appear to trigger palatalization only on coronal consonants.  There are some 

non-traditional sounds which can trigger palatalization, such as w or consonants, though 

many of these cases can be traced back to historical developments or be treated as 

consonant assimilation.  In the next two sections I discuss the position of the 

palatalization trigger with respect to the target, and the fate of the trigger. 

 

2.7.2  Position of the trigger with respect to the target 

2.7.2.1  Trigger immediately adjacent to the target 

In most of the languages in my sample the palatalization trigger follows the 

target (41 of 56 languages included in the analysis)20, resulting in regressive 

palatalization.  In the remaining 15 languages the position of the trigger varies as 

follows.  In nine languages the trigger precedes the target, resulting in progressive 

palatalization (Basque, Carib, Dakota, Karok, Mongolian, Sentani, Western Shoshoni, 

                                                 
20 In Kokota and West Greenlandic, which have palatalization but were not included in the detailed 
analysis because of unclear type of palatalization, the situation is as follows: the trigger follows the target 
in Kokota, while in West Greenlandic it follows all targets (t, s, l, n) except for j which it precedes. 
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Yagua, Yimas).  In three languages, Apalai, Breton, and Mina21, the trigger is 

contiguous with the target, hence it may either precede or follow it.   

Finally in three languages, Sanuma, Tswana, and Zoque, the trigger typically 

follows the target, but it sometimes precedes it.  In Tswana all triggers follow the target 

except when part of the class 3 singular prefix le-, which is very rare and precedes the 

target (Cole 1955).  In Sanuma, the trigger i precedes ts but follows s (Borgman 1990).  

In Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean, Mexico) the triggers typically follow the target.  However, a 

preceding palatal glide also triggers palatalization on alveolars.  Wonderly (1951) 

proposes that this is done first by metathesis (the glide switching places with the 

following consonant) and then palatalization.  Alveolar stops become alveo-palatal 

stops, and alveolar sibilants became alveo-palatal sibilants.  Hume (2002) further 

proposes that labials and velars undergo metathesis with a preceding glide, so that the 

glide surfaces after the consonant, but Sagey (1986) argues that these cases are not 

metathesis at all, but rather palatalization in which the preceding glide surfaces as 

secondary palatalization on the consonant.  Following are some example illustrating the 

Zoque patterns: 

(19)  Palatalization in Zoque (Wonderly 1951, Hume 2002; a superscript y 

indicates alveo-palatal place of the stop): 

  /wiht-    -jah-/    [ wihtyahu ]   ‘they walked’ 

walk      suffix 

/j-pata/       [pjata]  ‘his mat’ 

                                                 
21 In Mina (Chadic, Cameroon) the trigger can either precede or follow in phonological palatalization of s, 
z, ts, dz.  In the morpho-phonological palatalization of z before the stative suffix –ji  the trigger follows 
(Frajzyngier, Johnston and Edwards 2005). 
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/j-kama/   [kjama] ‘his cornfield’ 

/j-tatah/   [tyatah]  ‘his father’ 

/j-sk/    [k]  ‘his beans’ 

 These findings suggest that while there is a strong tendency for regressive 

palatalization, where the trigger follows the target, this is not a requirement for 

palatalization to take place.  Based on the current evidence I conclude that the preferred, 

but not the only, position of the trigger is to the right of the target, resulting in 

regressive palatalization.  These findings are consistent with Bhat (1978) who also 

found that the trigger primarily followed the target but also that in some cases it 

precedes it (Bhat 1978:62-63).  He did not find any cases where the trigger both 

precedes and follows the target.  Chen (1973) predicts that a palatalization trigger 

should only follow the target, which is clearly not true. 

 

2.7.2.2  “Long-distance” palatalization (tr igger not adjacent to the target) 

As discussed above, in most cases the palatalization trigger either immediately 

follows or precedes the target.  In this section I discuss a few rare cases where the 

trigger and the target are separated by one sound, or where palatalization spreads to 

more than one consonant.  There are six languages in my sample where this is the case.  

The table below summarizes the facts regarding this position of the palatalization 

trigger.   
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Table 2.7  “Long-distance” palatalization 
 

Language Position of 
trigger 

Consonants 
affected 

Comment 

Basque preceding C+d å palC both Cs palatalized  

Cypriot 
Greek 

following nk å  both Cs palatalized (also 
individually) 

Yimas preceding ntå c both Cs palatalized (also 
individually) 

Karok preceding (C)så (C) optional intervening C not palatalized 

Western 
Shoshoni 

preceding (n)tså (n) or t optional intervening n not palatalized 

Romanian following /sk-i/  å t 
/sk-e/ å te 

/st-i/   å t 
/str-i/ å tri 

both Cs palatalized  
(individually så , kå t(), and tå 

ts, rå r) 

 

In Basque, Cypriot Greek and Yimas the process of palatalization is iterative.  In 

Cypriot Greek and in Yimas palatalization spreads over a sequence of two consonants, 

and in addition these consonants are palatalization targets even when they do not appear 

in a consonant cluster.  Some examples from Yimas are given in (20). 

(20) Palatalization in Yimas22 (Foley 1991:38, 51) 

tay- ‘see’ +  -nak IMP  [tayak] ~ [taak]   ‘look at it’    

tay- ‘see’ + REDuplicated     [tacay]                ‘see repeatedly, stare’  

arkwi ‘vine’ + -ntmpt PL  [arkwicmpt] ~ [arkwcmpt]    ‘vines’ 

In Basque d can only palatalize when the second member of a consonant cluster, 

otherwise palatalization is blocked by continuant formation.  When d palatalizes the 

consonant immediately preceding it also palatalizes, so this is not long distance 

                                                 
22 In Yimas the trigger may optionally be deleted or maintained.  In the example meaning ‘vines’ the 
trigger i is first shown maintained, and in the second example it is deleted.  An epenthetic  is inserted to 
break up hiatus (Foley 1991). 
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palatalization but rather palatalization spreading over more than one consonant, as 

discussed for Cypriot Greek and Yimas above. Examples from Basque are given below.    

(21) Palatalization in Basque (Hualde 1997:81) 

/min-a/               mi[]a  ‘the pain’ 

/abil/                  abi[]            ‘skillful’ 

/il da/                 i[]a            ‘s/he has died’ 

/indar/                i[]ar          ‘strength’ 

In Karok and Western Shoshoni the palatalized consonants may be separated from the 

preceding trigger by another optional consonant which remains non-palatalized if 

present.  In Karok s palatalizes to  in this context, and in Western Shoshoni ts is 

palatalized to  or t either when the trigger immediately precedes it or when there is an 

intervening n, which remains non-palatalized.  Some examples are provided in (22): 

 (22)   Palatalization in Western Shoshoni (Crum and Dayley, 1993:242): 

  pitsi       [pii]  ~  [pit ]  ‘breast’ 

haintseh   [hanth]     ‘friend’  ä n between i and ts 

 The situation in Romanian appears more complex, but it is in fact very similar to 

the iterative instances of palatalization in Basque, Cypriot Greek, and Yimas, where the 

palatalization of one consonant spreads to adjacent consonants in the cluster.  In both 

dialects of Romanian included in this study, final s-clusters consisting of two or three 

consonants palatalize before suffixes beginning with a front vowel.  I focus here on the 

Standard Romanian dialect, since the patterns are not significantly different in the two 

dialects.  The clusters which palatalize are sk, st, and str.  Each individual consonant in 
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the cluster also palatalizes independently in the same contexts, but only s has the same 

realization both as a singleton and as a cluster member, as shown in (23).  Only the 

velar palatalizes before both i and e suffixes (23 c, e), while other consonants palatalize 

only before i suffixes.   

(23)  Palatalization of s-clusters in Romanian (Chitoran 2002a, Ruhlen 1972): 

 (a) pas  ‘step, sg.’  pa  ‘step, pl.’  

 (b) bjat  ‘boy, sg.’  bjets  ‘boy, pl.’ 

 (c) duk  ‘go (1s, present)’ dut  ‘go (2s, present)’

       dute  ‘go (3s, present)’

 (d) prost  ‘stupid (m.sg)’  prot  ‘stupid (m.pl)’ 

(e) kunosk  ‘know (1s, present)’ kunot  ‘know (2s, present)’ 

     kunoate ‘know (3s, present)’ 

(f) astru  ‘star, sg.’  atr i  ‘star, pl.’ 

 maestru ‘maestro, sg.’  maetr i ‘maestro, pl.’ 

 The interesting fact about these forms is that alveolar t and velar k do not have 

the same palatalization outcomes as when they are singletons.  As singletons, tå ts and 

kå t(), but as members of a palatalizing cluster they neutralize to t (or t before –e, 

which surfaces as a full vowel (23 c, e).  The alveolar fricative s, on the other hand, 

palatalizes to  in every case, and when it is a singleton it also has secondary 

palatalization.  What seems to occur is dissimilation in a cluster whose members 
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undergo palatalization, and in fact this has been analyzed as such (Ruhlen 1972, 

Chitoran 2002a).  Ruhlen (1972) proposes that the cluster sk must have gone through a 

historical period of t, and then dissimilated to t.  He supports his argument with 

examples that show phonemic // in /k/ clusters causing dissimilation to [t] before 

front vowel suffixes, instead of showing *[t] as would be expected by the 

palatalization of the singletons: teak ~ tet ‘cup’ (sg. – pl.; *tet). The same is the 

case with phonemic /t/ clusters: pete ~ pet ‘fish’ (sg. – pl.; *pets) (Chitoran 2002a: 

193).  Similar dissimilation is attested in Slovak, where sk ~ t and zg ~ d (Rubach 

1993). 

The triconsonantal cluster str shows palatalization only of s to , while t and r 

appear unaffected by palatalization.  However, this is unlikely the case, and the 

behavior of t and r can be interpreted as positional restrictions: (i) alveolar r does not 

show secondary palatalization because the final vowel must be syllabified and surface 

as a full vowel, otherwise the cluster would be unsyllabifiable, and (ii) alveolar t cannot 

show secondary palatalization because secondarily palatalized consonants cannot 

appear in the middle of a cluster (Kochetov 2002: 29, Telfer 2006:118).  This also 

explains why even the palatalization of s does not maintain the secondary palatal 

articulation of the singleton when it is in a cluster.  Therefore, the case of Romanian s-

cluster palatalization is not a case of long-distance palatalization, but rather a case of 

iterative palatalization and concomitant depalatalization.  
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To sum up, what looks like long-distance palatalization is primarily 

palatalization spreading over more than one consonant (iterative), possibly consonantal 

assimilation.  For the two languages where a consonant may, but does not have to, 

intervene between the trigger and the target without it being palatalized itself two 

interesting observations can be made.  First, in Karok the target is s, one of the most 

common palatalization targets, and it may be the case that this sound is highly 

susceptible to palatalization even across consonants.  Second, in Western Shoshoni the 

intervening consonant is n, and as it is often difficult to hear whether n is palatalized, so 

it is possible that this n is in fact palatal.  It appears then that long-distance 

palatalization may not be an adequate term to describe such cases23.   

    

2.7.3 Fate of palatalization trigger 

An important aspect of palatalization is that the trigger is not always 

pronounced.  I refer to the pronunciation of the trigger as its being maintained, and to its 

absence on the surface as its being deleted.  Recall that Bhat (1978) made similar 

generalizations, and that he considered cases where the trigger is deleted as “extreme 

palatalization”, where the trigger is absorbed into the target (Bhat 1978:73-76). 

I found that the palatalization trigger in most cases is maintained.  In some 

languages some triggers are maintained, particularly the vowels, and others are deleted, 

particularly the palatal glide.  One of the reasons that triggers delete is that the 

                                                 
23 Harari and Chaha (both Ethiopian Semitic), are languages outside my sample which do present clear 
cases of long-distance palatalization (Rose 1997, 2004).  This type of palatalization in Harari is restricted 
to very specific morphological contexts, induced only by the 2sg feminine non-perfective subject /–i/ 
suffix, and it can affect more than one coronal consonant in the same stem (prefixes included).  In Chaha 
this is also restricted to morphological contexts, where velar consonants can palatalize in non-final 
position before the /–i/ suffix of the 2sg feminine.  
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information contained in the trigger can be recovered from the palatalization on the 

consonant target.  Vowel triggers are usually maintained as they serve as syllable 

nuclei, and they are deleted when they do not need to fill this role.  The palatal glide, on 

the other hand, does not serve as a syllable nucleus, and it is therefore more easily 

deleted without much information being lost.   

For example, in Luvale (Bantu-Chowke Luchazi, Zambia) the trigger i is 

maintained following palatalization, while j is deleted (Horton 1949).  In Shilluk (Nilo-

Saharan, Sudan)  j coalesces with the consonant it palatalizes (Gilley 1992), while in 

Yimas (Sepik-Ramu, Papua New Guinea) the trigger j is optionally maintained or 

deleted (Foley 1991).  In Mandarin (Sino-Tibetan, China) nuclear i is maintained, while 

the glide j is deleted (Duanmu 2000).  In Standard Romanian (Romance, Romania), the 

trigger i is deleted word-finally if it is not syllabified, and it is maintained otherwise; e 

is maintained (Chitoran 2002a).  Some examples from Standard Romanian are given 

below. 

(24) Palatalization in Standard Romanian: 

/fak-i/ å [fat] ‘you make/do’  (deleted) 

  /fak-e/ å [fate] ‘s/he makes/does’ (maintained) 
   

In Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean, Mexico) the trigger j is deleted in all cases except before a 

palatalizing t in non-initial clusters (recall that a superscript y indicates alveo-palatal 

place of the stop): 
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(25)  Palatalization in Zoque:  

/wiht-   -jah-/ å  [wihtyahu ]  (deleted)  (Wonderly 1951:117) 

      walk     suffix 

  ‘they walked’   

 

/tej- + -tih/      å  [tejtyih]   (maintained)  (Hume, 2002) 

there    suffix     
‘right there’                  

In Amharic (Ethio-Semithic, Ethiopia) in general i appears to be deleted when it is the 

feminine singular suffix, as in (26a), but it is maintained when part of the root, and 

realized as  in the dialects of Menz, Wello, and Gojjam, as in (26b).  The trigger e is 

maintained even when a suffix, as shown in (26c), but it can optionally lose its fronting: 

(26)     Palatalization in Amharic (Bender 1976, Leslau 1995): 

a.  kft     ‘open!’  (m sg)      

                 kft-(i)     ‘open!’ (f sg)     (all dialects) 

  b.  ngdih        ngdj h       ‘so, therefore’  (Menz, Wello, Gojjam) 

  c.  kftt-e   kftt- ‘I having opened’  (all dialects) 

For details on the deletion/maintenance of palatalization triggers, see Appendix 4. 

 

2.8  Chapter conclusions  

In this chapter I presented the findings about palatalization as evident from a 

sample of 117 languages, 58 with palatalization and 59 without.  First, palatalization is 

common but not automatic, as clearly seen from the fact that half the languages in this 
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sample do not show palatalization.  Second, both full and secondary palatalization result 

from the interaction of the same sounds, but the patterns of palatalization differ in each 

case.  For full palatalization we can establish an implicational hierarchy labial >  

coronal and dorsal, whereby if labial consonants undergo full palatalization then so will 

coronals and dorsals (but see discussion below and Chapter 3 for more on full labial 

palatalization).  For secondary palatalization, the implicational relationship is slightly 

different, with labial palatalization being dependent on the palatalization of either dorsal 

or coronal sounds, labial > coronal or dorsal.   

Two of the more significant findings of this study are that labial consonants 

never show full palatalization in purely phonological contexts, and that they never show 

independent palatalization regardless of whether we consider full or secondary 

palatalization, morpho-phonological or phonological.  Furthermore, even when labials 

do appear to show full palatalization, this is the result of historical changes.  As I 

discuss in the next chapter, synchronic alternations between plain labial consonants and 

palatal or palatalized consonants (distinct from secondary palatalization of labials) are 

the result of a progression of changes which did not affect the labial consonant itself.  

The current outcome is the result of palatal glide fortition which created a labial+palatal 

consonant cluster, followed ultimately by the deletion of the labial.  Thus, the 

implicational hierarchy for full palatalization is really no implication at all at the 

phonological level, as labial consonants do not in fact fully palatalize.  Coronal and 

dorsal consonants can palatalize either together or independently in the same language, 

in a non-implicational fashion. 
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Languages that have both full and secondary palatalization at the same place of 

articulation may do so for several reasons.  For example, a different set of consonants 

undergoes each type of palatalization, or palatalization differs by phonological and 

morpho-phonological contexts. 

Regarding palatalization triggers, high front vowels, particularly i, are the best, 

followed by the palatal glide j.  If lower front vowels trigger palatalization, then so do 

higher front vowels, in an implicational fashion.  Also in an implicational fashion, if 

high vowels that are further back trigger palatalization, then so do high vowels that are 

further front.  Regarding the position of the trigger, a following vocoid is more likely to 

trigger palatalization than a preceding vocoid, though this is not a necessary condition.  

Finally, triggers are usually maintained along with palatalization, particularly the 

vowels, as they serve as syllable nuclei, while the palatal glide is more easily deleted.  I 

summarize these generalizations below. 

(27)  Palatalization targets and triggers 
Targets • Labial consonants never palatalize, fully or secondarily, to the exclusion of 

coronal and/or dorsal consonants 

• Full palatalization 
o implicational hierarchy: labial > coronal and dorsal 

o labial full palatalization is rare, linked to historical developments, 

and restricted to morpho-phonological contexts in synchronic 

grammars 

o coronals and dorsals may palatalize independently or together in both 

morpho-phonological and phonological contexts 
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• Secondary palatalization  
o implicational hierarchy: labial > coronal or dorsal 

o dorsal consonants may palatalize independently only in phonological 

contexts 

o dorsal morpho-phonological secondary palatalization is dependent on 

coronal morpho-phonological palatalization (either full or 

secondary): dorsal > coronal 

 
Triggers • the best palatalization triggers are high front vowels, particularly i 

• implicational hierarchy: if lower front vowels trigger palatalization then so do 

higher front vowels 

• implicational hierarchy: if high central/back vowels trigger palatalization, then 

so do high front vowels 

• high back vowels trigger palatalization only on coronal consonants 

• palatalization triggers typically follow the target (regressive palatalization) 

• palatalization triggers are typically maintained if they are vowels; a palatal glide 

trigger may be deleted 

As already discussed, these generalizations are compatible with some of the 

previous findings, such as Bhat (1978) and Hall (2000), but they also challenge Chen’s 

(1973) implicational hierarchy of full palatalization.  Chen predicts no independent 

coronal palatalization, which is not true.  I have also established universal tendencies 

for secondary palatalization, which had not been previously established, as well as an 

additional implicational relationship among high vowel palatalization triggers.  
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Furthermore, separating palatalization according to context, morpho-phonological vs. 

phonological, also revealed important generalizations, particularly regarding labial 

palatalization, as well as the dependency of dorsal morpho-phonological palatalization 

on coronal palatalization. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

FULL PALATALIZATION OF LABIALS 

 

This chapter addresses the issue of full labial palatalization in more detail.  As 

I have shown in Chapter 2, there is a significant difference between full and secondary 

palatalization regarding labials.  While consonants at all three major places of 

articulation (labial, coronal, dorsal) can undergo secondary palatalization, full 

palatalization of labials is very different from that of coronals and dorsals in two 

respects.  First, full labial palatalization is rare, occurring in only two languages in my 

sample, Romanian and Tswana.  Second, I will show that in each of these cases, 

palatalization appears to be diachronic rather than synchronic, arising from a series of 

historical changes which did not involve direct palatalization of the labial itself.  These 

changes ultimately led to the current situation in which a labial alternates with a 

palatal consonant in paradigmatic forms.  I argue that full labial palatalization does not 

actually occur directly, and that the cases that appear to exhibit such phenomenon are 

inaccurately labeled as ‘labial palatalization’.   

In this chapter I discuss in more detail the cases of Romanian and Tswana and 

situate them within the larger context of their respective language families, Romance 

and Bantu, as such types of ‘labial palatalization’ are found in other members of these 

two language families.  Specifically, I argue that ‘labial palatalization’ is more 

accurately analyzed as involving hardening of a glide adjacent to a labial, followed by 

deletion or absorption of the labial.  Based on the evidence presented I conclude that 

full labial  palatalization as a one-step change from a labial to a palatal consonant is 
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not predicted to occur.  However, for the sake of simplicity in expression, I will 

continue to refer to the set of processes involved as labial palatalization. 

The chapter is organized as follows.  In section 3.1 I discuss the situation of 

labial palatalization in Romanian, followed by a discussion of labial palatalization in 

Romance in section 3.2.  Sections 3.3 and 3.4 investigate labial palatalization in 

Tswana and Bantu, respectively, and also present relevant alternative analyses.  In 

section 3.6 I discuss other cases of apparent full labial palatalization, and I provide a 

summary of other explanations of labial palatalization in general, not specific to 

Romance or Bantu languages, in section 3.7.  The final section concludes the chapter. 

 

3.1 Romanian: the case of Moldavian 

Palatalization is common both in Standard Romanian (SR) and in the 

Moldavian dialect.  In both dialects velar obstruents k, g show phonological secondary 

palatalization before front vowels.  All consonants show either full or secondary 

palatalization (or some assibilate, such as t å ts in Moldavian, t å ts in SR) in 

morpho-phonological contexts, before suffixes that contain a front vowel, such as the 

plural –i and the second person singular verbal suffix –i.  As the focus of this chapter 

is on labials, and as the palatalization of coronal and dorsal consonants does not show 

significant differences between the two dialects, I will limit my discussion to the labial 

place of articulation and only provide some examples of the other places of 

articulation for comparison.  Labial consonants in Standard Romanian show secondary 

palatalization before the suffixes mentioned above; these suffixes are in turn deleted or 

absorbed by the palatalization. 
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(1)  Palatalization in SR: 

  Singular Plural  

tå ts  brbat  brbats ‘man’ 

kå t  rak  rat  ‘lobster’ 
 
på p   episkop    episkop       ‘bishop’      

bå b   krab         krab            ‘type of fish’ 

f å f  vtaf       vtaf          ‘bailiff’ 

v å v  brav        brav    ‘brave’            

m å m pom    pom  ‘tree’               

While this type of labial palatalization always occurs in SR, in the Moldavian 

dialect24 there is a significant subset of lexical items in which labial consonants 

alternate with palato-alveolar fricatives or secondarily palatalized stops at a non-labial 

place of articulation, an apparent case of full palatalization.  Such alternations within 

Moldavian are found synchronically in the same morpho-phonological contexts 

mentioned above: before the –i suffix of the 2nd singular for some verbs, and the –i 

suffix of the plural (feminine and masculine nouns, adjectives).  As in Standard 

Romanian, these suffixes are deleted (or themselves expressed as secondary 

articulation [] - see discussion in section 3.1.1.1 on the nature of this palatalization 

trigger).  

 

 

 

                                                 
24 This also occurs in some dialects of Oltenia and Muntenia (Ionica 1973, Avram 1977).  Here I 
specifically discuss the dialect spoken in the North Eastern region of Romania known as Moldova, 
specifically in the villages of Cozia, Costuleni, and Raducaneni. 
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 (2) Singular and Plural forms in Moldavian: 

Singular Plural  

på k  plop  plok  ‘poplar tree’ 

få   kartof  karto  ‘potato’ 

Besides alternations accompanying the plural suffix and the second singular suffix in 

verbs, no other clear alternations can be observed within Moldavian.  However, if 

Moldavian is compared with SR cognates, the same correspondences between labials 

and palatal or palatalized sounds are seen within root nouns, adjectives, and other 

lexical categories.   

(3) Comparison of Moldavian with SR:  

SR  Moldavian 

på kj   pjatr  kjatr  ‘rock’ (noun) 

bå gj  albin  algin  ‘bee’ (noun)   
   
This suggests that diachronically there was a process that caused a sound shift in these 

words, where we now see a different consonant in place of the labial.  Furthermore, 

the fact that the labials and their palato-alveolar or secondarily palatalized stop 

counterparts occur both within roots (as shown in (3) above) and in morpho-

phonological contexts indicates that the process affected labials across the board, post-

lexically, and that the alternations we see today in verbs and plurals are the end result 

of these historical changes. 

 In the following sections I discuss the synchronic situation of labial 

palatalization in Moldavian.  I then present diachronic evidence supporting the 

position that the changes from labial to palato-alveolar fricative or secondarily 
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palatalized non-labial stop occurred in a succession of sound changes which did not 

directly involve palatalization of the labial itself.  Rather, the labial deleted following 

the hardening of a following palatal glide.   As I discuss in section 3.3, this appears to 

be a phenomenon characteristic of Romance, where earlier labials have various palatal 

synchronic reflexes. 

 

3.1.1 Synchronic situation of labial palatalization in Moldavian 

As stated earlier, in Standard Romanian all consonants show an alternation 

between plain and palatalized consonants before a suffix containing the vowel –i, a 

clear palatalizing context.  Labial consonants show only secondary palatalization, 

while different coronal and dorsal consonants show either secondary or full 

palatalization.  This pattern is consistent with the behavior of secondary labial 

palatalization in the database – it always occurs in addition to palatalization of both 

coronals and dorsals.  As previously mentioned, in the Moldavian dialect, plain and 

secondarily palatalized labial consonants alternate in the same contexts as above, but 

in addition there is a group of verbs and noun/adjective plurals where labial 

consonants alternate with some type of palatal or palatalized consonant, an example of 

full palatalization.  Specifically p, b, m, f, v alternate with k, g, n, ,   respectively 

before the vocoids i and j (an underlying /i/) (Ionescu 1969; Avram 1977).  Some of 

these alternations are unexpected when compared with other cases of labial 

palatalization reported in the literature.  For example, Ohala (1978) does not mention 

k as the result of palatalization of p, but rather t, ts or t.  Although k and g are not 
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typical outcomes of full palatalization, such as t, I consider all of these as full 

palatalization for two reasons: (i) the change from p to k involves a shift in major 

place of articulation, as is characteristic of full but not of secondary palatalization, and 

(ii) all of the labials were affected by the same phenomena.   

 

3.1.1.1 Labial palatalization in plural forms and verbs 

In (4) I provide examples of masculine noun plurals where the 

palatal/palatalized consonant is seen alternating with the labial of the singular.  

Generally, the plural for masculine nouns is formed by suffixing –i, most often 

realized as secondary palatalization25 (see discussion later in this section for evidence 

of underlying /i/).  As already mentioned, palatalization in the plural before –i is a 

common process in Romanian (SR and other dialects) and it affects coronal and dorsal 

consonants as well: dorsals have full palatalization with secondary palatal release (kå 

 , gå  in Moldavian, kå t , gå d in SR), some coronals assibilate and may also 

have secondary palatal release (tå ts, då z in Moldavian, tå ts, då z in SR), others 

have full palatalization (så  in Moldavian, så  in SR).  Labial palatalization 

involves the following alternations: 

 

 

 

                                                 
25 See Bateman and Polinsky (2007) for rules of plural formation in Romanian. 
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(4)  Labial palatalization in Moldavian noun plurals26 

Singular Plural  

på k  plop  plok  ‘poplar tree’ 

  tsp  tsk  ‘splinter, thorn’ 

  strop  strok  ‘drop (of liquid)’ 

  jorap  jorak  ‘sock’ 
 
bå g  bumb  bug  ‘button’ 

  erb  erg  ‘deer-buck’ 

  drob  drog  ‘block (of salt)’ 
 
 
vå   pstrv pstr ‘type of fish’ 

  bolnav  bolna  ‘sick (person)’ 
 
få   kartof  karto  ‘potato’ 
 
må n  psalm  psaln  ‘psalm’ 

The same type of alternations are observed in the plural of adjectives before –i, as in 

[alb] ‘white, m. sg.’ ~ [alg] ‘white, m. pl.’.  So, labial stops shift to a secondary 

palatalized velar articulation, fricatives to a palato-alveolar articulation and the nasal 

to a secondary palatalized alveolar articulation.  

While the plural forms in (4) lack an overt suffix –i, when the genitive/dative 

suffix -lor is added to the plural the –i suffix is realized overtly, providing evidence 

that –i is underlying.   

 

 

                                                 
26 There are fewer forms which show the alternation of f ~ , v ~, and m ~ n because there are fewer 
nouns which end in f, v, and m in the singular. 
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(5)  Overt –i suffix in Romanian dialects: plural  

Nouns (Nominative/Accusative = N/A; Genitive/Dative = G/D) 

Standard Romanian             Moldavian   
 /bjat-i/          bjets  /bjet-i/           bjets  ‘boy N/A, pl.’ 

 /papuk-i/        paput  /papuk-i/         papu  ‘shoe N/A, pl.’ 

/bjat-i-lor/    bjetsilor /bjet-i-lor/ bjetslor ‘boy G/D, pl.’  

/papuk-i-lor/  paputilor /papuk-i-lor/    papuilor ‘shoe G/D, pl.’ 
 

The N/A forms of [bjat] ‘boy’ and [papuk] ‘shoe’ show that before the plural –i a 

final t is assibilated and has secondary palatalization in Standard Romanian, and it is 

only assibilated in Moldavian, while a final k fully palatalizes to t  with secondary 

palatal release in Standard Romanian, and it fully palatalizes to   with secondary 

palatal release in Moldavian.  The G/D forms show that the plural suffix –i is overt 

when the G/D suffix -lor is attached to plural forms.  

Among the Moldavian verbs which show full labial palatalization, there are 

those where the final stem consonant is palatalized only for 2nd singular as in (7a), 

others where it is palatalized in every form as in (7b), and another category where it is 

palatalized in 2nd singular and 1st and 2nd plural as in (7c) in two related verbs: [dormi] 

‘to sleep’, and [adormi] ‘to fall asleep’.  Evidence of underlying –i in 2sg verb forms 

as in (7a) somes from verbs where i surfaces after an otherwise illegal syllable coda. 
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(6)  Overt –i suffix in Romanian dialects: 2sg verbal suffix 

Standard Romanian   Moldavian 

/umbl-a/    (*[umbl] 2ndsg.) ‘to wonder around’ 

1  umblu     umblm  umblu umblm 

 2  umbli     umblats  umbli umblats 

 3  umbl     umbl  umbl umbl 
 
(7)  Labial palatalization patterns in Moldavian verbs: 

 
a.  /ntreb-a/ ‘to 
ask’ 
    [ntreba] 

b.  /rzb-i/   ‘to 
overcome’ 
     [rzgi]  

c. /dorm-i/  ‘to sleep’
    [dorni] 

 

SG PL SG PL SG PL 
1 ntreb ntrebm rzgjesk  rzgj im  dorm dornim 
2 ntregj ntrebats rzgjet rzgj its dorn dornits 
3 ntreab ntreab rzgjeti  rzgjesk doarmi dorm 

 

Other verbs showing the same pattern as (7a) are [spa] ‘to dig’, [astupa] ‘to cover’, 

[skpa] ‘to escape’, [rupi] ‘to tear-up’(SR [rupe]); [temi] ‘to fear’(SR [teme]).  Verbs 

sharing the pattern in (7b) include [otri] ‘to poison’(SR [otrvi]); [vorgi] ‘to 

speak’(SR [vorbi]); [liki] ‘to glue’(SR [lipi]); [uki] ‘to peel’(SR [upi]).  

There are two interesting facts to observe in the above table: first, while 2nd 

singular forms show palatalization (due to the suffix –i as discussed above) a 

following –i does not always trigger labial palatalization, as seen in the 3rd singular 

form of ‘to sleep’.  Second, palatalization appears to be triggered by either –i or –e 

suffixes, unlike in the rest of the language where –e does not trigger labial 
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palatalization.  There are two factors which explain these patterns, and I briefly outline 

them below (see Bateman 2007 for full analysis).   

First, the final vowel of the infinitive determines whether the palatalized labial 

will appear in every form or only in the 2nd singular.  The infinitive form is used 

selectively as the base to which other suffixes attach.  If the verb is an i-infinitive, 

there will be palatalization if the infinitive vowel is contained in the actual conjugated 

form.  This occurs throughout the paradigm for verbs such as /rzb-i/ ‘to overcome’, 

which have ‘extended’ suffixes27, whereas it occurs only in the 1pl and 2pl for verbs 

such as /dorm-i/ ‘to sleep’, which have non-extended (short) suffixes.  If the verb is a 

non-i infinitive there will be palatalization only in the 2nd singular, before the 2nd 

singular inflectional suffix –i (Bateman 2007).   

Second, there is a series of vowel neutralizations which took place in 

Moldavian, such as the raising of e to i, which are responsible for the failure of the 

final [i] in the 3sg of [dormi] ‘to sleep’ in (6c) to condition palatalization.  I do not 

attempt here a detailed analysis of vowel neutralization processes in Moldavian, but 

merely mention some observations which are pertinent to the understanding of full 

labial palatalization.  Final i vowels in Moldavian are most often raised from /e/, as in 

[feti] ‘girls’ ([fete] in SR).  Although [i] is typically a trigger for palatalization, those 

                                                 
27 Verbs in the same conjugation class can take either short (non-extended) suffixes (1a) or extended 
suffixes (1b).  Chitoran (2002a:35) treats the extended suffixes as empty derivational suffixes, or 
extensions of the stem.   
(1)  
      (a) SG  PL   (b) SG PL 
        1 zero  -m     1 -sk -m 

        2 -i  -ts     2 -t -ts 

        3 -e  zero     3 -te -sk 
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[i] which raised from /e/ fail to condition palatalization. The SR final vowels e and  

correspond to i and , respectively, in Moldavian, and there is evidence to suggest that 

palatalization took place prior to this vowel raising process, as there are forms with no 

palatalization before [i] where it would be expected to occur.  This explains the lack of 

palatalization in the 3sg in verbs like /dorm-i/, which derives historically from /dorm-

e/ (Bateman 2007).  In fact, it is likely that the palatalization caused by a following i 

took place before any of the vowel neutralizations in Moldavian, including the backing 

of final i to , which would explain why we see assibilation of t to ts before surface  in 

the G/D form of ‘boy’ in (5).   

 

3.1.1.2  Palatalization within roots 

‘Labial palatalization’ within roots can only be identified by comparing 

Moldavian with Standard Romanian:   

(8)  SR  Moldavian 
 

 på kj   pjatr  kjatr  ‘rock’ (noun) 

   pitjor  kijor  ‘foot, leg’ (noun) 
 
bå gj  albin  algin  ‘bee’ (noun)   

  bine  gini  ‘good, well’ (adverb) 
 
 få   nfiripa  niripa    ‘to take shape’ (verb) 

   fin  in  ‘god-daughter’ (noun) 
 
 vå   nvija  nije  ‘to come back to life’ (verb) 

   vin  in  ‘wine’ (noun)   
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 må nj   mic  nik  ‘small’ (adjective) 

   mije  niji  ‘me, Gen/Dat’ (pronoun) 
 

This type of palatalization in Moldavian is not present in all words that contain 

a /labial+j, i/, but rather in older words.  New forms generally do not show it. This 

indicates that the process is no longer active.  Newer forms which do show a 

correspondence are most likely produced by analogy, as people are generally aware 

that this feature is characteristic of Moldavian.  If speakers are asked how a word 

would be pronounced in the Moldavian dialect, they respond by noting the  p to k 

shift, clearly through analogy.  The process that led to the current situation in 

Moldavian is no longer active.  Frat ila (1974:13) reports labial palatalization in 

Romanian dialects to have taken place before the year 1000, although based on written 

records Candrea (1916) and Avram (1994) suspect that even during the early part of 

the 16th century the changes were still in progress (Avram 1994:280).  In the next 

section I describe the changes that are responsible for the sound alternations we see 

today.  I review evidence that the labial consonants did not themselves undergo 

change(s) to palatal or palatalized sounds.  There was not a direct shift from p to k, for 

example, but rather a series of changes that did not actually involve the labial. 

 

3.1.2  Diachronic progression of ‘labial palatalization’     

There is ample evidence to suggest that labial consonants did not themselves 

palatalize.  Ionescu (1969) and Avram (1977) provide a series of rules which trace the 

development from labial consonant to palatal or palatalized consonant.  These rules 
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are established based on forms recorded in several volumes of the Romanian 

Linguistic Atlas (henceforth ALR, Pop 1938a, b; Petrovici 1940a, b) and in Dialectal 

Texts (Petrovici 1943).  These forms show intermediate stages, wherein labials occur 

both with and without a following palatal or palatalized consonant.  Ionescu (1969) 

and Avram (1977) argue that the presence of such forms demonstrates that the labials 

themselves did not palatalize.  I concur with their account, and develop it further 

below.   

In brief, the account proposed by Ionescu and Avram is that a palatal 

continuant sound (most likely a glide, but see discussion below) was inserted between 

the labial and a following i or j, e.g. [rzbi] å [rzbji] ‘to overcome’.  Subsequently 

this sound became a palatal fricative ([rzbi]) and then hardened to a palatalized stop 

after the bilabial stops ([rzbgi] ‘to overcome’), and remained a fricative after the 

labio-dental fricatives ([f er] ‘iron’).  Velars kj, g appear instead of palatal stops 

presumably because there are no palatal stops in this dialect28. The final stage involved 

the deletion of the labial.  Hence the labial never palatalized in the first place. This 

account is in line with the general tendency reported in chapter 2 that labials do not 

undergo full palatalization. The abbreviated illustration in (9) is adapted from Avram 

(1977). 

(9) rzbi å rzbji å rzbi å rzbgi å rzgi      ‘to overcome’ 

                                                 
28 It is possible that k and g are alternative transcriptions of palatal stops.  Recall that for English 
fronted velars before front vowels are transcribed as palatal stops by Mielke (2006), but velar fronting 
does not always mean that the velars become palatal. 
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Below I present a more detailed account of the stages in the development of 

‘palatalized labials’.  Both Ionescu (1969) and Avram (1977) agree that what has been 

referred to as ‘labial palatalization’ in fact describes a hardening process of a palatal 

sound (glide) which followed the labial consonant, and not changes in the labial 

consonant itself.  Their analyses are identical with the exception of the first stage of 

this process, namely the source of the palatal sound that followed the labial and which 

then hardened.  While Ionescu proposes that this palatal sound was inserted in every 

case, Avram argues that it was inserted only in some contexts, while it was already 

present in others.  With the exception of this first stage Avram adopts Ionescu’s 

analysis in describing the subsequent stages.  Clearly, it is difficult to determine 

exactly what the first stage involved, as recorded forms only show later intermediate 

stages.  However, Avram’s (1977) proposal of the first stage accounts for data which 

is left unaccounted for by Ionescu (1969), as shown below.    

Ionescu (1969) assumes that all labials which show alternations with (or which 

shifted to) palatalized consonants were originally followed by a yod (palatal glide), 

and proposes that a fricative-like palatal element was inserted between the labial and 

this following yod.  Subsequently this inserted palatal element hardened and, 

depending on the nature of the preceding labial, it became a palato-alveolar fricative 

or a secondarily palatalized stop29, ultimately followed by the deletion of the labial 

                                                 
29 The outcomes are somewhat different in other dialects, even within the Moldavian region, 
particularly regarding the changes following the labio-dental fricatives f and v.  In some dialects these 
changes followed the same path as in the case of bilabials p and b and the resulting sound is a 
secondarily palatalized velar k or g.  In others, they followed a different path and, as in the Moldavian 

dialect I discuss here, resulted in  and .  The changes following the bilabial nasal m are consistent 

across dialects, always converging on a secondarily palatalized n (Ionescu 1969, Avram 1977).  
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consonant.  Crucially, it was not the yod which followed the labial that hardened, but 

the palatal element inserted between the labial and the yod.   

There are a few problems with Ionescu’s (1969) account that Avram identifies.  

First, the source of the yod following the labial, which is required in order for a palatal 

element to be inserted between the labial and this yod, is not made clear in all cases.  

For example, Ionescu assumes that, prior to hardening, the labial in [bine] ‘well (adj.)’ 

preceded a yod (Ionescu 1969:50).  As Avram (1977) points out, Ionescu’s (1969) 

account cannot explain where the yod came from in this form, or in forms like [albin] 

‘bee’.  In both [bine] and [albin] the labial [b] has the reflex [g] in Moldavian, where 

we see [gini] ‘well (adj.)’ and [algin] ‘bee’.  In order for these forms to obtain under 

Ionescu’s account, there must have been a glide between the labial and the following 

[i] so that a palatal element could therefore be inserted and subsequently harden. 

Second, Ionescu (1969) does not address cases where the labial had secondary 

palatalization as a result of suffixing the plural –i, as in (10b) below, /lup-i/ å [lup] 

(SR) and [lupk] (Moldavian) ‘wolf, pl.’.  Presumably these would also be treated as 

being followed by a palatal glide (perhaps the one resulting from secondary 

palatalization) and having the palatal-element inserted between the labial and the 

palatal glide.  Thus, the main problem with Ionescu’s (1969) analysis resides in the 

first stage of the hardening process: the source of the yod which is required to follow 

the labial and thereby creating the necessary environment for the insertion of a palatal 

element and its subsequent hardening.  Avram (1977) fills in these gaps and adopts the 

rest of Ionescu’s (1969) analysis, as described below.   
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Avram (1977) proposes that labial palatalization occured before an underlying 

/i/ and suggests that the first stage in the process of labial palatalization depended on 

what surface realization of this /-i/ followed the labial, as shown in (10): 

(10)  First stage in ‘labial palatalization’ (Avram 1977:278) 

  (a)  zero å j / lab___i  albin å albjin    ‘bee’ 

  (b) å j or {, } / lab___ lup      å lupj or lup  ‘wolf, pl.’ 

(c) jå { , } / lab ___  vjer      å ver    ‘boar’  

In the first context (10a) when a labial was followed by the vowel –i a [j] was inserted, 

and attested historical forms such as [albjin] ‘bee’ with an inserted glide validate this 

claim (Avram 1977:278).  In (10b) when a labial was followed by what he calls a 

‘pseudovowel’ -  (secondary palatal articulation, such as that resulting from plural 

formation), this [j] was realized as a full glide [j] or fricative [, ], and in (10c) when a 

labial was followed by the palatal glide –j,  this glide became a fricative [, ].  

 The table below provides an initial summary of the stages of labial 

palatalization which are believed to have occurred in Moldavian. 

Table 3.1  Summary of changes from labial to palatal(ized) consonant in Moldavian. 

 Glide Hardening Labial 
Deletion 

Current 
form 

Gloss 

a. alb/i/n albjin albin albgin algin algin ‘bee’ 

b.  lup/i/ 
lup  
 
lupj 

lup lupk (not for 
this word) lupk ‘wolf, pl.’ 

c.  f/i/er fjer fer fer er er ‘iron’ 
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Therefore, a palatal glide followed labial consonants in every case at some point, but 

this palatal glide had different sources: it was already present via glide formation 

before another tautosyllabic vowel in cases such as (10c) and (3.1 c), it resulted from 

secondary palatalization in cases such as (10b) and (3.1 b), and it was inserted in cases 

such as (10a) and (3.1 a).  The changes in (10b-c) further assume that the palatal 

fricative assimilated voicing from the labial consonant.   

Notice that in (10a) one could also propose that the glide was not inserted as a 

full glide, but that the following [i] triggered secondary palatalization on the labial.  

Subsequently, the secondary palatal glide hardened in the same way as in (10b).  The 

fact that a following i can condition secondary palatalization on a preceding labial, 

thereby creating a palatal off-glide which can harden, makes Ionescu’s (1969) 

assumption that a palatal glide followed the labial and then another palatal element 

was inserted in between even more problematic, which is why Avram (1977) rejects 

this portion of her analysis.  What is crucial is that in each of the three contexts a 

palatal glide followed the labial, and the glide underwent a hardening process leading 

to the synchronic forms (Lloyd 1987; Posner 1996).   

The main difference between Ionescu (1969) and Avram (1977) then regards 

the palatal element that hardened: under Ionescu’s account, it was not the palatal glide 

(yod) following the labial which hardened, but rather a different palatal element which 

was inserted between the labial and a following yod.  Under Avram’s account, the 

palatal glide which followed the labial was the sound that hardened.  The only inserted 

element was the palatal glide between a labial and [i], which could be interpreted as 

secondary palatalization of the labial, as discussed above.   
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The table below summarizes the different stages in the development of 

‘palatalized labials’, adapted from Avram (1977) and Ionescu (1969). The point of 

departure here assumes that the first stage has already occurred, to avoid the 

disagreement between the two authors.  Therefore, a palatal glide follows the labial in 

every case.  Regardless of what this first stage actually involved, the current forms 

which the rules below are based upon demonstrate that it was a hardening process that 

led to the appearance of ‘labial palatalization’ and that the labial deleted. 

Table 3.2  Stages of ‘labial palatalization’ in Moldavian 

 
 

pjele 
‘skin’ 

bjet 
‘poor’ 

fjer  
‘iron’ 

vjer 
‘boar’ 

mjel 
‘lamb’ 

Voicing/nasality assimilation of 
palatal sound (glide) 

p b f v m 

Nasalized fricativeå stop -- -- -- -- mn 
Deletion of labio-dentals -- --   -- 

Pal. fricative å palato-alveolar, 
except after labials  
(applies only in contexts where 
the labio-dentals had deleted) 

-- --   -- 

Pal. fricative å stop after labial 
stop 

pk bg -- -- -- 

Deletion of bilabials k g -- -- n 
Final outcome k g   n 
Actual forms keli get er er nel 
 

Note that the development of the bilabial stops is different from that of the 

labio-dental fricatives in this dialect: they are believed not to have deleted at the same 

time.  In some dialects the fricatives followed the same path as the labial oral stops p, 

b, but in the region of Moldavia which I discuss here they followed the path illustrated 

in the table.  Ionescu (1969) mentions that ALR does not register any forms with the 
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stages [f] and [v], suggesting that the labio-dentals must have deleted earlier than the 

labial stops in such dialects, and that the palatal fricatives subsequently shifted to 

palato-alveolar fricatives  and .  She further mentions that there are no recorded 

forms with [m], but such a change is assumed given the trajectory of the other labial 

consonants.   

Intermediate forms confirming the later stages which still contain the labial 

alongside the palatal or palatalized consonant have been recorded in ALR and reported 

by both Ionescu (1969) and Avram (1977).  The table below provides examples of 

words in intermediate stages alongside forms in SR and Moldavian.  The particular 

dialects where the intermediate forms are found are indicated where such information 

was provided in Ionescu (1969) or Avram (1977): 
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Table 3.3  Intermediate forms  
Labial + palatal(ized) consonant in Romanian dialects 

Standard Romanian Intermediate  
(other dialects) 

Moldavian English 

kopil kopkil 
kopil (Muntenia) 

kopkil child 

pitjor pkior (Valcea) kijor leg 

-- obgal (Valcea) ogal comforter 

pjele pkele 

pele (Muntenia) 

keli skin 

fjer fer (Valcea) 

fker (Oltenia) 

er iron 

pjept pept kept chest 

mjel mnel nel lamb 

vjespar vgespar (Oltenia) 

gespar (Oltenia) 

espar wasp hive 

albin albin (Muntenia) algin bee 

vitsel vitsel (Valcea)  itsl calf (m.) 

lup lup lupk wolf (m.pl) 

 

Ionescu (1969) also provides a table with all of the coexisting consonantal sequences 

(but not actual word forms) at ten different locations (points) recorded in ALR in the 

Moldavian region.  It is unnecessary to reproduce the table here, but for illustrative 

purposes I provide the recorded consonants at three such points:   
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Table 3.4  Coexisting labials, ‘palatalized labials’,  
and labials+ palatalized consonants (Ionescu 1969:55) 

Point # p b m f v 
520 pk     k

p 
g n 

m 
 
f 

 
v 

365 pt   t 
p 

bd 
b 

mn 
m 

 
f 

 

d 
v 

574 k bg 
g 

n  
f 

 
v 

   

The existence of intermediate stages is further confirmed by written texts, even 

though these are more rare.  Roman-Moraru (1984) presents evidence in particular for 

the palatalization of the bilabial nasal m.  Spelling conventions allow us to infer the 

pronunciation represented in the texts, and even though we cannot know this exactly, 

it is reasonable to assume that a spelling with mn, a labial followed by an alveolar, for 

a word which in SR only has the labial, indicates a sound change.  The fact that SR m 

corresponds to n in Moldavian and other Romanian dialects further supports the idea 

that the texts recorded the sound changes in progress.  The first written example 

indicating the palatalization of this consonant dates to the 13th century, in the writings 

of Cantemir, a Romanian scholar who noted ngie ‘me, 1stsg. G/D’ (mie in SR) as an 

uneducated form used by women in Moldova.  Later we find two instances of tocmnim 

‘negotiate, 1stpl.’ in a letter written at the Bistrita Monastery, dated in 1592.  Further 

examples of the stage mn are found after 1750, in forms such as mneu ‘mine 

(1sg.poss.)’, mnere ‘apples’, pomni ‘trees’, lumnina ‘light’.  Currently, the bilabial 
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nasal is n in Moldova and Southern Transylvania, and mn in Northern Transylvania 

and part of Northern Moldova (Roman-Moraru 1984:127). 

It is clear from Tables 3.3 and 3.4, and from the evidence from written texts, 

that the labial consonants themselves did not undergo the process of palatalization.  

Rather, the palatal glide which followed the labial hardened to the palatal or 

palatalized consonants we see today, being dependent to a certain extent on the 

preceding labial (i.e. for voicing, nasality).  Ultimately the labial deleted from the 

consonant cluster created, leaving only the palatal or palatalized consonant.  Thus, 

when comparing SR with the Moldavian dialect we notice the correspondences 

between labials in SR and palatals or palatalized consonants in Moldavian, and within 

Moldavian we notice the alternation in verbs and plurals, discussed in the previous 

section. 

 

3.1.3  Outside evidence for glide hardening 

I agree with the account of labial palatalization in Moldavian outlined above 

for two reasons.  First, the evidence from existing forms which show both a labial and 

a palatal(ized) consonant proves convincingly that labials themselves were not 

affected by the process.  Second,  glide hardening of this type is known to occur in the 

world’s languages.   

Kenstowicz (1994:35) maintains that hardening (also known as fortition or 

strengthening) occurs post-consonantally or initially, which is in line with the context 

where hardening occurred in the Moldavian dialect of Romanian.  Both initial and post 

consonantal hardening is attested in other languages, and frequently involves 
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hardening of a glide to either a fricative or a stop.  I provide some examples of each 

below.   

In Cypriot Greek (Attic, Greece) a post consonantal palatal glide is realized as 

a palatal or velar stop after most consonants (e.g. /teri-azo/ å terjazo å terkazo ‘I 

match’; Kaisse 1992:317).  In different varieties of Spanish (Romance) the palatal 

glide undergoes fortition in word initial position, changing to a palatal fricative  

identical to the one in earlier stages in Moldavian.  In Argentinian Spanish the palatal 

glide strengthens to  and then further to  and  in word initial position, so that yo ‘I’ 

is pronounced as either [o] or [o] (Hualde 2005).   

In the history of Chamorro (Austronesian, Guam) both the labio-velar and the 

palatal glides underwent hardening: *w became a labiovelar stop gw, and *j became an 

alveolar affricate dz (Blust 2000:97).   

(11)  Glide hardening in Chamorro (Blust 2000) 

*w å gw *wada å  gwaha   ‘have, there is, there exists’ 
  *walu  å   gwalu ‘eight’ 
 
*j å dz *qajuju å adzudzu ‘coconut crab’ 
  *lajaR  å ladzak ‘sail’ 

Similarly, in Gothic (Germanic, extinct) and Norse (Norwegian) w and j hardened to 

“ggw (a geminate labiovelar stop) and djj (a palatal stop followed by a spirantic 

glide)”(Blust 2000:98).  Blust (2000) further mentions other cases of glide hardening 

in Native American languages, where both the labio-velar and the palatal glides 

became stops: *w became gw in Coeur d’Alene and Lushootseed, g in Comox, kw in 
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Salishan, and *j also became a stop in the same languages (Thompson 1979:712, cited 

in Blust 2000:98).   

A similar process of glide hardening can be found in the diachrony of labial-

velar stops kp and gb.  In Egbema, a dialect of Igbo spoken in Nigeria, we find ka or 

kpa, from Proto Igboid *ka (Connell 1994:473).  Ponelis (1974) proposes a parallel 

development of labial-velar stops in West African languages, where he analyzes kp 

and gb as derived from /k/ and /g/ (cited in Connell 1994:473).  Thus, the labio-

velar glide hardened to a labial stop following the velars, producing a complex stop. 

This case is particularly interesting, as it is similar to the stop-stop or stop-fricative 

sequences found in Romanian, with the exception that the labial element occurs first in 

Romanian. 

Finally, a related process occurs synchronically in Polish (Slavic, Poland).  

Kochetov (1998) describes four types of palatalized labials in four Polish dialects: [p], 

[pj], [p], and [p].  Voiced versions also exist, as shown in the examples below. 

(12)  Palatalized labials in Polish dialects (Kochetov 1998:2) 

                 I       II     III     IV_______ Gloss  

 [p]ivo  [pj]ivo  [p]ivo  [p]ivo  ‘beer’ 

 [b]ay  [bj]ay  [b]ay  [b]ay  ‘white’ 

Notice that only in the first dialect is the labial itself palatalized, showing secondary 

palatalization.  In the other dialects the labial is followed by a palatal glide (II), or 

followed by a palatal obstruent (III and IV).  The forms in these dialects are strikingly 
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similar to the diachronic changes in the “palatalization” of labials in Moldavian, and 

their synchronic status supports the claims made in the previous section with regard to 

labial palatalization.  I discuss Kochetov’s analysis of these processes in the next 

chapter.  

 

3.2  Labial palatalization in Romance 

Labial palatalization is found in other Romance languages besides Moldavian. 

It is best to present the facts on labial palatalization in Romance within a larger 

discussion of palatalization in general in this language family, as palatalization is one 

of the major sound changes which occurred from Latin to Romance (Elcock 1960; 

Lloyd 1987; Calabrese 1991; Posner 1996).  To take just one example, (13) shows a 

comparison between the consonantal system of Italian with that of Latin, clearly 

illustrating that Latin lacked the Italian palato-alveolar and palatal consonants: 

 (13) Latin and Italian consonants30 (Calabrese 1991:65) 

 Latin: /p  b  t   d   k   g   (k  g)  f    s   m   n   l    r/ 

 Italian:/p  b  t  d   k   g   ts  dz  t  d   f   v   s   (z)      m       l        r/ 

The same can be said of other Romance languages which also have a series of palatal 

consonants.  In this section I briefly discuss the processes of palatalization in early 

Romance, pointing out the parallels and differences between the palatalization of 

coronal and dorsal consonants versus labial consonants.  I show that there are two 

different, but connected sources of labial palatalization in Romance, and that in both 

cases the labials themselves were not the sounds that changed: in one case a palatal 
                                                 
30 The phonemic status of k and g is the subject of debate.  Some, like Calabrese (1991), include them 
as phonemes, others do not (Lloyd 1987). 
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glide following the labial hardened, and then the labial deleted, and in the other a 

lateral following the labial became a palatal, and the labial deleted.   

 

3.2.1 Developments from earlier Latin to later Latin 

Palatalization in the development of Romance is reported to have occurred 

during two time periods, first between the 1st and 2nd centuries AD, then again 

sometime after the 5th century AD (Elcock 1960; Lloyd 1987; Calabrese 1991).  The 

first palatalization process began in spoken Latin, was triggered by the glide j and it 

affected all consonants in all Romance languages (Penny 2002; Calabrese 1991).  The 

second palatalization process only affected velar stops k and g and was triggered by a 

following front vowel i or e.  This latter process affected all of Romance except 

Sardinian and Dalmatian (Elcock 1960; Lloyd 1987; Posner 1996).   

Much of the information on the shape of Vulgar Latin (the spoken variety of 

Latin) comes from inscriptions, many of which are from Pompeii, referred to as 

Pompeian graffiti, and from Appendix Probi, a text from around the 4th century A.D. 

(Elcock 1960; Rohlfs 1970).  Appendix Probi was written by an author known only as 

Probus, who wanted to teach the proper way of expression, and wrote examples 

showing the “correct” form alongside the “incorrect” (but commonly used) one.  Some 

examples are given below, where the spelling with I indicates that that an unstressed e 

had become a palatal glide when preceding another vowel (hiatus resolution) in later 

stages of Latin: 
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(14)   Appendix Probi examples (Rohlfs 1970:26) 

 VINEA  NON   VINIA 
 CAVEA  NON   CAVIA 
 LANCEA  NON   LANCIA 
 BALTEUS  NON   BALTIUS 

 
 
3.2.1.1  First palatalization in Romance 

3.2.1.1.1  Hiatus resolution and palatal glide formation 

Hiatus resolution and the formation of palatal glides is one of the phonological 

processes that are responsible for the development of the palatal series of consonants 

in the Romance languages.  Another is the hardening of the palatal glide j, and finally 

velar fronting before front vowels (Grandgent 1927; Rohlfs 1970; Lloyd 1987).  

Vowel hiatus reduction led to the formation of new palatal glides, as unaccented i 

before another vowel was pronounced as j, and later unaccented e before another 

vowel was also pronounced as j.  Again, this shift is documented in inscriptions which 

show PARIAT instead of PAREAT, ABIAT instead of HABEAT (Lloyd 1987), as 

well as in Appendix Probi, as shown in above in (14).   

The resulting palatal glide had different effects on preceding consonants.  

When a t preceded, this was assibilated to ts, as indicated by inscriptions of the 2nd 

century A.D.: CRESCENTSIANUS instead of CRESCENTIANUS (A.D. 140), 

VICENTZA instead of VICENTIA (4th century A.D., Lloyd 1987:133).  A velar stop k 

followed by the palatal glide was also assibilated, becoming increasingly confused 

with the assibilated t, as seen in the forms FATIO instead of FACIO, and DEFINICIO 

instead of DEFINITIO (A.D. 222-35, Lloyd 1987:133).  In some areas (including in 
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Spanish) these sounds merged to a single phoneme, while in others they remained 

distinct (Ibid.).  The voiced counterparts of t and k, d and g, underwent parallel 

changes, with some important differences: these consonants are believed to have been 

pronounced more laxly to begin with, therefore, the palatal glide assimilated them 

more completely and they did not assibilate like the voiceless stops31.  Instead, dj and 

gj had either a fricative geminate pronunciation [j:] () or an affricate [d:] (dd), as 

seen in inscriptions of ZABULUS instead of DIABOLUS (Lloyd 1987:133).   

The palatal glide also had a palatalizing effect on a preceding l and n, which 

became palatalized consonants  and  in Spanish: VINEA > [ia] ‘vineyard’; 

FOLIA > [foa] ‘leaves’ (Lloyd 1987:134).  When following those consonants which 

are typically resistant to palatalization, such as rhotics, the palatal glide tended to 

delete, though there are a few cases it was maintained, as in PAREIETEM > PARETE 

> pared ‘wall’ (Ibid.).  There is no discussion at this stage of how the labial 

consonants were affected by a following glide, although later discussions of 

palatalization for individual Romance languages indicate that the palatal glide 

following a labial hardened and that the labial subsequently deleted32.  

 

 

 

                                                 
31 I interpret the “lax” pronunciation of d and g as an articulation without a complete stop closure.  As 
such, they were more easily shifted to the palatal place of articulation of the following glide. 
32 Calabrese (1991) states that the first palatalization affected all consonants, including labials, but he 
provides synchronic reflexes.  As the second palatalization in Romance involved only velar fronting 
before front vowels, it is true that the first palatalization triggered by the palatal glide is responsible for 
all other palatalizing outcomes in Romance, including the outcomes of the labials.  However, this did 
not happen in the same way for all consonants, as implied by Calabrese (1991). 
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3.2.1.1.2  Glide hardening 

Beginning during the 1st century A.D. and later, the pronunciation of the 

semivowels j and w began to harden (Lloyd 1987; Posner 1996).  These semivowels 

had existed only as allophones of i and u before another vowel until that time.  The 

labio-velar glide was pronounced as a bilabial fricative, while the palatal glide became 

more consonantal word- and syllable-initially, as indicated by spellings of IANUARIO 

as ZANUARIO, where ‘Z’ represents either a palatal fricative [z] () or an affricate 

[dz] (d) (Lloyd 1987:132).  This pronunciation of j is believed to be connected to the 

palatalization process that produced new series of palatal, fricative and affricate 

consonants in Romance languages (Lloyd 1987:225).  Posner (1996) states that palatal 

glide hardening produced the same result as the change from Latin g followed by 

either e or i, as seen in the following examples: 

(15)  Hardening of word-initial j in Romance (Posner 1996:111; Romanian 
data provided by me—note that the Romanian deja [dea] ‘already’ most 
likely entered the language later as a borrowing from French). 

 
Latin  Italian  French  Spanish Romanian  

IAM   gia [d] deja [] ya [j]  (deja [])      ‘already’ 

GELU  gelo [d] gel []  hielo [j] ger [d]         ‘frost’ 
 

Posner (1996:111) adds that in literary Latin post-consonantal i  often hardened to a 

non-syllabic j, while word-initially it sometimes counted as a syllable.  This seems to 

describe the same process as glide formation before another vowel (hiatus reduction), 

as Posner discusses it under the rubric of ‘jodization’, or glide formation.   
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3.2.1.2  Second palatalization in Romance  

As already mentioned, the second process of palatalization involved fronting of 

the velars before front vowels.  Velars were fronted in this context throughout the 

Romance speaking region, with the exception of Sardinia and part of Dalmatia (Lloyd 

1987:136, Elcock 1960:54; Posner 1996:113).  This is believed to have taken place 

after the 5th century A.D., as borrowings in Basque and Germanic maintain the velars 

as stops during this time: Kaiser ‘emperor’ from Latin CAESAR, Keller ‘cellar’ from 

Latin CELLARIUM (Lloyd 1987:137, Elcock 1960:53).  Generally, velars before 

front vowels were pronounced more fronted, kå k, gå g, and they continued to 

change in one of two directions in different Romance languages.  In some languages a 

palatalized k ended up as a dental affricate ts, and then de-affricated to a sibilant s, 

while in other languages it ended up as a palatal stop c or a palato-alveolar affricate t, 

sometimes also de-affricating to a simple fricative  (Posner 1996:113).  

To summarize, later stages of Latin, early stages of Romance, showed the 

following consonantal changes relevant to palatalization.  
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Table 3.5  Sound changes in late Latin/early Romance  
(Lloyd 1987:132-7; Elcock 1960:153): 

Target sound Environment Outcome 

i  (unaccented) __ V j 

e (unaccented) __ V j 

j word- & syllable-initially  or d  
t  __ j  ts 
k  __ j  t   
d __ j  or dd 
g __ j  or dd 
l __ j  
n __ j  
k __ e, i k å t (å ts(j) or t in Medieval 

Romance) 
g __ e, i g å   or d (similar to g + j) 

 
The outcomes of the palatalization of t, d, k, and g continued to change, taking 

slightly different paths in the various Romance languages.  Thus, in modern Romance 

we encounter d, , dz or z as reflexes of *g and *d, and t and ts as reflexes of *t and 

*k (Elcock 1960:54-5).   

Although it is not my goal to provide a complete historical account of the 

sound changes in individual Romance languages, it is important to review the facts 

concerning non-labial consonant palatalization in order to have a basis for comparison 

with the ‘palatalization’ of labial consonants.  Below I briefly discuss some of the 

facts on the palatalization of dorsal consonants in the development of French.   

In Old French velar palatalization before front vowels created affricates ts and 

d.  During the 13th century these affricates were reduced to s and  (the timing is 
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indicated in part by the fact that the affricate d is maintained in the English borrowed 

words gentle, giant, general (Elcock 1960:363)). 

(16)  Velar palatalization before front vowels in French  
(from Elcock 1960:363):   

k + e or i å k å ts, e.g. CERA > [*tseir] > Old Fr. [tsir] > cire [si:] ‘wax’ 

g + e or i å gj å d, e.g. GENTEM > Old Fr. [da] > gent [a] ‘race, type’ 

Unlike in the rest of Romance, velar stops in French also palatalized before a 

(Elcock 1960:342).  This indicates that the vowel a in French was front, while in other 

Romance languages it might have been a central or back vowel (Posner 1996).  The 

voiceless velar palatalized to t and later de-affricated to , while the voiced velar 

palatalized to d, later de-affricating to .  This reduction also occurred during the 13th 

century, indicating that de-affrication might have been a common process in French at 

that time (Posner 1996).  

(17)  Velar palatalization before a in French (from Elcock 1960:364): 

Latin   French  English 

GAMBA    jambe  [ab]  ‘leg’  

GAUDIA   joie  [wa]  ‘joy’  

GALBINUM    jaune  [on]  ‘yellow’  

CAPUM > chief  >  chef  [f]  ‘chief, head’ 

CARA    > chiere >  chere  []  ‘dear’  
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In some contexts the velars were ‘replaced’ by the palatal glide, for example inter-

vocalically before a front vowel for g: PAGENSE > pays ‘country’.  When k and g 

occurred before another consonant they also palatalized to the palatal glide, as in 

FACTUM > fait ‘fact’, unless the second consonant was n or l, in which case the 

resulting sound was a palatal nasal  and a palatal lateral , respectively: 

AGNELLUM > agnel, agneau ‘lamb’, MACULA > maille ‘mesh’ (Elcock 1960:364).  

The palatalization of velars in French demonstrates that dorsal consonants 

were in fact themselves affected by palatalization, and they did not delete following 

the hardening of a following palatal glide, in contrast to labial consonants.  

Palatalization of velars is still attested in Parisian French (Gadet 1992) and in Acadian 

French (Lucci 1972, Flikeid and Cichocki 1988), and palatalization of dentals is 

attested in Belgian French (Corneau 2000). 

 

3.2.2  Interim conclusion 

As the facts about the early palatalization of coronal and dorsal sounds show, 

the palatal glide and the front vowels triggered direct changes in the sounds 

themselves, causing them to shift to more palatal, or dental, positions.  Some of the 

synchronic palatal sounds in Romance are the result of a hardening pronunciation of 

the palatal glide in word- and syllable-initial position, others of palatalization of a 

coronal or dorsal consonant followed by the palatal glide, and yet others are the result 

of velar fronting before front vowels.  In contrast, as I discuss below, synchronic 

palatalized reflexes of Latin labial consonants arose via a different path.  The palatal 

glide did not cause direct changes in the labials; rather its increasingly hardened 
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pronunciation is responsible for the synchronic palatal sounds, and the labial 

consonant was ultimately elided.  In what follows I review the instances of labial 

palatalization as they occurred in Romance languages such as Spanish, French and 

Italian. Where I have found them, I also include references to other Romance 

languages.  

 

3.3  Labial palatalization in Romance 

As indicated in the previous sections, in some Romance languages (e.g. 

French) Latin labial consonants have palatalized synchronic reflexes when they were 

followed by a palatal glide.  Another context which is cited as showing labial 

palatalization in Romance is that of a labial followed by l (Ohala 1978; Lathrop 1980 

and Penny 2002 also discuss historical accounts of Romance languages, but not under 

the rubric of ‘labial palatalization’).  Both contexts share the fact that the labial was 

deleted from a consonantal group consisting of a labial followed by a palatal or 

palatalized sound, despite claims to the contrary (Ohala 1978).  Therefore, labial 

palatalization did not occur in a single step, but it occurred in stages that did not 

involve the labial consonant itself.   

As illustrated in (18), Spanish and Portuguese have a palatal consonant where 

Latin labials were followed by l:   
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(18)  Labial + l palatalization (data from Malkiel 1963, via Ohala 1978:371, 
and from Lathrop 1980:82). 
 
Latin  Spanish Portuguese  

AMPLU anto    ‘large, spacious’ 

PLORARE  dorar  dorar  ‘to weep’ 

  orar     

FLAMMA --  dama  ‘flame’ 

PLUVIA dovia    ‘rain’ 

  ovia     

 In Romanian, these groups were maintained unchanged: amplu [amplu] 

‘ample, spacious’, plange [plnde] ‘to cry’, flacara [flakr] ‘flame’, ploaie [ploaje] 

‘rain’.  The same is the case in French: ample ‘ample’, pleurer ‘to cry’, fla⇓me 

‘flame’, and pluie ‘rain’.  Ohala (1978) cites the data in (18) as examples of labial 

palatalization where it is not necessary to posit intermediate steps from labial to 

palatal, as I have done for Moldavian.  He does, however, acknowledge that 

palatalization most likely happened via intermediary stages in various Tai languages 

(Tai-Kadai, Thailand, Viet Nam, China), where the same phenomenon is found.  A 

palatal consonant is observed in some Tai languages in the same contexts where others 

have labials followed by the lateral l, as shown below:   

 (19)  Tai (data from Li 1977, via Ohala 1978:371) 

 Siamese Lungchow T’ien-chow English 
 plaa  pjaa  taa  ‘fish’ 

 plau  pjau  tuu  ‘empty’ 

 phaai  phjaai  taai  ‘to walk’ 
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Ohala (1978) writes that the post-consonantal lateral l changed to the palatal glide j 

first, then the sequence p(h)j changed to the palatal affricate (implying that the labial 

was involved in the change). The labial thus became a palatal via an intermediary 

stage, one which involved the lateral changing into the palatal glide, and then the 

labial followed by this palatal glide directly changed to t.   

 Ohala (1978) suggests that the Romance cases with C+l clusters followed a 

parallel development.  Contrary to Ohala’s (1978) position, there is evidence which 

demonstrates that this process occurred in stages in Romance, and that it did not affect 

the labial consonant directly, in a similar fashion to Moldavian.   

 Lathrop (1980) maintains that in Spanish labial consonants did not palatalize 

at all.  The only labials which seem to have palatal reflexes in Spanish appear in the 

sequences pl-, fl- word-initially, and word-medially following another consonant.  

Furthermore, these sequences are part of a group of consonants which all share the 

same reflexes in Spanish, pl-, fl-, and kl-.  Lathrop (1980) states that in Vulgar Latin 

the lateral in initial clusters kl-, pl-, fl- was already palatal, and it eventually “released 

a yod to give k, f, p” and subsequently the obstruents were lost (Lathrop 1980:82).  

I interpret this as the lateral being initially more palatal than alveolar, and then 

becoming palatal, possibly followed by a palatal glide (the released yod).  The palatal 

lateral + glide subsequently hardened, which led to the different realization we see 

today in the various Romance languages.   

 Penny (2002:71) also maintains that the lateral following p-, k-, and f- 

already had a palatal pronunciation in spoken Latin, but suggests that these consonants 
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were assimilated to the lateral and ‘absorbed’ by it.  There is no evidence provided to 

support or discount this claim, and it is just as likely that the consonants were deleted, 

as Lathrop (1980) argues.  For example, Elcock (1960) and Lloyd (1987) maintain the 

same proposal as Lathrop (1980).  In discussing the palatalization of Latin l during the 

evolution of the Castilian sound system, Elcock (1960) writes that in initial position 

kl-, pl-, and fl- had become k-, p-, f- “after which they lost the first element to 

converge as ” (Elcock 1960:421).  Lloyd (1987) proposes that there was a series of 

changes in these initial clusters, which began with a palatalization of the lateral 

following k, thus this series of clusters would have had the allophones [pl], [fl] and 

[k].  Further he suggests that pl- and fl- became [p] and [f] due to unification of 

these clusters.  The intermediate pronunciation with the palatal following p, f and k is 

still found in a conservative area of Hispania called Aragon (Lloyd 1987:225).  Lloyd 

then goes on to say that in the areas which adopted this pronunciation further shifts 

were made so that the initial consonant was dropped, leaving only the palatal lateral as 

the initial consonant (Lloyd 1987:225).  

 There are two different outcomes of the palatalization of pl-, kl-, and fl-: 

word-initially there is a palatal lateral , and word-medially following another 

consonant these sequences created a palato-alveolar affricate t (matching the voicing 

of the ‘lost’ obstruent): 
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 (20)  Spanish C+ l palatalization (Penny 2002:71-72) 

 Latin  Spanish   English 

 PLAGA  llaga  []aga  ‘wound’ 

 CLAUSA llosa  []osa  ‘enclosed field’ 

 FLACCIDU llacio  []acio  ‘lank’ 

 IMPLERE henchir  hen[t]ir  ‘to cram’ 

 MANCLA  mancha  man[t]a  ‘stain’ 

 INFLARE hinchar  hin[t]ar  ‘to inflate, swell’ 

It is possible that these consonantal sequences followed different paths word-initially 

versus word-internally because of the preceding alveolar nasal in word-medial 

position.  However, this is not made clear.  Interestingly, both the labials and the velar 

followed the same path, which suggests that they key to this process lies not in the 

obstruent, but in the palatal lateral which followed it.  Notice that the three authors 

mentioned here, Elcock (1960), Lathrop (1980), and Lloyd (1987), who provide 

support for the idea that l palatalized and the previous consonant subsequently deleted, 

discuss this process not as palatalization of the consonant preceding the l, but as 

palatalization of the l itself.  Thus, citing these as examples of labial palatalization as 

Ohala (1978) does is not accurate. 

 Beyond these clusters, labials did not show palatalization in Spanish.  While 

some coronals and dorsals palatalized or assibilated when followed by the palatal glide 

j, labial p is reported to show metathesis with j, while b and m remained unchanged 

(Penny 2002:65).  
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Table 3.6 Spanish C + j (Penny 2002:62-65; rules somewhat simplified) 

C + j Latin Spanish English 
tj å ts  
         (ådz/V_V) 
                

PUTEU 
MARTIU 

[potso], later [podzo] 

[martso] 

‘well’ (water) 
‘March’ 

 
kj å t  
(in some dialects 
å dz/C__ 
å ts/V__) 

ERI CIU 
CALCEA 

[eito] or [eridzo] 

[kalta] or [kaltsa] 

‘hedgehog’ 
‘stockings’; 
later ‘breeches’ 

ljå  å  ALIU [ao] ‘garlic’ 

njå  HISPANIA [espaa] ‘Spain’ 

djå dd å d PODIU [podo] ‘hill, bench’ 

gjå dd å d EXAGIU [ensado] ‘attempt’ 

bj  (unchanged) RUBEU [ruvio], later [rubio] ‘blond’ 
mj (unchanged) PRAEMIU [premio] ‘prize’ 
pj  (metathesis)33 CAPIAM [kepa]          ‘to fit into’ 

(pres. subj.) 
 

 Let us now consider a different palatalizing context, that of a Latin labial 

followed by the palatal glide.  In Modern French, when the palatal glide was preceded 

by labials p, b, v, and m, it became  or , depending on the voicing of the preceding 

labial, and the labial itself was elided (Nyrop 1914).  Evidence of the intermediate 

stage with both the labial and the palato-alveolar fricative can be found in forms such 

as apje for ache ‘celery’, and salvje for salge or sauge ‘sage’ (Ibid.).  Forms at 

intermediate stages have also been recorded in spellings of Medieval Provençal, where 

we see labial stops followed by palato-alveolar affricates, such as sepcha from Latin 

sepia ‘cuttlefish’, apche from Latin apium ‘celery’, alongside spellings of just the 

labial stop followed by i, or just of a palato-alveolar affricate like ch (Thomason 

                                                 
33 The metathesis case is not very transparent, but presumably the disappearance of the vowel i 
following the labial and the appearance of e preceding the labial represents indicates metathesis. 
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1986:184).  This evidence indicates that during the Medieval period there was either 

an alternation between the labial +i, the labial + palato-alveolar affricate cluster, and 

just the palato-alveolar affricate, or that the pronunciation was being altered and 

spelling conventions alternated between the old pronunciation and the new one.  What 

is clear, however, is that the labial consonants were not the ones which had altered 

their pronunciation.  The following examples show the correspondence of Latin labials 

with French palatal sounds: 

(21)  Latin and Modern French (Ohala 1978:372—Latin words in lower case;  
Nyrop 1914:423-4—Latin words in upper case): 

 Latin    French   English 
 *sapius (from sapiens) sage  [sa]  ‘wise’ 

 rubeus    rouge  [u]  ‘red’ 

 rabies    rage  [a]  ‘rabid’ 

 cavea    cage  [ka]  ‘cave’ 

SAPIAM   sache  [sa]  ‘that s/he know’ 

SEPIA    seche    [se]  ‘dry’ 

*PROPIUM    proche  [po]  ‘close’  

*APIA    ache [a]  ‘celery’ 

TIBIA    tige [ti]  ‘stem (of flower)’ 

CAMBIARE   changer [ae]  ‘to change’ 

SALVIA   sauge [s]  ‘sage’ 

VINDEMIA   vendange [vada] ‘(wine-grape) harvesting’ 

SIMIUM   singe [s]  ‘type of primate’ 
  

The changes from Latin to Modern French were not sudden from the labial to 

the palatal fricative, as Ohala (1978) implies.  In the words of Picard (1984), sound 

correspondence is not the equivalent of direct change.  Nyrop (1914) maintained that 

the sound changes in French arose via palatal glide hardening and deletion of the 

labial, a similar path to the sound changes in Moldavian.  Pope (1961) writes that 
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“only the consonants made with the movement of the tongue, the linguals, were 

palatalized; i.e. the dentals and velars, including the labio-velar w; the labials neither 

induced palatalization nor underwent it” (Pope 1961:120).  Regarding the changes in 

(20) above Pope (1961) proposes more stages than Nyrop (1914).  She states that 

when labials were juxtaposed to jod (palatal glide) this sound closed and shifted to d 

(or t after a “breathed labial”).  The resulting groups bd and pt subsequently 

simplified by dropping the labial (Pope 1961:129-149), and then the remaining 

affricates became simple fricatives  and  during the 13th century (Pope 1961:93; see 

discussion in section 3.3.1.4 above on affricate simplification in French).     

Ohala (1978) mentions one other Romance language where labials seem to 

have palatalized directly.  In Genoese and neighboring dialects of Italian there are 

palato-alveolar affricates where the Roman dialect has labials followed by a palatal 

glide. 

 (22)  Latin and Italian (Jaberg and Jud 1928-1940, via Ohala 1978:372): 

 Roman dialect  Genoese and neighboring dialects  
 pjento    tena    ‘full’  

 pjanta    tanta    ‘to plant’ 

 er fjato    ua    ‘breath’ 

 bjanko    danku    ‘white’ 
 

I have not found any sources that trace the development of the palatalized 

labials in the Italian dialects where this type of labial palatalization appears to have 

occurred.  It is clear that this is not the case in the standard dialect of Italian, which 

still has labials as shown in (22).  In (23) the Latin cognates for these words are 
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provided.  All except the word for ‘white’ contain a consonant + lateral, identical to 

the forms that underwent labial palatalization in Spanish and French. 

 (23)   

 Latin  Italian (Roman) Italian (Genoese) 

 PLENUS pjento   tena   ‘full’ 

 PLANTO pjanta   tanta   ‘to plant’ 

 EFFLO er fjato   ua   ‘breath’ 

 ALBEO bjanko   danku   ‘white’ 
 

Grandgent (1927:73) states that initial consonantal groups ending in l kept the 

preceding consonant but changed the l to a palatal glide j, and Maiden (1995:50) 

writes that all consonants but the labials were affected by the “jod” (palatal glide) in 

the development of Italian.  It is very likely that in the Genoese and neighboring 

dialects this palatal glide hardened in a way similar to Moldavian, followed by the 

deletion of the labial consonant.   

After reviewing the general palatalization and labial palatalization facts in 

Romance, I maintain that there is ample evidence demonstrating that palatalization of 

labials is very different from palatalization of coronal and dorsal consonants.  It is 

clear that labials did not undergo full palatalization.  The data showing intermediary 

stages in the development of palatalized labials in Moldavian, as well as the evidence 

from French, Spanish and Italian presented above, clearly indicate that in Romance 

labials were not directly involved in the changes toward palatal sounds.  The common 

theme among all of these languages is that the sound following the labial, which was a 
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palatal glide or a palatal lateral, hardened and produced the palatal or palatalized 

outcomes we see today. 

Coronals and dorsals, on the other hand, can shift to a palatal sound in a single 

step (Penny 2002, Calabrese 1995).  When stages of palatalization are involved in the 

case of coronals and dorsals, the changes directly affect the coronal or dorsal 

consonant itself.  For example, Latin velar consonants which palatalized before front 

vowels (second palatalization in Romance) have reflexes either as a dental affricate ts 

or sibilant s, or a palato-alveolar affricate t.   

In the next section I turn my attention to Tswana, the other language in my 

sample which shows labial palatalization, and then discuss labial palatalization in 

Southern Bantu. 

 

3.4  Tswana (Southern Bantu, Botswana) 

Tswana exhibits a type of labial palatalization which is rather different from 

what Romanian and the other Romance languages show.  The most striking aspect of 

labial palatalization in Tswana is the fact that it occurs in particular morphological 

contexts which do not have an obvious surface palatalizing trigger, and furthermore 

that it appears to target labials more than it does coronal and dorsal consonants.  The 

morphological contexts where labials are ‘realized’ as palatal consonants include 

causative, passive, and diminutive formation.34  In these contexts, stem final labials p, 

                                                 
34 There are three other morphological contexts where labial palatalization occurs, in some words with 
the 5th noun class singular prefix le- which is becoming obsolescent, in the formation of some perfect 
tense forms, and in the formation of locative nouns (Ohala 1978:384).  These contexts are never 
analyzed in depth in the literature on the premises that they are better understood and less controversial 
than the other three contexts.   
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p, b, and  are ‘palatalized’ to t , t, d, and (t) , respectively35.  Coronal and 

dorsal consonants show alternations as well (assibilation or palatalization) in the 

causative and the diminutive, but only if they are followed by common palatalization 

triggers such as the palatal glide of the causative suffix or a final stem non-low front 

vowel i or e in the diminutive.   

In the next sections I describe palatalization in causative, passive, and 

diminutive formation.  I then present some existing explanations for this type of 

palatalization, followed by evidence that the labial consonants did not shift their 

pronunciation to palatals but that, in a similar fashion to Romance, the labials were 

deleted following a series of changes which affected a palatal sound immediately 

following the labial. 

 

3.4.1 Contexts for labial palatalization in Tswana 

Let me begin by providing the sound inventory of Tswana and then describe  

the palatalization contexts in the following sections.  The voiceless stops in Tswana 

are ejective; however the ejection is not essential to the pronunciation and is “very 

slight”, therefore it is not indicated (Cole 1955:19).   

 

 

                                                 
35 The bilabial nasal m does not undergo palatalization in these contexts.  Rather, it is velarized, 
becoming a velar nasal  (Cole 1955:107). 
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Table 3.7  Tswana phonemes (Cole 1955; SSS 1999) 

Labial Alveolar Lateral-
alveolar

Palato-
alveolar

Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 

p t    k q  

p t    k   
b        
 ts t t     

 ts t t     

   d     

 s    x  h 

m n       

w    j (w)   
 r l      

 

Notice that there are very few voiced obstruents (b and d).  Furthermore, the voiced 

bilabial b often weakens to a bilabial voiced fricative, and it does not show 

palatalization.  Zsiga, Gouskova and Tlale (2006) propose that Tswana does not 

actually have any voiced stops. The lateral l has an alveolar flap allophone [] which is 

relevant for palatalization, and occurs only before close vowels i and u.  The labio-

velar semivowel w occurs “almost exclusively” before the vowels [a, , e] (Cole 

1955:31) 

Table 3.8  Tswana vowels (Cole 1955) 

Close i                            u 
Semi-
close 

  ι 
    

ω     
  

Semi-
open 

     e 
         

 o 
  

Open                     a            
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3.4.1.1 Palatalization in causative formation 

Although Cole (1955) is generally credited as the main source of Tswana data, 

there is some disagreement in the analysis of causative formation.  Cole (1955) 

provides two causative suffixes, –isa or –ja the first of which is reported to be a 

compound derived from combining Proto Bantu *-iga or *-ega with –ja, *-iga + -ja > 

*- igja > -isa (p. 203).  Of these suffixes, only -ja triggers a change in the final stem 

consonant.  Verbs select one of the two causative affixes depending on their ending, 

but the general rule is that –isa is suffixed in place of the final verbal stem vowel 

(Cole 1955:204).  If the stem ends in [a] either suffix can be selected, with –isa being 

preferred, but if the stem ends in [na], is a derivative stem ending in [la] or [xa] then 

the causative suffix –ja is used.  If the stem ends in [ma], [ka], [ba], or is a primitive 

stem in [la] or [xa], then the causative –isa is used.  Most verb stems end up selecting 

this latter non-palatalizing suffix, and in fact modern Tswana prefers it; therefore, 

palatalization is not as frequent in this paradigm (Cole 1955:205).   

As indicated in the above paragraph, only those stems ending with one of the 

consonants [, l, n, x] select the palatalizing suffix and undergo a change.  LaCharite 

(1993) also provides an example of a verb stem in [p] which shows palatalization, but 

I have found no other examples.  Of these consonants, only the labials and the alveolar 

nasal have palatal reflexes, while l and x assibilate, as shown in the table below.  

Among different dialects, and sometimes within the same dialect, there is variation in 

the realization of consonants (e.g.  å tor ts, although Cole (1955) states that for 

this consonant in particular the assibilated outcome appears on few verbs, and he 
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suspects that this is a newer development from the palatalized outcome, p. 205).    The 

data here and in later sections are from Cole (1955) and LaCharite (1993), and only 

the reported alternations are provided.  For the bilabial fricative, Cole (1955) indicates 

aspiration along with labialization in the palatalization outcome (t  ), while LaCharite 

(1993) does not indicate aspiration.  Both Cole and LaCharite indicate aspiration on 

the non-palatalized outcome (ts).   

As Cole (1955) appears to be very thorough in describing each alternation, I 

assume that if a particular sound is not mentioned in the discussion of sound 

alternations, it does not occur in the relevant context.  In the table below as well as in 

subsequent tables I indicate what appears to be a non-occurring sound in a given 

context by “n/a”.  Sounds which do occur in a particular context, but are unaffected by 

palatalization/assibilation are represented as themselves.   

Table 3.9  Consonantal alternations in Tswana causative formation  

 Input Causative  -ja 
p t, ts 

p n/a 

 t(), ts 
Labial 

b, m n/a 
t, t, ts, ts, s n/a 

r n/a 
l (derived stem) ts 

n  
Coronal

 n/a 

x (derived stem) s, ts 
k, k n/a Dorsal 

 n/a 
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Some examples of causatives are given in (24) below.   

(24)  Causative formation in Tswana with -ja 

(LaCharite 1993:266-7, and Cole 1955:203-205): 

           Causative 

(a) -lap- ‘become tired’        -lapisa ~   -latsa  ~  -lata     ‘make someone tired’ 

(b) -leo-  ‘sin, err’       -leoisa ~ -leotsa  ~ -leota  ‘make someone sin’ 

(c) -natea ‘be nice,        -nateisa ~ -natetsa ~ -nateta    ‘make nice,  

  pleasant’           flavour’ 

(d) -tala     ‘become full’       -tatsa   ‘fill’ 

(e) -xakala  ‘become zealous,  -xakatsa           ‘cause to be indignant’ 

     indignant’ 

(f) -tsena     ‘enter, go in’       -tsea            ‘put in, cause to go in’ 

(g) -lekana   ‘be equal’          -lekaa                      ‘make equal, measure’ 

(h) -foloxa   ‘climb down’       -folosa  ~  -folotsa   ‘cause to come down’ 

(i) -huuxa  ‘move residence’   -huusa ~ -huutsa  ‘cause to move residence’ 

   Ohala (1978) adopts the same view as Cole (1955), with –ja as the causative 

suffix which triggers palatalization, but Myers (1990) and LaCharite (1993) hold 

different views.  Cole (1955) and Ohala (1978) would say that the first form for the 

above examples in (a), (b) and (c) simply selects the –isa suffix, while the other forms 
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select the –ja suffix, which triggers palatalization on labials and n, and assibilation on 

l and x.  On the other hand, Myers (1990) proposes that the causative is the suffix –s, 

where the vowel i is epenthesized.  The final vowel a is analyzed as marking the 

indicative mood, and thus not part of the suffix.  This is the typical ‘final vowel’ of 

Bantu morphology.  LaCharite (1993) proposes that the causative is a floating feature 

[+strident] which sometimes associates with the final stem consonant to produce 

palatalization, and other times it forms its own syllable with an epenthetic [i].  I 

discuss the details of her analysis in section 3.4.2.1.  

 

3.4.1.2  Palatalization in passive formation 

The passive is formed by suffixing –wa36 to the verb (Tucker 1929:80, Sound 

System of Setswana 1999:28, henceforth SSS).  As a result, non-labial consonants are 

labialized, but labials p, p, b and  are palatalized when this suffix is attached (Cole 

1955:43, 193).  The labials appear to change into labialized palato-alveolar affricates 

t , t  , dor a fricative  , as seen in the table below.  The forms in parentheses 

represent realizations in different dialects37. 

 

 

 
                                                 
36 LaCharite (1993:268) provides an alternative account where the passive morpheme is not –wa, but 
rather a floating feature [+round] which links to the final stem consonant in forming the passive.   
37 In Sesotho, a related language spoken in the same country—Botswana—labial palatalization in the 
passive is rarely used correctly by children age 3 and even older (Demuth, 2007). 
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Table 3.10  Consonantal alternations in Tswana passive formation 

 Input Passive  -wa 
p t (p, ps) 

p t (p) 

  () 
b d (bd) 

Labial 

m  
t n/a or t 

s, ts n/a 

s (very rarely)  
ts n/a 

ts (eastern dialects) t 
l, r n/a 
n n/a 

Coronal

  
x n/a or x 

k, k n/a or k Dorsal 

 n/a 

 

Some examples of labial ~ palatal alternations in the passive are given in (25). 

(25)  Labial palatalization in Tswana passive formation: 

(SSS 1999:28; LaCharite 1993:269) 

 p  å tw        /lpwa/      å  [l:twa]   ‘be requested’ 

 p å tw      /tlpwa/  å  [tl:twa]   ‘be chosen’ 

 b  å dw      /robwa/      å  [r:dwa]       ‘be broken’ 

    å w        /alawa/     å  [ala wa]        ‘be cured’     

 Cole (1955) and Ohala (1978) provide –iwa as an alternative passive suffix 

which is used more rarely with stems other than disyllabic (disyllabic stems can use    
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–iwa more often).  The following examples show that this suffix does not trigger 

palatalization on any consonants: 

(26) No palatalization/labialization before passive suffix –iwa  

         (Cole 1955:192-3): 

 Plain -iwa  -wa 

 -bopa    -bopiwa -bota  ‘be created’ 

 -lba -lbiwa -lda  ‘be looked at’ 

 -apa -apiwa -ata ‘(wood) be split  
        lengthwise’ 

 -ba -biwa -boa  ‘be bound, tied up’ 

 -rata      -ratiwa -rata  ‘be loved’ 

 -bna      -bniwa -bna  ‘be seen’ 

 -rka -rkiwa -rka  ‘be sewn, stitched’ 

 -axa -axiwa -axa  ‘be built’   

 The examples in (26) show that the suffix –wa triggers palatalization on 

preceding labials, but not on coronal or dorsal consonants.  The latter show 

labialization when this suffix is selected.  As indicated in table 3.10, the bilabial and 

the palatal nasals undergo velarization and labialization before –wa, and they rarely 

may also select the suffix –iwa, which leaves them unaffected (27 a).  In addition, the 

alveolar fricative s and the affricate ts can show palatalization in the passive before the 

–wa suffix, but this is a rare occurrence in the case of s, and it is restricted to eastern 

dialects in the case of ts (Cole 1955:194; LaCharite 1993:269).  Otherwise, stems 
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ending in these consonants typically select the suffix –iwa.  Some examples are given 

below (27 b). 

 (27)   

(a) Nasal velarization and labialization in the passive: 
 Plain -iwa  -wa 

 -loma -lomiwa -loa  ‘be bitten’ 

 -akaa    -akana ‘be thought, considered’ 

 
(b) Palatalization of s and ts in the passive: 
 Plain -iwa  -wa 

-dis      -disiwa       -dia   ‘be herded’ 

-bitsa     -biiwa   -bita  ‘be called’ 

-atsa    -atsiwa   ‘be chopped (wood)’ 

 
 
3.4.1.3  Palatalization in diminutive formation 

The diminutive of nouns and adjectives in Tswana is formed by suffixing –ana 

or  –ana (Cole 1955:43).  The suffix –ana causes palatalization and labialization of 

the final stem consonant, while –ana is suffixed without causing a change in the final 

stem consonant unless this consonant is – (Cole 1955:105, 145).  In addition, 

suffixing -ana sometimes carries a derogatory connotation (Cole 1955:105).  

Nevertheless, the younger generation of speakers prefers using –ana with no 
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apparent difference in meaning, and also without palatalization of final stem 

consonants (Cole 1955:108).   

Labial consonants usually palatalize when the diminutive suffix is attached, 

and so do some coronal and dorsal consonants (the latter may assibilate instead, 

depending on dialect).  Whether palatalization of the final stem consonant occurs 

depends on the nature of the final vowel of the noun.  The table below summarizes the 

palatalization or lack thereof in the diminutive.  Labial consonants [p, p, b, ] 

palatalize in the diminutive when the final vowel is anything other than a, while 

coronal consonants [t, r, n, l, ]  palatalize or assibilate when this vowel is a non-low 

front one.  Furthermore, the alveolar flap [] (an allophone of l before close vowels i 

and u; Cole 1955:28, 107)38 palatalizes before close u.  The only velar sound that 

undergoes a change in the diminutive is the syllabic velar nasal, which palatalizes 

when it is the final consonant of the noun, regardless of which diminutive suffix is 

used.  Other consonants remain unchanged when the final stem vowel is i or e, and are 

labialized as usual when the final stem vowel is a back vowel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
38 The alveolar flap is being replaced by plain [d] and is used by the younger generation of Tswana 
speakers (Cole 1955:28). 
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Table 3.11  Consonant alternations in Tswana diminutive formation 

 
Input (a) Diminutive 

– i, e + ana 
(b) Diminutive 
– u, o + ana 

(c) Diminutive 
– a  + ana 

p tw        (p  p) p 

p t      (p p) p 
b d d   (bd bd) b 

 t  

Labials 

m  (velarized)   (one case only) m 

t ts    t t t 

 /l/ ts t l 

r ts r r 

l d l l 

n  n n 

s s s s 

Coronals 

ts ts ts ts 

k k k k 

x x x x Dorsal 

    

 w w n/a w 
 

 If the final vowel is low open vowel –a, there is no palatalization (3.10 c), as 

illustrated in (28).  The suffix –ana simply attaches to the stem after –a is dropped 

(Tucker 1929; Cole 1955:106): 

(28)  No palatalization with stem final -a: 

tipa  tipana  ‘knife’ 

paa  paana ‘type of beer-pot’ 

tsela  tselana  ‘road’ 

If the final vowel is a non-low front vowel (or in Cole’s terms, semi-open, 

semi-close or close), (3.10 a), then this vowel is deleted and –ana is suffixed with no 
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other changes, unless the final stem consonant is a bilabial obstruent or one of alveolar 

t, r, , l, n.  In the latter case the consonants palatalize (or assibilate), as shown in (29).   

(29) Palatalization with stem final non-low front vowels (labials and alveolars)  

(SSS 1999:28, Cole 1955:45, 107): 

  tlapi – ana         tlatwa:na        ‘a small fish’ 

           tshipi – ana   tshitana ‘small piece of iron’ 

           maropi – ana   marotana ‘small blisters’ 

           kolobe – ana   kolodwane  OR     ‘piglet’ 

    koloane 

           xaui – ana   xautane ‘fairly nearby’ 

 -umo – ana    -uana OR ‘(fairly?) white-faced’39 

    -wiana     

 lobati - ana      lobatsana   OR       ‘a small  
    lobatana          board/plank’       

           lemt - ana      lemtana        ‘small mud wall’      

            poi – ana   potsane       ‘small goat’  

           lorole – ana   lorodana       ‘small dust’ 

           piri – ana    pitsane       ‘small hyena’ 

          namane - ana            namaane        ‘small calf’        

                                                 
39 This is the only example where m is palatalized.  Normally it is velarized (Cole 1955:44). 
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If the final stem vowel is a back vowel, as in (3.10 b), this vowel “becomes 

consonantalized” (undergoes glide formation) changing to w and then –ana is suffixed 

(30), unless the preceding consonant is bilabial or the alveolar flap  before u, in which 

case palatalization (or assibilation) takes place (31).  All consonants are labialized 

before back vowels in terms of lip rounding and “whenever possible” tongue body 

raising toward the velum (Cole 1955:33), which suggests that the consonants 

preceding the derived glide w also have labialization, but that this is in addition 

followed by a separate w segment.  Cole (1955) refers the reader to Tucker (1929) for 

an analysis of labialization of consonants, who states that labialized consonants have 

lip rounding throughout their pronunciation, further supporting the claim that a 

consonant before derived w should be transcribed with labialization as well (Cole 

1955 assumes this and does not indicate it in transcription).     

(30) Glide formation with back vowels (Cole 1955:107):   
tau - ana       tawana  ‘lion cub’ 

ntlo - ana       ntlwana ‘little house’ 

lekoto - ana       lemotwana ‘little leg’ 

             louo - ana        louwana ‘small spoon’ 

 (31)  Palatalization with stem final back vowels (labials and alveolar flap): 
  

            kp - ana                   ktana          ‘a small spade’ 

           molapo – ana              molatana      ‘a small water-course’ 

  seou –ana       seotana ‘little blind person’ 

  tukuu – ana       tukutana ‘young rhinoceros’ 
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Finally, in (32) I provide examples which show palatalization of the syllabic 

velar nasal in the diminutive before -ana:    

(31)  Palatalization of syllabic velar nasal:  

 logo - ana              logoana    ‘small piece of firewood’ 

         mo -ana               moana   ‘little stranger’ 

 In summary, labial consonants in standard Tswana undergo palatalization in all 

three contexts, while coronal and dorsal consonants only undergo a sound change in 

the diminutive and the causative, but not in the passive.  The causative is the most 

restrictive environment, due to the selection of the causative suffix based on the final 

stem consonant.  Of the labial consonants, only the fricative appears to be most 

affected, since stems having this as the final consonant select the palatalizing causative 

suffix -ja.  Coronals l (in derived stems) and n and velar x assibilate before the –ja 

suffix.  In the diminutive some coronals palatalize and some assibilate, while the velar 

nasal palatalizes40.  Furthermore, in the diminutive coronal consonants are palatalized 

when appearing before typical palatalization targets (front vowels, and u).  The table 

below summarizes the outcomes for the labial consonants in each of the three 

contexts.  Notice that aspiration is acquired from the labial in the case of p, and it is 

also added to the palatalized outcomes for  in the diminutive and causative.  Recall 

that Cole (1955) marks aspiration on the causative palatalized outcome for  while 

LaCharite (1993) does not.  Labialization is also acquired from the labial in all cases 

                                                 
40 Voiceless velar [k], [k] and [x] undergo phonological full palatalization before front vowels (Cole 
1955:22-5). 
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except for some of the dialectal forms with the labial consonant preceding the palatal, 

for the assibilated outcomes of p and , and for the alternate d outcome of b. 

Table 3.12  Summary of labial palatalization outcomes in Tswana 

 Causative Diminutive Passive 
p t   ts tw        (p  p) t (p, ps) 

p  t      (p p) t (p) 
b  d d   (bd bd) d (bd) 

 t(), ts t  () 
 

The sound changes characteristic of the three morphological contexts described 

above are rather different from what was observed in Romance.  Labial consonants in 

Tswana appear to be palatalized by unconventional palatalization triggers, such as the  

–wa of the passive and the –ana of the diminutive (even perhaps by the –s of the 

causative, if we adopt Myers’ (1990) proposal).  In the discussion below I show that 

these consonant changes can all be traced to historical developments which did not 

involve the palatalization of the labial consonant itself, but rather the hardening of a 

palatal glide which followed the labial.   

 

3.4.2 Explanation of labial palatalization in Tswana 

Researchers who have either described Tswana or analyzed the phonology of 

the language have attempted to explain the apparent palatalization of labials (Cole 

1955, Ohala 1978, LaCharite 1993, SSS 1999).  There are three explanations offered 

for either one or all of the processes which have come to be referred to as “labial 

palatalization” in Tswana: (i) consonant mutation; (ii) dissimilation; (iii) perception.  I 
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review these explanations below and then offer an alternative solution which relies on 

historical evidence that the labial consonant did not itself palatalize, but that a glide 

which followed it gradually hardened, ultimately leading to the deletion of the labial 

consonant.   

 

3.4.2.1  Labial palatalization as consonant mutation 

LaCharite (1993) proposes a mutation type of analysis for the Tswana labial ~ 

palatal alternations41.  I discuss here LaCharite’s account of palatalization in the 

causative.  LaCharite proposes that consonant mutations (here assibilation or 

palatalization) are the result of the interaction of constraints, within the Theory of 

Constraints and Repairs or TCRS (Paradis 1988a, b).  She analyzes the causative as a 

floating feature [+strident] rather than a suffix -isa.  A proposed Strident-Labial 

Constraint present in Tswana prohibits both [Labial] and [+strident] in the same 

syllable.  When the causative floating feature [+strident] is realized as the –isa suffix, 

LaCharite analyzes it as not linking to the labial consonant, but being realized as an 

onset of a separate syllable (p. 267). The vowel i is epenthesized between the final 

labial and the strident s, and a is added as a verbal marker.  If, on the other hand, the 

floating feature [+strident] links to the final consonant of the verb stem, it adds a 

[Coronal] node if the consonant happens to be a labial, or it creates a strident coronal 

                                                 
41 Zoll (1995) proposes a mutation analysis for several consonantal alternations in Bantu languages in 
general.  She analyzes mutation before superclosed vowels i  and u as spreading of [+consonantal], since 
these vowels behave like [+consonantal] segments.  Such an analysis is not suitable for explaining the 
Tswana data for two main reasons: (i) superclosed vowels are not always present after labials, and (ii) 
mutation would not explain why labial consonants are affected primarily, while others are not.  
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if the consonant is already a coronal.  In the former case, the Strident-Labial 

Constraint would be violated by the addition of the [Coronal] node, and a repair is 

necessary.   

LaCharite proposes two repairs depending on whether the labial will be 

realized as a strident, e.g. [ts], or a labialized palato-alveolar fricative, e.g. [t].  In 

the former case the [Labial] node is delinked, and what results is a [+strident] Coronal 

stop: -lap- å [-latsa] ‘make someone tired’.  In the latter case, the feature [+strident] 

is delinked, not the [Labial] node, leaving a bare [Coronal] node which violates the 

Bare Coronal Node constraint. The Bare Coronal Node Constraint states that a 

Coronal node must be filled by a dependent.  The dependent feature [-anterior] is 

selected as the minimal and most efficient repair, according to the Minimality 

Principle. The Minimality Principle states that a repair (context free phonological 

operation like insertion or deletion, which makes a phonological unit conform to a 

phonological constraint) “must apply at the lowest phonological level to which the 

violated constraint it preserves refers” (LaCharite 1993:257).  Since Tswana only has 

two coronal fricatives, [] and [s], [-anterior] is selected to fill the Coronal node; 

[+anterior] would create [s], violating the Strident-Labial Constraint.  Thus, the 

addition of the feature [-anterior] creates a non-anterior [].  The diagram below 

illustrates the derivation for the word [lata] ‘make someone tired’. 
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(32)  Causative: på t (from LaCharite 1993:268) 

lap               å     la*              å  la*              å   lat 

Place  [-cont]     Place  [-cont]      Place  [-cont]     Place  [-cont]   

    Lab              Lab                      Lab                     Lab 

                                     Coronal             Coronal                 Coronal 

   [+strident]    [+strident]        [-anterior]     

LaCharite’s analysis is attractive because it accounts for the consonantal 

changes in the causative in a uniform way without referencing two different suffixes 

(non-palatalizing -isa and palatalizing -ja).  However, the analysis is dependent on the 

theoretical assumptions and constraints established by the author.  It seems arbitrary to 

say that sometimes the floating feature [+strident] forms a separate syllable onset, 

therefore not causing a change in the verbal stem consonant, and other times it 

attaches to the final stem consonant.  Also arbitrary is the fact that sometimes [Labial] 

is delinked and other times [+strident] is delinked. This fits in with the theoretical 

assumptions and describes the data, but does not explain why labial consonants would 

change in these specific ways.  

As I show in section 3.4.2.4, by adopting the two suffixes proposed by Cole 

(1955) and Ohala (1978) I provide a unified explanation for “labial palatalization” in 

all three contexts, and also demonstrate that labial palatalization of this type is the 

result of historical changes obscured by synchronic alternations.    
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3.4.2.2  Labial palatalization as dissimilation  

A dissimilation type of explanation has been offered for labial palatalization in 

the Tswana passive.  The proposal is that Tswana has a constraint against labialized 

labials, sounds which would result from the suffixation of the passive –wa to a verb 

stem ending in a labial (Doke 1926, Cole 1955, LaCharite 1993, SSS 1999).  SSS 

(1999:27) simply states that in Tswana labial consonants cannot be followed by a 

labio-velar glide w.  When the –wa passive suffix is attached to a verb stem, the final 

consonant is labialized (e.g. kå k).  If this consonant is a labial, the general 

constraint against labialized labials would be violated by a change from på p; 

therefore, a different sound must be realized, one which is not both labial and 

labialized (e.g. a labialized coronal t). 

Evidence supporting a constraint against labialized labials is brought by 

appealing to the sound inventory of Tswana and to reported cross linguistic 

tendencies.  First, labialized labial sounds are not part of the consonant inventory of 

Tswana, therefore they are not allowed to surface in the passive (LaCharite 1993:265; 

Cole 1955:42; SSS 1999:26).  Second, labialized labials are reported to be rare cross-

linguistically, as Maddieson (1984) found that of 317 languages only three show 

labialized labials, Irish, Nambakaengo, and Washkuk (cited in LaCharite 1993:265). 

According to Maddieson, Irish has bilabial labialized and velarized consonants, 

although no further references to labialized labials have been found.  Nambakaengo 

has labialization at all places of articulation, and Washuk has labialized labials and 
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velars, but not coronals (Maddieson 1984: 263, 367, 356).  On the other hand, Tswana 

does have labialized alveolar (t’ , t , d), alveo-palatal (t’ , d) and dorsal 

consonants (k’, ), which explains why coronals and dorsals simply have 

labialization in the passive (LaCharite 1993:260).  While the language-specific 

explanation is correct, the cross-linguistic generalization does not hold up under closer 

scrutiny with respect to the difference between coronals and labials being labialized. 

In some languages, labials are better licensors of labialization than coronal 

consonants.  Chaha (Ethio-Semitic, Ethiopia) is an example, where labialized alveolar 

consonants are not found, but labialized labials are found (Leslau 1964, Hetzron 1977, 

Rose 1997).  In Nawuri (Kwa, Ghana), there are four labialized labial consonants p, 

b, f, m and three non-labials s, t  and k (m and t  are extremely rare; Casali 

1995:650).  Ohala and Lorenz (1977) cite Ruhlen (1976) who catalogued sound 

inventories in 706 languages and found that labialization occurs most often with velar, 

uvular and labial consonants.  Of the 706 languages, 318 have at least one labialized 

velar, 107 have at least one labialized uvular, and 48 languages have at least one 

labialized labial (cited in Ohala and Lorenz 1977: 580).   

Nevertheless, assuming that it is true that Tswana has a constraint against 

labialized labials raises the following question: why is the ban against labialized 

labials reconciled by having a palato-alveolar affricate with labialization instead, as 

shown in (33) where p alternates with t ? 
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(33)  No labialized labials in Tswana: 

 -bopa     -bota  ‘be created’ 

-*bopa 

One answer to this question could be that labialization of the final stem consonant is 

what indicates the passive, which is why labialization must still remain (otherwise one 

could have simply removed the labialization; cf. (26) where coronals and dorsals show 

labialization).  In other words, the passive must be expressed via overt labialization.  If 

so, then one might suggest two options for satisfying the “no labialized labials” 

constraint: i) delete the labial and add the passive suffix –wa, or ii) change the labial to 

a non labial sound and add labialization.  The second of these has been adopted, with 

the assumption that the labial must have changed to the labialized palato-alveolar 

affricate or fricative that shows up in the passive form (LaCharite 1993, Cole 1955).  

Why this was the best possible way to satisfy the constraint has been explained via 

theory-specific mechanisms.  I review one such mechanism below.   

LaCharite (1993) proposes first of all that the passive is not –wa, but a floating 

feature [+round].  When a verb is made passive, this floating feature adds [+round] to 

the main place feature [Labial] of the consonant.  If nothing is done to the consonant’s 

main place feature [Labial], then an illegal labialized labial would be created.  The 

change from a labial to a palato-alveolar affricate then occurs because it is the “most 

minimal and efficient repair” necessary to avoid violations of a proposed Labialized 

Labial Constraint and the Minimality Principle mentioned earlier.  The Labialized 

Labial Constraint states that if a consonant is [Labial] [+round] it must also be 
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specified for another place of articulation (such as [Coronal]; LaCharite 1993:265).  

As such, this constraint not only penalizes labialized labials, but also specifies how 

this violation will be repaired (TCRS).  Under LaCharite’s account, if a labial is faced 

with the option of being labialized in the passive, then the interaction of the Labialized 

Labial Constraint and the Minimality Principle will result in the delinking of the 

[Labial] node associated with the labial consonant, and the insertion of a Coronal node 

with the terminal feature [-anterior], thus providing t  as the best repair of an illegal 

p.   An abbreviated diagram is given below in (34): 

(34)  Repair of labialized labial (adapted from LaCharite 1993) 

      p    [+round] å     *p    å    t  

  Place     Place                   Place   Place 

  (Lab)      (Lab)                 =            (Lab)          (Lab)        Cor 

   [+round]        (Lab)         [+round]          [+round]    [-anterior] 

Although a general constraint against labialized labials seems to be true of 

Tswana, as discussed earlier, the specific constraint proposed by LaCharite (1993) 

where the labial must also be specified for an additional place of articulation seems 

rather arbitrary.  Why would delinking the [Labial] node associated with the consonant 

not be sufficient (e.g. -bopa å *bowa)?  The insertion of another place of articulation 

to repair the labialized labial is a strange repair, and furthermore, having t  as the 

result of a repair of illegal p it is not characteristic of what takes place in 

palatalization, where a consonant is actually affected by the following (or more rarely, 
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preceding) high front vocoid.  In summary, the main issue with the dissimilation 

account is why the resolution of *p results in an alveopalatal consonant in particular. 

 

3.4.2.3  Labial palatalization as misperception 

Ohala (1978) discusses labial palatalization in general in Southern Bantu, 

proposing that changes from p (secondarily palatalized labials) to t (fully palatalized 

labials) are very common.  In brief, he argues that labial palatalization results from 

misperception which is subsequently repeated and perpetuated.  For example, a 

listener hears [ti] instead of [pi], then she repeats [ti], and eventually a sound change 

can take place whereby [ti] replaces the labial.   

Ohala (1978) provides perceptual explanations for the palatalization of labials 

in general, citing evidence from acoustic and perceptual studies.  On the acoustic side, 

Fant (1960) showed that secondarily palatalized labials, or labials followed by a 

palatal off glide, are acoustically more similar to dentals than to labials.  For example, 

spectrogram tracings of Russian syllables [ba], [ba] and [da] show that the F2 

transition (the one identifying place of articulation) for [ba] is more similar to that of 

[da] than to [ba], as shown below. 
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(35)  Tracings of spectrographic patterns for Russian [ba], [ba], [da] (from 

Fant 1960, via Ohala 1978:374). 

 

As Ohala (1978) himself indicates, the reason for this spectral similarity is because the 

tongue gesture immediately transitioning into the vowel is that of the tongue at the 

palatal region, not that of the lips.  I suggest that this acoustic result does not 

necessarily imply that [ba] and [da] are more similar perceptually than [ba] and [ba].     

In a perceptual study, Winitz et al (1972) presented subjects with CV 

confusion matrices where the consonants were /p, t, k/ and the vowels were /i, a, u/ 

(notice that these do not involve secondarily palatalized labials, but p + i sequences).  

One of the tasks involved identifying the consonant when followed by one of the 

vowels /i, a, u/, with the burst isolated and with 100 ms of the adjacent vowel.  Other 

tasks involved identifying the correct consonant /p, t, k/ while knowing in advance the 

CVC sequence they were lifted from (i.e. pop, top, cop), and identifying the correct 

CVC sequence from which the stops were lifted (i.e. they knew keep, cop, coop and 

that /k/ was constant, but had to select one of the three words).   

The results showed that /t/ was identified correctly the most, followed by /p/ 

and then by /k/.  The burst isolated from the sequence /pi/ was most often confused 
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with /t/, which Winitz et al explain as being due to the high energy concentration of /i/ 

which is interpreted as /t/ (p. 1311).  But note that /pi/ changing to /ti/ is not 

palatalization.  If it is true that /pi/ is confused with /ti/, why are there not more cases 

where pi alternates with ti?  Other findings are that /k/ is more frequently identified as 

/t/ than /p/, except before /u/.  Note that this was a forced choice task, and the subjects 

did not have an option to select sounds other than /p/, /t/, or /k/.  We do not know how 

likely it would be for subjects to select something like ti or pi instead of ti under the 

same circumstances.     

Given the acoustic and perceptual evidence (e.g. [ba] spectrogram more 

similar to [da] spectrogram, and /pi/ being perceived as /ti/), Ohala (1978) maintains 

that labial palatalization is phonetically motivated as long as the labial is secondarily 

palatalized, or at least followed by a palatal glide (Ohala 1978:373, 380).  The 

reasoning might be that if pi is confused with ti, then p could be confused with t, and 

even with t.   

Ohala (1978) does not address the rarity of labial palatalization, on the 

contrary, he states that there are “quite a few” independent cases of changes from 

labials to dentals, alveolars or palatals (p. 370).  Note first that these are not all 

palatalization, and in addition, the palatalization cases he discusses are Bantu and 

Romance languages, and also Tai and Tibetan (see earlier discussion of Tai in section 

3.3).  If the process of labial palatalization is phonetically motivated and thus natural 

as suggested in Ohala (1978), the question is why it is not found more commonly. 
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With regard to Bantu languages, Ohala does not provide much discussion of 

the causative because the palatalizing causative suffix -ja already contains a palatal 

sound, thereby providing the optimal environment for the palatalization of the labial.  

Instead, he focuses on the diminutive and the passive, as these contexts lack an 

obvious palatalizing trigger.  Ohala considers it odd that the passive –wa and the 

diminutive –ana would trigger palatalization on labials and not on other consonants 

(unless in the diminutive the final stem vowel is a front vowel i or e).  In order for the 

phonetic perceptual explanation to hold, Ohala needs proof that at some point in Bantu 

the passive and diminutive had a palatal glide j which immediately followed the labial.  

He bases his arguments in part on evidence uncovered by Talmy Givon and Erhard 

Voeltz in 1970, which they presented during various lectures but which were never 

published to my knowledge.  This information was obtained via personal 

communication between Ohala and Givon (Ohala 1978:379).  Stahlke (1976) also 

argued for the existence of a palatal segment following the labial.   

Ohala (1978) capitalizes on the fact that in the case of Southern Bantu both the 

passive –wa and the diminutive –ana contained a palatal vocoid at some earlier point 

in the history of the language, and that this was most likely a palatal glide which 

triggered the changes in the labial.  As we already know, there is an alternative passive 

suffix –iwa which does not trigger palatalization synchronically (see (24)), but Ohala 

suggests that historically this could have been the only passive suffix, and –iw could 

have merged to the palatal glide j, or even a rounded palatal glide , as seen in some 

forms in Pedi, a related Bantu language (Ohala 1978:380).   
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(36)  Glide formation in Pedi: 

-ripa  +  wa   å  -ripa ‘be cut’ 

Similarly, the diminutive suffixes –ana and -ana can both be traced to a 

common morpheme –jana, which still exists in many Bantu languages and carries the 

meaning ‘child’ (Ohala 1978:381).  Ohala claims that evidence for this now-deleted 

palatal glide can be found in the palatalization of the Tswana velar nasal when –ana is 

suffixed, as one would have to assume the presence of a palatal in the suffix to explain 

the change from  to :  [logo] å [logoana] ‘small piece of wood’ (Ibid.).  Note 

that the velar nasal could be palatalized by the -ana suffix instead, in which case it 

would assimilate to the palatal place of articulation.  

Therefore, the alternations between labials and coronal consonants in these 

morphological contexts are historically motivated, but can be explained via perceptual 

means.  As I discuss in the next section, I agree with Ohala (1978) regarding the 

connection to a historical palatal glide; however, I argue that the historical explanation 

goes much further.  Instead of a perceptual explanation for labial palatalization I 

propose that the palatal glide which followed the labial hardened, in a similar fashion 

to Romance.  Evidence for this hardening is found in intermediate forms of other 

Tswana dialects and also of related Bantu languages.  The labial consonant 

subsequently deleted, leaving labialization as a trace on the palatalized consonant 

resulting from hardening.   
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3.4.2.4  Proposed historical explanation of labial palatalization42 

I propose that the changes from labials to palato-alveolar affricates or fricatives 

in Tswana did not occur in a single step, but that in a similar fashion to Romanian, 

there were a series of intermediate changes which led to the current situation.  The 

main supporting evidence for my proposal comes from existing forms at intermediate 

stages in Tswana dialects and in related Bantu languages.  Some of these forms are 

actually provided by Cole (1955) and Ohala (1978), while the rest are gathered from 

Guthrie’s (1970) Comparative Bantu atlases.  In this section I first present evidence 

supporting the historical account involving stages of palatalization, and then I propose 

the stages of ‘labial palatalization’ for each of the three contexts, causative, diminutive 

and passive.  

As I have indirectly suggested in the above discussion, palatalization of the 

type attested in Tswana is actually quite common to the Southern Bantu language 

group.  Ohala (1978) argues that intermediate stages in labial palatalization are not 

necessary.  However, evidence from some of the languages he discusses, as well as 

                                                 
42 A historical explanation with intermediate stages is proposed in SSS (1999) as well.  The claim is 
that when a labial was followed by the w of the passive suffix, the fricative  was inserted to form an 

affricate.  Subsequently, the labials  p and b are said to have changed to t to assimilate to the inserted  
as much as possible.   

(1)  Stages of development of palatalized labials in Tswana (SSS 1999:26) 
/lp-w/  å /lp-w-a/  å /lp--w-a/    å [l:twa]  ‘be requested’ 

/alaf-a/  å /alaf-w-a/  å /alaf-w-a/   å [ala:wa]  ‘be cured’ 

/arab-a/ å /arab-w-a/ å /arab--w-a/ å [ara:twa]  ‘be answered’    
SSS (1999:26) mentions intermediate forms still attested in some Sotho languages such as Sebirwa: 
[lopa] ‘be requested’.   This historical explanation is highly simplified; however, it does capture the 
basic fact that the labials did not palatalize, and that a palatal sound following the labial is the one 
which underwent consonantal changes.   
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from related Bantu languages, suggests otherwise.  Ohala provides the following 

scenario for the possible development of palatalized labials in Bantu. 

 (37)  Stages in palatalization (Ohala 1978:382).  The bar    above the consonant 
indicates that labialization persists through the segment. 
 
 

Stage 1          Stage 2           Stage 3         Stage 4 
 
 pj     t   t 
 p      ts   ts 

   p 

   ps 

Ohala (1978) and I both agree that the first stage in the palatalization of labials in 

Bantu is basically secondary palatalization.  I disagree with Ohala with respect to the 

second stage.  Ohala (1978:382) states that there is evidence for stage 2 (with a labial 

followed by a coronal sound) in some variant reflexes for the Bantu word ‘dog’, 

shown below, but emphasizes that this is not a necessary intermediate stage in going 

from a labial to a palatal.  Misperception is all that is needed to account for the change.  

I argue that Stage 2 in (37) is in fact necessary to explain the ‘palatalization’ of labials 

in Bantu, paralleling the development of the ‘palatalization’ of labials in Romance and 

other languages such as Tai.   

(38)  Evidence for Stage 2 from Proto-Bantu ‘dog’ (Ohala 1978:382) 

Oli  Swahili 
Proto-Bantu  m-bua  m-bwa 

*-bua   Tonga  Pedi  Tsg  Zulu 

   m-bja-na m-pa  in-dswa i-da 

     Mvumbo 
     m-bi 
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Notice in particular the forms in Pedi and Mvumbo, where there is a palatal fricative 

between the labial and the following vowel. 

 Besides the evidence in (38) provided by Ohala  (1978) himself, further 

evidence comes from Cole (1955), who mentions alternative forms in Tswana dialects 

where there is both a labial and a coronal sound, as summarized in the table below 

(and indicated in parentheses in earlier tables): 

Table 3.13  Dialectal labial+coronal forms in Tswana (Cole 1955: 43, 107,193) 
 

Labial Passive forms in Tswana dialects Diminutive forms in Tswana dialects 
-p t p ps t p p 
-b d bd  d,  d bd bd 

-p t p  t p p 
-       

 

 There are in fact many Southern Bantu languages where such forms are found 

(Guthrie 1970; see tables 3.14 and 3.15), and I interpret this as evidence that 

intermediate stages are necessary to explain the development of palatals where there 

used to be labials.  The existence of these forms suggests that the labials themselves 

did not palatalize, supporting my proposal of the development of labial 

‘palatalization’. 

Tucker (1929) compares the phonetics of Suto-Chuana (Bantu subgroup) 

languages, particularly of Sesotho (formerly SeSuto), Tswana (formerly SeChuana) 

and Pedi (a.k.a. SePedi, Sotho), and reports that bilabial plain and aspirated plosives p 

and p are found before all vowels in all three languages.  In Sesotho there is a slight 

palatal friction on p before the vowel i, and this palatal friction is much more 
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noticeable on the aspirated stop p.  Tucker notes that in a narrow transcription the 

sequence pi would be more accurately transcribed as pi (Tucker 1929:52), with a 

palatal fricative between the labial and i.43 

Tucker (1929) further discusses the presence of what he calls ‘compound labial 

plosives’ in Sesotho and Pedi.  In Pedi there are unaspirated and aspirated ps and ps, 

and in Sesotho and Pedi there are p and p .  Tucker notes that the  in these 

compounds are “more palatal and -like” than palato-alveolar  (Tucker 1929:53).  

Some examples are given below, where Proto Bantu is abbreviated as PB.   

(39)  Compound labial plosives (Tucker 1929).  The initial nasal in the forms 

for ‘dog’ is a class prefix.  The PB forms are from Guthrie (tones omitted) 

(1970). 

PB   Sesotho Pedi  Tswana 

 * bua  nta  mpa  nta  ‘dog’    

            * puani            phata             phata    ‘to smash’  

Notice that in (39) the source of the palatalized consonant appears to be *u.  It is 

possible that both *i and *u first triggered secondary palatalization of the labial, and 

that subsequently the resulting secondary palatal glide hardened.  Although clear 

evidence of this is lacking, this sequence of sound changes is possible.  As the 

                                                 
43 This suggests an that alternative solution is available for labial palatalization, different from the glide 
hardening which I propose here.  The alternative would be that the fricative arose from the voiceless 
aspirated noise of a stop releasing into a following high vowel (Clements 1999, Thomason 1986).  
However, this solution is less satisfactory for two reasons: (i) labials which ‘palatalized’ were not 
always followed by high vowels, and (ii) why were other consonants not affected in the same way? 
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palatalization survey in chapter 2 showed, u can also be a palatalization trigger, even 

though it does so more rarely.   

The type of outcome shown in (39), with labials followed by coronals, has 

been documented in several other Bantu languages reported in Guthrie (1970).  The 

tables below give examples from various languages where Proto-Bantu (PB) *p + *i 

or *u, and PB *b + *i or *u are synchronically a sequence of p or b and another sound, 

usually a palatal or alveolar. 

Table 3.14  Intermediate stages in the palatalization of PB *p  
(see Table 1 of Appendix 6 for more examples) 

Lg. Group Language PB Meaning Form Gloss (if 
different) 

Tumbuka Tumbuka *-pi a- ‘new’ -pa  

Chopi Tonga *-pi a- ‘new’ -phja  

Tumbuka Tumbuka *-pi agid-  ‘sweep’ -pe-  

Yao Yao *-pi agid- ‘sweep’ -pjail-  

Nyanja Maanja *-piyo ‘kidney’ im|po  

Sotho-
Tswana 

S. Sotho 
(Suthu) 
(Lesotho, 
S.Africa) 

*-puanj- 
 

‘pound’ 
(verb) 

-phatl’ ‘smash’ 

Sotho-
Tswana 

Pedi *-puany- ‘pound’ -phanj- ‘smash’ 

Nyanja Maanja *-piu ‘red’ pu  
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Table 3.15  Intermediate stages in the palatalization of PB *b  
(See Table 2 of Appendix 6 for more examples) 

Group Language PB Meaning Form 

Umbundu Mbundu 
(Nano) 

*-bi a ‘cord, strap’ u|ja 

Tswa-Ronga Tswa *-bi ad- ‘plant’ -bzal- 
Kaonde Kaonde *-bi ad- ‘plant’ -jal- 
Ruanda-
Rundi 

Ruanda *-bi ad-  ‘bear’ 
(child) 

-bar- 

Sotho-
Tswana44 

S. Sotho 
(Suthu) 
(Lesotho, S. 
Africa) 

*-bua ‘dog’ m|p’a 

Maka-Njem Mvumbo *-bua 
*-mbi a 

‘dog’ mbi 

Ruanda-
Rundi 

Ruanda *-bued- 

*-bui d- 

‘tell’ -bgir- 

 

As the tables above show, there are intermediate stages in languages very 

closely related to those where the labials are palatalized, such as Southern Sotho, a 

Sotho-Tswana language in the same group with Tswana.  This, along with the facts 

reported by Tucker (1929), Cole (1955) and Ohala (1978) is evidence to strongly 

indicate that it is very common for labials in this language family to have a coronal 

sound, usually a fricative, appearing right after the labial.  I interpret this as indication 

that this coronal sound arose via the hardening of a glide that followed the labial at 

some point (c.f. footnote 20).  It is the changes that gave rise to this sound that are 

interpreted as the palatalization of labials. 

                                                 
44 It has been proposed that Tswana has post-nasal devoicing (Hyman 2001), but Zsiga, Gouskova and 
Tlale (2006) argue that this is not the case, and that all stops are not actually voiced in Tswana.  For 
details of the analysis see Zsiga, Gouskova and Tlale (2006). 
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 In summary, the historical evidence of palatalization in Tswana supports an 

analysis which relies on the development of palatal consonants arising out of a palatal 

glide which followed the labial, and then subsequent deletion of the labial.  Because 

this is a historical explanation rather than a synchronic one, the only evidence we have 

to prove these developments consists of the existence of earlier forms with a palatal 

glide, intermediate forms with a labial followed by a palatal consonant, and parallel 

developments in other language families, such as Romance.  As discussed earlier, 

similar processes are actually evident synchronically in various dialects of Polish 

(Slavic, Poland), where labials are followed by a palatal glide (pj) in some dialects, 

and by a palatal fricative (p, p) in other dialects (Kochetov 1998).   

The proposed stages in the ‘palatalization’ of labials in Tswana are described 

below for each of the three contexts where this occurs.  As an overview, the first stage 

involved the creation of a palatal glide following the labial, which could be interpreted 

as secondary palatalization of the labial.  In the case of the causative, the palatal glide 

was already supplied by the suffix -ja.  In the other two contexts, the palatal glide 

resulted from glide formation and dissimilation.  Subsequently this glide hardened into 

a fricative, which could have been  as seen in the Nyanja form for ‘kidney’ [im|po], 

or , as in the Pedi form for ‘dog’ [mpa].  The fricative acquired the aspiration of the 

labial as well as its voicing, and it further hardened to a palato-alveolar affricate45.  

One exception is in the diminutive outcome of the bilabial fricative, where a palato-

                                                 
45 It is possible that the hardening of the palatal glide followed one of two paths: it hardened to a 
palatal-type of sound, or to an alveolar affricate or fricative.  This would explain the few but attested 
outcomes of the labials as non-palatal obstruents, as shown in (40).  
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alveolar fricative surfaces instead of the affricate ( å   not t  ).  Labialization of 

the coronal consonant appears not as feature preservation of the deleted labial, but 

most likely due to overlap of the lip articulation during the production of the complex 

labial+palatal obstruent, e.g. pt .  In those cases where there is no labialization, I 

assume that such overlap was lacking. The voicing and aspiration of the resulting 

palatals further indicate that there was articulatory overlap with the labial (e.g. the 

voicing of the glottis during the articulation of the labial was extended over the 

articulation of the hardened glide).  The final step was the deletion of the labial 

consonant.  For convenience, the summary table 3.12  is repeated below in (40). 

(40) 

 Causative Diminutive Passive 
p t   ts tw        (p  p) t (p, ps) 

p  t      (p p) t (p) 
b  d d   (bd bd) d (bd) 

 t(), ts t  () 
 

3.4.2.4.1  Development of palatalization in the causative and diminutive 

I follow Cole (1955) and Ohala (1978) in adopting –ja as the palatalizing 

suffix in the causative.  Thus, palatalization in this context is the simplest to account 

for, as the palatalizing suffix contains an initial palatal glide, and furthermore, because 

all consonants which appear before this suffix are affected in this context (recall that 

very few stems types actually select the palatalizing suffix –ja: [(p), , l, n, x]).  Thus, 

the palatal glide hardened following labials, and it conditioned assibilation on coronals 
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and the velar fricative.  Examples of ‘labial palatalization’ is given below illustrating 

the proposed stages.     

 (41)  Stages of ‘labial palatalization’ in the causative: 

-lap- + ja å  -lapja å  -lapa å  -lapta å  [-lata]     ‘make someone tired’ 

-leo- + ja å -leoja å -leoa å -leota å [-leota] ‘make someone sin’ 

As described earlier, in the diminutive labial consonants palatalize when the 

final stem vowel is either a front vowel (i, e) or a back vowel (o, u), but not when it is 

a low vowel (a).  Coronal consonants palatalize (or assibilate) only when followed by 

a front vowel, and the alveolar flap also palatalizes when followed by close u.  While 

palatalized coronals before front vowels do not show labialization (e.g. t å  t,  å 

ts), the alveolar flap palatalizing before u does show labialization: tukuu – ana å 

tukutana ‘young rhinoceros’.   

The facts summarized in the above paragraph suggest that the vowel following 

the final stem consonant is responsible for palatalization, not only of coronals, but also 

of labials46.  If it were only the form of the suffix which mattered, as Ohala (1978) 

proposes, then it would be odd that labials do not palatalize when followed by a.  If 

the final vowel deletes and the palatalizing suffix –jana attaches, why does the initial 

glide not cause misperception in these cases?  Furthermore, Ohala (1978) does not 

address the possible effects the proposed historical suffixes containing an initial 

palatal glide could have had on preceding coronals and dorsals.  The stages of 

                                                 
46 As only dorsal  palatalizes when word final in the diminutive, while the voiceless velar stops and the 
fricative show phonological full palatalization before front vowels, I focus here on labials and coronals.  
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‘palatalization’ I propose for the diminutive diverge from Ohala’s historical 

diminutive suffix –jana which provides a palatal glide following the labial.  Rather, 

the palatal glide is the result of glide formation due to vowel hiatus.  In addition, this 

proposal also accounts for the behavior of both labials and coronals/dorsals. 

  I propose that when the passive suffix –ana attached to stems containing 

labial consonants followed by front vowels or back vowels, these vowels became 

corresponding glides j or w.47  In the case of the low vowel a, there was no glide 

formation.  This vowel either fused with –ana or deleted, which explains why there is 

no consonantal alternation with this vowel (Hyman 2006).  

The palatal glide hardened after labials and triggered palatalization or 

assibilation after the coronal and dorsal consonants which are affected (other 

constraints which I am not exploring here are responsible for the fact that not all 

coronals and dorsals are affected).  The labio-velar glide remained intact after non-

labials, but dissimilated to a palatal glide after labials, a consequence of the ‘no 

labialized labial (or no Labialized Labial)’ constraint discussed earlier by LaCharité 

(1993).  It subsequently hardened in the way described in the previous section and the 

labial consonant eventually deleted.  As stated earlier, labialization of the ‘palatalized 

labial’ comes from articulatory overlap obtained during the stages of a labial+palatal 

complex, carried over even after the labial deleted.  An illustration summarizing the 

stages of palatalization in the diminutive is provided in (42): 

                                                 
47 Presumably this did not happen when close vowel u followed the alveolar flap, since this is the only 
non-labial which palatalizes and labializes in this context.  Alternatively, glide formation could have 
occurred here as well, but [w] triggered palatalization, or there may be a constraint against a sequence 
of a flap followed by w.  
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(42)  Stages of ‘labial palatalization’ in the diminutive 

pi/e + ana å pjana å p å pt å t 

po/u + ana å pwana å pjana å p å ptå t 

tshipi + ana å tshipjana å tshipana å tsiptana å [tshitana]  ‘small piece of  
   iron’ 

kep + ana å  kepwana å  kepjana å kepana å  keptana å  [ketana]   ‘small  
       spade’ 

Thus, in both cases it was a palatal glide which hardened and the labial deleted.  

In languages which do not have a constraint against labialized labials, a labio-velar 

glide could harden to either a labial or a velar, as is attested in Bergüner Romansch, 

and in Fula as a result of consonant mutation – some /w/ in Fula become [b], others [g] 

(Kaisse 1992, Sherer 1994).  However, given the evidence for such a constraint in 

Tswana we can assume that hardening to a labial is ruled out.  Thus, the remaining 

possibility would be for w to harden to a velar k or g, depending on the voicing of the 

preceding labial.  A velar realization is attested in Ikalanga (Narrow Bantu, 

Botswana): chibgá  ‘a lanky dog’, where [bg] is referred to as a “remnant consonant 

cluster” (Letsholo p. 5, no year provided), and also in Ruanda-Rundi (Narrow Bantu, 

Ruanda): -bgir- ‘tell’ (Guthrie 1970).  However, such outcomes are not attested in 

Tswana, which means that w did not harden.  There are two possibilities for satisfying 

the constraint against labialized labials.  The first possibility is dissimilation of w to a 

palatal glide and its subsequent hardening, which appears to have taken place in the 

diminutive and the passive with -wa.  The second possibility would be to insert a 
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vowel between the labial and w, which could be the paths that resulted in the 

alternative non-palatalizing passive suffix –iwa.   

 Coronal consonants, on the other hand, could have been palatalized either by 

the following front vowel itself, or by the palatal glide resulting from glide formation 

and the glide was absorbed.  Therefore, they followed a different path: their 

palatalization is not the result of glide hardening.  It is not entirely clear why the 

alveolar flap palatalizes before close u while the other coronals do not, but the data 

indicate that flaps do not always pattern with other coronal consonants in 

palatalization.  Nevertheless, the fact that when this vowel triggers palatalization on 

the flap the palatalized coronal shows labialization as well suggests that the 

labialization came from the rounded vowel.   

Regarding the only velar consonant which palatalizes in the diminutive, 

syllabic , Cole (1955) states that in final position it palatalizes to  before –ana and 

to n  before –ana.  He transcribes palatal nasals as [ny], and the outcome before -

ana is transcribed as [nny], which can be interpreted either as [n] or as a geminate 

[].  Either way, it is difficult to determine exactly how the outcome of palatalization 

before one suffix is different from the outcome before the other.  I claim that it is 

possible that the velar nasal is palatalized only before –ana and not also before –ana, 

and that the velar nasal assimilates to the palatal place of the following nasal.  
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3.4.2.4.2   Development of palatalization in the passive  

 On the face of it, palatalization in the passive is puzzling, since it affects only 

labial consonants, while coronals and dorsals simply show labialization.  However, by 

pursuing a historical explanation of palatalization the situation becomes clearer.  As 

stated earlier, Ohala (1978) proposes that the suffix –iwa most likely caused labial 

palatalization by merging i and w to a plain (or rounded) palatal glide and resulting in 

–ja (or -a).  However, note that the suffix –iwa does not trigger palatalization even 

when i directly follows the consonant (c.f. 27).  I propose instead that the glide of the 

–wa passive suffix caused labial ‘palatalization’ in a similar fashion to diminutives (as 

stated earlier, the alternative suffix –iwa could be derived by vowel insertion before    

–wa).  The glide of the –wa suffix triggered labialization on non-labials, but after 

labials it dissimilated to a palatal glide, given the prohibition against labialized labials 

in Tswana.  Subsequently, this glide hardened in the same way as it did in the previous 

contexts.  The proposed stages of palatalization in the passive are given below. 

(43)  Stages of in the passive: 

(a)  ‘Labial palatalization’ 

lp + wa å  lpwa å  lpja å lpa å  lopta å  l:twa  ‘be requested’      

(b) Coronal and dorsal labialization 

        -rk- + wa å   -rka  ‘be sewn, stitched’ 

 -rat- + iwa  å  -rata  ‘be loved’ 

Ohala’s (1978) proposed historical suffix -ja cannot account for the behavior 

of the coronals and dorsals in passive formation, but only for that of labials.  The 
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crucial difference between my proposal and Ohala’s is in the role of the palatal glide: 

while he argues for a perceptual analysis whereby labials become palatals in a single 

step, I maintain that the ‘labial palatalization’ is the result of glide hardening and 

subsequent labial deletion.    

To sum up, the proposed account of ‘labial palatalization’ as a series of 

diachronic changes that did not actually affect the labial consonant itself (in the sense 

that the consonant changed, not in the sense that it was ultimately affected by deletion) 

is superior to other analyses which attempt to situate labial palatalization in these 

contexts in the synchronic grammar.  While it is generally recognized that some 

historical factors obscure the facts of labial palatalization in Tswana, attempts at 

synchronic analyses of the process must resort to arbitrary constraints and repairs (e.g. 

LaCharite 1993).  This analysis is compatible with Ohala (1978) who believes in a 

historical connection with a following palatal glide following the labial, but it diverges 

from it after this point.  While Ohala argues that the presence of the palatal glide is 

sufficient to provide a perceptual explanation of labial palatalization in Southern 

Bantu and in other languages in general, I maintain that the historical explanation goes 

much further, and that the palatal glide underwent actual changes and continued to 

appear alongside the unchanged labial for some time, in a labial + palatal complex.  

The series of sound changes culminated with the deletion of the labial, which removed 

the evidence that the labial itself did not actually change.  Parallel developments in 

other languages such as Romance, and the existence of forms still at intermediate 

stages in related Bantu languages serve as evidence that the historical explanation 

proposed here accounts best for these sound changes.  
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3.5  Interim conclusion 

The previous two sections have demonstrated that what has been called ‘labial 

palatalization’ in the Moldavian dialect of Romanian and in Tswana are very similar 

cases of palatal glide hardening characteristic of Romance and Southern Bantu in 

general.  The fact that the labial consonants themselves did not palatalize had been 

previously recognized for Moldavian (Ionescu 1969; Avram 1977, inter alia).  In the 

case of Tswana, several explanations have been offered to account for the alternations 

between labials and palato-alveolar consonants (LaCharite 1993; Ohala 1978).  

Empirical evidence from Tswana dialects and other Bantu languages demonstrates that 

a historical analysis appealing to palatal glide hardening can best explain these 

alternations.   Labial consonants did not fully palatalize, neither in Romance nor in 

Bantu.  

In the next section I briefly discuss other extant research on full ‘labial 

palatalization’, including languages other than Romance and Bantu.  I show that these 

do not constitute bona fide cases of palatalization; therefore, the prediction that labial 

consonants do not undergo full palatalization is borne out even when it might seem 

otherwise. 
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3.6  Other research on full labial palatalization 

3.6.1  Ohala (1978) 

Ohala (1978) states that there are “quite a few” independent cases exhibiting 

sound changes from palatalized labials48 and labial + palatal glide sequence, to 

dentals, alveolars, or palatals, i.e. pj, p å t, ts, t; bj, b å d, dz, d, or mj, m å n, .  

Ohala includes more sounds under palatalization than my own definition allows.  For 

my purposes, only the palatal sounds are relevant, as changes to dental or alveolar do 

not meet the criteria for palatalization established in this dissertation.   

As discussed in earlier sections of this chapter, Ohala provides examples from 

languages which have palatal sounds where the ancestor language used to have labials 

(Tai, Tibetan, Spanish, Portuguese, French, some Italian dialects, English, Classical 

Greek, Guari languages, and several Bantu languages).   All such changes involve 

historical developments rather than synchronic processes.  Ohala states that 

“occasionally, but not necessarily, intermediate stages may be found”, such as pjå 

på t (Ohala 1978:370, 382), implying that there are cases where this change took 

place in a single step.  As I have demonstrated in this chapter, intermediate stages are 

found in most cases, and I further suggest that it is very likely that where the evidence 

of such changes cannot be found it does not mean that the intermediate stages did not 

occur, rather that they have not been recorded or yet discovered.   

 

 

                                                 
48 Palatalized labials for Ohala (1978) are analogous to my secondarily palatalized labials. 
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3.6.2  Bhat (1978) 

Bhat’s (1978) study of palatalization does not discuss any aspect of 

palatalization in great detail, as already mentioned in chapter 1, yet his study is cited 

most often by anyone who researches palatalization from a cross-linguistic 

perspective.  He writes that there is a general tendency for labials not to alter their 

main articulation (i.e. rare full palatalization), though earlier in the same paper he 

states that changes of the type på t are quite common: 

“The occurrence of spirantization with raising only is quite common, as 

is seen in the case of apicals and labials (tå t or p å t).” (p. 59) 

 

“There are comparatively few instances in which the main articulation 

of a labial has been changed into palatal or apical by palatalization.”  

(p. 70) 

 
These are contradictory statements, and it probable that the ‘quite common’ in the first 

statement refers more to the apical shift than the labial one. Bhat (1978) gives five 

languages which have labial full palatalization, two of which are the languages in my 

sample: Romanian, where p, b, f, v, m palatalize to kj, gj, , , nj, and Tswana, where p, 

ph, b, f, m are palatalized to [tw, thw, jw, w, ny] (Bhat 1978, p. 70).  The other three 

languages, along with the labials that are subject to full palatalization are listed in 

Table 3.16 below.  
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Table 3.16  Bhat (1978) additional examples of labial full palatalization (p. 70) 

Language Target Outcome Trigger 
Chontal 
(town of Tres Pueblos)

w dyx __i, e 

Fula (of Adamawa)   j (optional) __front vowels 

Lumbaasaba p j 
__i, e 
except after w 

 

First, notice that these cases appear simpler than both Romanian and Tswana.  Only 

one sound may be palatalized in each case, and for the stops the outcome is a palatal 

glide rather than an affricate as is usually the case with full palatalization.  Another 

possible interpretation of these cases is that the palatal glide emerged between the 

labial and the front vowel and that the labial deleted.  I will discuss each of these 

languages below, demonstrating that they all follow the pattern predicted by the 

general findings discussed in Chapter 2.     

 

3.6.2.1  Chontal (Hokan, Tequistlatecan, Mexico) 

There are several arguments against the case of apparent full palatalization of 

w in Chontal.  First, this is most likely secondary rather than full palatalization; 

second, these changes are linked to diachronic sound change; and third the glide w is 

labio-velar, and it is possible that it patterns more with velar consonants than with 

labials when it comes to palatalization.  I discuss these arguments below.   

The outcome of palatalization of w in Chontal is described as a “palatalized, 

fricativized dental stop”.  This description suggests that such a change would not 

qualify as full palatalization under my definition, as the outcome is not a palatal 

sound.  Justeson (1985) provides the symbol [dyx] for the description of this sound 
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change in Chontal, suggesting that this is a case of secondary palatalization, with 

further modification of the primary place of articulation, not unlike the alternation of r 

with d in Carib, where the rhotic becomes a stop and has secondary palatalization at 

the same time (Hoff 1968).   

Furthermore, Justeson (1985) pursues Bhat’s (1978) analysis of palatalization 

and investigates the palatalization of w in more detail.  He finds via historical 

reconstruction that in most Chontal dialects w shifted to j before front vowels i and e 

via a merger of the semivowels, and that only in two dialects w shifted to other 

sounds: a labiodental fricative [v] in Tapotzingo, and the change reported by Bhat 

(1978) in Tres Pueblos, a palatalized, fricativized dental stop [dyx]
49.  Justeson (1985) 

states that in these two cases the shift from w to j is basically incomplete, and 

interprets these two outcomes as possible stages in the change from w to j: 

 

The merger in other Chontal dialects of *w > j before e and usually also before 

i can be seen as having arisen via an allophone similar to Tres Pueblos [dyx], 

but with the process continuing toward less occlusion (Justeson 1985, p. 316). 

 

Notice that the realization of the palatal glide as [dyx] could be interpreted as a 

hardening of the palatal glide, rendering it similar to the cases of Bantu and Romance. 

Last, but certainly not least, Justeson (1985) argues that w would be better 

classified with the velars rather than the labials.  Referencing Bhat (1978), Justeson 

                                                 
49 Notice that for Chontal the change from w to j is primarily at the phonemic level, while the change in 
the Tres Pueblos and Tapotzingo dialects appears to be allophonic.   
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states that palatalization of w is treated under labial palatalization, although Bhat’s 

“cross-linguistic evidence concerning palatalization of w is better accounted for as an 

effect primarily on its velar component”, as w is most frequently palatalized among 

labials, and velars are palatalized much more frequently than any labials (Justeson 

1985:316).  If indeed w should be treated more like a velar then a labial in this case, as 

Justeson (1985) proposes, then the issue of labial palatalization becomes moot, and 

this pattern fits straightforwardly into the established palatalization hierarchies.   

 

3.6.2.2  Fula (Niger-Congo, Fulani-Wolof, Cameroon) 

In the Adamawa dialect of Fula both implosives  and  (the only implosives 

in this language, Arnott 1970:42) may be replaced by a preglottalized palatal glide j 

(implosive palatal glide) before front vowels.  This process is discussed by Greenberg 

(1970:137) in the context of the types of processes implosive consonants may 

undergo.  In some languages such consonants may lose their glottalic feature or the 

supraglottal articulation is lost so that only a glottal stop remains, debuccalization.  

The case of Fula is mentioned as a related phenomenon.  It is very possible that the 

implosives undergo debuccalization to  in Fula, namely that only a glottal stop 

remains, and that the palatal glide is produced in anticipation of the following front 

vowel.  It is not at all uncommon for front vowels to have palatal on-glides, which is 

what may be the case here.  As this process is reported to only occur before front 

vowels, and not before other vowels, such an analysis seems reasonable. 
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3.6.2.3  Lumaasaba (Narrow Bantu, Uganda) 

In Lumaasaba underlying /p/ has several phonetic realizations, more than any  

other labial consonants.  Table 3.17 gives the phonetic realizations of the labials and 

the environments in which they occur. 

Table 3.17  Phonetic realizations of labials in Lumaasaba (Brown 1972:3)50 
(N is an underlying nasal consonant which occurs before another consonant) 

Labial phoneme Phonetic realization Environment 

p 
N__ 
elsewhere 

j __i, e 
h __a 

/p/ 

w __o, u 
/b/ b everywhere 

Ø N__ /m/ 
m elsewhere 
b N__ 
Ø N__ when 2nd stem C is nasal51

// 
 elsewhere 

/f/ f everywhere 
 
Notice that the stop feature of /p/ is eliminated before all vowels (Lumaasaba has five 

vowels, i, e, a, o, u; Brown 1972:4), and it is only maintained when adjacent to 

consonants, as indicated by the environment for its realization as phonetic [p].  This 

behavior of /p/ is more indicative of weakening, or lenition, whereby this stop 

becomes a glide that takes on some of the features of the following vowel.  Thus, it 

becomes a palatal glide before front vowels, a labio-velar glide before round vowels, 

and before the vowel /a/ it becomes [h], as the only possible alternative weakened stop 

in this environment.  As shown in the table above, this is not the case for any of the 
                                                 
50 Velar consonants k, g,  become palatal stops with affricated release c, ,  respectively, before front 
vowels, and are realized as stops elsewhere (the velar nasal is deleted following another nasal; Brown 
1972:3). 
51 Meinhof’s Law (Herbert 1986)—pertaining to dissimilation in nasal compounds. 
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other labial consonants.  Furthermore, while the distribution of allophones above 

suggests that p can fully palatalize to j in phonological contexts, this is not the case.  

Brown (1972) states that j which alternates with p occurs in different morphological 

environments, seen as correspondences in verbal paradigms (Brown 1972:6).  The 

same is the case for the p ~ w alternation.  The underlying /N/ in the examples below 

does not surface, but its presence is indicated by the overt realization of p. 

(44)  Lumaasaba (Brown 1972) 

 /ku + pila/       [kujila]  ‘to take’ 

 /i + N + pila/ [i:pila]  ‘I take’ 

 /ku + pula/ [kuwula] ‘to conquer’ 

 /i + N + pula/ [i:pula]  ‘I conquer’ 

Brown notes that young children have great difficulty with the labial ~ glide 

alternations and that the names of many common animals and domestic objects, words 

used with higher frequency by children, are pronounced with a p even in contexts 

where adults use the corresponding glide.  

(45)  Lumaasaba child/adult forms (Brown 1972:81): 
 

ADULT  CHILD 

[kajiso]  [kapiso] ‘a small needle’ 

[kahale]  [kapale] ‘pants’ 

[kawusu]  [kapusu] ‘a little cat’ 

Based on the evidence examined here, I conclude that these additional three cases 

mentioned in Bhat (1978) do not constitute bona fide cases of full labial palatalization.   
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3.7  Prior analyses of labial palatalization 

Full labial palatalization has known several types of phonetic explanations,  

acoustic, perceptual, and articulatory (Andersen 1973, Catford 1977, Ohala 1978).  As 

I have already shown for Tswana, it has also been formally explained via a series of 

theory specific mechanisms (LaCharite 1993).  In this section I briefly review some 

additional analyses which are not specific to Tswana or Moldavian, and then compare 

these with my own proposal that labial consonants themselves do not undergo full 

palatalization.   

 

3.7.1  Acoustic/perceptual analyses 

In addition to Ohala (1978), Andersen (1973) also offers an acoustic 

explanation for changes from labials to non-labial alveolar sounds.  Andersen (1973) 

appeals to acoustic tonality (e.g. peripheral vs. non-peripheral articulation in the vocal 

tract, and higher vs. lower frequencies) to explain some sound correspondences from 

Old to Modern Czech.  In the distinctive features tradition of Jakobson and Halle, 

Andersen (1973) analyzes labial consonants and back vowels as having low tonality 

([+grave]), and alveolar consonants and front vowels as having high tonality             

([-grave]).  Palatalized labials (called [+sharped] in the same tradition) thus have 

intermediate tonality, since they are peripheral (low tonality), but also have the 

secondary palatal articulation (high tonality).  Old Czech palatalized labials 

correspond to apical stops before high front vocoids, and with plain labials elsewhere.  

Andersen’s explanation for this historical change is that the intermediate tonality of 

palatalized labials were reinterpreted as high-tonality apicals rather than low-tonality 
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labials when occurring before high front vocoids such as front vowels and the palatal 

glide.  Therefore, p, b, m were reinterpreted as t, d, n before high front vocoids 

(Andersen 1973:770-1).   

Thomason (1986) pushes Andersen’s (1973) explanation further to account for 

changes from labials to alveolar and palato-alveolar affricates.  Her reasoning is that 

since affricates ts and t share the high-tonality acoustic feature with t, the same 

acoustic explanation would account for the changes from p to ts and t particularly in 

the vicinity of front vowels.   

 Catford (1977) offers an articulatory/perceptual explanation for full 

palatalization of labials (at least for the voiceless labials) which would not involve any 

intermediary stages.  He describes secondarily palatalized labials as having double 

articulation, a bilabial stop articulation and a simultaneous palatal articulation “of, 

roughly, approximant type” (Catford 1977:194, cited in Thomason 1986:183).  

Catford (1977) defines approximant as a continuant which has non-turbulent airflow 

when voiced, but turbulent airflow when voiceless.  As the perceptual consequence of 

turbulent airflow is audible friction, approximants become fricatives when devoiced.  

Thus, high front vowels such as i and u, and glides such as j and w are perceived as 

fricatives if during articulation they are devoiced.  Therefore, Thomason (1986) 

maintains that it is much more likely to have an apical stop rather than a labial stop as 

the phonetic realization of a complex sequence oral stop + palatal friction (assuming 

the tongue body is raised toward the position of the palatal glide j).  Following with 

the same line of reasoning, she adds that it should be common to find a change from a 
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voiceless palatalized labial stop to an palato-alveolar affricate (Thomason 1986:184).  

Thomason believes that it is reasonable to find a direct change from *p to t or ts, 

given the acoustic and articulatory/perceptual explanations described above 

(1986:185).  Thomason (1986) does not make any claims about the palatalization of 

coronal and dorsal consonants, but focuses on the palatalization of labials.  If, 

however, the perceptual explanation in Catford (1977) is true for labial palatalization, 

then a question arises as to why only labials should be affected in this way by a 

following devoiced approximant, and why coronals and dorsals should not be.  

 I argue that the explanation in Catford (1977) and Thomason (1986) actually 

supports the idea that full labial palatalization arose via strengthening of the palatal 

glide which followed the labial.  Thomason (1986) briefly discusses the situation in 

Romance languages which also show labial palatalization, and in particular dialects of 

Romanian where “the strengthening of the j itself has gone so far as to turn it into a 

palatal or even a velar stop, so that clusters of pk occur” (Thomason 1986:184).  She 

further adds that this strengthening occurs not only after voiceless stops, but also after 

voiced ones (and in fact after labio-dental fricatives in Moldavian, as already 

discussed)52.  What is interesting is that while Thomason (1986) believes that full 

labial palatalization from p to t (or assibilation from p to ts) can occur in a single step 

based on the perceptual explanation, at the same time she acknowledges that in 

Romanian the development of a two-stop cluster is a “more extreme stage of yod-

                                                 
52 Thomason (1986: 185) cites examples from Albanian dialects which show a similar pattern to the 
Moldavian dialects, (i) with clusters of a labial stop followed by a palatal fricative, palatal affricate or 
palatal stop, or (ii) a simple palatal with no preceding labial.   
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strengthening than the mere development of a palatal fricative or even an affricate 

after a labial stop.  These less extreme changes are more directly relevant to the 

present discussion.” (italics added; Thomason 1986:185).  This statement clearly 

indicates that the palatal fricative or affricate “resulting” from full labial palatalization 

is not actually due to palatalizing the labial itself, but rather due to strengthening of the 

following glide, and that the strengthening explanation extends not only to Romanian 

dialects, but also to the other languages she discusses, as indicated by her reference to 

“these less extreme changes”.      

  

3.8  Conclusion 

In this chapter I presented the findings of an in-depth investigation of full 

labial palatalization in Moldavian and Romance, in Tswana and Southern Bantu, and 

also other cases reported in the literature (e.g. Fula).  I have shown that all of these 

cases have been incorrectly characterized as having full labial palatalization.  For each 

language there is a historical explanation which did not involve changes in the labial 

consonant itself.  For Moldavian and Tswana (and Romance and Southern Bantu) it 

was a palatal glide following the labial consonant which hardened, leading ultimately 

to the deletion of the labial.  In the next chapter I show that an articulatory analysis of 

palatalization best accounts for the difference in full palatalization between labial and 

coronal/dorsal consonants.   
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CHAPTER 4 

 

ANALYSIS OF PALATALIZATION TARGETS 

 

  The previous two chapters presented detailed accounts of both full and 

secondary palatalization as it occurs in 58 languages.  In this chapter I provide a 

unified analysis of full and secondary palatalization, taking into account the 

generalizations established in the previous chapters for palatalization targets 

(palatalization trigger patterns are addressed in chapter 5).  As evident in Chapters 2 

and 3, the most significant contributions of this study regard labial consonants.  First, I 

have shown that palatalization of labial consonants is dependent on the palatalization 

of both coronal and dorsal consonants.  Second, I have shown that labial consonants 

do not undergo full palatalization.  Chapter 3 in particular demonstrated that when 

synchronic grammars show an alternation between plain and what appear to be fully 

palatalized labial consonants, one can easily be misled into believing that such 

changes occurred in a single step, and that labial full palatalization, while more rare, is 

really no different from full palatalization of coronal and dorsal consonants.  I argued 

that ‘labial full palatalization’ is very different indeed, and that it is due to palatal glide 

hardening and subsequent deletion of the labial consonant. 

Given these findings about palatalization and how it affects the three major 

places of articulation in an asymmetric fashion, I propose that the best way to account 

for these patterns is to utilize an approach which makes a clear distinction between 

labial consonants on the one hand, and coronal and dorsal consonants on the other.  

Traditional phonological theory treats all three places of articulation equally, without 
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according special status to one place versus another (except perhaps to coronal 

consonants, cf. Paradis and Prunet 1991).  However, the patterns of palatalization 

indicate that labial consonants should be treated as “special”.  Intuitively the most 

basic distinction between labials and other places of articulation is the fact that labials 

are the only sounds produced with the lips.  Thus, my account of palatalization builds 

on an approach which captures this special status of labials as provided by the 

framework of Articulatory Phonology (henceforth AP; Browman and Goldstein (1986, 

1989, 1991, 1992, 1995), Byrd (1996b), Kochetov (2002), Gafos (2002), Davidson 

(2004) Goldstein et al. (2007), among others).  Broadly speaking, in AP consonants 

are characterized in terms of the major articulator used to produce them, the lips, the 

tongue tip, or the tongue body.  Thus, labial consonants are articulated with the lips, 

while coronal consonants, dorsal consonants and the palatalization triggers i, e, j, are 

articulated with some part of the tongue (tip or body).  This provides the needed 

distinction between labials and all other sounds, thereby laying the foundation for why 

labials are expected to behave differently from coronals and dorsals when it comes to 

palatalization
53

.   

Formally, the proposed gestural account of palatalization is further couched in 

an optimality theoretic (OT) framework (Prince and Smolensky 1993) which utilizes 

gesturally-based constraints (see also Kochetov 2002, Gafos 2002, Davidson 2003, 

2004).  In OT the grammar of a language consists of a set of violable universal 

constraints, and grammars differ from each other in the relative ranking of these 

                                                 
53 Models that also incorporate a distinction between lips and tongue by utilizing a lingual node to 

subsume [coronal] and [dorsal] (e.g. Clements and Hume 1995, Hume 1996, Romero 1996) reference 

Browman and Goldstein (1989) who first proposed a Tongue node.  Halle, Vaux and Wolfe (2000) 

argue against the lingual node.  See further discussion in section 4.1.2. 
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constraints.  A set of different candidate surface forms corresponding to a given 

underlying form are compared against the constraint ranking, and the candidate 

surface form that best-satisfies the constraint hierarchy, through a systematic 

evaluation of violations, is selected as the optimal form, which is the grammatical 

output.  Thus, the variation observed in full and secondary palatalization is the result 

of different rankings of constraints in each individual language’s grammar.    

This chapter is organized as follows.  I begin with a brief overview of 

Articulatory Phonology in section 4.1.  Sections 4.2 and 4.3 detail the analysis of 

palatalization using gesturally based OT constraints, showing that this approach best 

explains the patterns of palatalization regarding targets and triggers.  Section 4.4 

presents conclusions. 

 

4.1  Articulatory Phonology 

To account for the crosslinguistic palatalization patterns I pursue a gestural 

approach to palatalization building on the models developed in Browman and 

Goldstein (1986 et seq.), Byrd (1996b), Kochetov (2002), Gafos (2002), and Davidson 

(2004).  Gestural approaches to phonology share the view that any theory of 

phonology should take into account the fact that linguistic form is expressed in both 

space and time as different articulators produce constrictions at different points along 

the vocal tract as they move in real time.  While the spatial aspect has been indirectly 

addressed in non-gestural phonological theories (i.e. through reference to place of 

articulation), the temporal aspect has been incorporated primarily via static linear 

ordering and ‘spreading’ of features so that adjacent segments share a feature.  Other 
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proposals that incorporated a notion of timing assume a correlation between moraic 

structure and duration of vowels and consonants in different types of rhymes, e.g. VC 

vs. VVC (Broselow, Chen, and Huffman 1997). 

Proponents of Articulatory Phonology argue that phonological processes such 

as consonantal assimilation and vocalic epenthesis are best explained by making 

reference to gestures and their coordination as speech unfolds through time, rather 

than to, for example, feature spreading and delinking of place nodes in other non-

linear phonological theories (Clements 1985).  Therefore, phonological representation 

must include information about temporal structure, and phonological processes must 

refer to temporal interaction in a more direct way than is done via standard notions of 

timing units and autosegmental spreading.  I argue that the crosslinguistic patterns of 

palatalization are best explained using a similar gestural approach whereby the 

different types of palatalization result from the coordination of consonantal and 

vocalic gestures in specific ways.  In this section I outline the main principles of 

Articulatory Phonology, mainly as developed in Browman and Goldstein (1986 et 

seq.), Byrd (1996b), and Gafos (2002). 

In Articulatory Phonology the gesture is the main unit of phonological 

contrast, with an intrinsic spatial and temporal structure (Browman and Goldstein 

1986 et seq., Byrd 1996b, Gafos 2002).  As such, gestures are abstract, discreet, and 

dynamically defined units which are invariant, but they can overlap in time due to 

their internal spatio-temporal organization (Browman and Goldstein 1990:342).  The 

dynamical aspect of gestures results from the fact that they represent continuous 
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articulatory trajectories
54

 (Ibid.).  Each lexical item is composed of a constellation of 

pre-specified gestures that are phased (timed) in particular ways with respect to each 

other.  Thus, lexical items can contrast either due to their gestural composition—

whether certain gestures are present or not, or due to inter-gestural timing.   

Each gesture is specified with reference to different vocal tract variables that 

involve different sets of articulators (e.g. upper and lower lip, jaw), as well as a 

constriction location (CL), and a constriction degree (CD).  These specifications 

converge on a desired speech task (e.g. lip closure in the formation of a bilabial sound; 

Browman and Goldstein 1990:343).  Gestures also have a degree of stiffness 

(duration), “roughly” the time that it takes for the tract variables to reach their target 

(Browman and Goldstein 1989:208).  This corresponds to the feature [± consonantal] 

of Chomsky and Halle (1968), distinguishing between consonants and vowels, though 

it is not currently well understood (Gafos 1999:8; Browman and Goldstein 1989).  The 

exact duration—as that corresponding to an external clock—of each gesture is not 

crucial, as this is an intrinsic property of each gesture.  In Articulatory Phonology the 

crucial reference to timing pertains to the coordination of gestures which is expressed 

as degree of temporal overlap (Browman and Goldstein 1990).  Kelso and Tuller 

(1987:206) present evidence supporting the idea that it is better to measure aspects of 

speech production in relative rather than absolute terms. 

 Articulatory Phonology assumes three main articulatory subsystems, oral, 

velic, and laryngeal or glottal, of which the oral system is most crucial for the analysis 

                                                 
54 The dynamic aspect of gestures is modeled using the task dynamics model of Saltzman 1986, and 

Saltzman and Kelso 1987.  This model assumes that in speaking a primary task is to control coordinated 

movements of sets of articulators, and that such movements can be characterized using dynamical 

equations (Browman and Goldstein 1990:343).  
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of palatalization. Browman and Goldstein themselves (1990), as well as others 

pursuing articulatory approaches to phonology (Gafos 2002, Byrd 1996b, Goldstein et 

al. 2007) also refer to the oral articulatory subsystem most often.  The tract variables 

and the sets of articulators involved in each are given in (1).  

(1) AP tract variables and articulator sets (based on Browman and Goldstein 1991,  

and Gafos 2002): 

Tract variables:      Articulator sets: 

• Lip protrusion      upper and lower lips, jaw • Lip aperture      upper and lower lips, jaw • Tongue Tip Constriction Location (TTCL)  tongue tip, body, jaw • Tongue Tip Constriction Degree (TTCD)  tongue tip, body, jaw  • Tongue Body Constriction Location (TBCL) tongue body, jaw • Tongue Body Constriction Degree (TBCD)  tongue body, jaw • Velic aperture      velum • Glottal aperture     glottis 

The last two of these tract variables correspond to the velic and laryngeal/glottal 

articulatory subsystems, respectively, and involve a single variable.  The others are 

pairs of variables, e.g. lip protrusion and lip aperture, tongue tip constriction location 

and tongue tip constriction degree.  The tract variable Tongue Tip (TT) can refer to 

either the tip or the blade of the tongue (Browman and Goldstein 1989).  The 

constriction location (CL) corresponds to place of articulation of Ladefoged (1989): 

[labial], [dental], [alveolar], [post alveolar], [palatal], [velar], [uvular], and 

[pharyngeal] (Gafos 2002).  Constriction degree (CD) indicates the distinction 

between different types of obstruents and between obstruents and sonorants.  There are 

five categorical distinctions for CD, given in (2), ranging from the smallest to the 

largest constriction, although gestures are specified for a range of variation along these 

five distinctions (i.e. [wide] does not always mean the same degree of wideness): 
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(2)  CD categorical distinctions: 

• [closed] (specification for stops) • [critical] (specification for fricatives) • [narrow]  • [mid]  • [wide] or [broad] 

The first distinction is used to characterize the CD for stops, the second for 

fricatives.  Affricates might be characterized as having both a [closed] and a [critical] 

constriction location.  The last three CD distinctions are used to distinguish between 

obstruents and approximants/glides and vowels.  As Gafos (2002) explains, the feature 

[mid] is similar to the [approximant] feature of Catford (1977), and is also used to 

distinguish between vowels of different heights
55

.  For example the front vowels [i] 

and [e], which have a [palatal] constriction location, can be distinguished from one 

another by [narrow] and [mid] constriction degrees, respectively.  Low vowels have a 

[wide] constriction degree.  This type characterization is similar to other proposals that 

describe vowels in terms of aperture or degrees of openness.  For example vowel 

height is described in terms of vocal tract aperture in Schane (1985).  Clements (1991) 

proposes a single binary feature [± open], which is arrayed on several ranked tiers to 

describe vowels of different heights.  This is particularly helpful when there are more 

than three vowel heights in one language.   

The temporal dimension of gestures can be represented in at least two ways, as 

described below, and  I use both to illustrate different aspects of gestural coordination.  

The first is a gestural score, whereby each gesture is shown separately on a tier, 

                                                 
55 The distinction between the palatal glide [j] and the high front vowel [i], both of which share CL 

[palatal] and CD [narrow], is still under investigation in the literature and I postpone the discussion until 

section 4.3.1 when I present the analysis of palatalization triggers. 
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represented by a horizontal bar (Browman and Goldstein 1986 et seq.).  The overlap 

among the bars on the horizontal time axis represents overlapping gestures.  Below I 

give an example of the gestural score for Sam [sæm] from Browman and Goldstein 

(1991).     

(3)  Gestural Score for [sæm] (Browman and Goldstein 1991):  

Articulatory  Articulator(s) 

Subsystem   

  

         

 

                          

            

 

 

 

 

Descriptively the gestural score above shows that the velum is closed for the 

articulation of oral [s].  The velum is opened during the latter part of the vowel 

gesture, shown by the second bar for the TB gesture, in anticipation of the nasal stop 

bilabial closure [m].  This overlap expresses the contextual nasalization of the vowel: 

[æm].  The glottis is first open for the voiceless quality of [s] and then closes for the 

voiced quality of the vowel and the bilabial nasal.  The tongue tip is also active in 

performing the gesture for the alveolar fricative [s].  Note that even though this 

description is sequential, the consonantal and vocalic gestures for [sæm] are executed 

 [s] gesture

[m] gesture 

Velic closing Velic opening 

Pharyngeal  - wide 

Alveolar 

fricative 

Bilabial closure 

Glottal 

opening-closing 

Lips 

Glottal: 

Velic: 

Oral:   Tongue Body 

Tongue Tip 

[æ] gesture 
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in real time and that several portions of these gestures overlap, as illustrated by the 

overlapping horizontal bars. 

 Gafos (2002), Davidson (2004), and Borroff (2007)
56

 utilize a different 

representation of gestures which allows for a more straightforward explanation of 

what happens articulatorily when gestures overlap.  Each gesture has temporal 

landmarks: the onset of movement, achievement of the target location when maximal 

constriction is reached, the center of the constriction phase, the articulatory release of 

the constriction, and the release offset, when the articulator ceases to be under active 

control.   

These are illustrated in (4) below, where the bold line represents the movement 

of the articulator through space over time.   

(4) Gestural landmarks (Gafos (2002), modified to show time/space axes): 

 

                                                 
56

 Borroff (2007) provides evidence that “the acoustic cues of a gesture of closure associated with a 

given stop consonant provide the perceptual system not only with enough evidence 

to posit the presence of the gesture itself, but also provide all the evidence needed to posit 

the gestural landmarks of ONSET, TARGET, RELEASE and OFFSET for that gesture” (p. 89). 

 

target        c-center          release 

           gestural plateau 

onset 

sp
ac

e 

              time

release 

offset 
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The gestural plateau is the time during which the constriction is held by a particular 

articulator, such as the tongue tip or the tongue body, between the target and the 

release, and the c-center (constriction phase center) is the mid-point of the gestural 

plateau.  Thus, for an [m] gesture the onset occurs when the lip articulators begin the 

movement toward the constriction location, the target is reached during lip closure, the 

c-center temporal landmark is reached while the lips are closed.  Lip opening marks 

the release of the gesture, and the release offset occurs when the lips cease to be under 

active control. 

 To sum up, gestures are abstract phonological units with an internal spatio-

temporal organization, and they make direct reference to physical implementation by 

the articulators.  Thus, gestures are both phonological representation and phonetic 

implementation.  In the next section I discuss gestural coordination, a basic principle 

of AP which is the basis for phonological processes, and to which I have already 

referred.  

  

4.1.1  Gestural Coordination 

As speech unfolds in real time, gestures must coordinate with one another to 

achieve the speech output, as they transition from one into the other.  In other words, 

some phase (time point) of one gesture must be synchronized with some phase of 

another adjacent gesture.  Browman and Goldstein (1990) state that for a given lexical 

item with n gestures, the number of phasing (coordination) relations is n-1 (e.g. five 

gestures, four phasing relations).  Gafos (2002) defines a gestural coordination relation 

as “a relation between two gestures stating that a specified landmark (within the 
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temporal structure) of one gesture is synchronous with a specified landmark of another 

gesture” (Gafos 2002:9).   

There are a limited number of possible effects of gestural coordination.  The 

strong view of AP (Browman and Goldstein 1986 et seq.) maintains that gestural 

coordination can only result in: (i) gestural magnitude reduction in space and/or time, 

and (ii), in gestural temporal overlap.  Gestures are not inserted, deleted, or otherwise 

modified
57

.  However, gestural coordination is further restricted depending on whether 

the same or different tract variables used to perform the coordinating gestures 

(Browman and Goldstein (1990:360) also refer to the tract variables in this context as 

articulatory tiers).  This is an important difference for palatalization, and I discuss it in 

more detail in the two sections below. 

 

4.1.1.1  Temporal overlap and “hidden” gestures 

If different tract variables are involved for two coordinating gestures, such as 

the lips and the tongue tip in a [pt] sequence, the gestures can temporally overlap to 

different degrees, from minimal, to partial, to complete overlap.  This is because the 

separate tract variables can move independently of one another without perturbing 

each other’s movements
58

.  The overall shape of the vocal tract changes and so do 

acoustic and perceptual attributes of the gestures.  As a result, various types of 

                                                 
57 Because temporal overlap occurs only in the temporal dimension, coordinating gestures are assumed 

to remain intact.  Gestures cannot blend with each other to create a new gesture (gestural blending).  

Thus, the prediction of the strong view of Articulatory Phonology is that gestural overlap can result in a 

different sound only via the perception by the listener, while gestural blending would produce a 

different sound via the articulation by the speaker. 
58 This claim is consistent with Ohala (1978) who states that perceptual assimilation is not very likely 

with cases of same-articulator production, hence it is more likely when different articulators are used. 
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assimilation, deletion
59

, or regular phonological alternations can take place, all of 

which are explained as perceptual effects of temporal overlap.       

Depending on the point in time when two gestures are synchronous (e.g. 

whether the onset of one is synchronous with the target of another, or whether two 

gestures have exactly the same onset timing) gestural coordination can result in partial 

or even complete overlap of gestures, which can lead to surface sounds different from 

the ones in the input.  Crucially, with temporal gestural overlap when different tract 

variables are used, gestures are still performed, but the degree of overlap may lead to 

the perception of different sounds than the non-overlapping gestures would normally 

allow.  Thus, one of the gestures is “hidden” by the overlapping gesture.   

Research in AP has shown that the gestures for the deleted sound are actually 

still produced (Browman and Goldstein 1990 discuss X-ray evidence, Barry 1985 

presents electropalatographic evidence for “residual” articulations; see also Hardcastle 

and Roach 1979, and Kohler 1976). Recent work by Goldstein et al (2007) has 

demonstrated via kinematic data—observation of the speech articulators—that in 

speech errors
60

 gestural constrictions appear to be mislocated, or activated at incorrect 

temporal locations during the production of the intended word.  Contrary to the 

general claim that speech errors conform to the phonology of the language, meaning 

that in speech errors entire segments are believed to substitute for one another, 

Goldstein et al. find that gestures corresponding to illegal sequences in English 

                                                 
59

 Browman and Goldstein (1990:366) suggest that the percept of gestural deletion can also be viewed 

as a case of extreme magnitude reduction.   

 
60 Speech errors are commonly known as slips of the tongue, such as the pronunciation of “coffee pot” 

as “poffee tot” or “poffee pot” (Goldstein et al. 2007). 
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actually occur during speech errors.  In eliciting speech errors for a target phrase cop 

top, Goldstein et al. found that during some repetitions of this word pair when 

perceptually there was no speech error, there was a tongue dorsum constriction  (for 

[k]) activated at the same time as the tongue tip constriction (for [t]), and vice versa.  

This is interpreted as gestural intrusion (due to temporal mislocation).  If the intrusion 

is of large magnitude, then this can be perceived as a sound substitution.  If the 

intrusion is of minimal magnitude, no speech error is perceived, though the gesture is 

performed (but hidden).   

The production-perception distinction is very fine-grained in the case of hidden 

gestures phenomena, since the production does not change in the sense that a different 

gesture is performed, rather the temporal overlap causes the perception of a different 

sound.  There is no change in perception without an analogous change in production, 

and crucially the production change is only in the temporal dimension.     

The following are examples of perceptual assimilation from Browman and 

Goldstein (1991): 

(5)  Examples of perceptual assimilation: 

(a)  place assimilation:         seven plus å [svm pls]                   (TT and lips) 

(b)  consonant deletion:       perfect memory å [prfkmmri]    (TT and lips) 

(c)  consonant epenthesis:   Old English [ymle] å [mbl ]   ‘thimble’ (lips and TT) 

In (5a) the gestures of the tongue tip and the lips overlap to such a degree that 

the hearer perceives [n] as [m], when in fact the tongue tip still performs the 

movement required for producing [n].  The tongue tip reaches the target CL but the 

temporal overlap between the release of the [t] and the onset of the lips’ movement is 
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very close to the target thus creating the illusion that [n] was never produced.  This can 

be schematically represented as in (6): 

(6) Schematic representation for seven plus å [svm pls] 

 

Similarly in (5b) above there are two gestures produced with different 

articulators, the tongue tip for [t] and the lips for [m].  The tongue tip moves toward 

the alveolar ridge to reach the target [alveolar] CL for [t]; however, the overlap with 

the lip gesture for [m] results in [t] not being perceived at all.  The gestural target for 

[t] and the gestural onset for [m] along with the voicing (open glottis) that 

accompanies it are closely synchronized (near complete overlap).  Moreover, [t] is not 

released, while [m] is released into the following vowel, leading to the perception of 

[m] alone.  A partial representation of this is given below, using Browman and 

Goldstein’s gestural score, since this allows for the representation of the simultaneous 

overlapping gestures: 

(7)  Partial gestural score for [tm] in [prfkmemri] ‘perfect memory’: 

 

Glottis:   

         TT:    

 Lips:    

[n] gesture 

[p] gesture 

Glottal opening 

Alveolar closure

Bilabial closure
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 Finally in (5c) we see a change that has been adopted into the English lexicon, 

thimble, where the lip closure for [m] and the velic opening for [l] overlap and cause 

the perception of a voiced bilabial stop.  This is a case of ‘stop intrusion’ between a 

nasal and a fricative/continuant that has been proposed as the transitional element 

between the two distinct sounds (Clements 1987).  Another well known example from 

English where stop intrusion occurs is in the pronunciation of prince, where a [t] is 

perceived between the nasal and [s], [prnts].  The release of the alveolar nasal [n] and 

the transition into the [s] gesture produce the acoustic effect of an alveolar stop [t] (see 

also Yoo & Blankenship 2003).  Arvaniti, Kilpatrick and Shosted (submitted) tested 

the perception of epenthetic and underlying [t] in the same [n_s] context as in prince 

vs. prints, and found that American English speakers could not distinguish reliably 

between epenthetic and underlying [t], which suggests that the [nts] and [ns] 

alternation is moving toward complete neutralization. 

Further support for perceptual epenthesis is provided by Davidson (2004) who 

presents experimental evidence showing that native speakers of English do not repair 

illegal onset clusters such as [zb], [zd], and [zg] by epenthesizing schwa, as is 

typically assumed.  Davidson claims that the English speakers, not having experience 

coordinating the gestures of the consonants in these clusters, instead pull them apart, 

mistiming the gestures, which leads to the perception of an epenthesized schwa.  This 

schwa, however, is qualitatively different from other schwa sounds that are normally 

produced during speech (lexical schwas; see Hall (2006) for additional evidence of 

perceived schwas resulting from gestural overlap).   
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Gestural temporal overlap has been experimentally investigated over the last 

few years.  Byrd (1992, 1996a) used EPG to investigate the articulatory timing and 

overlap for consonant clusters, and found that onset clusters are less overlapped than 

coda clusters, providing evidence that inter-gestural coordination is affected by both 

gestural and prosodic factors (such as syllabic position).  The effects of the syllable 

have also been addressed by Browman and Goldstein (2000) who propose that 

consonants in an onset cluster have a higher “bonding strength” than consonants in a 

coda cluster or than they do to the nucleus vowel.  I do not discuss such syllable 

position effects further except to say that in palatalization the palatalization trigger is 

typically the nucleus of a syllable containing the palatalization target as its onset.  Cho 

(1998) conducted eletro-magnetic midsagital articulometer (EMA) and 

electropalatography (EPG) studies of Korean palatalization showing that intergestural 

timing and temporal overlap is linked to the lexical item that the coordinating gestures 

belong to (e.g. tautomorphemic, heteromorphemic, lexical compound).   

 In summary, gestural temporal overlap, whereby gestures are not changed but 

just overlap in time, is a real phenomenon which has been experimentally investigated 

and which can have the different perceptual effects discussed above.  It is important to 

clarify that these effects are based on a change in articulation, namely the articulatory 

timing of gestures.  Thus, temporal overlap of gestures can have the perceptual effect 

of deletion, epenthesis, or other regular phonological processes, and while these are 

explained perceptually, they are based in a change in articulation.   
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4.1.1.2  Temporal overlap and blending 

I now turn to the possible outcomes of temporal overlap when the same set of 

tract variables are involved for two coordinating gestures.  If two gestures employ the 

same tract variables, for example the tongue body, then higher than minimal degrees 

of temporal overlap can result in blending of the two gestures.  Minimal degree of 

overlap is interpreted as occurring sometime around the release phase of the first 

gesture, while higher than minimal overlap is interpreted as occurring sometime 

during the closure phase of the first gesture.  Gestural blending results because the 

gestures using the same tract variable are attempting to force it to perform two tasks 

(achieve two targets) almost simultaneously, and it is impossible for this to happen 

without the gestures perturbing each other’s movements.  Therefore, if the overlap is 

greater than minimal, the target is undershot and what results is a shift in the location 

of the constriction (target) to some place between the two coordinating gestures.  

For example, the pronunciation of eight things is often realized as [itz], 

with a dental [t ].  Here the final consonant of eight has a CL [alveolar] and the initial 

consonant of things has a CL [interdental], both produced with a tongue tip gesture.  

The articulatory pressures on the tongue tip lead to a blending of the gestures and thus 

the pronunciation of a dental consonant—in between the alveolar and the interdental 

constriction locations (Browman and Goldstein 1991:325).  In this case [t] assimilates 

to the following [] and the gesture actually changes to one that has a different CL 

than the one specified for [t] or [].    
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Zsiga and Villafana (2002) show that in Florentine Italian, vowel assimilation 

at word boundaries must make use of gestural blending (in addition to reference to 

abstract phonological units).  Lee (1999, 2000) proposes an account of velar 

palatalization which is based on gestural overlap instantiated primarily as blending of 

two tongue-body gestures.  He demonstrates that palatalization of k to [k], [c], [t] or 

[t] is primarily due to articulatory factors, contra Ohala (1978, 1993), who attributes 

such outcomes solely to perceptual similarity.  Furthermore, Romero (1996) shows 

that for assimilation in Spanish clusters such as [ld], both articulated with the tongue 

tip, where [l] has the specifications Tongue-tip Constriction-location (TTCL) 

[alveolar], Tongue-tip Constriction-Degree (TTCD) [closed], and [d] has the 

specifications TTCL [dental], TTCD [closed], there is a single constriction at a 

location somewhere between the alveolar and the dental region—another example of 

blending of gestures.   

In summary, greater temporal overlap of coordinating gestures employing the 

same tract variable results in gestural blending.  Note that gestural blending, although 

a modification of the original gestures, still arises as the result of temporal overlap, so 

it is still an effect of the temporal organization of coordinating gestures.   Therefore, 

while varying degrees of temporal overlap in the production of gestures employing 

separate tract variables leads to perceptual effects of deletion, assimilation, insertion, 

greater temporal overlap in the production of gestures employing the same set of tract 

variables leads to actual changes in the articulation (primarily of a change in 

constriction location, but sometimes also in constriction degree). 
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In my account of palatalization I extend the notion of gestural blending to 

apply to gestures produced with the same major articulator, namely tongue gestures.  

Thus, full palatalization arises from greater gestural temporal overlap which leads to 

blending of tongue gestures, and secondary palatalization arises from a slight gestural 

temporal overlap which leads to the perception of a secondary palatal articulation on 

the consonant.  The prediction is that gestures using the same articulator are not 

always blended when they temporally overlap, but only when the degree of overlap is 

large enough (e.g. sometime during the closure phase of the consonant).   

 

4.1.2  Articulatory Phonology, Optimality Theory, and Palatalization  

I propose that palatalization, whether full or secondary, can be profitably 

viewed as being largely the result of gestural coordination, manifested as temporal 

overlap.  Articulatory Phonology can provide an explanation for why palatalization 

happens in the first place: it is the natural result of coordinating consonantal and 

vocalic gestures while producing speech.  As mentioned in the introduction of this 

chapter, having tongue as a major articulator allows for a straightforward distinction 

between sounds articulated with the lips and those articulated with the tongue.  Thus, 

labial consonants are produced with the lips, while coronal and dorsal consonants, as 

well as palatalization triggers, are produced with the tongue.   

Browman and Goldstein (1986 et seq.) distinguish three main articulators, the 

lips, the tongue tip and the tongue body.  As mentioned in footnote 53, they introduce 

the notion of a Tongue node, which subsumes tongue tip and tongue body, on the 

basis of anatomical independence, and although they do not use tongue as a basic 
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articulator in their proposal, Browman and Goldstein “predict that more evidence of 

phonological patterns based on the anatomical interdependence of parts of the tongue 

should exist” (Browman and Goldstein 1989:225).   

A concept parallel to the Tongue node has been used in various instantiations 

of feature geometric frameworks (Romero 1996, Hume 1996, Clements and Hume 

1995), and also in other frameworks inspired by Articulatory Phonology (Adler 2006).  

Romero (1996) uses the cover term lingual to subsume coronal and dorsal, which 

could be used to describe gestures produced with the tongue as lingual gestures, and 

the same lingual node is proposed by Clements and Hume (1995) to account for [back] 

harmony in Turkish, where either [coronal] or [dorsal], dependents of the lingual node, 

can spread.  Hume (1996) uses the lingual node to explain the rarity of what I have 

been calling “full labial palatalization”, since lingual dominates [coronal] and [dorsal], 

but not [labial], and therefore [coronal] cannot spread directly to a [labial] consonant 

(p. 199).  Adler (2006) also recognizes the usefulness of a lingual node in accounting 

for the form of English words borrowed into Hawaiian (e.g. crease [kris] > [kli ki] 

and fork [fork] > [pok], p. 1028).  Among other things, Adler proposes that a change 

in articulator is more noticeable than a change in place of articulation, therefore 

changes in lingual places of articulation are less noticeable than changes between the 

lips and the tongue (2006:1037).  On the other hand, Halle, Vaux and Wolfe (2000) 

argue against the necessity of a lingual node, and propose that phonological processes 

such as Turkish [back] harmony can be explained without it by adopting a different 
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approach called Revised Articulator Theory (RAT).  In RAT features do not dominate 

other features, as lingual does [coronal] and [dorsal].   

As I show in this work, the typological evidence regarding palatalization 

provides support for positing a lingual or tongue articulator, although I do not adopt 

the feature geometric model of Clements and Hume (1995).  I further propose that the 

tongue should be referenced as a major articulator which subsumes the two sub-

articulators, tongue tip and tongue body.  As tongue more straightforwardly indicates 

an articulator, I will use this term in my analysis, recognizing that it refers to the same 

organ that produces lingual gestures.   

Having this distinction between tongue and lips is crucial for explaining 

palatalization patterns.  As already mentioned in the conclusion of the previous 

section, I argue that full palatalization results from a large degree of overlap of 

gestures produced with the same major articulator, the tongue, while secondary 

palatalization results from a minimal degree of temporal overlap of gestures produced 

with either the same or different articulators (tongue and tongue, or lips and tongue).  

Thus, full palatalization is a case of gestural blending resulting from high degrees of 

temporal overlap of tongue gestures, while secondary palatalization is a case of 

minimal temporal overlap of lips or tongue gestures. 

The tongue and the lips are separate articulators, free to move independently of 

one another.  The prediction of AP is that tongue and lips gestures can have no 

overlap, or they can overlap minimally, partially, or fully.  Interestingly, both “no 

overlap” and “overlap” of such gestures have the same explanation, namely that the 

movements of the separate articulators do not perturb each other.  On the one hand, the 
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lips and the tongue can each perform their respective tasks sequentially, and on the 

other they can perform them simultaneously.  Either way, there is no pressure for lip 

and tongue gestures to “blend” and thereby create a new sound.  In palatalization, the 

lips gesture would be performing the task of lip closure to achieve a [p], for example, 

while the tongue gesture would be performing the task of achieving a palatalization 

trigger, such as [i].  It follows that if a lips gesture and the following tongue gesture 

were fully overlapped, the lips gesture would obscure the tongue gesture, since the lips 

are physically in front of the tongue; therefore, the outcome of complete gestural 

overlap of [p] and [i] gestures would be [p]
61

.  A minimal degree of temporal overlap 

(e.g. synchronizing the onset phase of the vowel gesture with the release phase of the 

consonant gesture) will lead to the labial acquiring a secondary palatal articulation, 

which I argue is the only way that a labial consonant can be affected by palatalization 

(in the sense that it itself shows a surface change).  Finally, a larger, but not complete, 

degree of temporal overlap of [p] and [i] gestures would produce sequences of labial 

and palatal sounds, which is what I have shown in chapter 3 (see also Kochetov 1998).  

The labial itself is not changed.  I defer this discussion until later in this chapter. 

On the other hand, coronals are articulated with the tongue tip and dorsals are 

articulated with the tongue body, both of which are sub-articulators of the more basic 

tongue articulator.  Even though the tongue is a large and rather flexible organ, its two 

sub-articulators are very closely connected to each other, much more than either is to 

the lips; therefore, when the tongue body makes a gesture it is more likely for this to 

                                                 
61 Ohala (1978) claims that labials followed by a palatal glide can be perceived acoustically as palato-

alveolars such as [t], but as I discussed in Chapter 3, this outcome is due to palatal glide hardening. 
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affect the movement of the tongue tip, and vice versa.  I propose that this close 

connection between the tongue sub-articulators is the main reason why coronal and 

dorsal consonants show both full and secondary palatalization more easily and more 

freely, either independently of each other or together in the same language.  The 

degree of temporal overlap among the gestures of tongue sub-articulators determine 

whether dorsals and coronals show full or secondary palatalization: a smaller degree 

will result in secondary palatalization, and a larger degree will result in full 

palatalization
62

.  While secondary palatalization is just temporal overlap with no effect 

on the individual gestures, the temporal overlap of full palatalization creates blended 

gestures, whereby the target of the consonant is undershot and the constriction occurs 

at a different location
63

. 

  The remainder of this chapter details the proposed analysis of palatalization 

targets.  The goal is to account for the attested cross-linguistic patterns which were 

revealed by the palatalization survey discussed in chapter 2.  In doing so I also explore 

the range of possible but yet unattested patterns, as well as patterns of palatalization 

which we should not expect to find in any language (such as full palatalization of 

labials, or secondary palatalization of only labials and coronals).  For easy reference I 

repeat the patterns of palatalization established in Chapter 2 in (8) below, this time 

                                                 
62 In addition to degree of gestural overlap of gestures produced with the same articulator (the tongue), 

whether coronal and dorsal consonants undergo full or secondary palatalization will also depend on 

other constraints that are prominent in a particular language (e.g. constraints aimed at preserving 

contrast or other features). 
63 For velar consonants, it is the back portion of the tongue body which is active during the consonantal 

gesture, while the front part of the tongue body is active in performing the palatal trigger vocalic 

gesture.  This explains why minimal overlap can in fact result in secondary palatalization of velar 

consonants, and why overlap of tongue body gestures does not automatically mean gestural blending.  It 

is the degree of overlap that matters, minimal versus larger (see also Lee 2000). 
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taking into account the fact that labial consonants do not undergo full palatalization 

and thus eliminating the implicational universal for full palatalization. 

(8)  Palatalization patterns (Targets) 

• Full palatalization 

o no implicational hierarchy: coronal and dorsal: coronals and dorsals 

may palatalize independently or together in both morpho-phonological 

and phonological contexts. 

• Secondary palatalization  

o implicational hierarchy: labial > coronal or dorsal, but when only 

labials and coronals or only labials and dorsals show secondary 

palatalization, the third place of articulation shows full palatalization. 

o dorsal consonants may palatalize independently only in phonological 

contexts. 

o dorsal morpho-phonological secondary palatalization is dependent on 

coronal morpho-phonological palatalization (either full or secondary): 

dorsal > coronal. 

 

4.2  A unified account of palatalization targets 

Here I address the issue of how gestural coordination is implemented in the 

grammar to account for the full and secondary palatalization patterns described.  The 

fundamental type of constraint that favors palatalization, or any other type of 

phenomenon arising from consonant-vowel interactions, is one that favors 

coordination of consonantal and vocalic gestures.  Gafos (2002) and Davidson (2004) 
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utilize COORD(INATION) and ALIGN(MENT) constraints that are designed to do 

just that.  The coordination constraints are defined in terms of alignment of gestural 

landmarks of the consonantal and the vocalic gestures (onset, target, c-center, etc.).
64

  

A generalized constraint is given below, adapted from Gafos (2002) and Davidson 

(2004): 

(9)  ALIGN (Align landmark α of gesture 1 with landmark β of gesture 2) 

This constraint states that some landmark of a gesture must be aligned/synchronized 

with some other landmark of a following gesture.  For example, coordination relations 

between CV, VC and CC in English are defined as in (10) below through constraints 

that utilize the definition of alignment.  An illustration of landmark alignment is given 

in figure 4.1 for VC coordination (10b). 

(10) Alignment constraints for CV, VC, and CC coordination in English: 

a.  CV-COORD:  ALIGN (C, center, V, onset)  

Align the center landmark of the consonant gesture with the onset 

landmark of the following vowel gesture. 

b.  VC-COORD:  ALIGN (V, release, C, target)  

Align the release landmark of the vowel gesture with the target 

landmark of the following consonant gesture. 

c.  CC-COORD:  ALIGN (C1, release, C2, target)  

Align the release landmark of a consonant with the target landmark of 

the following consonant.  

                                                 
64 Davidson builds on Zsiga’s (2000) work and talks mainly about these constraints as pertaining to 

English CC, VC and CV coordination, but also discusses briefly a generalized way of defining them, by 

leaving the particular landmarks unspecified. 
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        release 

 

 

 
         onset 

Figure 4.1  Landmark alignment for VC coordination in English 

(Solid line = V-gesture; dotted line = C-gesture) 

CV coordination, as in (10a) characterizes onsets and nucleus vowels, and 

states that all the consonants in an onset have a coordination relationship with the 

nucleus vowel.  VC coordination characterizes nucleus vowel--coda consonant 

coordination; however, only the first consonant in a coda cluster has a coordination 

relationship with the vowel nucleus.  Consonants in a cluster always have a 

coordination relationship with each other, captured by the constraint CC-COORD in 

(10c) (Gafos 2002).  COORD(INATION) constraints expressed in terms of landmark 

alignment are the same in every language, but they are ranked differently with respect 

to each other and with respect to other constraints, thus giving each language a slightly 

different gestural coordination pattern.  

Speaking generally about palatalization, each individual landmark will vary 

depending on which target consonant and trigger vocoid are involved in the 

coordination relationship.  For example, if a [k] is targeted for palatalization, the CL is 

[velar] so the target landmark would be [velar], while for a [t] the target landmark 

would be [alveolar].   

Following the argument put forth in the previous section, coordination of 

consonants with a following high vocoid can result in full palatalization only if the 
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tongue articulator alone is employed; if the lips and the tongue are employed, only 

secondary palatalization can ensue.  I propose that there are two principal constraint 

types which drive palatalization, both of which specify how consonantal and vocalic 

gestures must coordinate.  In both constraints V indicates “vocoid”.  At this point I 

assume that the V-gesture is associated with one of the palatalization triggers, such as 

the vowels i, e, or the palatal glide j.  I postpone the discussion of differences among 

palatalization triggers until chapter 5.   

The first constraint in (11) requires secondary palatalization of consonants at 

any place of articulation. 

(11)  CV-COORD-release: ALIGN (release landmark of C-gesture with onset 

landmark of V-gesture). 

CV-COORD-release drives secondary palatalization by preferring a minimal 

degree of overlap between consonantal and vocalic gestures: the release landmark of a 

consonantal gesture is aligned with the onset landmark of the following vocalic 

gesture, and this has the effect of creating a secondary palatal articulation on the 

consonant.  I represent this schematically below in (12).  

(12).  Secondary palatalization: align release of C-gesture (solid line) with 

onset of V-gesture (dotted line): minimal overlap.

  

release

onset 

C 
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CV-COORD-release, is violated by outputs with a different gestural coordination 

pattern which would be expressed as surface fully palatalized consonants (e.g. [ti]å 

[ti]), or as plain consonants (e.g. [ti]å [ti]).   

 Given the asymmetry regarding full palatalization between labial consonants 

and coronal/dorsal consonants, I propose two full palatalization coordination 

constraints, one pertaining to CV coordination of lips C-gestures with tongue            

V-gestures, and the other to CV coordination of tongue gestures only, as given in     

(13 a) and (13 b).   

(13)  Full palatalization constraints
65

 

(a)  CV-COORD-center (Lips):  

CV-COORD-C(Lips) 

ALIGN (c-center landmark of lips-gesture with onset landmark of V-gesture).  

(b) CV-COORD-center (Tongue):  

 CV-COORD-C(Tongue) 

ALIGN (c-center landmark of tongue-gesture with onset landmark of             

V-gesture). 

Like their secondary palatalization counterparts, the constraints above which 

drive full palatalization are violated by outputs that have different gestural 

coordination patterns expressed either as secondary palatalization (e.g. [ti]å [ti], [pi] 

å [p]) or no palatalization in the case of coronal and dorsal consonants (e.g. [ti]å 

[ti]).  Both constraints in (13) prefer larger degrees of overlap between the consonantal 

                                                 
65 The c-center landmark in these constraints is a general landmark.  The key idea is that the onset of the 

following vocoid be synchronized with some point during the closure phase of the consonantal gesture, 

which is within the c-center landmark phase. This is compatible with Byrd’s (1996b) phase window 

model, where variability in temporal coordination of gestures is attributed to windows in the confines of 

which other gestures can “begin”.   
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gesture and the following vocalic gesture; however, while (13 b) results in full 

palatalization, (13 a) does not.  As I explain in section 4.2.2, faithful surface 

realizations of labials (e.g. [pi]) can both satisfy and violate CV-COORD-C(Lips), 

depending on what overlap pattern [pi] results from.  If [pi] results from partial 

overlap, then CV-COORD-C(Lips) is satisfied, and if [pi] results from no overlap, 

than CV-COORD-C(Lips) is violated.  Thus, any time CV-COORD-C(Lips) is highly 

ranked, a faithful surface realization of labial consonants will be selected as the 

optimal candidates.  When CV-COORD-C(Lips) is ranked lowly, secondary 

palatalization may obtain, depending on the ranking of constraints pertaining to 

secondary palatalization. 

The split between the CV-COORD-center constraints will be motivated later in 

section 4.2.5, where I discuss mixed palatalization patterns, for example where labials 

and dorsals have secondary palatalization, while coronals have full palatalization.  The 

competing constraints in such cases are CV-COORD-C(Tongue) and CV-COORD-

release, as coronals and dorsals may not show exactly the same outputs, but labials can 

only show secondary palatalization.  CV-COORD-C(Lips) must be ranked below CV-

COORD-release to allow for this type of pattern.  I postpone the detailed discussion of 

this until section 4.2.5. 

To illustrate how the CV-COORD-center constraints operate, I will use the 

palatalization of alveolar stop t to t.  In this case, the c-center landmark of [t] is 

synchronized with the onset landmark of the following [i].  In individual languages 

landmark alignment will be more specific; however, specifying exact landmark 
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alignment for palatalization requires detailed phonetic study of each individual 

language, which is beyond the scope of the current study
66

.   

(14)  Full palatalization: align c-center of tongue-gesture (solid line) with 

onset of V-gesture (dotted line): greater overlap. 

 

The faithfulness (identity) constraints which full and secondary palatalization 

outcomes violate will be introduced in the next sections which deal with the full and 

second palatalization patterns. 

 

4.2.1 Typology of palatalization 

The full and secondary palatalization generalizations and implicational 

universals emerging from the language sample make predictions about possible 

patterns we might expect to find in any given language.   The logical possibilities for 

palatalization patterns are listed below in tables 4.1 and 4.2, with representative 

languages where these are present in my sample.  Table 4.1 illustrates the patterns 

where consonants at a given place of articulation show either full or secondary 

palatalization, but not both, while table 4.2 illustrates those patterns which allow for 

                                                 
66 Browman and Goldstein (1995) provide more specific COORD constraints for English, and Gafos 

(2002) for Moroccan Colloquial Arabic.  These specific constraints are based on findings in laboratory 

studies. 

onset

c-center

               t 
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both full and secondary palatalization at a single place of articulation.  Of course, 

given the generalizations of this study, only the possibility of secondary palatalization 

is indicated for labial consonants. 

Table 4.1  Predicted palatalization patterns  

(excluding full/secondary palatalization at the same place of articulation): 

Labial Coronal Dorsal  

Sec Full Sec Full Sec 
Examples 

A  x  x  Breton, Cypriot and Standard 

Modern Greek, Japanese, Maori, 

Sanuma 

B  x    Apalai, Basque, English, Fongbe, 

Karok, Korean, Dhivehi, Marathi, 

Nishnaabemwin, Yimas 

C    x  Luganda, Nkore-Kiga, Roviana, 

Dakota, Somali 

D x  x  x Shilluk, Mongolian 

E x x  x  n/a 

F x x   x n/a 

G x  x x  Bulgarian 

H   x  x Eastern Ojibwa, Navajo, Turkish 

I   x   Mangap Mbula, Hungarian, Tiwa, 

Watjarri 

J     x Ejagham, Kayardild, Koromfe, 

Limlingan, Siriono, So 

K   x x  n/a 

L  x   x n/a in sample, but attested in 

Chaha 

 

Four of the patterns above (4.1 E, F) and (4.1 K, L) are not attested in my 

language sample, although this most likely represents an accidental gap, or may be due 

to other independent reasons (see section 4.2.5 regarding Chaha, Ethio-Semitic, 

Ethiopia, a language outside my sample which fits pattern 4.1 L).  Some of the gaps 

result from the fact that there are languages where coronal or dorsal consonants show 
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both full and secondary palatalization.  Appendix 3 summarizes these patterns for each 

language where this occurs, and shows various factors that can determine which type 

of palatalization will be present.  For example, in women’s speech in Coatzospan 

Mixtec, coronals [t] and [nd] show full palatalization before front vowels [i, e], and 

secondary palatalization before high vowels [, u] (Gerfen 1999).  If we consider the 

possibilities where some consonants at either the coronal or dorsal place of articulation 

can show full and some can show secondary palatalization, then the number of 

possible grammars expands to include those in table 4.2. 

Table 4.2  Predicted palatalization patterns 

(with full and secondary palatalization at the same place of articulation) 

Labial Coronal Dorsal  

Sec Full Sec Full Sec 
Examples 

A x x x  x Nupe, Yagua 

B x  x x x Fanti 

C x x x x x Menz, Gojjam and Wello dialects 

of Amharic, Standard Romanian, 

Moldavian Romanian 

D x x x x  Carib, Gonder dialect of 

Amharic
67

 

E x x  x x Polish 

F   x x x n/a 

G  x x  x n/a 

H  x  x x Hausa 

I  x x x  Tswana 

J  x x   Coatzospan Mixtec (women’s 

speech) Sentani, Tohono 

O’Odham, Zoque 

K    x x n/a 

 

                                                 
67 Mandarin could possibly fall under this category.  In Mandarin labials show secondary palatalization, 

and coronals show full and secondary palatalization.  Dorsals do not palatalize because they never 

appear in palatalizing contexts, as already mentioned in the text, but if they did appear in such contexts 

we would expect that they, too, would show palatalization, either full, or secondary, or both.  
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The patterns in (4.2 F, G) and (4.2 K) are not attested in the languages in my 

sample, but again this is likely due to an accidental gap rather than a systematic one.  

For example, it is reasonable to expect that a language would have secondary 

palatalization only of labials, while coronal and dorsals show full palatalization (cf. 

4.2 F).   

The patterns in table 4.2, which show combinations of palatalization types at 

the same place of articulation, are difficult to implement in a general analysis of 

palatalization that deals with major places of articulation, which is what I have 

pursued here.  The range of possible reasons determining which consonants at a given 

place of articulation will show full and which will show secondary palatalization 

requires a separate analysis for individual languages and providing separate grammars, 

which is beyond the scope of the current work.  To take one example, in Nupe, a 

Nupoid language of Nigeria, coronal stops undergo secondary palatalization, and 

coronal fricatives undergo full palatalization.  The grammar of Nupe would place 

constraints pertaining to constriction degree (or in traditional terms, manner of 

articulation) higher in the hierarchy than they would be in other languages where 

constriction degree distinctions do not play a role.   

A general analysis for the patterns in table 4.1 is possible under the scope of 

this work, as these patterns take into account only place of articulation, and not other 

factors such as differences in constriction degree (e.g. stops vs. fricatives) at the same 

constriction location.  In the next section I show how these patterns are 

straightforwardly accounted for by grounding phonology in phonetic articulation and 

establishing constraints which make reference to the gestural properties of the sounds 
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involved in palatalization.  For example, the prototypical palatalization trigger [i] is 

specified for the tongue body (TB) oral articulator as constriction location (CL) 

[palatal] and constriction degree (CD) [narrow], or [palatal, narrow].  Other front 

vowels are also [palatal], with different constriction degrees as already discussed 

earlier. When [t], specified for tongue tip (TT) as CL [dental/alveolar] and CD 

[closed]  is a palatalization target, the outcome [t] is CL [alveo-palatal] and CD 

[closed- critical].  The table below illustrates the interaction of these gestural in one 

example of full and one of secondary palatalization.  

Table 4.3  Oral articulator gestures in palatalization: t + i 

Target 

TT: CL/CD 

[t] 

[dental/alveolar, closed] 

[t] 

[dental/alveolar, closed] 

Trigger 

TB: CL/CD 

[i] 

[palatal, narrow] 

[i] 

[palatal, narrow] 

[t] 

Palatalization Outcome 
[t] 

TT: [alveo-palatal, 
closed-critical] 

TT: 

[dental/alveolar, 
closed] 

TB: 

[palatal, 
narrow] 

 

As already mentioned, gestural coordination leads to different outcomes in 

each type of palatalization.  As the table above illustrates, both full and secondary 

palatalization show the target consonants becoming more like the trigger vowels in 

terms of constriction location: they move toward the palatal region.  The main 

distinction is that in full palatalization gestural coordination results in a shift of 

constriction location, while in secondary palatalization gestural coordination results in 
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the consonant acquiring a secondary articulation by way of the trigger vocoid, namely 

a tongue body articulation CL [palatal], CD [narrow].   

 

4.2.2 No full palatalization of labials 

As summarized in table 4.1, there are languages where both coronal and dorsal 

consonants undergo full palatalization, languages where only coronal consonants 

undergo full palatalization, and languages where only dorsal consonants do so.  There 

is no language in which labials show true full palatalization.  As argued earlier, this is 

because full palatalization can only be obtained via large degrees of temporal overlap 

of gestures of the tongue articulator.  However, in order to avoid circular motivations, 

I spend some time here exploring the reasons why labial consonants cannot show full 

palatalization as a result of gestural coordination. 

There are at least three degrees of temporal overlap that two gestures can have: 

minimal, partial, and complete.  Minimal overlap results in secondary palatalization, 

and complete overlap would result in the “hiding” of the tongue gesture, as already 

discussed.  The term “partial” overlap here refers to what would take place in “full 

palatalization”, where the onset of the vowel gesture would be synchronized with 

some point around the c-center phase of the consonantal gesture.  The question is, why 

does the labial not show full palatalization?  Part of the answer seems obvious: there is 

not enough impetus for the lips and the tongue to “blend”, which is what happens in 

full palatalization.  It is difficult to conceive of an articulation which would consist of 

both tongue and lip gestures (unless we consider secondary articulations, such as 

labialization or secondary palatalization).  Nevertheless, because the lips and the 
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tongue are independent articulators, they can temporally overlap “partially”, where the 

following vocoid-gesture onset landmark is synchronized with the c-center of the 

labial consonantal gesture.  I argue that in this case the only possible outcome is the 

labial followed by the vocoid, unchanged: [p] + [i] å [pi].   

Upon the release of the consonant, the vocoid gesture is already in motion, and 

it continues after the release of the consonantal gesture in the same way as when the 

vocoid gesture simply followed the lips gesture, and thus only the actual vocoid 

surfaces after the consonantal gesture.  This would in essence be the same as if the two 

gestures were successive, as when the offset of the consonantal gesture is 

synchronized with the onset of the vowel gesture.  So both no overlap and partial 

overlap of a lips gesture and a following tongue gesture would have the same output: 

[pi].  In contrast, when the vocoid gesture begins upon the release of the consonant, 

the burst and the vocoid combine to produce secondary palatalization by narrowing 

the constriction of the vocoid to match that of the consonant at the point of release.   

There is one other possible outcome from the temporal overlap of lips and 

tongue gestures, and this provides an insight into the misunderstood and mislabeled 

“full palatalization” of labials.  Recall that the cases of full labial palatalization 

involve hardening of a following glide.  As first introduced in chapter 3, Kochetov 

(1998) analyzes labial palatalization in four Polish dialects, each with a different type 

of “palatalized” labial.  In (15) I repeat the data for ease of reference.  
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(15)  Palatalized labials in Polish dialects (Kochetov 1998:2) 

                 I       II     III     IV_______ Gloss  

 [p]ivo  [pj]ivo  [p]ivo  [p]ivo  ‘beer’ 

 [b]ay  [bj]ay  [b]ay  [b]ay  ‘white’ 

Kochetov restricts his analysis to the voiceless consonants above.  Only in the 

first dialect is the labial itself palatalized, showing secondary palatalization.  In the 

other dialects the labial is followed by a palatal glide (II), or followed by a palatal 

obstruent (III and IV).  The forms in these dialects bear striking resemblance to the 

diachronic stages of ‘labial palatalization’ in Romance.  Kochetov proposes that all 

dialects share the same phonological representation, with a palatal glide following the 

labial consonant.  The different realizations of the palatal glide (to which he refers as 

palatalized labials) are attributed to differences in temporal overlap, and also to 

differences in which gestures overlap (oral gestures vs. glottal gestures).  In the first 

dialect there is minimal overlap of the oral consonantal gesture with that of the palatal 

glide, and secondary palatalization results (here the glide is no longer realized on the 

surface separate from the labial consonant).  In the second dialect there is no overlap 

between the two gestures, so the glide simply follows the labial.   

Dialects III and IV are analyzed also as having no overlap of the oral gestures, 

as in dialect II, but the glottal gesture of the labial is extended and overlaps that of  the 

palatal glide gesture.  Thus, the palatal glide is devoiced after the voiceless stop, and 

this devoicing, combined with the friction of the palatal glide, create a palatal 

fricative.  Notice that this follows the labial consonant, it is not incorporated in it.  This 
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is a positive step toward explaining palatal glide hardening, at least following 

voiceless consonants.  I provide schematic representations for no overlap of both oral 

and glottalic gestures, as in [pj] outcomes, and for no overlap of oral gestures, but 

extension/overlap in glottalic gestures, as in [p] outcomes. 

 

(16) No overlap: [p] + [ j] å [pj] (adapted from Kochetov 1998:8): 

[           p                                 j      ]  

Lips   

 

Tongue body 

 

Glottis 

 

(17) Overlap/extension of glottalic gesture: [p] + [ j] å [p] (adapted from 

Kochetov 1998:8) (adapted from Kochetov 1998:10): 

[           p                                        ] 

Lips 

 

 

 

 

labial closed 

palatal narrow 

wide 

labial closed 

prepalatal critical 

wide Glottis 

Tongue body 
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To sum up, the sequence labial + palatal fricative, which I have argued is a 

typical step in the changes which have resulted in synchronic “palatalized labials”, 

results from the wide glottal gesture of the labial extending over the glottal gesture of 

the following palatal glide (corresponding to voicelessness).  Crucially, this sequence 

is not the result of overlap of the oral articulator gestures of the labial and the 

following vocoid.  

Given the above discussion, changing a labial consonant into a fully 

palatalized consonant such as [t] has no articulatory impetus, and would not result 

from gestural overlap.  It would be an unmotivated change.  To formally account for 

this lack of full palatalization of labials I argue for the existence of a faithfulness 

constraint for major articulators.  Such a constraint was also proposed in Adler 

(2006:1037), to account for consonantal changes in Hawaiian loan words, where a [t] 

can be changed to [k], but not to [p], in a borrowed word.  The proposed constraint, 

IDENT-Articulator, rules out any full palatalization-type outputs as the result of 

temporal overlap of lips gestures with tongue gestures (characteristic of palatalization 

triggers).  Here I follow Gafos (2002) and refer to segments which are associated with 

specific sets of gestures, of which the oral gesture serves as the head gesture of the 

segment (Gafos 2002:15):  

(18)  IDENT-Articulator IO (IDENT-Artic) 

An input oral gesture of a particular major articulator, tongue or lips, 

must be associated with an output segment which is associated with the 

same major articulator. 
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This constraint favors gestures which are faithful to the major articulator 

specified in the input, the tongue or the lips.  For example, sounds specified for the 

tongue articulator must be produced with the tongue in the output, and those specified 

for the lips articulator must be produced with the lips in the output.  IDENT-Artic 

would be violated by full labial palatalization, as a consonant like p is specified for a 

lips-gesture, and full palatalization to t, or even k as in Moldavian, would no longer 

be associated with a lips-gesture in the output, but with a tongue-gesture (because 

blending presumably would have occurred—which is not actually possible, thus 

making such violations gratuitous).  Secondary palatalization of labial consonants 

would not violate this constraint, as the consonant would still be associated with a lips-

gesture, in addition to a tongue-gesture for the secondary palatal articulation.  On the 

other hand, any coronal or dorsal consonant is specified for tongue gestures, and when 

fully palatalized to t or c it is still associated with tongue gestures.  Therefore, full 

palatalization of coronal and dorsal consonants satisfies the IDENT-Artic constraint.   

The following tableau illustrates that IDENT-Artic and CV-COORD-

C(Lips)—the constraint which would in theory create a fully palatalized labial—are 

unranked with respect to each other.  Ranking either one above the other would 

produce the same effect: the selection of a faithful labial surface form.  Since CV-

COORD-C(Lips) is satisfied by aligning the c-center of the lips gesture with the onset 

of the following vocoid gesture, yet this is still realized faithfully on the surface as 

[pi], I include two [pi] outcomes.  One results from no overlap of the lips and tongue 

body gestures, violating CV-COORD-C(Lips), and the other results from overlap of 
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the lips and tongue body gestures, satisfying CV-COORD-C(Lips).  I indicate the 

overlap candidate by using a capital P, even though the surface realization is the same 

in both cases, and I schematically represent the degree of overlap with horizontal bars.  

This winning candidate is assumed to violate some low ranked faithfulness constraint 

that bans any type of overlap.  As it is not necessary to use such constraints in the 

general analysis, I simply indicate this as IDENT(overlap).   

Tableau 1.  No full labial palatalization 

/pi/ IDENT-Artic CV-COORD-

C(Lips) 

IDENT 

(Overlap) 

Ha.   Pi [pi] 
Lips 

TB 

  * 

b.      pi 
Lips 

TB 

 *!  

b.      ti *!   

 

In the next section I turn to the analysis of full palatalization patterns.  As 

labial consonants do not show full palatalization, CV-COORD-C(Lips) can be 

assumed to be highly ranked in grammars which show only full palatalization of 

coronals and dorsals.  This ranking would still result in the selection of a plain labial 

realization (e.g. [pi]), as just demonstrated above.  For simplicity, I will only use the 

CV-COORD-C(Tongue) constraint when discussing these languages. 

 

4.2.3  Full palatalization patterns 

Let me begin the analysis with languages where consonants articulated with 

the tongue, coronals and dorsals, both show palatalization.  Languages in my sample 
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which show this pattern are Breton (Celtic, France), Cypriot and Standard Modern 

Greek (Attic, Greece), Japanese (Japanese, Japan), Maori (Austronesian, New 

Zealand), and Sanuma (Yanomam, Brazil).  I will illustrate the pattern by using 

Standard Modern Greek as an example.   

In Standard Modern Greek (SMG), velar consonants /k, g, x, / are fully 

palatalized to [c, , , ] before the vowels /i, e/, and the coronal consonants /n, l/ are 

also fully palatalized to [, ] before /i/, although this is highly stigmatized (the nasal 

also palatalizes before a weakened i followed by another vowel; Mackridge 1985; 

Arvaniti 1999a
68

).  

 (19)  Palatalization in SM Greek (Arvaniti 1999a, Mackridge 1985): 

 /kerasa/      [cerasa]    ‘I treated (to a drink)’ 

/tongerasa/    [toerasa]   ‘I treated him (to a drink)’ 

/xeri/     [eri]    ‘hand, arm’ 

/eros/    [eros]   ‘strong, robust’ 

/tsaki zo/   [tsacizo]   ‘I snap’                             

/anangi/    [anai]   ‘need, necessity’ 

/xioni/   [oni]   ‘snow’ 

/ia su/   [asu]   ‘hello, good bye’ 

/betonie ra/   [betoera]   ‘cement-mixer’ 

/malia /   [maa]   ‘hair (of head)’ 

/jali/       [jai ]    ‘glass’ 

                                                 
68

 Bilabial [m] also has alternate pronunciations, as [mj] or [m]: /dzamia/  [dzamja] or [dzama]  

‘window-panes’ (Arvaniti 1999a) 
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 To distinguish between full palatalization of dorsals and coronals I propose 

the following faithfulness constraints which refer to the sub-articulators of the tongue, 

the tongue tip and the tongue body, and changes in constriction location (recall that the 

tongue tip subsumes both the tip and the blade of the tongue, Browman and Goldstein 

1986 et seq.).  These two constraints are only relevant for full palatalization, as it is 

here that the constriction location seems to change.  In secondary palatalization the 

constriction location remains unchanged, except that an additional tongue body 

gesture is introduced.   

(20)  IDENT-Tongue Tip Constriction Location IO 

  IDENT-TTCL 

An oral gesture specified for a particular tongue tip constriction location in 

the input must have the same constriction location in the output. 

When coronals undergo full palatalization the gesture of the consonant blends 

with the gesture of the following vocoid, and the constriction is undershot.  The input 

constriction location of the tongue tip is changed to a different constriction location in 

the output, violating IDENT-TTCL.  Thus, /ti/ å [ti] (or /l/ å [] in Greek) violates 

IDENT-TTCL because the constriction location in the input is [alveolar] but the 

constriction location in the output is [palato-alveolar].   

(21)  IDENT-Tongue Body Constriction Location IO 

  IDENT-TBCL 

 An oral gesture specified for a particular tongue body constriction location in 

the input must have the same constriction location in the output.  
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This constraint is violated when dorsals undergo full palatalization: the input 

constriction location of the tongue body is changed from velar to palato-alveolar or 

palatal, thus, /ki/ å [ti]  and /ki/ å [ci] both violate IDENT-TBCL.   

The tableau below shows how the interaction of the constraints introduced 

above model the general pattern of palatalization of coronals and dorsals in Standard 

Modern Greek.  Since both coronals and dorsals palatalize fully, the faithfulness 

constraints which would prevent a change in primary place of articulation, IDENT-

TBCL and IDENT-TTCL, are both ranked below CV-COORD-C(Tongue), and they 

are unranked with respect to each other.   

Since there is no secondary palatalization in Greek, or in the other languages 

discussed in this section with only full palatalization, CV-COORD-release is also 

assumed to be ranked below CV-COORD-C(Tongue).  For the same reason, a 

constraint penalizing secondary articulations, which will be introduced in the next 

section, is  assumed to be highly ranked.  To avoid unnecessary crowding of the 

tableaux, I do not include these constraints pertaining to secondary articulation in the 

tableaux below and focus only on full palatalization outcomes.    
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Tableau 2.  Full palatalization of coronals and dorsals  

(Standard Modern Greek) 

 

CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >> IDENT-TBCL, IDENT-TTCL 

 

     /tsaki zo/ 

‘I snap’ 

CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TBCL 

IDENT-

TTCL 

a. tsaki zo *!   

Hb.  tsacizo  *  

     /jali/ 
‘glass’ 

CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TBCL 

IDENT-

TTCL 

a.   jali *!   

Hb.  jai   * 

 

Candidates such as *[tsati zo], where k å t rather than c are ruled out either by the 

specific landmark synchronization of the CV-COORD-C(Tongue) in Greek, or by 

other factors pertaining to the consonantal inventories of individual languages.  The 

same constraint ranking as above would be present in the other languages which show 

this pattern of palatalization.  

Notice that while for coronal consonants the overlapping tongue gestures blend 

to produce a new gesture that combines elements of the two (e.g. [t] is [alveolar, 

closed] and [i] is [palatal, narrow], producing [t], which is [palato-alveolar, closed-

critical]—where [critical] is a blend of the [closed] and [narrow] values of the 

consonant and the vowel, respectively), not all dorsal full palatalization outcomes 

create a similar blend.  If a velar stop has a [velar] constriction location, and the 

palatalization trigger has a [palatal] constriction location, why do these blend to 

produce a [palato-alveolar] gesture as in [t], in a way overshooting both targets?  
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Why are not all fully palatalized velars realized as palatal stops, for example [c]?  A 

possible answer to this is provided by Lee (2000), who proposes that palatal stops, e.g. 

[c], require a great articulatory effort, since the front part of the tongue body must 

make contact with the entire palatal region.  If we adopt the view that coarticulation is 

a natural process that occurs in order to minimize articulatory effort, then changing /k/ 

to [c] in palatalization minimizes effort on one dimension (coarticulation), but not on 

another.  A easier articulation is an affricate, [t] or more rarely [t], even though these 

both overshoot the palatal region (Lee 2000:423-4).  Furthermore, [c] and the two 

affricates, [t] and [t], share acoustic properties which make them similar, but [c] and 

[t] require almost the same degree of articulatory effort, which explains why the most 

common full palatalization outcome of /k/ is [t] (Lee 2000:425). 

 For languages where only dorsal consonants or only coronal consonants show 

full palatalization, the IDENT-TTCL and IDENT-TBCL constraints are simply ranked 

with respect to each other and to CV-COORD-C(Lips).  Languages which show only 

full palatalization of dorsal consonants include Luganda (Central Bantu, Uganda), 

Nkore-Kiga (Bantu, Uganda), Roviana (Austronesian, Solomon Islands), Dakota 

(Siouan, USA), Mwera (Bantu, East Africa), and Somali (Cushitic, Kenya and 

Somalia).   

In Mwera only dorsal consonants show full palatalization.  Dorsal [k] and [g] 

palatalize to [t] and [d] respectively, before suffixes beginning with the vowels  [i] 

and [e], shown in (22). 
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(22)  Palatalization in Mwera (Harries 1950:8): 

Plain  Palatalized 

ika                -itila          ‘come for, arrive at’      

na ite               ‘I came’     

dumuka     -dumutila   ‘be awake for’              

na dumwite   ‘I awoke’ 

twaga        twandila   ‘pound grain for’             

na twandile     ‘I pounded’ 

doga          dodela    ‘bathe for’                         

na dodile    ‘I bathed’ 

In Mwera IDENT-TBCL must be ranked below IDENT-TTCL, and furthermore CV-

COORD-C(Tongue) must be ranked below IDENT-TTCL, since coronals do not show 

palatalization.  Therefore, the faithful outputs of coronals violate CV-COORD-

C(Tongue), as shown below.  Note that for Mwera the velar stops fully palatalize to t 

and d, unlike in Greek where they palatalized to c and , yet CV-COORD-C(Tongue) 

is still satisfied.  This is because in Mwera the CV-COORD-C(Tongue) landmarks 

which must be synchronized are different from those in Greek.  From this point 

forward I will assume that the CV-COORD-C(Tongue) constraint is satisfied by 

individual language outputs and not consider the other potential full palatalization 

outcomes for specific consonants.    
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Tableau 3.  Full palatalization of dorsals in Mwera. 

 

IDENT-TTCL >> CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >> IDENT-TBCL 

 

     /twang-ila/ 

‘pound grain for’

IDENT-

TTCL 

CV-

COORD-C 

(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TBCL 

Ha. twandila  * 

b.     twagila  *!  

  /na twangile / 

‘I pounded’ 

IDENT-

TTCL 

CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TBCL 

a.  na twagie *! * (g)  

b.  na twandie *!  * 

c.  na twangile  **! (g, l)  

Hd. na twandile  * (l) * 

  

As shown in the tableau above, CV-COORD-C(Tongue) can be violated more than 

once if there is more than one sound in a given form where consonants would have to 

coordinate gestures with following front vowels, as they do in palatalization.  Because 

IDENT-TTCL outranks CV-COORD-C(Tongue) and because the latter outranks 

IDENT-TBCL, there is no full palatalization of coronal consonants, but only of dorsal 

consonants.   

The reverse ranking of IDENT-TBCL and IDENT-TTCL with respect to CV-

COORD-C(Tongue) predicts the opposite outcome, namely a grammar where only 

coronal consonants show full palatalization.  Several languages in my sample fall into 

this category, including Apalai (Carib, Brazil), Basque (Basque, Spain), English 

(Germanic, USA), Fongbe (Atlantic Creole, Benin and Togo), Karok (Hokan, USA), 

Korean (isolate, Korea), Dhivehi (Maldivian, Republic of Maldeves), Marathi, 

Nishnaabemwin, and Yimas (Sepik-Ramu, Papua New Guinea) among others (see 
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Appendix 2).  To take one example, in some dialects of Fongbe, an Atlantic Creole 

language spoken in southern areas of Benin and Togo, alveolar stops /t/ and /d/ 

palatalize to [t] and [d] respectively when before the vowel /i/ (Lefebvre and 

Brusseau 2002). 

(23)  Palatalization in Fongbe (Lefebvre and Brusseau 2002): 

 /e   n       di   /      å        [e  n   di ] 
It HAB   be.very.good 

‘It is very good’ 

 

/a        ti          kle /       å      [a ti    kle   ] 
you  squeeze lemon 

‘You squeezed some lemons’ 

This pattern of palatalization is illustrated in the tableau below.  

Tableau 4.  Full palatalization of coronals in Fongbe 

 

IDENT-TBCL >> CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >> IDENT-TTCL 

 

/di/ 
‘be very 

good’ 

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TTCL 

a.       di   *!  

Hb.  di    * 

/ti/ 
‘squeeze’ 

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TTCL 

a.        ti  *!  

Hb.  ti    * 

/ kiklo/ 
‘big’    

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TTCL 

Ha.  ki klo  *  

b.    ti klo *!   
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 The constraints introduced above are articulatorily motivated by taking into 

account the articulators and sub-articulators used to execute gestures associated with 

particular consonants and vocoids. They are sufficient to provide an explanation of the 

full palatalization patterns uncovered by the palatalization survey.  To summarize, the 

interaction of CV-COORD-C(Tongue) with the two faithfulness constraints IDENT-

TTCL and IDENT-TBCL accounts for the full palatalization patterns.  Part of table 

4.1, which pertains only to full palatalization, is repeated below, this time including 

constraint rankings for each full palatalization pattern. 

Table 4.4.  Full palatalization patterns and constraint rankings  

(patterns 4.1 A, B, C) 

Labial Coronal Dorsal  

Sec Full Sec Full Sec 
Examples and ranking 

A  x  x  CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >> 

IDENT-TBCL, IDENT-TTCL 
Breton, Cypriot and Standard 

Modern Greek, Japanese, Maori, 

Sanuma 

B  x    IDENT-TBCL >> CV-COORD-
C(Tongue) >> IDENT-TTCL 
Apalai, Basque, English, Fongbe, 

Karok, Korean, Dhivehi, Marathi, 

Nishnaabemwin, Yimas 

C    x  IDENT-TTCL >> CV-COORD-
C(Tongue) >> IDENT-TBCL 
Luganda, Nkore-Kiga, Roviana, 

Dakota, Somali 

 

In the next section I account for the secondary palatalization patterns of 

palatalization in table 4.1.    
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4.2.4  Secondary palatalization patterns 

The constraint CV-COORD-release, introduced earlier, favors secondary 

palatalization, where the onset landmark of the vocalic gesture is aligned with the 

release landmark of the preceding consonantal gesture.  A markedness constraint 

which penalizes segments associated with complex gestures, where there is a 

secondary gesture superimposed on the primary gesture, is defined below:  

(24)  *SUPERIMPOSE  

Segments must not be associated with both a primary and a secondary 

oral gesture.  

*SUPERIMPOSE  is violated by secondary palatalization outcomes, since 

these segments are associated with a complex gesture, the primary gesture and the 

secondary gesture.  Full palatalization outcomes do not violate this constraint, as such 

outcomes do not have secondary oral gestures.   

The patterns of secondary palatalization are more numerous than those of full 

palatalization because labial consonants can also show secondary palatalization.  

Nevertheless, even here there is an implicational relationship among the three major 

places of articulation: labial consonants are dependent on the palatalization of coronal 

and dorsal consonants, whether this be full or secondary palatalization.  If we consider 

secondary palatalization alone, there are five languages in the language sample where 

labials and only one other place of articulation show palatalization: labials and 

coronals in Bulgarian (Slavic, Bulgaria), Carib (Cariban, Guiana), Mandarin (Sino-

Tibetan, China), and the Gonder dialect of Amharic (Ethio-Semitic, Ethiopia), and 

labials and dorsals in morphological contexts in Polish (Slavic, Poland).  However, 
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when we consider palatalization in each of these language as a whole, we notice that 

the third place of articulation also has palatalization, but that this is full palatalization 

(or, as indicated in chapter 2, in the case of Mandarin, dorsal consonants never appear 

in palatalizing contexts; therefore, they cannot show any kind of palatalization).   

The dependency of secondary labial palatalization on the palatalization of both 

coronal and dorsal consonants in a given language can be explained in two ways: (i) 

by considering the markedness of secondarily palatalized outputs (e.g. p, t, k), or (ii), 

by considering the necessity of the process that leads to secondarily palatalized 

outputs (e.g. CV-COORD-release constraints pertaining only to lip gestures, tongue 

tip gestures, and tongue body gestures, respectively).  Thus, by using the first 

explanation one could propose markedness constraints against secondarily palatalized 

segments, for example *p, *t, *k, while by using the second explanation one could 

propose coordination constraints pertaining to each of the tongue tip, tongue body and 

lips articulators, for example CV-COORD-release[t], etc.  In both cases, there would 

be a fixed ranking separating labials from coronals and dorsals, to capture the 

dependency of labial palatalization.  These fixed rankings are illustrated below.  I 

abbreviate CV-COORD-release as CV-COORD-R. 

(25) *p >> *t, *k 

(26) CV-COORD-R[k], CV-COORD-R[t] >> CV-COORD-R[p]  
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Regardless of which solution we choose, the same results are obtained, with labial 

palatalization being dependent on the palatalization of coronals and dorsals
69

.   

Nevertheless, I adopt the markedness solution, because it is more reasonable to expect 

that some types of sounds would be more marked than others, while there is no 

impetus to coordinate just lips and tongue gestures.  Further support for this solution is 

discussed below. 

I interpret the dependency of labial palatalization on the palatalization of 

dorsals and coronals as suggesting that even secondarily palatalized labial consonants 

are more marked than secondarily palatalized coronal and dorsal consonants. Spinu 

(2007) found in a perceptual study that Romanian speakers are more sensitive (show 

greater identification accuracy) to secondarily palatalized labial consonants than to 

secondarily palatalized coronal consonants.  Although the results of the study did not 

reach statistical significance, they do suggest that this increased sensitivity to 

secondarily palatalized labials may be due to the fact that such sounds are more 

marked.  Dorsal consonants were not included in the study because they show full 

palatalization in the same contexts.  The reasoning that secondarily palatalized labials 

are more marked than their coronal and dorsal counterparts is in line with Prince and 

Smolensky (1993:202-208).  They claim that the Yidin
y
 pattern whereby coronal, but 

not labial, consonants have secondary palatalization is due to coronals being less 

marked than labials and dorsals (see Paradis and Prunet (1991) for discussions on the 

                                                 
69 I have used both types of constraints in OT Soft 2.1 software package (Hayes, Tesar and Zuraw 

2003), and there were no differences in predicted patterns. 
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unmarked status of coronals).  Prince and Smolensky (1993) assume the same for 

dorsal consonants, namely that they are more marked than coronals.   

However, the palatalization typology established in the present study has 

demonstrated that dorsal and coronal consonants both pattern together, and that they 

are both better licensors of palatalization than labial consonants are (but see discussion 

in section 4.2.6 on secondary palatalization in morpho-phonological contexts, where 

the palatalization of dorsal consonants seems to be dependent on the palatalization of 

coronal consonants).    Furthermore, the cross linguistic evidence that secondarily 

palatalized labials are less attested also justifies the claim that such sounds are more 

marked than secondarily palatalized coronals and dorsals.  Therefore, if the labial 

primary place of articulation licenses secondary palatalization so would the coronal 

primary place, since the presence of a more marked segment implies the presence of a 

less marked one.  The marked status of a secondarily palatalized labial in comparison 

to a secondarily palatalized coronal or dorsal can be captured by any representation 

that makes reference to lips and tongue (lingual) gestures or features, as shown below, 

where I indicate the constriction location of the oral articulators for each secondarily 

palatalized consonant.  [palatal] indicates the secondary tongue body articulation for 

each of the consonants. 
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(27)  Markedness of secondarily palatalized consonants: 

           [p]   [t]      [k] 

 

[labial]     [palatal]  [alveolar]    [palatal]     [dorsal]      [palatal] 

 

  Lips       Tongue          Tongue   Tongue 

To capture the markedness differences in secondary palatalization I propose to 

split the *SUPERIMPOSE constraint, which generally bans complex gestures as those 

occurring in secondary palatalization, into three separate constraints which ban 

complex gestures according to the primary gesture: (i) when the primary gesture is a 

labial gesture; (ii) when the primary gesture is a tongue tip (coronal) gesture; and (iii), 

when the primary gesture is a tongue body (dorsal) gesture.  The need for such a 

constraint family is motivated by the fact that secondary palatalization targets 

consonants at different places of articulation in any given language; therefore, 

different classes of secondarily palatalized consonants will be avoided in each 

language.  The three constraints are given below, where vocoid is assumed to be one 

of the palatalization triggers. 

(28)  *[Lips] 

A primary lips gesture must not have a secondary palatal gesture 

superimposed on it.  
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 (29)  *[Tongue tip] 
 *[TT] 

A primary tongue tip gesture must not have a secondary palatal gesture 

superimposed on it.  

(30)  *[Tongue body] 
 *[TB] 

A primary tongue body gesture must not have a secondary palatal 

gesture superimposed on it.  

Each of these constraints will be violated by a secondarily palatalized sound whose 

primary gesture is a labial, a tongue tip, or a tongue body gesture, respectively (e.g. 

[p] violates *[Lips], [t] violates *[Tongue tip, and [k] violates *[tongue body]).   

To reflect the fact that secondarily palatalized labials are more marked than 

secondarily palatalized coronal and dorsals, I establish the following universal 

markedness scale for secondary palatalization, with *[Lips] ranked above *[Tongue 

tip] and *[Tongue body].   

 (31)  Universal markedness scale of secondary palatalization 

*[Lips] >> *[Tongue tip], *[Tongue body] 

Let us first consider languages where consonants at all three major places of 

articulation show secondary palatalization, such as Mongolian (Altaic, Mongolia) and 

Shilluk (Nilo Saharan, Sudan).  In Shilluk, root initial consonants show secondary 

palatalization before the glide j (Gilley 1992).  Some examples are given below. 
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 (32)  Palatalization in Shilluk (Gilley 1992:25):  

bl   ‘millet’                                         

aml    ‘stubborn’ 

dl     ‘goat’                                                   

otm   ‘dragonfly’  

gk   ‘Nile lechwe’  

k    ‘horse’ 

l      ‘to trundle’ 

Tableau 5 illustrates the ranking in a grammar which produces the outcomes as in 

Shilluk (4.1 D).  If the constraint favoring secondary palatalization, CV-COORD-

release, outranks all other constraints (faithfulness and markedness), then secondary 

palatalization will be preferred to any other outcomes.  Since fully palatalized 

outcomes are never selected as optimal, this means that CV-COORD-C(Tongue) is 

low ranked, while the faithfulness constraints IDENT-TTCL and IDENT-TBCL are 

ranked highly.  For this reason, as well as to simplify the tableaux, I consider only 

secondary palatalization outcomes.  The only relevant constraints then are CV-

COORD-release (CV-COORD-R) and the markedness constraints which ban 

secondary palatal articulations, *[Lips], *[Tongue tip], *[Tongue body].    
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Tableau 5.  (4.1 D) Secondary palatalization of labials, coronals, and dorsals  

(Shilluk) 

 

CV-COORD-R >> *[Lips] >> *[Tongue tip], *[Tongue body] 
 

/bjl/ 
‘millet’ 

CV-COORD-R *[Lips] *[TT] *[TB] 

Ha.  bl  *   

b.     bjl *!    

/djl/ 
‘goat’ 

CV-COORD-R *[Lips] *[TT] *[TB] 

Ha.  dl   *  

b.     djl *!    

/kj/ 

‘horse’ 

CV-COORD-R *[Lips] *[TT] *[TB] 

Ha.  k    * 

b.     kj *!    

 

 

In Navajo (Na-Dene, USA) and Turkish (Altaic, Turkey), some coronal and 

dorsal consonants show secondary palatalization.  To take Turkish as an example, 

velar stops k and g show secondary palatalization to k and g before a tautosyllabic 

front vowel, and the coronal lateral l also shows secondary palatalization to l  in the 

same context, as shown below.  

(33) Palatalization in Turkish (Kornfilt 1997:484-6): 

k j
ese     ‘pouch’ 

gj
ezegj

en      ‘planet’ 

bil je       ‘even’ 

Grammars of languages such as Turkish ( the pattern in 4.1 H), must rank *[Lips] 

above CV-COORD-release, since there is no secondary palatalization of labials, while 
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the other two markedness constraints militating against secondary palatalization rank 

below CV-COORD-release, as shown in Tableau 6. 

Tableau 6. (4.1 H) Secondary palatalization of coronals and dorsals  

(Turkish) 

 

*[Lips] >> CV-COORD-R >> *[TT], *[TB] 

/bile/ 

‘even’ 
*[Lips] CV-

COORD-R 
*[TT] *[TB] 

a.      bile  **!  (b, l)   

Hb.  bile  * (b) *  

c.     bile *!    

/kese/ 

‘pouch’ 
*[Lips] CV-

COORD-R 
*[TT] *[TB] 

a.     kese  **! (k, s)   

Hb. kese  * (s)  * 

 

In the above tableau, candidate (b) for the word ‘even’ is selected as optimal, with 

secondary palatalization of the lateral and no palatalization of the labial.  The other 

candidates are ruled out either because they incur violations of the higher ranked 

*[Lips] (c), or because they incur more violations of CV-COORD-release (a).  A 

candidate such as *[kese] for the word meaning ‘pouch’, where both the coronal and 

the dorsal show secondary palatalization, is not selected as optimal because of another 

constraint pertaining to the manner of articulation of the coronal [s], as palatalization 

is restricted to the coronal lateral liquid.  To avoid unnecessary complications of the 

tableaux I leave out discussion of such constraints, although as I mentioned before, 

constraints pertaining to constriction degree also play a significant role in the 

grammars of individual languages (e.g. earlier discussion of Nupe).     
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 I now turn to the pattern in (4.1 I), with secondary palatalization of coronals 

alone, as occurs in Watjarri, a Pama-Nyungan language of Australia.  In Watjarri, 

dental consonants show secondary palatalization before /i/: 

 (34)  Palatalization in Watjarri (Douglas, 1981): 

        /jamat i/     [jamati]   ‘a person’ 

                    /tina/     [tina]    ‘foot’ 

This pattern of palatalization results from a grammar which ranks *[TT] below CV-

COORD-release, while *[Lips] and *[TB] are ranked above CV-COORD-release, 

since dorsals and labials do not show secondary palatalization.   

Tableau 7.  (4.1 I).  Secondary palatalization of coronals 

(Watjarri) 

 

*[Lips] >> *[TB] >> CV-COORD-release >> *[TT] 
 

/pika/ 

‘sore’ 
*[Lips] *[TB] CV-COORD-R *[TT] 

Ha. pika   *  

b.    pika *!    

/tina/ 

‘foot’ 

*[Lips] *[TB] CV-COORD-R *[TT] 

a. t ina   *!  

Hb. tina    * 

/-ki/ 

nominalizer 

suffix 

*[Lips] *[TB] CV-COORD-R *[TT] 

Ha.  -ki   *  

b.    -ki  *!   

 

 The pattern which allows for only secondary palatalization of dorsals, in (4.1 

J), is obtained by having a mirror image ranking of the constraints pertaining to dorsal 
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consonants, namely *[TB] is ranked below CV-COORD-release and *[TT] is ranked 

above it, as shown in Tableau 8.  In Kayardild, an Australian language of Australia, 

velars /k/ and // show secondary palatalization before /i/, and no other consonants 

show any type of palatalization.  Some examples are provided below (Evans 1995). 

 (35)  Palatalization in Kayardild (Evans 1995): 

            [k j
it ant]   ‘clap on water’ 

        [j
imei]   ‘night’  

        [apa i]     ‘spirit’           (no palatalization before /a/) 

                    [wakat]   ‘sister’ 

Tableau 8.70
  (4.1 J).  Secondary palatalization of dorsals  

(Kayardild) 

 

*[Lips] >> *[TT] >> CV-COORD-release >> *[TB] 
 

/pijarp/ 

‘dugong’  
*[Lips] *[TT] CV-COORD-R *[TB] 

Ha. biarp   *  

b. biarp *!    

/patinta/ 

‘carrying’ 
*[Lips] *[TT] CV-COORD-R *[TB] 

Ha. badind   *  

b.   badind  *!   

/imei/ 
‘night’ 

*[Lips] *[TT] CV-COORD-R *[TB] 

a. imei   *!  

Hb.  imei    * 

 

                                                 
70 In this tableau notice that phonemic /p/ and /t/ are realized as voiced unless they are word-final and 

there is no vowel phoneme following (/pijarp/ å [biarp], vs. /patinta/ å [badind]). 
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 In summary, grammars which allow only secondary palatalization are crucially 

determined by the ranking of CV-COORD-release with respect to the markedness 

constraints that ban secondary palatal articulations at different places of articulation 

(e.g. *[Lips]).  The universal markedness hierarchy which states that secondarily 

palatalized labials are more marked than both secondarily palatalized coronals and 

dorsals is responsible for the dependency of palatalized labials on the palatalization of 

coronals and dorsals.  The table below summarizes the secondary palatalization 

patterns from table 4.1, indicating the relevant constraint rankings. 

Table 4.5  Secondary palatalization patterns 

Labial Coronal Dorsal  

Sec Full Sec Full Sec 
Examples 

D x  x  x CV-COORD-R >> *[Lips] >> 

*[TT], *[TB] 
Shilluk, Mongolian. 

H   x  x *[Lips] >> CV-COORD-R>> 

*[TT], *[TB].  
Eastern Ojibwa, Navajo, Turkish. 

I   x   *[Lips] >> *[TB] >>  

CV-COORD-R >> *[TT] 
Mangap Mbula, Hungarian, Tiwa, 

Watjarri. 

J     x *[Lips] >> *[TT] >>  

CV-COORD-R >> *[TB]  
Ejagham, Kayardild, Koromfe, 

Limlingan, Siriono, So 

 

Before turning to the discussion of mixed palatalization patterns, I present an 

additional ranking which places all of the faithfulness and markedness constraints 

discussed above at the top of the hierarchy, and places the CV-COORD constraints at 
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the bottom.  This ranking would predict no palatalization, as illustrated below.  Thus 

CV-COORD-C(Tongue) and CV-COORD-release, which drive palatalization, are 

violated in favor of faithful realization of both consonants articulated with the lips as 

well as those articulated with the tongue tip or the tongue body.  For simplicity I group 

the three markedness constraints under the general *SUPERIMPOSE constraint.  This 

ranking is present in many of the languages in my sample where there is no 

palatalization, such as Babungo (Bantu, Cameroon), Noon (Cangin, Senegal), Djingili 

(West Barkly, Australia), Molikese (Ponapeic-Trukic, Micronesia), Mundari (Munda, 

India), and many others. 

Tableau 9.  No palatalization. 

 

IDENT-TTCL, IDENT-TBCL, *SUPERIMPOSE >>  

CV-COORD-C(Tongue), CV-COORD-R 

 
/pi/ IDENT-

TTCL 

IDENT-

TBCL 

*SUPERIMPOSE CV-COORD-

C(Tongue) 

CV-

COORD-R 

Ha.  pi     * 

b.     pi   *!   

/ti/ IDENT-

TTCL 

IDENT-

TBCL 

*SUPERIMPOSE CV-COORD-

C(Tongue) 

CV-

COORD-R 

Ha.  ti    * * 

b.     ti   *! *  

c.     ti *!    * 

/ki/ IDENT-

TTCL 

IDENT-

TBCL 

*SUPERIMPOSE CV-COORD-

C(Tongue) 

CV-

COORD-R 

Ha.  ki    * * 

b.     ki   *! *  

c.     ti  *!   * 

  

 In the next section I discuss the patterns which show both full and secondary 

palatalization in the same language.  These patterns are derived by intersecting the 

types of constraint rankings discussed above for full and secondary palatalization 
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patterns.  In this section I also motivate the split of the full palatalization constraint 

into CV-COORD-C(Lips) and CV-COORD-C(Tongue). 

 

4.2.5  Mixed full/secondary palatalization patterns   

Of the possible patterns which combine full and secondary palatalization in a 

single language, but which do not mix both types of palatalization at a single place of 

articulation, only one is attested among the languages in my sample: Bulgarian 

(Slavic, Bulgaria), which shows secondary palatalization of labial and coronal 

consonants, and full palatalization of dorsal consonants (pattern 4.1 G)   As stated 

earlier, I suspect that this is an accidental gap in my language sample
71

.  In fact, there 

are languages outside of my sample which show some of the predicted patterns.  For 

example Chaha (Ethio-Semitic, Ethiopia) shows the pattern in (4.1 L) (Leslau 1964, 

1979, Rose 1994, 1997, Banksira 2000).  This language was not included in the 

sample because another Ethio-Semitic language, Amharic, was included.  The 

exclusion was intentional, to insure a balanced language sample, but it created an 

accidental gap in the pattern.  Nevertheless, the pattern is predicted to occur based on 

the generalizations revealed by the language sample.   

As stated previously, the mixed patterns of palatalization which show 

secondary palatalization of labial consonants motivate the split of the full 

palatalization constraint into CV-COORD-C(Lips) and CV-COORD-C(Tongue).  In a 

                                                 
71 Another possible explanation could be that gestural coordination patterns might be skewed either 

toward full palatalization or toward secondary palatalization in a given language, meaning that 

languages prefer either full or secondary palatalization overall.  Nevertheless, such an explanation 

quickly falls apart when considering the number of languages which have both full and secondary 

palatalization at the same place of articulation, leaving the accidental gap explanation as the best 

alternative. 
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language where all consonants show secondary palatalization, the necessity for the 

split is not evident, as this pattern can be obtained from ranking a single general CV-

COORD-center constraint below CV-COORD-release, and CV-COORD-release 

above *[Lips] (the faithfulness constraints IDENT-TTCL and IDENT-TBCL are also 

ranked highly).  This is shown in the tableau below. 

Tableau 10.  Secondary palatalization with a single CV-COORD-center constraint 

IDENT-TTCL, IDENT-TBCL >> CV-COORD-R >>  

CV-COORD-center, *[Lips] 

/pi/ IDENT-

TTCL 

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-R 

CV-

COORD-C 
*[Lips]

a.  pi   *! *  

b.  Pi [pi]   *!   

H c. pi    * * 

/ti/ IDENT-

TTCL 

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-R 

CV-

COORD-C 
*[Lips]

a. ti   *! *  

H b. ti    *  

c. ti *!  *   

/ki/ IDENT-

TTCL 

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-R 

CV-

COORD-C 
*[Lips]

a. ki   *! *  

H b. ki    *  

c. ti  *! *   

 

However, having a single CV-COORD-center constraint would not allow for 

secondary palatalization of labial consonants if only labials and one other place of 

articulation show secondary palatalization, while the other place of articulation shows 

full palatalization, as is the case in Bulgarian.  In Bulgarian, pattern (4.1 G), there is 

secondary palatalization of labials and coronals, and full palatalization of dorsals. 
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Dorsal consonants /g/, /k/, and /x/ are always realized as [], [c] and [] before front 

vowels, and labial and coronal consonants show secondary palatalization in these 

contexts (Scatton 1984).  Some examples are provided below. 

(37)  Palatalization in Bulgarian (Scatton 1984): 

No palatalization   Palatalization 

[knig]    ‘book’             [knii]     ‘books’ 

[mark]   ‘stamp’  [marci]   ‘stamps’ 

[t ex]     ‘Czech’ (noun)  [t ei]    ‘Czechs’ 

     [ptit] ‘roads’   

     [be e]  ‘you were’ 

Therefore, in a grammar like that of Bulgarian the single CV-COORD-center 

constraint would need to be ranked above CV-COORD-release to allow for the full 

palatalization of dorsals:   

/marki/ 

‘stamps’ 

CV-COORD

-center 

CV-COORD

-release 

IDENT-TBCL 

a.    marki *! *  

b.    marki *!   

Hc. marci  * * 

 

At the same time, CV-COORD-center would need to be ranked below CV-COORD-

release to allow for secondary palatalization of labial consonants:   

/bee/ 

‘you were’ 

CV-COORD

-release 

CV-COORD 

-center 
*[Lips] 

a.      be e *! *  

 b. Be e [bee] *!   

H  c.  be e  * * 
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Recall that with a high ranked CV-COORD-center constraint plain labial consonants 

are always selected as optimal, because they are the result of overlap and thus satisfy 

CV-COORD-center, as illustrated below:   

/bee/ 

‘you were’ 

CV-COORD

-center 

CV-COORD 

-release 
*[Lips] 

a.      be e *! *  

O b. Be e [be e]  *  

N  c.  bee *!  * 

 

Therefore, the pattern in Bulgarian motivates the split of the CV-COORD-

center constraint into the two constraints introduced earlier, CV-COORD-center(Lips) 

and CV-COORD-center(Tongue).  When secondary palatalization of labials occurs, 

CV-COORD-C(Lips) is always low ranked, below CV-COORD-release.  When it 

does not occur, CV-COORD-C(Lips) is high ranked.  I include CV-COORD-C(Lips) 

in the tableau below to illustrate the pattern in Bulgarian, but I omit it from subsequent 

tableaux where there is labial secondary palatalization, since its low ranking can be 

assumed.   

The palatalization pattern in Bulgarian is thus modeled by ranking CV-

COORD-C(Tongue) above IDENT-TBCL, as dorsals show full palatalization, and by 

also ranking CV-COORD-release highly, since the other two places of articulation 

show secondary palatalization.  As discussed in the previous paragraph, CV-COORD-

C(Lips) ranks below CV-COORD-release, because labials show secondary 

palatalization.  The markedness constraints against secondary palatalization are ranked 

at the bottom.  A basic ranking is shown below, where I include two faithful outputs of 
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the labial for the word meaning ‘you were’, one resulting from no overlap (be e) and 

one resulting from overlap (Be e).   

Tableau 11. (4.1 G).  Secondary palatalization of labials and coronals, 

full palatalization of dorsals (Bulgarian). 

 

IDENT-TTCL >>  CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >> IDENT-TBCL, CV-COORD-R >> 

CV-COORD-C(Lips), *[Lips] 

/bee/ 

‘you were’ 

IDENT-

TTCL 

CV-

COORD-    

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-

R 

CV-

COORD-

C(Lips) 

*[Lips]

a.      be e    *! *  

b. Be e [bee]    *!   

Hc.  be e     * * 

d.      de e    *!   

/ptit/ 

‘roads’ 

IDENT-

TTCL 

CV-

COORD-    

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-

R 

* CV-

COORD-

C(Lips)  

*[Lips]

a.      ptit  *  *!   

Hb.  ptit  *     

c.    ptit *!   *   

/marki/ 

‘stamps’ 

IDENT-

TTCL 

CV-

COORD-    

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-

R 

CV-

COORD-

C(Lips) 

*[Lips]

a.    marki  *!  *   

b.    marki  *!     

Hc. marci   * *   

 

The patterns in (4.1 E and F), and (41 K and L), for which I do not have 

representative languages in my sample but which are expected, are illustrated in the 

tableaux below.  For pattern (4.1 L) I use Chaha, from outside the language sample.   

To derive the pattern in (4.1 E), with secondary palatalization of labials and 

full palatalization of dorsals and coronals, CV-COORD-C(Tongue) ranks above CV-
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COORD-release, IDENT-TTCL and IDENT-TBCL.  As labials do show secondary 

palatalization, *[Lips] and the other markedness constraints mitigating against 

secondary palatalization are ranked at the bottom.   

Tableau 12. (4.1 E) Secondary palatalization of labials, 

full palatalization of coronals and dorsals 

 

CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >> IDENT-TBCL, IDENT-TTCL, CV-COORD-R >> 

*[Lips] 

/pi/ CV-COORD-

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TTCL 

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-R 
*[Lips] 

a.      pi    *!  

Hb.  pi     * 

c.      ti    *!  

/ti/ CV-COORD-

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TTCL 

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-R 
*[Lips] 

a.      ti *!   *  

b.      ti *!     

Hc.   ti  *  *  

/ki/ CV-COORD-

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TTCL 

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-R 
*[Lips] 

a.     ki *!   *  

b.     ki *!     

Hc. ti   * *  

 

The palatalization pattern in (4.1 F), where there is secondary palatalization of 

labials and dorsals and full palatalization of coronals
72

, suggests that IDENT-TBCL 

                                                 
72

This is the pattern of Japanese mimetic (sound-symbolic) palatalization which targets the rightmost 

non-r coronal segment, which undergoes full palatalization.  If no such segment is present, then the 

leftmost dorsal or labial segment is secondarily palatalized (Mester and Ito 1989).  Examples: 

 dosa    doa-doa ‘in large amounts’ 

 toko   ‘trotting’   toko-toko ‘childish small steps’ 

 poko ‘up and down movement’ poko-poko ‘flip-flop, jumping around imprudently’ 

 koro    koro-koro ‘look around indeterminately’ 
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ranks above CV-COORD-C(Tongue), and that in turn CV-COORD-C(Tongue) ranks 

above IDENT-TTCL and CV-COORD-release.  Furthermore, CV-COORD-release 

ranks above the *[Lips] and *[TB], as labials and dorsals show secondary 

palatalization.   

Tableau 13. (4.1 F).  Secondary palatalization of labials and dorsals, 

full palatalization of coronals. 

 

IDENT-TBCL >> CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >> IDENT-TTCL , CV-COORD-R >> 

*[Lips] >> *[TB] 

/pi/ IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-COORD- 

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TTCL 

CV-

COORD-R 
*[Lips] *[TB] 

a.      pi    *!   

Hb.  pi     *  

c.      ti    *!   

/ti/ IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-COORD- 

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TTCL 

CV-

COORD-R 
*[Lips] *[TB] 

a.      ti  *!  *   

b.      ti  *!     

Hc.   ti   * *   

/ki/ IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-COORD- 

C(Tongue) 

IDENT-

TTCL 

CV-

COORD-R 
*[Lips] *[TB] 

a.     ki  *  *!   

Hb. ki  *    * 

c.    ti *!   *   

  

The last two patterns in table 4.1, with secondary palatalization of coronals and 

full palatalization of dorsals (4.1 K) and its opposite, secondary palatalization of 

dorsals and full palatalization of coronals (4.1 L) involve the reverse ranking of the 

constraints.  Thus, for (4.1 K), illustrated in Tableau 14, IDENT-TTCL ranks above 

CV-COORD-C(Tongue), while *[TB] ranks above CV-COORD-release.  The reverse 
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is true for (4.1 L), illustrated in Tableau 15 for Chaha.  Because labial consonants do 

not show secondary palatalization in these two language types, *[Lips] must be 

ranked above CV-COORD-release.  In the same vein, CV-COORD-C(Lips) can be 

ranked at the top of the hierarchy, since a faithful surface representation (e.g. [pi]) will 

always be selected as the optimal candidate with this ranking.  To keep the tableaux 

simpler, I omit the CV-COORD-C(Lips) constraint.   

Tableau 14. (4.1 K).  Secondary palatalization of coronals, 

full palatalization of dorsals 

 

IDENT-TTCL, *[Lips] >> CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >> 

 IDENT-TBCL, CV-COORD-R  >>  *[TT] 
 

/pi/ IDENT-

TTCL 
*[Lips] CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue)

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-

R 

*[TT] 

Ha.  pi     *  

c.  pi  *!     

/ti/ IDENT-

TTCL 
*[Lips] CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue)

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-

R 

*[TT] 

a.  ti   *  *!  

Hb.  ti   *   * 

c.  ti *!    *  

/ki/ IDENT-

TTCL 
*[Lips] CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue)

IDENT-

TBCL 

CV-

COORD-

R 

*[TT] 

a.  ki   *!  *  

b.  ki   *!    

Hc. ti    * *  

 

As stated earlier, although not attested in the languages in my sample, but 

predicted based on the generalizations, pattern (4.1 L) is found in Chaha, where 

alveolar consonants fully palatalize to palato-alveolars, and velar consonants acquire 
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secondary palatalization (Leslau 1964, 1979, Rose 1994, 1997 Banksira 2000).  Labial 

consonants do not palatalize.  Some examples are given below, where the 

palatalization trigger is the –i suffix of the 2sg feminine imperative, absorbed as a 

result of palatalization. When the final consonant is labial, the suffix combines with 

the final vowel of the stem, so with the verb [nz], the vowel // is fronted to [e].  

[] is epenthetic. 

(38)  Palatalization in Chaha (Rose 1994:104) 

 2sg masc 2sg fem 

          kft  kft   ‘open!’ 

 nks  nk   ‘bite!’ 

 drg  drg   ‘hit!’ 

 frx  frx   ‘be patient!’ 

 nz  nze   ‘be flexible!’  (vowel fronting) 
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Tableau 15. (4.1 L).  Secondary palatalization of dorsals, 

full palatalization of coronals 

(Chaha) 

 

IDENT-TBCL, *[Lips] >> CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >> 

IDENT-TTCL, CV-COORD-R >> *[TB] 
 

/nz-i/ 

‘be 

flexible!’ 

IDENT-

TBCL 
*[Lips] CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue)

IDENT-

TTCL 

CV-

COORD-

R 

*[TB] 

Ha.  

nze 

    *  

b. nze  *!     

/kft-i/ 

‘open!’ 

IDENT-

TBCL 
*[Lips] CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue)

IDENT-

TTCL 

CV-

COORD-

R 

*[TB] 

a.  kft   *!  *  

b.  kft   *!    

Hc. kft    * *  

/drg-i/ 

‘hit!’ 

IDENT-

TBCL 
*[Lips] CV-

COORD-

C(Tongue)

IDENT-

TTCL 

CV-

COORD-

R 

*[TB] 

a.  drg   *  *!  

Hb.  drg   *   * 

c.  drd *!      

 

 To conclude, the five patterns which show both full and secondary 

palatalization are modeled by different ranking permutations of the constraints 

proposed in this chapter.  These patterns are summarized in the table below, with the 

relevant constraint rankings indicated.  
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Table 4.6  Mixed palatalization patterns 

Labial Coronal Dorsal  

Sec Full Sec Full Sec 
Relevant Rankings and Examples 

E x x  x  CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >>  

IDENT-TBCL, IDENT-TTCL,  

CV-COORD-R >> *[Lips] 
n/a in sample 

F x x   x IDENT-TBCL >> 

CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >>  

IDENT-TTCL , CV-COORD-R >> 

*[Lips] 
n/a in sample 

G x  x x  IDENT-TTCL >>  CV-COORD-

C(Tongue) >> IDENT-TBCL,  

CV-COORD-R >> *[Lips] 
Bulgarian 

K   x x  IDENT-TTCL, *[Lips] >>  

CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >> 

 IDENT-TBCL, CV-COORD-R  
n/a in sample 

L  x   x IDENT-TBCL, *[Lips] >>  

CV-COORD-C(Tongue) >> 

IDENT-TTCL, CV-COORD-R 

n/a in sample 

but attested in Chaha 

 

 The types of palatalization patterns presented in this section can all be 

expected, and predicted, by referring to the articulators used to produce the sounds 

involved in palatalization, the lips and the tongue.  The OT approach is a 

straightforward method of modeling these patterns, but the crucial generalizations are 

captured by grounding the OT constraints in the physical properties of the speech 

articulators and considering the limits of gestural coordination (see also Kochetov 

2002, Gafos 2002, Davidson 2004, Adler 2006 among others who have used OT and 

various models of Articulatory Phonology).  OT shows how different palatalization 

patterns are obtained from grammars which differ in the ranking of the same set of 
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universal constraints — in the case at hand, constraints which encode information 

about the gestural properties of sounds and gestural coordination.  In the next section I 

provide a brief discussion of one aspect of palatalization targets which is linked to 

more than the properties of adjacent gestures: morphological vs. phonological context. 

 

4.2.6 Morpho-phonological vs. phonological palatalization contexts 

In Chapter 2, palatalization patterns were identified according to morpho- 

phonological (e.g. before –i suffix, or root-initially before -i) vs. purely phonological 

(e.g. before any –i) contexts.  For full palatalization the context does not make a 

difference, as coronal and dorsal consonants show full palatalization independently or 

together in either context, and labial consonants never show full palatalization. 

However, the situation is slightly different for secondary palatalization.  As 

summarized in (8) earlier in this chapter, dorsal consonants can show secondary 

palatalization independently only in phonological contexts.  I did not find independent 

cases of dorsal secondary palatalization in morpho-phonological contexts.  In such 

contexts, dorsal secondary palatalization appears to be dependent on the palatalization 

of coronal consonants (whether coronals palatalize fully or secondarily in the same 

context as the dorsals).  There seems to be an implicational relationship such that if 

dorsals show secondary palatalization in a morpho-phonological context, then 

coronals will also show some kind of palatalization in that same context: dorsal > 

coronal.    

 This implicational relationship is somewhat unexpected since there are very 

few differences overall when it comes to coronal and dorsal palatalization.  Of course, 
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it is possible that this is a false generalization, representing an accidental gap, and that 

there are languages attested where the only consonants that show palatalization are 

dorsals, and they show secondary palatalization in morpho-phonological contexts.  

However, I believe that this is not the case, and that there is an explanation for the 

pattern.  

 There are only six languages/dialects where dorsal consonants show secondary 

palatalization only in morpho-phonological contexts, and eighteen languages/dialects 

where dorsals show secondary palatalization in purely phonological contexts (see 

Table 1 of Appendix 2).  In contrast, there are nine languages/dialects where dorsals 

show full morpho-phonological palatalization, and 15 languages/dialects where 

dorsals show full phonological palatalization.  This is summarized in the table below.   

Table 4.7  Dorsal palatalization (summary) 

 Morpho-phonological Phonological Total Full/Sec 

Full 9 15 24 

Secondary 6 18 24 

Total 

MP/P 
15 33  

 

The above table indicates that when comparing full with secondary 

palatalization regardless of context there is no difference (24 full to 24 secondary).  

However, the table also shows that overall, dorsal consonants are more likely to 

palatalize in phonological contexts (33 to 15).  I put forward the hypothesis that the 

prevalence of dorsal—velar—palatalization in phonological contexts is closely 

connected to the fact that velar consonants and the palatalization triggers are both 
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articulated with the same subarticulator, the tongue body, leading to the well attested 

process of velar fronting, and this would happen regardless of the morphological 

source of the palatalizing trigger (e.g. any i or a suffix –i).  As a result, there will be 

more cases of phonological velar palatalization than of morphological palatalization.   

Within phonological contexts whether the outcome is full or secondary 

palatalization does not seem skewed one way or another (15 to 18), but within 

morphological contexts there seems to be a tendency for velars to show full 

palatalization (9 to 6)
73

.  Table 4.8 provides the typical reported outcomes of the 

palatalization of velars k and g.   

Table 4.8  Typical velar palatalization outcomes (see Appendix 5) 

 Morpho-

phonological 

Phonological Morpho-

phonological

Phonological 

 k g 
Full t  (5)   

c   (1) 

t   (8) 

c    (7) 

d  (4) 

     (1) 

d   (4) 

      (5) 

Secondary k  (3) k   (12) g   (2) g    (11) 

 

 

                                                 
73 An additional factor—transcription—may play a role in distinguishing between velar secondary 

palatalization and velar full palatalization to a palatal stop (as opposed to a palato-alveolar affricate).  

Fronted velars are sometimes transcribed as palatal stops, and other times as secondarily palatalized 

velars, and it is possible that some of these are transcribed incorrectly, given that [k] and [c], and [g] 
and [] are very similar.  Recall from chapter 2 that even for English there is not a consensus on the 

exact outcome of velar palatalization.  There is general agreement that velars are fronted before front 

vocoids, as in the pronunciation of coop vs. keep.  However, Mielke (2006) transcribes these fronted 

velars as palatal stops [c] and [], which would qualify as full palatalization, since there is a shift in the 

constriction location.  Cavar (2004) transcribes secondary palatalization of Polish velars with palatal 

stop symbols, while Szpyra-Kozowska (1995) transcribes them with secondary articulation; both 

authors refer to it as secondary palatalization.  The transcription issue does not come into play when the 

velars palatalize to palato-alveolar affricates such as t and d, as these are perceptually further apart 

from both palatal stops and secondarily palatalized velars.  Guion (1998) argues that velars followed by 

front vowels are acoustically and perceptually similar to palato-alveolars.  However, intuitively it seems 

that there is a greater distinction between a palato-alveolar affricate and a velar stop then between a 

secondarily palatalized velar and a palatal stop. 
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The palatalization outcomes above support the claim that full palatalization is 

preferred within morpho-phonological contexts, particularly full palatalization to 

palato-alveolar affricates: five instances of k å t, and four instances of g å d.   For 

both k and g there is one instance of a palatal stop outcome in a morpho-phonological 

context.  On the other hand, there are more instances of secondary palatalization in 

phonological contexts than there are in morphological contexts, twelve instances of 

[k] and eleven instances of [g].  This suggests that secondary palatalization of velars 

will typically occur in phonological contexts, offering a partial explanation of the 

generalization that there are no independent cases of dorsal secondary palatalization in 

morpho-phonological contexts.  There are just fewer potential such cases, since 

secondary palatalization of dorsals is primarily phonological, and furthermore because 

morphological palatalization may often be subsumed by phonological palatalization 

(due to velar fronting regardless of morphological status of trigger i). 

The other side of the explanation comes from looking at the six languages 

where there is secondary palatalization in morpho-phonological contexts.  In each of 

these languages, all consonants are affected in the respective morpho-phonological 

contexts.  This is compatible with Bhat (1978) who found that secondary palatalization 

usually affects consonants at all places of articulation, although I have found that it 

also can affect coronal consonants alone.  It seems then that the palatalization becomes 

an expression of the particular morphological information, regardless of the place of 

articulation of the consonant.  Therefore, all consonants are going to show some type 

of palatalization in these contexts. 
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 For example in Shilluk, all root initial consonants show secondary 

palatalization before the palatal glide [j].  As discussed in depth in chapter 3, in 

Moldavian and Standard Romanian, all consonants are affected by –i suffixes (they 

either assibilate or fully palatalize).  Velar consonants /k/ and /g/ are fully palatalized 

before –i and –e initial suffixes (to [] and [] in Moldavian, and to [t] and [d] in 

SR), while in purely phonological contexts the same consonants show secondary 

palatalization.  Similarly, in Polish all consonants show palatalization before a suffix 

that begins with a front vowel: coronals show full palatalization, labials show 

secondary palatalization, and dorsals show secondary palatalization before surface [i] 

and [e], and full palatalization before surface [] and [] (Cavar 2004).  In Yagua a 

morpheme or word-final palatal glide triggers secondary palatalization on a following 

consonant regardless of its place of articulation (Payne and Payne 1990).  Finally, in 

Zoque dorsals and labials show secondary palatalization, while coronals show full 

palatalization in the same contexts (Sagey 1986). 

 To sum up, there are two reasons why dorsal consonants do not seem to show 

secondary palatalization in morpho-phonological contexts independently.  First, there 

is a general tendency for secondary palatalization of dorsals to occur in phonological 

contexts.  And second, morpho-phonological palatalization typically affects all 

consonants in the languages where dorsal consonants are also affected.  The 

combination of these two factors provide an explanation for the dependency of dorsal 

secondary palatalization on the palatalization of coronals in morpho-phonological 

contexts. 
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4.3  Conclusion  

In this chapter I presented my proposal for accounting for the patterns of full and 

secondary palatalization revealed by the typological study.  By adopting the 

framework of Articulatory Phonology (Browman and Goldstein 1986 et seq. among 

others) and making some stronger assumptions about the organization of gestures 

according to the primary articulator (tongue vs. lips), and by extending the notion of 

gestural blending to apply to tongue gestures in general, the analysis presented here 

captures the fundamentals of palatalization.  The main contribution of this general 

study regarding the palatalization of labials, or rather its lack thereof when it comes to 

full palatalization, is straightforwardly predicted by referencing the coordination of 

tongue and lip gestures.  Full palatalization is the result of gestural blending resulting 

from large temporal overlap of tongue gestures, while secondary palatalization is the 

result of minimal temporal overlap of tongue or lip/tongue gestures.  Therefore, the 

behavior of the labials is expected. 

 I have shown that the various attested and predicted palatalization patterns can 

be modeled by using OT constraints which reference the gestural properties of 

palatalization triggers and targets and their coordination.  These patterns are modeled 

by the ranking of the constraints which drive palatalization, CV-COORD-C(Tongue) 

(full palatalization) and CV-COORD-release (secondary palatalization) with respect to 

faithfulness constraints prohibiting changes in the constriction location of a gesture 

(IDENT-TTCL, IDENT-TBCL) or in superimposing a secondary palatal gesture onto 

a primary gesture (*SUPERIMPOSE and its three members, *[Lips], etc.).  For those 

languages where there is both full and secondary palatalization at the same place of 
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articulation (cf. Table 4.2) there are additional constraints pertaining to factors such as 

constriction degree, which can account for the patterns. 

 With regard to the difference in palatalization patterns between morph-

phonological and phonological contexts, I have suggested a possible explanation 

which is based on the findings of the typological study: dorsal consonants simply 

prefer to have (secondary) palatalization in phonological contexts, and they show 

secondary palatalization in morphological contexts when all other consonants 

palatalize as well.  In the next chapter I turn to the discussion of palatalization triggers.  

I show that here, too, the gestural properties of the triggers are responsible for the 

implicational trigger hierarchies, just as the gestural properties of the targets were for 

the implicational target hierarchies. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

ANALYSIS OF PALATALIZATION TRIGGERS 

 

In this chapter I address the issues surrounding palatalization triggers.  As is 

the case with palatalization targets, I propose that a gestural account is best for 

explaining the trigger patterns.  For ease of reference, the generalizations regarding 

these patterns are repeated below.   

 (1)  Palatalization patterns (Triggers) 

o the best palatalization triggers are high front vowels, particularly i. 

o implicational hierarchy: if lower front vowels trigger palatalization 

then so do higher front vowels. 

o implicational hierarchy: if high central/back vowels trigger 

palatalization, then so do high front vowels. 

o high back vowels trigger palatalization only on coronal consonants. 

o palatalization triggers typically follow the target (regressive 

palatalization) 

o palatalization triggers are typically maintained if they are vowels; a 

palatal glide trigger may be deleted. 

The chapter is organized as follows.  In section 5.1 I discuss the distinction 

between the two seemingly identical palatalization triggers, i and j, since they do not 

behave identically in conditioning palatalization.  I provide evidence that language-

specific articulatory differences between i and j may be responsible for their 
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asymmetric behavior.   In section 5.2 I present an analysis of the implicational 

relationships established among palatalization triggers using gesturally based 

constraints similar to those introduced in chapter 4.  Sections 5.3 and 5.4 address the 

position of the palatalizing trigger, particularly when this precedes the target, and the 

“fate” of the trigger, which sometimes creates opacity effects, respectively.  Section 

5.5 provides conclusions. 

   

5.1  Distinguishing between i and j 

As previously discussed, the best trigger of palatalization is the high front 

vowel i, followed closely by the glide j and other front vowels like e.  Front vowels i 

and e are triggers more often than the palatal glide j (50 languages have i, 25 

languages have e, 19 languages have j), but while there are languages in which only 

the palatal glide triggers palatalization, there are no languages in which only the mid 

front vowel e triggers palatalization.  This is predicted by the implicational 

relationships presented in (1).  In Chapter 2 I raised the issue of why the palatal glide j 

is not a palatalization trigger in all of the languages where it is present and in which i 

does trigger palatalization (50 languages in the palatalization sample have j in their 

inventory, and in only 19 the glide is a trigger).  Here I discuss the possibility that the 

difference between i and j in their ability to condition palatalization often results from 

differences in the gestural properties of i and j in different languages.  

In Browman and Goldstein’s (1986 et seq.) terms, front vowels are produced 

with the tongue body at the constriction location (CL) [palatal] but have varying 

degrees of constriction depending on height.  High vowels are also produced with the 
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tongue body, having a constriction degree (CD) [narrow].  Thus, the best triggers of 

palatalization, i and j, being both front and high, have the features [palatal, narrow].  

Browman and Goldstein hypothesize that what distinguishes i from j is their stiffness 

(duration that it takes for the articulator to reach its target).  They suspect that there is 

a greater level of stiffness for a j gesture than for a i gesture, though this is not 

completely worked out in their proposal (Browman and Goldstein 1989:229). The 

traditional assumption of generative phonology that glides and vowels primarily differ 

due to syllable position has not been adopted in AP to my knowledge.  In fact, Padgett 

(to appear) presents evidence that such a phonological distinction is unnecessary, and 

that glides and vowels differ in constriction degree
2
.  In more recent AP literature 

there have been proposals for gestural differences due to syllable position effects, but 

these studies have looked primarily at positional variants (e.g. light vs. dark in 

English; Browman and Goldstein 1995, 2000, Gick 2003, Kochetov 2006).   

The main articulatory features for the triggers are summarized below, 

following Browman and Goldstein (1986 et seq.), and Kochetov (2002).  I give [u] as 

representative of the high non-palatal triggers, including [, ], and [e] as 

representative of other non-high palatal vowels, such as [, æ].  To distinguish 

between the characteristics of i and j I indicate stiffer for j, to indicate that j is stiffer 

than i. 
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Table 5.1  Palatalization triggers 

 

 Main oral articulator Constriction Location (CL) and 

Constriction Degree (CD) 

i  Tongue body [palatal, narrow]  

j Tongue body  [palatal, narrow] stiffer 

e Tongue body [palatal, mid] 

u Tongue body [velar, narrow]  

 

The triggers [i, j, e] all share the constriction location [palatal], and the high 

vocoids [i, j, u] have the constriction degree [narrow].  The best triggers, [i, j] have 

both of these attributes, [palatal, narrow], which implies that if both [i] and [j] are in a 

language where palatalization occurs they both should trigger palatalization.  

Nevertheless, this is not always the case, as discussed in chapter 2: six languages do 

not have i as a palatalization trigger, even though this is part of their sound inventory.  

In five of these there are no other vowel triggers, but rather the palatal glide alone is a 

trigger (English, Hungarian, Shilluk, Yagua, Zoque).  In the sixth language, 

Mongolian, the trigger is a preceding ai-diphthong.  Furthermore, in several of these 

languages there are additional factors which can provide a simple explanation for the 

lack of palatalization by i.  For example in English, palatalization before j is not 

obligatory, but rather arises during casual or fast speech, and in Shilluk the vowel i is 

characterized as the most unstable vowel (Gilley 1992).  In Yagua and Zoque the 

palatal glide can precede the trigger, and in both languages secondary palatalization 

has also been analyzed as metathesis rather than palatalization (Payne and Payne 1992 

for Yagua, and Hume 2002 for Zoque, although Sagey 1986 analyzes the Zoque case 
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as palatalization)
74

.  Clearly, there must be additional factors which determine whether 

i and j will both trigger palatalization in the same language, besides the mere presence 

of i and j in the sound inventory of that language. 

As it turns out, the search for what exactly distinguishes i from j is ongoing, 

and it is unlikely to result in a single characterization of i vs. j in all languages
75

.  Hall, 

Hamann and Źygis (2004) propose a hierarchy of assibilation (tå ts), not 

palatalization (tå t) whereby if i triggers assibilation, then so will j, making j the best 

assibilation trigger, and for the most part they find this to be cross-linguistically 

verified, at least for the assibilation of t and d (in their sample of 45 languages).  Cases 

which do not follow the hierarchy require an explanation, and this is provided by 

exploring differences between i and j.  These differences, which I discuss below, could 

be relevant for palatalization as well, thus explaining why i and j do not always trigger 

palatalization in the same language. 

Hall, Hamann and Źygis (2004) first propose what has been assumed to 

generally be the case: that the glide is produced with a narrower constriction than the 

vowel.  If, as in assibilation, the constriction degree is most important, it follows that if 

i, with a wider constriction, triggers palatalization, then so will j, with a narrower 

                                                 
74 In Zoque there is also full palatalization triggered by a preceding palatal glide, and the glide does not 

delete in such cases (Hume 2002).  Wonderly (1951:117-8) treats the Zoque cases as metathesis 

followed by palatalization. 
75 Padgett (to appear) argues that glides and vowels are phonologically distinct, contrary to general 

assumptions that they are identical and that their realization is determined by syllable position (vocalic 

if nucleus, consonantal if not).  Furthermore, Padgett proposes that it is useful to distinguish between 

two types of phonetic glides, semivocalic (e.g. [i]) and consonantal (e.g. [j]).  The distinction between 

vowels and glides is claimed to be rooted in constriction degree, and it is motivated by cross-linguistic 

generalizations about palatalization and assibilation (p. 11; Chen 1973, Hall and Hamann 2003).  These 

studies, particularly on assibilation, find that the palatal glide is a better trigger of consonantal changes 

like palatalization and assibilation, which is different from what I have found in my study, where i 

appears to be a better trigger.  It is still an open question why i and j do not always behave the same in 

all languages with respect to consonantal changes (palatalization, assibilation). 
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constriction.  Since these vocoids show different patterns in various languages, there 

must be something that accounts for such variation.  Hall et al. discuss evidence which 

supports the idea that i and j may be articulatorily different in various languages.  The 

possibilities for constriction degree are: (i) j is narrower than i; (b) i is narrower than j; 

and (c) there is no significant distinction between i and j.   

X-ray evidence shows that in Polish (Slavic, Poland) the constriction is longer 

and narrower for j than it is for i (Wierzchowska 1971, cited in Hall et al. 2004:208), 

while for German (Germanic, Germany) X-ray tracings show that the two segments 

are articulated almost identically, the only difference being that for j the tongue front 

is raised just a bit further than for i (Wangler 1961, cited in Hall et al. 2004:209).  

Chitoran (2002b, 2003) shows that the same is true for (Standard) Romanian, where 

the difference between the glide and the vowel is not significant.  Hall, Hamann and 

Źigys (2004) further mention that this interpretation of the articulatory differences 

between i and j is based on acoustic studies, so articulatory studies to test the 

difference between i and j are still needed (p. 210).  Nevertheless, these findings 

suggests the possibility that i and j can be different enough in a given language that 

they will not both trigger assibilation (tå ts).   

The same conclusion can be extended to cases of palatalization (tå t).  In 

palatalization both constriction degree and constriction location of the trigger are 

important, converging toward the highest and most front vocoid, i
76

.  I speculate at this 

                                                 
76 See also Wilson (2006) who states that [i] is the most front vowel, even more front than other front 

vowels, which suggests that the best palatalizing trigger may be just the most front one. Nevertheless, 

the fact that high vowels such as [u] can trigger palatalization, while mid front vowels such as [ø] do 

not, points to the role of height. 
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point that i and j may differ in constriction location as well, and even though i and j 

are both [palatal], it may be that in some languages one is articulated further forward 

than the other.  While a definite answer to the question of what distinguishes i from j 

has yet to be provided, the above discussion serves as evidence to suspect that 

language specific differences in the gestural structure of the high front vowel i and the 

palatal glide j can determine whether they will both trigger palatalization. 

In the next section I turn to the discussion of the implicational hierarchies of 

palatalization triggers.  Keeping in mind the fact that i is the most common trigger of 

palatalization as found in the typological survey, as well as the above discussion 

regarding possible differences between i and j, I will primarily refer to the vowel as 

the prototypical trigger of palatalization. 

 

5.2  Palatalization trigger hierarchies 

The implicational hierarchies of palatalization triggers are explained in terms 

of the gestural properties of the sounds involved in palatalization.  It is clear that a 

combination of both high and front ([palatal] and [narrow]) is optimal for triggering 

palatalization—the trigger “strives” to be both high ([narrow]) and front ([palatal]), 

hence explaining why i is the best trigger.  Thus, if sounds sharing either [palatal] or 

[narrow] with i trigger palatalization, then sounds which share only one of these 

properties, and which have a value for the other which is closer to that of i, will do so 

as well.  For example, if the high back vowel u triggers palatalization, and this shares 

[narrow] with i, than a high central vowel also will condition palatalization, since such 

a vowel also shares [narrow] with i but is also closer to the [palatal] feature of the i. 
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Although the constriction location for central vowels has not been formalized in AP as 

far as I am aware, I propose that such vowels are neither [palatal] nor [velar], but that 

they have no specified constriction location.  By virtue of their being further forward 

than the [velar] u, they are closer to the [palatal] specification of i, but they are not 

themselves [palatal].  Similarly, when a lower front vowel such as [] triggers 

palatalization, because it shares [palatal] with i but has a wider constriction degree 

than [narrow], then other [palatal] vowels with narrower constriction degrees (higher 

front vowels) will also trigger palatalization.  The figure below schematically 

represents these implicational hierarchies, showing how the palatalization triggers 

converge on i.  

     Constriction location 

   [palatal]   [dorsal] 

````    [narrow]     i         u 

       

    

  [wide]                 a 

Figure 5.1  Palatalization triggers 

Both implicational hierarchies can thus be expressed as follows: Vocoid CL 

[palatal], Vocoid CD[narrow] > Vocoid CL/CD [palatal, narrow].  This states that if 

a vocoid with a constriction location [palatal] (front vowels) or a constriction degree 

[narrow] (high vocoids) triggers palatalization, then so will one that has both of these 

features (high and front å i).  The hierarchy holds asymmetrically, so if a [palatal, 
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narrow] vocoid triggers palatalization we should not expect that [palatal] or [narrow] 

vocoids alone do so
77

.   

Although the discussion of [palatal] and [narrow] above suggests that having 

just one of the two properties makes for as good a trigger as having just the other, the 

palatalization survey indicates that this is not the case.  There are few languages where 

high back vowels are triggers, and therefore where only [narrow] vowels are triggers, 

but all languages have front vowels as triggers, thus [palatal] vowels.  This suggests 

that being [palatal] is a stronger indicator that a particular sound will be a 

palatalization trigger than being [narrow].  The fact that the best trigger i is both 

[palatal] and [narrow] attests to the importance of both properties and the ability to 

condition palatalization.  The closer a sound is to both [palatal] and [narrow], the more 

likely it is for it to be a trigger, as shown in figure 5.1.  At the same time, the fact that 

front vowels in general are better palatalization triggers attests to the superiority of 

[palatal] over [narrow] in this regard.  This seems intuitively correct, as palatalization 

involves either shifting articulation toward the palatal region of the vocal tract or 

acquiring a secondary palatal articulation; therefore, we should expect that [palatal] 

matters more than [narrow].  This also explains why we see much fewer cases of high 

back vowels triggering palatalization, as these only have the feature [narrow], and also 

why we do not see languages where only vowels specified with [narrow] but not 

                                                 
77 Expressing the two implicational hierarchies separately is unnecessary, since this one formulation 

captures them both.   We could have Vocoid CL/CD [dorsal, narrow] > Vocoid CL/CD [palatal 

narrow] for the implicational relationship among high vocoids, and Vocoid CD [wide] > Vocoid CD 

[mid] > Vocoid CD [narrow] for the implicational relationship among front vocoids, but these separate 

formulations are captured by the single formulation referencing the pertinent features for palatalization, 

namely CL[palatal] and CD[narrow]. 
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[palatal] trigger palatalization (e.g. languages where u triggers palatalization, but not 

i). 

As the best triggers of palatalization are both [palatal] and [narrow], the 

selection of such triggers is a phenomenon similar to what is handled by local 

conjunction constraints (Smolensky 1995).  These types of constraints have been 

designed to handle avoidance of the worst of the worst possible output (the most 

marked output).  Local conjunction conjoins two markedness constraints into a single 

constraint, and violating both conjuncts is worse than violating either of the individual 

constraints separately.  To illustrate I will use the example of syllable-final devoicing 

in German (Germanic, Germany), as in /bund/ å [bunt] ‘league’ (Ito and Mester 

1996).  Voiced obstruents like [d] are universally marked, and this markedness can be 

expressed through a markedness constraint such as *[+voice, -sonorant].  In addition, 

syllable codas are marked, which is expressed through the markedness constraint NO 

CODA (a violation for each coda consonant).  A constraint conjoining these two 

markedness constraints penalizes outputs that have voiced coda obstruents, thus the 

optimal outcome is one that devoices the obstruent when in coda position (constraints 

such as MAX—no segment deletion, and IDENT(voice)—no voicing changes— are 

used to eliminate other candidates).   The effects of the local conjunction constraint are 

illustrated in the tableau below (from Ito and Mester 1996): 
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Tableau 1.  Local conjunction in German 

 

/bund/ 

‘league’ 

MAX NO CODA & 
*[+voi, -son] 

NO CODA IDENT(voice) *[+voi, -son]

a.  bund  *! **  ** 

b.  bun *!  *  * 

Hc.  bunt   ** * * 

d.   punt   ** **!  

 

The selection of the best palatalization trigger can be predicted using a similar 

approach, only this time the conjunction constraint selects the best of the best (trigger) 

rather than rule out the worst of the worst.   

The constraints which are responsible for the trigger patterns are defined 

below.  The first two constraints, in (2) and (3), favor palatalization triggered by either 

high (CD [narrow]) or front (CL [palatal]) vowels.  Notice that i is subsumed under 

both constraints, as it is both [narrow] and [palatal].  The third constraint, defined in 

(4), refers specifically to i as the palatalization trigger and is a conjunction of the 

previous two constraints.  This constraint would be violated only when both of its 

conjuncts are violated, namely when a vocoid that is neither [narrow] nor [palatal] 

triggers palatalization (for example, [o]).  All three constraints are more specific cases 

of the CV-COORD constraints discussed earlier, yet they are general enough to 

capture the fact that the best triggers of palatalization are high front vocoids.  They do 

not specify gestural landmark alignment in terms of center or release phases, but only 

that the vocoid gesture which temporally overlaps with the consonantal gesture must 

have CL [palatal], CD [narrow], or both.   
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(2)  CV-COORD [palatal] 

CV[pal] 

 

ALIGN (α landmark of C-gesture with onset landmark of V-gesture  

with CL[palatal]). 

This constraint favors palatalization when the following vocoid is [palatal], namely 

front vowels (and the palatal glide), and is thus violated by [Ci] or [Ce] sequences 

with no palatalization. 

 (3)  CV-COORD [narrow] 

CV[nar] 

ALIGN (α landmark of C-gesture with onset landmark of V-gesture 

with CD[narrow]). 

This constraint favors palatalization when a consonant is followed by a high vocoid, 

with a [narrow] constriction degree.  This includes high vowels (and the palatal glide).  

CV[nar] is violated by [Ci] and [Cu] sequences.  Furthermore, since [narrow] back 

vowels trigger palatalization only on coronal consonants but not on dorsals, it follows 

that this constraint has little effect on dorsal consonants (c.f. section 2.7.1.1).   

(4)  CV-COORD [palatal, narrow] 

CV[pal, nar] 

ALIGN (α landmark of C-gesture with onset landmark of V-gesture with 

CL[palatal] and CD[narrow]). 

This is a conjoined constraint that is violated by [Ci] sequences where the consonant 

and vowel gestures do not coordinate.  This constraint captures the generalization that 

[i] is the best trigger of palatalization.  Given that [i] is both [narrow] and [palatal], 

and that the other common triggers of palatalization are either [narrow] or [palatal], 
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the conjoined constraint would never be violated unless [i] itself does not trigger 

palatalization.   

The constraints in (2) through (4) above seem to suggest that the result of 

palatalization will be different in each case.  Thus, when consonant gestures 

coordinate with a vocoid with a [palatal] constriction location that consonant will 

fulfill this requirement by surfacing as one sound, and when that same consonant 

coordinates gestures with those of a vocoid with a [narrow] constriction degree it will 

surface as another sound.  This does not appear to be true.  It turns out that while each 

trigger promotes gestural coordination based on a particular CL or CD, coordination is 

often satisfied by the same output, or by a limited number of outputs that share some 

set of features.  Therefore, a consonant such as [k] that is subject to full palatalization 

will correspond to a surface [t], a palato-alveolar affricate, or [c], a palatal stop, 

whether it appears before [e] or [i] in a given language.
78

  Similarly [t] fully palatalizes 

to [t], and less commonly to [c] before [i] or [u] (see Appendix 5).  This suggests that 

when gestures blend in full palatalization they will converge on certain outputs 

regardless of whether the vocoid gestures are either CD [narrow] or CL [palatal].  The 

table below illustrates some instances of gestural blending.  

 

 

 

                                                 
78 Different languages show different palatalized consonants that result from palatalization.  Language 

particular constraint rankings will determine the exact palatal consonant result of palatalization, but in 

each case the prediction is that the same underlying consonant will have a consistent surface form as a 

result of palatalization. 
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Table 5.2  Full palatalization resulting from gestural blending 

Target Trigger Outcome Palatalization

i 
[palatal, narrow]t 

[alveolar, closed] u 
[velar, narrow] 

t 
[alveo-palatal, closed-critical] 

c 
[palatal, closed] 

Full 

i 
[palatal, narrow]

t 
[alveo-palatal, closed-critical] 

c 
[palatal, closed] 

Full 

k 
[velar, closed] 

u 
[velar, narrow] 

?   x 

[velar, critical]  

?   kx 

 [velar, closed-critical]  

N/A 

 

As shown above, when [alveolar, closed] (t) combines with [velar, narrow] (i) the 

resulting gesture can be either [alveo-palatal, closed-critical] (t) or [palatal, closed] 

(c).  These both represent true blends, where some feature of the trigger and the target 

gestures is preserved in the resulting gesture.  When [alveolar, closed] (t) combines 

with [velar, narrow] (u), the resulting gesture [alveo-palatal, closed-critical] (t) has 

shifted backward toward the velar constriction location, but it has not become velar.  

The constriction degree represents a true blend.  This type of blend from the gestures 

of t + u can be explained by the fact that as the tongue body raises to execute the 

narrow velar constriction it pulls the tongue tip slightly, and the tongue tip executes its 

gesture at a constriction location further back—at the alveo-palatal region.  

Furthermore, the [narrow] constriction of the vowel gesture causes the preceding 

consonantal gesture to have both a [closed] and a [critical] value.  The [closed] value 

is provided by the consonant target gesture itself, and the [critical] value is the 
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combination of [closed] (from t) and [narrow] (from following high vowel), which 

translates into an even narrower constriction, characteristic of fricatives.  Hence, the t 

outcome. 

 Similarly, when [velar, closed] (k) combines with [palatal, narrow] (i), either 

[palatal, closed] (c) or [alveo-palatal, closed-critical] (t) can be the result of gestural 

blending (cf. discussion in chapter 4 on t outcomes for k palatalization; Lee 1999, 

2000).  On the other hand, palatalization of k before u is unlikely, as both gestures 

have the same constriction location [velar].  There is no pulling (or pushing) toward a 

more palatal constriction location in this case, and not even a secondary palatal 

articulation could result from this.  The velar could weaken to a fricative or it could 

have labialization, but neither of these outcomes are palatalization.  This explains why 

coronal consonants can show palatalization both before high front and before high 

back vowels, while dorsal consonants can only do so before front vowels.
79

  

 

5.2.1  Palatalization trigger hierarchies in OT 

Different ranking permutations of the constraints in (2) through (4) with 

respect to each other and faithfulness constraints, such as IDENT-TTCL and IDENT-

                                                 
79 This pattern raises an interesting question: since [u] does not trigger palatalization on dorsals, can we 

predict that coronal consonants would pattern with labial consonants and show palatalization before [u] 

to the exclusion of dorsals?  As labials do not palatalize at all in any of the languages where high back 

vowels are triggers, I cannot determine whether this is indeed possible.  However, if it is true that 

labials and coronals would show palatalization in a given language before [u], I would argue that 

dorsals would also show palatalization in that language, but before [i].  As predicted by the trigger 

hierarchy, if [u] triggers palatalization in a given language, then so will [i], and I would expect that 

dorsals would palatalize in this context if labials and coronals palatalized before [u]—and also before 

[i].  Furthermore, I would predict that both labials and coronals would show secondary palatalization in 

this case.  
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TBCL, introduced in the previous sections, model a number of typologies of 

palatalization triggers.  Recall that each of the IDENT constraints is violated by a 

change in constriction location of a tongue body gesture (IDENT-TBCL) and a tongue 

tip gesture (IDENT-TTCL).  Because here I am interested only in modeling the 

palatalization triggers implicational hierarchies, and not the different places of 

articulation of the targets, I will subsume both faithfulness constraints under one, 

IDENT-CL (constriction location). 

Below I explore the different possibilities of ranking the constraints in (2) 

through (4) and IDENT-CL, and evaluate the predictions each ranking makes with 

respect to palatalization triggers.  Table 5.3 summarizes these possible constraint 

rankings and predictions, and also provide examples of languages where such patterns 

are attested. 

Table 5.3  Trigger hierarchies patterns 

 Ranking Outcome Examples 

 

A IDENT-CL >> CV[pal, 

nar] >> CV[pal], 

CV[nar] 

No palatalization Babungo, Noon, Djingili, 

Mundari, and others 

B CV[pal, nar] >> 

IDENT-CL  >> 

CV[pal], CV[nar] 

Only high front vocoids 

triggers palatalization (i) (j) 

or (i, j) 

English, Hungarian, Luvale, 

Dhivehi, Marathi, 

Nishnaabemwin, Shilluk, 

Somali, Swahili, Yagua, 

Zoque, and others 

C CV[pal, nar], CV[nar] 

>> IDENT-CL  >> 

CV[pal] 

Only high vocoids trigger 

palatalization (i, u) or (i, j, u) 

Sentani 

D CV[pal, nar], CV[pal] 

>> IDENT-CL  >> 

CV[nar] 

Only front vocoids trigger 

palatalization (i, e) (or i, j, e) 

Amharic, Hausa, Mwera, 

Romanian, Polish, Yurak 

(Nenets), Breton, Bulgarian, 

Eastern Ojibwa, Fanti, 

Koromfe, So, Turkish, others 

E CV[pal, nar], CV[pal], 

CV[nar] >> IDENT-CL  

Both high and front vocoids 

trigger palatalization (i, e, u) 

or (i, j, e, u) 

Tohono O’Odham, 

Coatzospan Mixtec (women’s 

speech), Maori 
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Let me begin with the first pattern (5.3 A), where no vocoids trigger 

palatalization, characteristic of languages such as those listed in the table.  The ranking 

of IDENT-CL above the coordination constraints results in no palatalization, and all 

consonants surface faithfully, as illustrated in the following tableau. 

Tableau 2.  (5.3 A) No palatalization 

 

IDENT-CL >> CV[pal, nar] >> CV[pal], CV[nar] 

 

/ti/ IDENT-CL CV[pal, nar] CV[pal] CV[nar] 

H  a.  ti  * * * 

b.  ti *!    

/te/ IDENT-CL CV[pal, nar] CV[pal] CV[nar] 

H a.  te   *  

b.  te *!    

/tu/ IDENT-CL CV[pal, nar] CV[pal] CV[nar] 

H a.  tu    * 

b.  tu *!    

 

The second pattern in (5.3 B), ranking CV[pal, nar] above the faithfulness 

constraint IDENT-CL, characterizes a grammar where high front vocoids, such as i 

and j, will trigger palatalization, as in English (Germanic, USA), Shilluk (Nilo-

Saharan, Sudan), Luvale (Niger-Congo, Zambia), and other languages (of course, we 

need to keep in mind the possible differences between i and j, and why both vocoids 

do not always trigger palatalization even in a language with this constraint ranking, 

such as English).  In Luvale coronal consonants [t, n, nd, s, z] are fully palatalized by a 

following i or j, as shown below in (5), and further modeled in tableau 3: 
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(5)  Palatalization in Luvale (Horton 1949): 

olozjetu    å oloetu   ‘but we’ 

-ina   ‘climb’   -iisa    ‘climb’ (causative) 

-hita     ‘pass’                   -hitisa    ‘pass’ (causative)                        

 

Tableau 3.  (5.3 B)Trigger: [i], [j] or [i, j]  

(Luvale) 

CV[pal, nar] >> IDENT-CL  >> CV[pal], CV[nar] 

/olozjetu/ 

‘but we’ 

CV[pal, nar] IDENT-CL CV[pal] CV[nar] 

a.  olozjetu *! (j)  * (j) ** (j, u) 

b.  olozjetu *! (j) *   

c.  oloetu  **!   

Hd.   oloetu   *   

/mande/ 

‘fields’ 

CV[pal, nar] IDENT-CL CV[pal] CV[nar] 

Ha.  mande   *  

b.    mande  *!   

 

As this tableau illustrates, being only [narrow] or only [palatal] is not sufficient to 

trigger palatalization, as this would include [u] and [e].  The palatalizing trigger must 

be both [palatal] and [narrow], namely [j] in this example. 

Languages in which the palatalization triggers are only [narrow] vocoids, [i, j] 

as well as high vowels that are further back, such as [u], rank CV[nar] above IDENT-

CL, as in pattern (5.3 C).  This type of language is not very common, although it is 

attested, as discussed in chapter 2 (c.f. section 2.7.1.1).  Of the languages in my 

sample where [u] triggers palatalization (Tohono O’Odham, Coatzospan Mixtec, 

Maori, and Sentani), Sentani is the only one where only high vocoids trigger 
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palatalization.  In the other three, front vowels and high vowels both trigger 

palatalization.  Some examples from Sentani are given in (6), but there were no 

examples provided with palatalization triggered by [u]. 

(6) Palatalization in Sentani (Cowan 1965): 

awjjajde  å  awjdajde    ‘they are rowing all the time’  

hoj-je    å  hoj-de      ‘do not kill!’ 

kejnhi    å    kjhi     ‘throw it away’    

The pattern in (5.3 C) can be obtained by ranking CV[pal], militating against CV-

coordination with only front vowels, below IDENT-CL, as illustrated below.   

Tableau 4.  (5.3 C) Triggers: [i, j, u] 

CV[pal, nar], CV[nar] >> IDENT-CL  >> CV[pal] 

/ti/ CV[pal, nar] CV[nar] IDENT-CL CV[pal] 

a.     ti *! *  * 

Hb. ti     *  

/tu/ CV[pal, nar] CV[nar] IDENT-CL CV[pal] 

a.      tu  *!   

Hb.  tu   *  

/te/ CV[pal, nar] CV[nar] IDENT-CL CV[pal] 

H a. te    * 

b.      te   *!  

 

 The converse of this ranking, where CV[nar] is lowly ranked is found much 

more commonly.  This describes the pattern in (5.3 D), where only front vowels 

trigger palatalization.  In Standard Romanian (Romance, Romania), velars /k, g/ 

palatalize to [t] and [d] before [i, e] suffixes, and when palatalization is triggered by 

a desyllabified word-final [i], this is realized as secondary palatalization on the 

consonant (Chitoran 2002a).   
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(7)  Standard Romanian [k] palatalization: 

/plak-e/  [plate]  ‘like (3sg.)’ 

/plak-i/  [plat]  ‘like (2sg)’ 

/plak-ut/  [plkut] ‘like (past part.)’ 

This pattern is illustrated in the following tableau, where the low ranking of CV[nar] 

prevents [u] from triggering palatalization, as in candidate (b) for the past participle 

form of the verb ‘like’ *[pltut].  Moreover, recall that [k] is not expected to 

palatalize before [u] given the properties of the two gestures. 

Tableau 5. (5.3 D)  Triggers: [i, e] 

(Romanian) 

CV[pal, nar], CV[pal] >> IDENT-CL  >> CV[nar] 

/plak-i/ 

‘like 2s’ 

CV[pal, nar] CV[pal] IDENT-CL CV[nar] 

a.    plaki *! *  * 

Hb. plat     *  

/plak-ut/ 

‘like, past p.’ 

CV[pal, nar] CV[pal] IDENT-CL CV[nar] 

Ha.  plkut    * 

b.     pltut   *!  

/plak-e/ 

‘like 3s’ 

CV[pal, nar] CV[pal] IDENT-CL CV[nar] 

a.     plake  *!   

Hb. plate   *  

 

Finally, the pattern in (5.3 E), where all high vocoids and front vowels trigger 

palatalization, occurs in a language whose grammar ranks IDENT-CL at the bottom of 

the hierarchy, thus CV-coordination with both [palatal] and [narrow] vocoids must 
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occur.  Below I give some examples from Tohono O’Odham (Uto-Aztecan, Arizona 

and Mexico), where [t, d, n] palatalize before [i, e, u]. 

(8)  Palatalization in Tohono O’Odham (Mason 1950:16-19): 

/de/we-‘ko‘ [de]we-‘ko‘  ‘remove hair’ 

va‘/tu/m  va‘[tu]m  ‘drown, dive’ 

co/ni/‘-cu‘t co[ni]‘-cu‘t  ‘break by hitting with (smth. in) hand’ 

The constraint ranking for this pattern is illustrated in the following tableau, where the 

optimal candidates are those where the consonant preceding any of the high or front 

vowels are palatalized.  Notice in the first example co[ni]‘-cu‘t ‘break by hitting with 

(something in) hand’ the consonant c before [u] is already palatal, so it does not need 

to palatalize further. 

Tableau 6.  (5.2 E)  Triggers: [i, e, u] 

(Tohono O’Odham) 

CV[pal, nar], CV[pal], CV[nar] >> IDENT-CL 

co/ni/‘-cu‘t 

‘break by hitting...’

CV[pal, nar] CV[pal] CV[nar] IDENT-CL 

a.  co[ni]‘-cu‘t *! * *  

Hb. co[ni]‘-cu‘t      * 

va‘/tu/m 

‘drown, dive’ 

CV[pal, nar] CV[pal] CV[nar] IDENT-CL 

a.      va‘[tu]m   *!  

Hb.  va‘[tu]m    * 

/de/we-‘ko‘ 

‘remove hair’ 

CV[pal, nar] CV[pal] CV[nar] IDENT-CL 

a.     [de]we-‘ko‘  *!   

Hb. [de]we-‘ko‘    * 
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 In this section I showed that the patterns of palatalization triggers found in the 

palatalization survey can be modeled by various rankings of OT constraints which 

reference the trigger vocoid gestural properties relevant for palatalization, CL [palatal] 

and CD [narrow].  The constraint rankings capture the fact that the best palatalization 

trigger in any language is i, both [palatal] and [narrow].  As already discussed, when i 

does not trigger palatalization there are other language specific factors which explain 

its behavior, and moreover in such languages it is another [palatal, narrow] sound 

which does trigger palatalization, namely the palatal glide j.       

 In the next two sections I address two remaining issues regarding palatalization 

triggers: the position of the trigger with respect to the target, and the “fate” of the 

trigger, namely whether the trigger is overtly expressed or opaque.  The latter of the 

two is an issue which will have to be investigated further than can be achieved in this 

dissertation, and this is especially so because different frameworks must make 

different assumptions regarding opaque triggers.    

 

5.3  Position of the palatalization trigger  

As discussed in detail in Chapter 2, the palatalization trigger typically follows 

the target, in a CV pattern, although in a few cases the trigger precedes the target or 

there are further requirements in order for palatalization to take place (see section 

2.7.1.1).  The typical pattern where the trigger follows the target is not at all 

surprising, as palatalization is a type of assimilation.  In many types of segmental 

assimilation, such as voicing assimilation, nasal-place assimilation, and vowel 
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harmony, regressive assimilation (where the segment on the right influences the one to 

its left) appears to be the norm.   

For example, Lombardi (1999) shows that consonants in a cluster assimilate in 

voicing to the following consonant which she attributes to a positional faithfulness 

constraint (in a C1C2 cluster, the C2 is likely to be the onset of the following syllable, 

and onset faithfulness must be maintained, leading to the assimilation of the previous 

consonant).  In many languages, including English, nasals assimilate to the place of 

articulation of the following consonant (the well known homorganic nasal rule): 

[impsbl ] in+possible ‘impossible’, [ikmptnt] in+competent ‘incompetent’, 

[intlrabl] in+tolerable ‘intolerable’ (Kager 1999).  In addition, Hyman (2002) 

observes that, other things being equal, right-to-left (regressive) vowel harmony is 

much more common than left-to-right (progressive) harmony (Hyman 2002, p. 16)
 80

.  

Browman and Goldstein (1995) discuss syllable position effects on gestural 

coordination, and find that onset consonants have a stronger phasing relationship with 

the nucleus vowel than coda consonants do; therefore, onset consonants are more 

likely to be affected by the following nuclear vowel than by a preceding vowel (even a 

nuclear one).  The same left-to-right assimilation holds for vowels; for example, the 

vowel nasalization rule in English applies to vowels before nasal consonants in the 

same syllable, once again a following segment influencing a preceding one (Cohn 

1993).  

                                                 
80 In the case of retroflex consonants the reverse seems to be true: the consonant affects the vowel, but 

still in a regressive fashion: before articulating a retroflex consonant the tongue is already preparing for 

the retroflex gesture, changing the configuration of the vocal tract, which affects the preceding sound. 
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Therefore, it is not surprising that, while progressive palatalization does 

happen in some languages, regressive palatalization is most common (42 of 56 

languages included in the detailed discussion have regressive palatalization—West 

Greenlandic and Kokota have palatalization but were not included in the detailed 

discussion because of unclear type of palatalization, full or secondary).  In nine 

languages the trigger precedes the target, in two languages it can either precede or 

follow the target, and in three languages the trigger typically follows but it sometimes 

can precede the target (cf. Chapter 2, section 2.7.2.1).  The question then is how the 

two coordination constraints which drive full and secondary palatalization, CV-

COORD (center) and CV-COORD (release) can account for palatalization in 

languages where the palatalizing trigger precedes the target.   

I propose that in languages with progressive palatalization the coordination 

constraints that drive palatalization are VC-COORD instead of CV-COORD, and that 

the landmark alignment for gestural coordination in VC-COORD constraints is 

different, since the vocalic gesture precedes that of the consonant.  The assumption is 

that all languages have both types of constraints, but in those with progressive 

palatalization the VC-COORD constraints are ranked more highly.  Of the nine 

languages where this is the case, eight have full palatalization and only one, 

Mongolian, has secondary palatalization.  While I will not provide a full account of 

palatalization patterns utilizing VC-COORD constraints as I did with CV-COORD 

constraints in the earlier section, notice that replacing the type of coordination 

constraints (VC for CV) would produce the same overall patterns.  In the diagrams 
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below I present schematically how VC-coordination would produce full and secondary 

palatalization. 

There are a few interesting facts to note about the cases of progressive 

palatalization.  First, in all but one such case, Zoque, the trigger is maintained, so it 

appears on the surface, while for regressive palatalization the trigger can be “deleted”.  

In Zoque a preceding palatal glide triggers secondary palatalization on the consonant.  

However, in Zoque palatalization occurs in morpho-phonological contexts, and it 

expresses morphological information (e.g. /y-tatah/ å [tatah] ‘his father’).  Not 

surprisingly, as discussed at various points in the dissertation, Hume (2002) treats the 

cases in Zoque as metathesis, while Sagey (1986) argues that it is palatalization with 

the glide surfacing as secondary articulation on the following consonant.  Second, 

there tends to be full palatalization in this context.  Once again, Zoque appears to be 

an exception, along with Mongolian, where there is secondary palatalization.     

In full palatalization the preceding vocoid gesture is overlapped by the gesture 

of the following consonant, leading to the perception of a fully palatalized consonant.  

This is rather similar to what happens in full regressive palatalization, as there is a 

large overlap between the vocoid and the consonantal gesture in both cases, regardless 

of whether the vocoid follows or precedes the consonant.  Thus, full progressive 

palatalization is defined and represented as below. 
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(9)  Full palatalization: VC-COORD (center) 

Align the onset landmark of the consonantal gesture (dotted line) with    

the center landmark of the preceding vocoid gesture (solid line). 

                                      

              

         i                               t  

 

 

For progressive secondary palatalization, the situation is different from that in 

regressive palatalization.  In the latter the vocoid follows the consonant, and the V-

gesture onset landmark is aligned with the release landmark of the preceding C-

gesture, creating the effect of secondary palatal articulation.  In the former case, 

however, the alignment cannot be the same, as the vocoid precedes the consonant.  

What appears to take place instead is that the vocoid gesture extends past the gesture 

of the consonant, thus appearing both before and after the consonant and also creating 

a secondary palatal articulation (see Gafos 1999).   

(10)  Secondary palatalization: VC-COORD (release) 

Align release landmark of V-gesture (solid line) with the offset landmark 

of the following C-gesture (dotted line). 

 
C-offset

onset

c-center

V-release
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 For those few languages where the trigger can both precede and follow the 

target, or where the presence of a palatalizing trigger alone is not enough to trigger 

palatalization (cf. section 2.7.1.1), there must be independent factors that play a role in 

gestural coordination.  At this time I leave such cases for future study. 

 

5.4  Trigger “fate” 

 A challenging issue arises when the palatalization trigger is opaque—not 

pronounced on the surface.  As described in section 2.7.3 of chapter 2, while most 

palatalizing triggers are overt, some are not (particularly the palatal glide, or non-

nuclear vowels).  From a gestural standpoint this indicates that temporally the vocoid 

gesture is fully overlapped by the consonantal gesture and that its only surface 

realization is in the palatalization of the consonant.  However, morphological and 

prosodic factors also appear to play an important role in determining whether a 

palatalizing trigger will appear overtly.  I only provide a brief discussion of these 

factors below and suggest some ways that they could be integrated into the gestural 

account of palatalization.  A detailed study and further investigation is necessary to 

fully understand and account for cases of opaque triggers, particularly how such cases 

can be analyzed in an OT framework. 

Of the 56 languages included in the detailed discussion of palatalization, some 

trigger is ‘deleted’ in 19 languages
81

 (see Appendix 4).  In sixteen of these, glide or 

non-nuclear vowel triggers are ‘deleted’.  This suggests that prosodic factors are 

                                                 
81 In an additional language, Luganda, it is unclear whether the palatal glide trigger is deleted or 

maintained. 
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important: triggers are not deleted when needed to serve as syllable nuclei.  However, 

when a syllable nucleus is provided otherwise, either by the addition of a V-initial 

affix (Dhivehi, Ikalanga), or by an already contiguous vowel (Greek, Mandarin, 

Mangap-Mbula, Western Shoshoni) the trigger vowel does not need to surface and is 

‘absorbed’ into the target consonant.  In the other three languages the situation is as 

follows.  In Amharic (Ethio-Semitic, Ethiopia) and Romanian (Romance, Romania) 

the trigger i is deleted when it is a word-final suffix.  In Romanian this has been 

treated as desyllabified i of the 2sg present indicative and the nominal plural marker 

(Chitoran 2002a).  In Amharic this is the –i suffix of the the 2
nd

 person feminine 

singular in the jussive, imperfect, and imperative, which also occurs in final position, 

where it is normally absorbed (‘deleted’; Bender 1976).  Finally, in Tswana (Southern 

Bantu, Botswana) the initial glide in palatalizing suffixes is often deleted, although 

this is obscured by the diachronic factors discussed in Chapter 3.   

On the other hand, in 14 of the 19 languages in which the trigger is deleted, 

palatalization occurs in morpho-phonological contexts, suggesting that the presence of 

palatalization alone is sufficient to indicate the morphological information supplied by 

the trigger.  This is particularly clear in the above-mentioned Amharic and Romanian.  

In only five languages does palatalization occur in phonological contexts—Yimas, 

Mandarin, Greek, Mangap-Mbula, and Western Shoshoni—and the last four of these 

are overlapping with the above languages where prosodic information seems 

important.  In Yimas (Sepik-Ramu, Papua New Guinea), which shows full 

palatalization, both i and j are optionally maintained or deleted (Foley 1991). 
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Finally, since the disappearance of the palatalizing trigger suggests full 

temporal overlap, which would be possible with full palatalization even in the absence 

of morphological or prosodic factors, it is important to also look at whether these 

languages show full or secondary palatalization.  As it turns out, 14 of the 19 

languages have full palatalization, and five have secondary palatalization.  Of these 

five, two are Mangap-Mbula and Mandarin, for which I have suggested above that 

prosodic factors may be important, and the other three, Hungarian, Shilluk, and Zoque, 

all show palatalization in morpho-phonological contexts—which suggests that there is 

an additional cue to allow for the recovery of the deleted palatalizing trigger.   

To summarize, it appears that either a morphological or a (suprasegmental) 

phonological explanation exists when a palatalizing trigger does not appear on the 

surface.  Although this type of opacity would be difficult to implement in an 

independent OT framework, Articulatory Phonology in OT stands in a better position 

to provide an explanation for it.  As palatalization, and other phonological processes, 

results from the temporal overlap of adjacent gestures, it seems reasonable that full 

temporal overlap of these gestures could lead to the obscuring of the vocalic gesture 

(hence the ‘deleted’ trigger).  What is less clear is how secondary palatalization can 

lead to the obscuring of the trigger, since secondary palatalization is characterized by 

the synchronization of the consonantal release landmark (at least for the more 

common regressive palatalization) with the onset of the vocoid gesture.  This implies 

that the vocoid gesture cannot be completely overlapped with the consonantal gesture.  

However, it is possible that in addition to temporal overlap the vocoid gesture is 

shortened (reduced in temporal magnitude) due to the prosodic or morphological 
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factors discussed here, in which case it could not be realized on the surface.  To take 

one example, Yimas, where the trigger is optionally deleted or maintained, we might 

say that the degree of temporal overlap is variable for palatalization: it could be large, 

in which case full palatalization would result, and the trigger gesture would still be 

realized as a separate sound, or it could be complete, in which case the trigger would 

no longer be realized as a separate sound.   

 

5.5  Conclusion 

 In this chapter I showed that the gestural account of palatalization employed to 

explain the patterns of palatalization targets in chapter 4 extends to the patterns of 

palatalization triggers.  As the best trigger gesture is [palatal] and [narrow], all of the 

other triggers have gestures which aim to stay close to these two features.  Thus, if a 

sound associated with a gesture with a more distant value for either the constriction 

degree [narrow] or the constriction location [palatal] is a palatalization trigger in a 

language, then it makes sense that any gestures with closer values for these tract 

variables (TBCL and TBCD) will also be a trigger.  I also showed that while being 

both [palatal] and [narrow] is best, these two properties are not equal: being [palatal] 

alone is better than being [narrow] alone.  This explains the rarity of high back vowel 

palatalization triggers and the abundance of languages where only front vowels trigger 

palatalization.  

 The various types of palatalization trigger patterns were modeled utilizing 

different permutations of OT constraints which are grounded in the gestural properties 

of the sounds involved in palatalization, the triggers and the targets.  Furthermore, 
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each constraint is motivated by the generalizations uncovered as a result of the 

typological survey.  Of course, there are still issues which require further study.  These 

include investigating the articulatory distinction between i and j as palatalization 

triggers (section 5.1), the gestural coordination in progressive versus regressive 

palatalization (section 5.2), and the role of morphological, prosodic, and perhaps other 

factors in the overt realization of the palatalization trigger (section 5.4). 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

 
 In this final chapter I sum up the main contributions of this dissertation and 

outline some questions and issues for further research which arose along the way and 

which I leave for future research. 

Of previous crosslinguistic studies of palatalization (Bhat 1978, Hall 2000 on 

phonemic systems), Bhat’s (1978) is the largest, and all subsequent researchers refer 

to his study as a point of departure in exploring palatalization.  The current study 

contributes to this body of work in several significant ways.  First, it is a study based 

on a balanced language sample.  As emphasized in chapter 2, a balanced sample is 

crucial to the establishing of generalizations that might be called universal (if absolute 

universals in language are truly possible).  Second, it is an in depth look at two 

processes, full and secondary palatalization, in 58 languages, and in addition this is 

also the first study that distinguishes between palatalization in morphological vs. 

phonological contexts.  Doing so is significant.  For example, the behavior of the 

labials which appear to be fully palatalized is only observed in morphological 

contexts.  Furthermore, the study has confirmed the general claim that full labial 

palatalization is rare, and it has also shown that there are no significant differences 

regarding coronal and dorsal consonants (c.f. Chen 1973), unless one considers the 

fact that there are more languages which show coronal palatalization (although not 

significantly fewer languages which show dorsal palatalization). 
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 The most important contribution of this thesis is the account of labial 

palatalization in general, and of ‘full labial palatalization’ in particular.  This is the 

first study that explains the general dependency of labial palatalization on the 

palatalization of coronal and dorsal consonants.  As discussed in detail in chapter 3, 

what has been referred to as full palatalization of labials is in fact not palatalization at 

all.  I demonstrated that alternations of labials with palato-alveolars (or some other 

palatalized lingual sounds) are the synchronic reflexes of diachronic changes which 

involved hardening of a palatal glide following the labial, and subsequent labial 

deletion.   

I argued that other approaches to palatalization fail to explain why 

palatalization takes place and why we would obtain the implicational relationships 

among palatalization targets and triggers (Sagey 1986, Clements 1989, Lahiri and  

Evers 1991, Hume 1994, Clements and Hume 1995).  The formal account of 

palatalization that I proposed has greater explanatory power because it makes crucial 

reference to the oral articulators and how they interact during speech production.  This 

account has implications for Articulatory Phonology and the extent to which gestures 

can interact, as well as for Optimality Theory and the types of constraints that can be 

used in conjunction with gestures.   

Regarding AP, the analysis of full palatalization demonstrates that gestures 

must be allowed to blend (create a new gesture), whereas stronger versions of AP only 

allow gestures to temporally overlap, but not to change.  In addition, referring to the 

tongue and the lips as separate articulators in using the framework of Articulatory 

Phonology is the most fruitful way to explain the palatalization patterns.  Thus, this 
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work brings supporting evidence for Browman and Goldstein’s (1989) suggestion that 

a Tongue node is necessary (to subsume tongue tip, blade, and body).    

 This work has also raised a variety of questions and issues that are left for 

future research.  I briefly discuss some of these here, and notice that they are primarily 

concerned with a language-by-language investigation of particular phenomena.   

The first issue regards the potential articulatory distinction between the 

palatalization triggers i and j.  In chapter 5 I presented evidence for their acoustic 

distinction and also distinction in degree of constriction, and I suggested that an 

articulatory difference in terms of constriction location may also exist in some 

languages.  This would appear to be motivated by the fact that i and j behave 

asymmetrically with respect to palatalization, and since for a palatalization trigger 

being [palatal] is more crucial than being [narrow], it is possible that a difference 

exists in some languages with respect to the palatality of the high front vowel versus 

the glide.  An articulatory study with speakers of languages where i and j show 

asymmetric behavior would be necessary to determine if this is indeed the case. 

 The second issue regards the distinction between a secondarily palatalized 

velar, a fronted velar, and velar palatalized to a palatal stop.  As discussed in the 

dissertation, there is not always agreement as to how these sounds should be 

transcribed, even in English (is a fronted velar k always a c, or is it more like a k, but 

not quite palatal and not quite velar?  Where is the line between velar and palatal 

drawn?).  In a related vein, the distinction between a secondarily palatalized consonant 

and a consonant followed by a palatal glide should be investigated, on a language by 

language basis.  It may be the case that the distinction is very clear in some languages, 
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but not in others.  This is why some cases of Zoque have been treated as secondary 

palatalization (Sagey 1986), or as metathesis (Hume 2002).   

 Third, I would like to test the prediction made in chapter 5 regarding the 

potential secondary palatalization of labials by the trigger u.  The palatalization study 

revealed that u does not trigger palatalization on dorsal consonants, but it does on 

coronals.  My explanation for this was that there is no compelling reason for u to 

trigger any kind of palatalization on dorsals given the gestural properties of velars and 

u.  However, there does not seem to be an a priori reason for u not to trigger secondary 

palatalization on labials.  Thus, the prediction is that in a language where u triggers 

palatalization on labials and coronals, dorsals are also expected to palatalize, but 

before a different trigger, namely i, in line with the trigger hierarchy (if u then i).  

 In conclusion, while there are still residual issues to be worked out as outlined 

above, the gestural account of palatalization employed in this thesis not only explains 

why palatalization occurs in the first place (it is the result of CV-coordination), but 

also why we would obtain the implicational relationships for place of articulation and 

palatalization triggers (by relating them to the major oral articulators and gestural 

properties).   
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Appendix 1.  Language sample (117 languages, 86 genera) 
 
Language Genus Area Palatalization
Indonesian Sundic (Indonesia) Austronesia Fronting 
Karachay Ponto-Caspian (Russia)  Eurasia Fronting 
Nepali Indo-Aryan/Northern zone (Nepal) Eurasia Fronting 
!Xo o 
Bushman 

Khoisan (Namibia) Africa NO 

Andoke Isolate (Colombia) South America NO 
Arosi Central-Eastern Oceanic (Solomon 

Islands) 
Austronesia NO 

Babungo Bantoid/Ring/North (Cameroon) Africa NO 
Bali-Vitu Western Oceanic/Meso Melanesian 

(Papua New Guinea) 
Austronesia NO 

Bashkir Turkic/Western (Russia-Europe) Eurasia NO 
Bilua East-Papuan (Solomon Islands) Australia new 

Guinea 
NO 

Bisayan 
dialects 

Central Philippine (Philipines) Austronesia NO 

Bislama English-based creole/Pacific 
(Vanuatu) 

Australia New 
Guinea  

NO 

Canela-
Kraho 

Macro-Ge (Brazil) South America NO 

Capanahua Panoan (Peru) South America NO 
Catalan Romance/Ibero-Romance(Spain) Eurasia NO 
Chamorro Western MP/Chamorro  (Guam) Austronesia  NO 
Cocopa  Hokan/Esselen-Yuman (Mexico)  North America NO 
Dholuo Nilotic (Kenya) Africa NO 
Djingili West Barkly (Australia) Australia New 

Guinea 
NO 

Duuidjawu Australian (Southeastern Queensland) Australia New 
Guinea 

NO 

Evenki Tungus / Northern (China) Eurasia NO 
Ewondo Bantoid/Northwest (Cameroon) Africa NO 
Finnish Uralic/Finnic (Finland) Eurasia NO 
Halkomelem 
(Musqueam) 

Salishan(Canada) North America NO 

I’saka Papuan (Papua New Guinea) Australia New 
Guinea 

NO 

Imbabura 
Quechua 

Quechuan (Ecuador) South America NO 

Javanese Sundic (Indonesia-Java and Bali) Eurasia NO 
Kannada Dravidian/Southern /Kannada (India) Eurasia NO 
Kashmiri Dardic (India) Eurasia NO 
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Kilivila Papuan Tip/Peripheral (Papua New Guinea) Austronesia NO 
Lavukaleve East-Papuan (Solomon Islands) Australia New 

Guinea 
NO 

Loniu  Manus (Papua New Guinea) Austronesia  NO 
Ma’di Central Sudanic (Uganda, Sudan) Africa NO 
Manchu Tungus /Southern (China) Eurasia NO 
Mangarayi Gunwingguan (Australia) Australia New 

Guinea 
NO 

Masalit Mabang (Sudan) Africa NO 
Maung Yiwaidjan (Australia) Australia New 

Guinea 
NO 

Misantla 
Totonac 

Totonacan (Mexico) North America NO 

Mokilese Ponapeic-Trukic/Ponapeic (Micronesia) Austronesia NO 
Mong Njua 
(Green Miao) 

Hmong-Mien (Laos, SW China, N. 
Vietnam) 

Eurasia NO 

Mundari Munda (India) Eurasia NO 
Nengone Central-Eastern Oceanic (New Caledonia) Eurasia NO 
Noon Cangin (Senegal) Africa NO 
Ostyak Yenisei Ostyak (Russia) Eurasia NO 
Palauan Western MP/Palauan (Palau and Guam) Austronesia  NO 
Pashto Iranian/Eastern (Iran, Pakistan) Eurasia NO 
Piraha Mura (Brazil) South America NO 

Ponapean Ponapeic-Trukic/Ponapeic (Micronesia) Austronesia NO 
Puluwat Ponapeic-Trukic/Trukic (Micronesia) Austronesia  NO 
Punjabi/ 
Panjabi 

Iranian/Central zone (India) Eurasia NO 

Rapanui Central-Eastern Oceanic/ Central Pacific 
(Chile) 

Austronesia NO 

Rotuman West-Fijian Rotuman (Fiji) Austronesia NO 
Sedang Mon-Khmer (Vietnam) Eurasia NO 
Tagalog Meso- and Central Philippine (Philippines) Austronesia NO 

Tamil Dravidian /SouthernTamil-Kodagu(India)  Eurasia NO 
Tulu Dravidian/Southern(India) Eurasia NO 
Usarufa Trans-New Guinea/Eastern (Papua New 

Guinea) 
Australia New 
Guinea 

NO 

Woleaian Ponapeic-Trukic/Trukic (Micronesia) Austronesia NO 
Yidi Yidinic (Australia) Australia New 

Guinea 
NO 

Amharic Semitic (Ethiopia) Africa YES
Apalai Carib/Northern (Brazil) South America YES
Basque Basque (Spain) Eurasia YES
Breton Celtic (France) Eurasia YES
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Bulgarian Slavic/South (Bulgaria) Eurasia YES
Carib Carib (Guiana) South America YES
Coatzospan 
Mixtec 

Oto-Manguean/Mixtec (Mexico) North America YES

Dakota Siouan (USA) North America YES
Dhivehi Maldivian (Republic of Maldives)  Eurasia YES
Eastern 
Ojibwa 

Algonquian (Canada) North America YES

Ejagham Bantoid/Ekoid  (Nigeria) Africa YES
English Germanic (USA) Eurasia YES
Fanti Akan (Ghana) Africa YES
Fongbe Atlantic Creoles/Gbe (Benin and Togo) Africa YES
Hausa Chadic (Nigeria) Africa YES
Hungarian Uralic /Ugric (Hungary) Eurasia YES
Ikalanga Bantoid/Shona (Zimbabwe, Botswana) Africa YES
Japanese Japanese (Japan) Eurasia YES
Karok Hokan (USA) North America YES
Kayardild Tangic (Australia) Australia-New 

Guinea 
YES

Kokota Western Oceanic/Santa Isabel/Central 
(Solomon Islands) 

Austronesia YES

Korean Isolate (Korea) Eurasia YES
Koromfe Gur (Burkina Faso) Africa YES
Limlingan Non-Pama-Nyungan (unclassified) 

(Australia??) 
Australia-New 
Guinea 

YES

Luganda Bantoid/Nyoro Ganda (Uganda) Africa YES
Luvale Bantoid/Chowke-Luchazi (Zambia) Africa YES
Mandarin Sino-Tibetan/Chinese (China) Eurasia YES
Mangap-
Mbula 

Western Oceanic/Vitiaz (Papua New 
Guinea) 

Austronesia YES

Maori Oceanic (New Zealand) Austronesia YES
Marathi Indo-Aryan/Southern zone (India, Israel) Eurasia YES
Mina Chadic/Biu-Mandara (Cameroon) Africa YES
Modern Greek Greek(Greece) Eurasia YES
 
Mongolian 
(Halh dialect) 

 
Mongolian (Mongolia) 

 
Eurasia 

 
YES

Mwera Bantoid/Yao (Tanzania, East Africa) Africa YES
Navajo Athapaskan-Eyak (USA) North America YES
Nishnabemwin Algonquian (Canada) North America YES
Nkore-Kiga Bantoid (spoken in??) Africa YES
Nupe Nupoid (Nigeria) Africa YES
Polish Slavic/West (Poland) Eurasia YES
Romanian Romance (Romania) Eurasia YES
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Roviana Western Oceanic/New Georgia/West  
(Solomon Islands) 

Austronesia YES

Sanuma Yanomam (Brazil, Venezuela) South America YES
Sentani Trans-New Guinea/Central and Western 

(Indonesia (Papua)) 
Australia-New 
Guinea 

YES

Shilluk Nilotic (Sudan) Africa YES
Siriono Tupi-Guarani (Bolivia) South America YES

So Kuliak (Fringe Cushitic, may be 
independent family) 

Africa YES

Somali Cushitic (Somalia) Africa YES
Swahili Bantoid/Central (Tanzania) Africa YES
Tiwa Australian, Aboriginal (Northern Australia) Australia-New 

Guinea 
YES

Tohono 
O’Odham 

Uto-Aztecan/Tepiman (USA) North America YES

Tswana Bantoid/Sotho-Tswana (Botswana) Africa YES
Turkish Turkic /Southern (Turkey) Eurasia YES
Watjarri Wadjari (Australia) Australia-New 

Guinea 
YES

West 
Greenlandic 

Eskimo-Aleut/Inuit (Greenland) North America YES

Western 
Shoshoni 

Uto-Aztecan/Numic (USA) North America YES

Yagua Peba-Yaguan (Peru) South America YES
Yimas Sepik-Ramu (Papua New Guinea) Australia-New 

Guinea 
YES

Zoque Mixe-Zoquean (Mexico) North America YES
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Appendix 2.  Palatalization patterns for each language 
 
The shaded cells indicate that there is no palatalization at that place of articulation, 
parentheses mean optional palatalization, and a question mark indicates that for that 
place of articulation there is enough evidence to suggest that full palatalization is what 
takes place, but this is still unclear1.  
 

Table 1.  Total palatalization (all languages) 
 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 
 Full Secondary Full Secondary Full Secondary
 mp p mp p mp p mp p mp p mp p 
Bulgarian    x    x  x   
Fanti    x    x  x  x 
Luganda          x   
Nkore-Kiga          x   
Roviana          x   
Dakota         x    
Mwera         x    
Somali         x    
Apalai      x       
Basque      x       
Coatzospan-
Mixtec 

     x  x     

English      x       
Fongbe      x       
Karok      x       
Korean     x x       
Mina     x x       
Mandarin    x  x  x impossible 
Nupe    (x)  x  (x)    (x) 
Sentani      x  x     
Tohono 
O’Odham 

     x x      

Western 
Shoshoni 

     x       

Yimas      x       
Amharic (Addis 
Ababa) 

    x        

                                                 
1 The case included here is different from those in Andoke and Kashmiri, which were excluded from the 
palatalizing group, and also different from Kokota and West Greenlandic, which were included in the 
palatalizing group, but excluded from the detailed discussion.  In Maori t palatalizes to t before i and 
before final devoiced i and u (Bauer 1993).  This may be acoustic effect of vowel devoicing, but it is not 
clear (Arvaniti 2006, personal communication). 
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Dhivehi     x        
Ikalanga     x        
Luvale     x        
Marathi     x        
Nishnaabemwin     x        
Yagua   x  x  x    x  
Breton      x    x   
Carib    x  x  x  x   
Greek (SM, C)      x    x   
Japanese      x    x   
Maori      x?    x   
Sanuma      x    x   
Amharic 
(Gonder) 

  (x)  x x (x)   x   

Amharic 
(Menz) 

   x x   x  x  x 

Amharic 
(Gojjam, 
Wello) 

   x x x  x  x  x 

Hausa     x    x   x 
Romanian 
(Standard) 

  x  x  x  x  x x 

Polish   x x x   x x  x x 
Zoque   x  x      x  
Swahili     x    x    
Romanian 
(Moldavian) 

x  x  x  x  x  x x 

Tswana x    x    x x   
Ejagham            x 
Kayardild            x 
Koromfe            x 
Limlingan            x 
Siriono            x 

So            x 
Mangap-Mbula        x     
Tiwa        x     
Watjarri        x     
Hungarian       x      
Eastern Ojibwa        x    x 
Navajo        x    x 
Turkish        x    x 
Mongolian    x    x    x 
Shilluk   x    x    x  
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Table 2.  Full palatalization only (all languages) 
 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 
 Full Full Full 
 mp p mp p mp p 
Bulgarian      x 
Fanti      x 
Luganda      x 
Nkore-Kiga      x 
Roviana      x 
Dakota     x  
Mwera     x  
Somali     x  
Apalai    x   
Basque    x   
Coatzospan-Mixtec (Women’s speech)   x   
English    x   
Fongbe    x   
Karok    x   
Korean   x x   
Mina   x x   
Mandarin    x impossible
Nupe    x   
Sentani    x   
Tohono O’Odham    x   
Western Shoshoni    x   
Yimas    x   
Amharic (Addis Ababa)   x    
Dhivehi (Maldivian)   x    
Ikalanga   x    
Luvale   x    
Marathi   x    
Nishnaabemwin   x    
Yagua   x    
Zoque   x    
Breton    x  x 
Carib    x  x 
Greek (Standard Modern, Cypriot)    x  x 
Japanese    x  x 
Maori    x?  x 
Sanuma    x  x 
Amharic (Gonder)   x x  x 
Amharic (Menz)   x   x 
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Amharic (Gojjam, Wello)   x x  x 
Hausa   x  x  
Romanian (Standard)   x  x  
Polish   x  x  
Swahili   x  x  
Romanian (Moldavian) x  x  x  
Tswana x  x  x x 
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Table 3.  Secondary palatalization only (all languages) 
 

 Labial Coronal Dorsal 
 Secondary Secondary Secondary
 mp p mp p mp p 
Ejagham      x 
Hausa      x 
Kayardild      x 
Koromfe      x 
Limlingan      x 
Siriono      x 

So      x 
Coatzospan-Mixtec (Women’s speech)    x   
Mangap-Mbula    x   
Sentani    x   
Tiwa    x   
Watjarri    x   
Hungarian   x    
Tohono O’Odham   x    
Eastern Ojibwa    x  x 
Navajo    x  x 
Turkish    x  x 
Bulgarian  x  x   
Carib  x  x   
Mandarin  x  x impossible
Amharic (Gonder) (x)  (x)    
Zoque x    x  
Polish x x  x x x 
Amharic (Menz)  x  x  x 
Amharic (Gojjam, Wello)  x  x  x 
Fanti  x  x  x 
Mongolian  x  x  x 
Nupe  (x)  (x)  (x) 
Romanian (Standard) x  x  x x 
Romanian (Moldavian) x  x  x x 
Shilluk x  x  x  
Yagua x  x  x  
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Appendix 3.  Full and secondary palatalization at the same place of articulation within 
a single language.  Only relevant consonants are shown. 
MP indicates morpho-phonological contexts, P phonological contexts, FV front vowel.   
 

Coronal Dorsal Labial 
Language 

Full Secondary Full Secondary Full 
Second

ary 
Amharic 
(Gojjam, 
Wello) (P) 

t’  d s  r k  k’ g h   

Amharic 
(Gonder) 

s (MP)  
others 

s (optional, 
P) 

    

Amharic 
(Menz) 

d (MP) 
others 

d  r (P) k  k’  g h   

Carib s (y) t  d  r     
Coatzospan 
Mixtec 
(women’s 
speech) 

t  nd  
before i  e 

t  nd  
before   u 

    

Fanti   xå 
/_nasali
zed FV 

xå x/_non-
nasalized FV 

  

Hausa   wå j k  g  k   

Mandarin dental 
affricates 
and s 

others     

Nupe fricatives, 
affricates 

plosives 
(free 
variation) 

 plosives (free 
variation) 

 plosives 
(free 
variatio
n) 

Polish   1st, 2nd 
velar 
pal.; 
j-pal 

surface velar 
pal. (MP) 
phrase level 
pal. (P) 

  

Romanian 
(Moldavian) 

s  z  l     n  l  r MP P MP 
(verbs)  
P ? 

MP 
(nouns, 
other) 

Romanian 
(standard) 

s  z  l   d  t  ts     

t  d l  r  n 

k   g  
(MP) 

k  g  (P) 
h   (MP)  

  

Sentani n   j d     
Tohono 
O’Odham 

t   d n     

Tswana     k k x 
(P) 
x,  
(MP) 

 

Yagua s t   n    r       
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Appendix 4.  Trigger fate 
 

Language 
Trigger 

maintained 
Comments 

Trigger 
deleted 

Comments 

Hungarian (t, d, n) j in post lexical  
(phonological) 
palatalization 

j in lexical 
(morphological) 
palatalization  

Korean i, y  j, hi, hj  
Luganda i  j unclear 
Luvale i  j  
Mandarin i, y nuclear V j, Ч  pre-nuclear vowels 

(become glides) 
Shilluk   j   
Yagua   j  
Yimas j, i optionally j, i  optionally 
Zoque j  before t in non-

initial clusters 
j   

Nishnaabemwin i nuclear V i, j non-nuclear V 
Polish i, e  j  
Swahili i unless in i+V seq. j part of -ja suffix, -a 

is maintained 
Dhivehi   i before V-initial 

affix 
Greek i, e nuclear V i non-nuclear V 
Ikalanga   i, e via glide formation 

before another V 
Mangap-Mbula   i i triggers pal. if  

another vowel 
follows, which is 
maintained 

Western 
Shoshoni 

i, ai  i if second member 
of vocalic cluster 
(optional) 

Amharic e, i  i depending on 
dialect and context 

Romanian 
(Moldavian) 

i, e if i comes from 
raised e 

i, *j final i, if 
desyllabified 

Romanian 
(Standard) 

i, e  i  final, if 
desyllabified 

Tswana -w, le-  jå w diachronic 
implications 
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Note: In Yagua the phonological process described is sometimes interpreted as 

metathesis, other times as palatalization.  I interpret it as palatalization in which case the 

palatal glide triggers secondary palatalization and is deleted.  Further evidence for this 

interpretation lies in the fact that the glide also triggers full palatalization of s.  If 

interpreted as metathesis, the palatal glide would not be deleted, and something else 

would have to be said about s (Payne and Payne 1990). 
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Appendix 5.  Palatalization targets and their outcomes 

Table 1.  Full palatalization 
 

 Morpho-phonological Phonological 

kå t (5)  t     (2)  (c) kå c (7) t (8)  (2)   c  c  t 
k’å t’ k’å t’  (2) 

kå t  

 kwå t() (Fanti) 

gå d (4) or t  d     (2)  () gå  (5) d (4) 
 gwå d() (Fanti) 
 nkå  (Cypriot Greek) 

 å  (Tswana) å  (4) 
 å  (Carib) 

xå   (w)  (prepalatal, Polish) xå  (3) x (Carib)  (2) 
 å   (2) 

qå t  

DORSAL 

hå () hå  

tå t (13)  c tY(alv-pal stop) 

      t (prepalatal affricate, Polish) 

tå t (5) t (Maori)  c (2) 

t’å t’ (5) (ejective) t’å t’ (2) 

t’å t’ (tense t)  

thå th  

tså t (2) tså t t (4) (or  W. Shoshoni) 
(or     
      d or --Sanuma) 

 tså t 
 ttså t (cc, W. Shoshoni) 

då   d (10)  tw  

       (d, d Polish) 
       dY(alv-pal stop) 

då d (7)  

dzå d dzå d (2) 

dzhå dh  

så  (12)     (prepalatal 
fricative, Polish) 
      (or t, Yagua) 

så  (11)  

CORONAL 

s’å t’ (5) (ejective)  
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Så  (morphophoneme, 
Nishnaabemwin) 

 

 s’å ’ (tense s) 

zå  (10) d     (prepalatal 
fricative, Polish) 

zå  (5) 

nå  (11)   j   nY(alv-pal stop) nå  (7) 

ndå n  nd  

Nå  (reflex of PA *, 
Nishnaabemwin) 

 

lå  j (9)  d (2) or tw lå  (4) or  
rå   (w) or th(w)  

 j (y)å j (Carib; laminal 
semivowel, friction change) 

 jå d (Sentani; prepalatal 
semivowel) 

på t (Tswana)  

phå th (Tswana)  

bå dw or d or t() (Tswana)  

må (Ikalanga) 

må  (Tswana-one ex.) 

 

  
wå j  
  
få  (Romanian, Moldavian)  

LABIAL 

vå  (Romanian, Moldavian)  
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Table 2.  Secondary palatalization 

 
 Morpho-phonological Phonological 

kå k (3)  t    kå k (12)   c 
 k’å k (ejective, Hausa)  
 kk-å kk 
 kpå kp 
gå g (2)  d   gå g (11) 
 gbå gb 
å  å  (2) 
 å  
  xå x (4)  (Tswana) 

hå h (4) hå h (3) 

wå w  

DORSAL 

å   

tå t (3)  ts tå t (7) 

t å t tå t  (2) 
 tå t (2) 

tså ts tså ts 
 txå tx 
tå t  

då d (2)  z   då d (7) (or t--Sentani) 

då d  

då d  

så s   så s (4) 

å  (2) å  
 å  
 zå z (2) 

å  (2)  

nå n (6) ndj nå n (6) 
 nå n (2) 

lå l (3) lå l (2) 
 l å l 
 å  

CORONAL 

 å l     w (Polish) 
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rå r (3) d (Yagua) rå r (7) d (Carib) 

cå c (Shilluk) cå c 
å  (Shilluk)  

å  (Shilluk)  

 jå j (lamino-dental semivowel, 
Watjarri) 

på p  (6) 

på k (Romanian, Moldavian) 

på p (8) 

 på p (2) 

bå b (6) 

bå g (Romanian, Moldavian) 

bå b (8) 

må m (6)  mbj 

må n (Romanian, Moldavian)

må m (6) 

wå  (Yagua) wå w (3) 

få f (4) få f (5) 

LABIAL 

vå v (3) vå v (3) 
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Appendix 6.  Intermediate stages of ‘labial palatalization’ in Bantu (Guthrie 1970) 
  

Table. 1 Intermediate stages in the palatalization of PB *p 
 
Group Language PB Meaning Form  
Tumbuka Tumbuka *-pi a- ‘new’ -pa  

Senga-Sena Nyungwe   -psa  
Lenje-Tonga Ila   -pya  
Bemba Bemba 

(Wemba) 
  -pya  

Chopi Tonga   -phya  
Nyanja Maanja *-pi- ‘become 

hot’ or  
‘become 
burnt’ 

-p-  

Bemba Bemba 
(Wemba) 

  -py-  

Yao Yao   -py-  
Umbundu Mbundu   -py-  
Bemba Bemba 

(Wemba) 
*-pi a- ‘burnt grass’ umu|pya  

Nyanja Cewa (Peta)   lu|psa  

Shona Manyika   ru|psa  

Yao Yao   u|pya  
Tumbuka Tumbuka *-pi agid-  ‘sweep’ -pe-  

Nyanja Cewa (Peta)   -psel-  

Yao Yao   -pyail-  

Kikuyu-
Kamba 

Kamba *-pi u ‘knife’ o|yo  

Nyika-Taita Kauma   ki|fyu  
Nyanja Maanja *-piyo ‘kidney’ im|po  

Yao Yao   lu|pyo  
Luba Luba- 

Katanga 
  lu|fyo  

Sotho-
Tswana 

S. Sotho 
(Suthu) 
(Lesotho, 
S.A.) 

*-pu- ‘dry up’ -ph-  

Sotho-
Tswana 

S. Sotho 
(Suthu) 
(Lesotho, 
S.A.) 

*-puanj- 
 

‘pound’ 
(verb) 

-phatl’ ‘smash’ 
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Tswa-Ronga Tswa   -phyanhl ‘smash’ 
Sotho-
Tswana 

Pedi *-puany- ‘pound’ -phany- ‘smash’ 

Nyanja Cewa (Peta)   -pany- ‘smash’ 

Shona Zezuru   -pxany- ‘smash’ 
Nyanja Maanja *-piu ‘red’ pu  

 
Table 2.  Intermediate stages in the palatalization of PB *b 

 
Group Language PB Meaning Form 

Sotho-
Tswana (N. 
Sotho) 

Pedi *-bi a ‘cord, strap’ le|za 

Umbundu Mbundu 
(Nano) 

  u|ja 

Tswa-Ronga Tswa *-bi ad- ‘plant’ -bzal- 
Kaonde Kaonde   -jal- 
Bemba Bemba 

(Wemba) 
  -jal- 

Bena-Kinga Hehe   -jal- 
Ruanda-
Rundi 

Ruanda *-bi ad-  ‘bear’ 
(child) 

-bar- 

Ruanda-
Rundi 

Ha   -vzar- 

Sotho-
Tswana 

S. Sotho 
(Suthu) 
(Lesotho, S. 
A.) 

*-bua ‘dog’ m|p’a 

Shona Manyika   im|ba 
Chopi Copi   m|bjwa 
Maka-Njem Mvumbo *-bua 

*-mbi a 
‘dog’ mbi 

Maka-Njem Niem and 

Baju 

  mpi 

Ruanda-
Rundi 

Ruanda *-bued- 

*-bui d- 

‘tell’ -bgir- 

Ruanda-
Rundi 

Rundi   -bi r- 

Tswa-Ronga Tswa   -bjel- 
Chopi Copi   -gel- 
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Appendix 7.  A case of apparent labial-palatalization: Ikalanga  

(Narrow Bantu, Zimbabwe) 

It has also been proposed that labials fully palatalize in Ikalanga.  However, 

Mathangwane (1999) uses the term palatalization to refer to “those changes caused by a 

palatal element, which could be either the front vowels /i, e/ or a palatal glide /j/.  As a 

result, some of the segments derived by this process are palato-alveolar affricates (e.g. 

/t, d/) and the palatal nasal // while others have an alveolar place of articulation (e.g. 

/ tshw, ndzw /)” (p. 91).  Therefore, the only labial that would qualify as being fully 

palatalized in Ikalanga is m, which palatalizes to .  For p, mb, and  the outcome is not 

palatalization.  These sounds become alveolar affricates with labial release when the 

final vowel is i or e and the diminutive suffix –ana is attached.  Some examples are 

provided below. 

(1)  Labial alternation in Ikalanga (Mathangwane 1999): 

seme          seana             ‘small basket’ 

lu-li mi         lu-liana        ‘small tongue (uvula)’ 

kopi   kot shw-ana        ‘small cup’ 

fupi          fut shw-ana         ‘shorter’ 

dope         dot shw-ana        ‘small mud’ 

-kombe          -kondzw-ana        ‘small water vessel’ 

simbe               sindzw-ana             ‘small coal’ 

dai   dadzw-ana               ‘small branch (of tree)’ 

According to Mathangwane (1999), with the exception of velar palatalization, 

palatalization in Ikalanga is a fairly recent development when compared to other Bantu 
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languages such as Tswana and Zulu.  Proto-Bantu velar stops *k and *g became t and 

d, respectively, in Ikalanga:  *-kegid-a å tendela  ‘be wise’ (Mathangwane 1999, 

p. 93).  She further states that this type of process is common and can be seen in some 

changes of Proto-Bantu labials which are now alveolar affricates in Ikalanga: 

(35)  Proto-Bantu labials and their reflexes in Ikalanga (Mathangwane 1999): 

*-pi a   tshwa      ‘new’         

*-biad-a   dzwal-a    ‘plant’   
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Appendix 8.  Database entries 
 
AMHARIC .  Afro-Asiatic, Semitic, Ethio-Semitic (Ethiopia) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants:  (Bender 1976:78-79) 
 
Ejectives:     p’   t’    s’    c’    k’ 
Plain:            p    t     s      c     k 
Palatal:         s    z    c   j    c’           n    
Dental:         s    z    t   d    t’ or s’    n   
Labialized:  g   k   k’   h   f   m   b 

Other:          l   y    h     
 
Notes: labialized consonant +  alternates with plain consonant + o. 
Consonants also may geminate (either lexically, or in verb formation). 
 

Vowels: (Bender 1976:79) 
i          u 
  e       o 
      a      
Two central vowels:     (between English bed and bud) 

                                      (epenthetic vowel of choice) 
Summary of the findings 
In the general Ethiopian language area, dentals fully palatalize in the making of 
particular verb forms, when the suffix contains a palatalizing trigger i, e, or ya (ja) 
(Bender 1976, Leslau 1996).   

Lateral l changes to y [j] in the same context. 

Forms that end in -i are the: imperfect, jussive, imperative, singular 2nd feminine, 
active participle (Leslau 1995:14). 

Forms that end in –e are the: gerund, 1st person singular. 

There is also a form that ends in –ya (-ja), the verbal noun (Leslau 1995). 

 

Dialects show variation with respect to palatalization.  In addition, the vowels 
sometimes have different realizations along with palatalization. 

All dialects: (from Leslau, 1995): 
Coronal full palatalization, morpho-phonological, in verbs and nouns:  
t, d, t’, s, s’, z, n, l become t, d, t’, , ’,,  , y, respectively. 
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Palatalization in other parts of speech also (Leslau 1995, p. 15):  full coronal  
anti                   å anc i                  [anti]         ‘you’ 

*metej (mata y) å mete (ma c a )   [mete]       ‘when?’ 

 

In Gojjam, Gonder and Wello, there is also  phonological full palatalization of dorsals 

and coronals when the vowel i, e, or  follows:  

kå c  (t) 
k’å c (t’) 
gå g (d) 

då g (d) 

t å c  (t’) 
 

In Menz d is also secondarily phonologically palatalized before e (orthographic a). 
 

From Bender (1976): 
Addis Ababa: 

Full pal: COR (non-affricate dentals and sibilants, including l (i, e, -ya (ja) suffixes 

only)). 

 

Gonder: 

Full pal: COR, DOR (non-affricate dentals and sibilants, including l). 
Sec. pal.: LAB, COR (s, b (occasionally, optional, before nominal suffixes)). 

 

Menz: 

Full pal: COR, DOR (non-affricate dentals and sibilants, including l, except verb final 

before i, e suffixes)  

Sec. pal.: LAB, COR, DOR (all non-palatal consonants show secondary palatalization 

before vowels i, e, except l does not palatalize when it is the last consonant of a verb 

before the suffixes –i, -e).    

 

Wello 

Full: COR, DOR (non-affricate dentals and sibilants, including l). 
Sec: LAB, COR, DOR (h only). 

 

Gojjam 

Full: COR, DOR  

Sec: LAB, COR, DOR 

 

More details: 

The Addis Ababa and Gonder dialects have a more restricted pattern of palatalization 

than the Gojjam, Menz and Wello dialects (according to Bender 1976).  Leslau (1995) 
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states that Gonder is also more like the other dialects, with full palatalization of dorsal 

consonants as well (see below). 

Addis Ababa and Gonder: full palatalization 

Palatalization is not automatic in these dialects. 

Non-affricate dentals and sibilants, including l, are palatalized before verb suffixes –i,  
–e and –ya (ja), but not in other contexts (p. 91) 

Some differences between Addis Ababa and Gonder:  

-suffix –e in Gonder is realized as  or  after palatals, and remains unchanged after 

other consonants.  (in Addis Ababa suffix e is always e, and in the others it is always  

or ). 

-the final consonants s and b may be slightly palatalized (secondary palatalization) in 

Gonder before -e with no change in vowel quality. This is phonological palatalization. 

-in Gonder there is full palatalization of velars k, k’, and g (before –i, -e, -) (Leslau 

1995).  This is phonological palatalization. 

Gojjam, Wello, Menz:  full palatalization of dentals and l, as for the other dialects, but 

also secondary palatalization of labials and dorsal h (differs by dialect).  

Palatalization occurs before all i and e, with some exceptions. This is secondary 

palatalization at all places of articulation.  The trigger vowels in these cases are 

realized differently: 

/i/ is realized more like [] 

/e/ is realized somewhere between [] and [] (more like , Leslau 1995:92) 

In summary, iå , and eå , and the preceding consonant is secondarily palatalized in 

the three dialects, if it does not occur at the beginning of an utterance. 

Differences: 

Menz: /l/ does not palatalize when it is the last consonant of a verb before the suffixes 

–i and –e. 

Gojjam and Menz (and also Gonder per Leslau 1995): velars fully palatalize  

(kå t 
, k’å t’, gå d) (Leslau 1995 p. 15-16; Bender 1976). 

(Leslau talks about Gojjam, Wello, Gonder, and Bender talks about Gojjam, Menz in 

this respect.  I combined the findings to include all four dialects as having full 

palatalization of dorsals). 

Examples 
In the general Ethiopian language area: 

6 palatals: /t, d, t’, , , / (Bender 1976:66):   
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Notes on symbols: t given as c, d given as j,  given as s,  given as z,  is given as n 
Contrastive palatals: 

acca         ‘peer’ 

ajja           ‘kind of grain’ 

k’ac’c’a   ‘kind of fibre’ 

waa       ‘cave’ 

k’a      ‘to have nightmares’ 

danna       ‘a judge’ 

 

Dialect variation: 

In dialects spoken in Addis Abeba and Gonder 

Palatalization occurs in verbs, before the suffixes –i and –e.  

(non-affricate dentals and sibilants, including l, become palatal in 2
nd

 fem sg  

imperative, 1sg of gerund) (Bender 1976:66, 90) 

kft     [kft]         ‘open!’  (m sg)  Imperative 

kfc    [kft(i)]    ‘open!’ (f sg)   Imperative 

wsd   [wsd]        ‘take!’ (m sg)  Imperative 

wsj    [wsd(i)]  ‘take!’  (f sg)  Imperative 

kfto    [kfto]         ‘he having opened’ 

s’ffe    [s’ffe]         ‘I having written’ 

kfcce [kftte]    ‘I having opened’ 

sbr     [sbr]         ‘break!’ (m.sg) 

sbri    [sbri]        ‘break!’ (f.sg)  (no pal. for r) 

 

In other dialects: all non-pal cons palatalize slightly (secondary palatalization) before 

/i, e/ and subsequently the vowel changes: iå, and eå (a mixture between [] and 

[]).   

nnhid         [nnhyd]  ‘let’s go’ 

bet (or b
y
et) [b

yt]         ‘so, therefore’ 
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set                [s
yt]         ‘woman’ 

 

Menz: all of these palatalize except for l when it is the last consonant before the suffix 

(Bender 1976:92) 

Menz        Other dialects 

blle   vs   byye    ‘I having said’       

bli     vs   byi       ‘eat!’ (2f sg Imperf). 

 

Gonder vs. Addis Ababa vs. other dialects: (vowel quality after palatalization) 

Addis Ababa                      Others (includes Gonder) 

blcce                               blcc      ‘I having eaten’ 

wdaje                               wdaj      ‘my friend’ 

lbs s e                               lbs s        ‘I having dressed’ 

mce                                  mc         ‘when?’ 

BUT: 

Addis Ababa and Gonder          Others  

lbse                                           lbs
y
e       ‘my clothes’ 

gnzbe                                      gnzb
y
e ‘my property’ 

Comment: [s] and [b] may be slightly palatalized to [s
y
] and [b

y
] in Gonder, with no 

vowel quality change. 

 

Palatalization of velars in Menz and Wello: (kå t y
, k’å t’y

: full palatalization, with 

secondary palatal release).   

Note: Leslau (1995) does not give the additional secondary release, just full 

palatalization. 

Addis-Ababa, Gonder, Gojjam            Menz, Wello 

k’it’                                               vs     c’
y
it’                            ‘buttocks’ 

k’es                                               vs     c’
ys                            ‘priest’ 

wkil                                             vs      wc
yl                         ‘agent’ 

Full or secondary palatalization  
Full and Secondary (depends on dialect, see below for details) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
-i, e, vowels, whether suffixes or not (for Menz, Wello, Gojjam) 
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-i, e verb suffixes (Addis Ababa, Gonder) 

-e (sometimes for Gonder) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Most times it is maintained but modified (iå , eå ) 

Sometimes it is deleted (especially 2
nd

fem –i) 
Type of target  
Addis Ababa: 

Full pal: COR (non-affricate dentals and sibilants, including l (i, e verb suffixes only)) 

Gonder: 

Full pal: COR, DOR (non-affricate dentals and sibilants, including l) 
Sec. pal.: LAB, COR (s, b (before nominal suffixes)) 

Menz: 

Full pal: COR, DOR (non-affricate dentals and sibilants, including l, except verb final 

before i, e suffixes)  

Sec. pal.: LAB, COR, DOR (all non-palatal consonants show secondary pal before 

vowels i, e, except l does not palatalize when it is the last consonant of a verb before 

the suffixes –i, e)  

 

Wello 

Full: COR, DOR (non-affricate dentals and sibilants, including l) 

Sec: LAB, COR, DOR (h only) 

 

Gojjam 

Full: COR, DOR  

Sec: LAB, COR, DOR  

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Addis Ababa 

Morphological: 

lå y (j) 

så s  () 
zå z   () 

tå c (t) 
då j (d) 

t’ or s’å c’ (t’) 
nå n () 

Gonder 

Morphological: 

lå y (j) 

så s  () 
zå z   () 

tå c (t) 
då j (d) 

t’ or s’å c’ (t’) 
nå n () 

 

Phonological: 

kå t 
k’å t’ 
gå d 

Menz 

Morphological: 

lå y (j) (except if last C __i, e 

suffix) 

så s  () 
zå z   () 

tå c (t) 
då j (d)  

t’ or s’å c’ (t’) 
nå n () 

 

Phonological: 

kå c (t) 
k’å c’ (t’) 
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då d 

t’å t’ 
 

bå b
y 
(sometimes, 

optional) 

så s
y  

(sometimes, optional)

gå d 

 

på p
y
 

bå b
y
 

då d
y 

hå h
y 

rå r
y
 

 Gojjam 

Morphological: 

lå y 

så s  ()  
zå z   () 

tå c (t) 
då j (d) 

t’ or s’å c’ (t’) 
nå n () 

 

Phonological: 

kå c (t) 
k’å c’ (t’) 
gå d 

då d 

t’å t’ 
 

så s
y
 

rå r
y
 

bå b
y
 

hå h
y
 

Wello 

Morphological: 

lå y 

så s  ()   
zå z   () 

tå c (t) 
då j (d) 

t’ or s’å c’ (t’) 
nå n () 

 

Phonological: 

kå c (t) 
k’å c’ (t’) 
gå d 

då d 

t’å t’ 
 

så s
y 

rå r
y
 

bå b
y
 

hå h
y
 

Additional information 
Word final palatalization in verbs seems to be triggered by an underlying final front 

vowel; this is still overt in this example: 

kfcce ‘I having opened’ where we have the [e] (there is no [e] in ‘he having opened’)

 

sbri  ‘break!’ (f.sg)—the rhotic resists palatalization (but not in other dialects, where 

it has secondary palatal release, ngrry ‘I having told’—Menz, Gojjam, Wello) 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
t given as c  

d given as j 

 given as s 
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 given as z   

 is given as n 
y is a palatal glide 

References 
Bender, M.L, Bowen, J.D, Cooper, R.L, and Ferguson, C.A.  1976.  Language in 
Ethiopia. Oxford University Press, London.   

Leslau, Wolf.  1995.  Reference Grammar of Amharic.  Wiesbaden.  Harrasowitz. 
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APALAI .  Carib, Northern, East-West Guiana, Wayana-Trio (Amazonian, Brazil) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants (Koehn 1986 : 120) 

p          t                    k                   h [] 

m         n   z   s          x [s] r [r ] w  j 

 

Vowels (Koehn 1986:121) 

Six oral and six nasal vowels.  

i  y () u  e  a  o 

i   y () u  e   a   o 
Note: y and y are unrounded, high close central. 

Summary of the findings 
Alveolar [t] and [n] are palatalized both preceding and following /i/. 

Examples 
piti ko     å piciko     ‘small’ 

kokonie å kokonie   ‘yesterday’ 

inapyry  å in apr     ‘his vegetables or fruit’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
/i/ 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Both following and preceding. 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained. 

Type of target  
Alveolar: [t] and [n] 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
tå c   [t] 
nå n  [] 

References 
Koehn, Edward and Sally.  1986.  Apalai.  In Derbyshire and Pullum, eds, Handbook 
of Amazonian Languages. Volume 1, 33-127. 
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BASQUE.  (Biscayan Basque, Lekeitio dialect) Basque (Spain) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants: (Maddieson 1984:419) 

p              t                              c             k 

b             d                                            g 

               ts      t       t s  
       f                                                                   

               s              s  
m            n                               

               r 

                
               l                               

 

Vowels: 

i              u 

   e       o      

       a 

Summary of the findings 
Lekeitio Basque (Hualde 1997) 

Coronal consonants /n, l, t, d/  fully palatalized to [, , c, ] AFTER a front high 

vocoid (p.80).  /d/ is different from /n, l, t/:  it only palatalizes if another consonant 

precedes it also, so it looks like a consonant cluster palatalization.  When it is directly 

preceded by i, d does not palatalize but it becomes an interdental fricative or a tap. 

This may be a blocking effect, whereby the intervocalic context for [d] leads to its 

realization as a continuant, and this supercedes palatalization. 

Another blocking effect is brought about by the homorganic nasal rule.  This rule takes 

precedence over palatalization (if nåm, there is no palatalization). 

Palatalization is a lexical rule, restricted to certain morphological environments (word 

internal).  It does not take place across word boundaries, except in one case: in cases 

of cliticization (da ‘is’ copula behaves like a clitic).  If the copula is by itself, the d 

palatalizes, but if it carries a complementizer, in which case it does not behave as a 

clitic but as an independent phonological word, palatalization does not take place. 

 

Bizkaiera dialect (Saltarelli 1988) 

In the Bizkaiera dialect, [d] and [t] have secondary palatalization in diminutive 

formation (address to children).  /d/ is also palatalized to [] after a nasal or lateral and 

before front vowel, but not clear, so this dialect will NOT be included in the study. 

/iNder/   [ier ]  ‘strength’ 
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Examples 
Lekeitio Basque dialect 

Palatalization of /n, l, t/ after high front vocoid (p. 80): 

/bi-na/                  bi[]a                ‘two for each, two by two’ 

/akin/                 aki[]             ‘to know’ 

/min-a/                mi[]a                ‘the pain’ 

/mutil-a/              muti[]a            ‘the boy’ 

/abil/                    abi[]                ‘skillful’ 

/amai-tu/             amai[c]u            ‘to finish’ 

/mendi-tik/         mendi [c]ik         ‘from the mountain’ 

 

Palatalization of /d/ (p. 81): 

Yes with intervening consonant (both consonants palatalize) 

/ein dau/             ei[]au                             ‘s/he has done it’ 

/il da/                  i[]a                                ‘s/he has died’ 

/indar/                 i[]ar                               ‘strength’ 

No with front vocoid directly preceding d (blocking effect from intervocalic 

continuant) 

/bide/                  bi[]e, bi[]e, *bi[]e        ‘path’ 

/idi/                     i[]i, i[]i, *i[]i                ‘ox’ 

 

Palatalization of d in copula da ‘is’ as clitic (p. 83) 

/martin da/         Marti[]a               ‘it is Martin’ 

 

No palatalization of d in copula da ‘is’ as independent phonological word (p. 83): 

/martin da-la/     Marti[nd]ala           ‘that it is Martin’ 

/martin dator/    Marti[nd]ator          ‘Martin is coming’ 

 

No palatalization (homorganic nasal rule supercedes palatalization) (p. 83): 
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                            Marti[] 

                            Marti[] etorri da     ‘Martin has come’ 

                            Marti[m] bakarrik    ‘only Martin’  

/min danak/         mi[n] danak              ‘all pains’ 

/egun bat/            ebu[m] bat                ‘one day’   

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
high front vocoid (only /i/ given in examples) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Preceding 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Coronal /n, l, t, d/ 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
nå  

lå  

tå c  (voiceless palatal stop) 

då  (voiced palatal stop) 

Additional information 
-homorganic nasal rule: nasals assimilate to the POA of following consonant (but this 

is found in most languages) 

-before a pause or a vowel, word-final nasals and laterals are neutralized, realized as 

alveolar, unless preceded by a high front vocoid when they are realized as palatal 

esa[n]       ‘to say’ 

emo[n]     ‘to give’ 

artu[n]      ‘to take’ 

aki[]     ‘to know’ 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
t s   retroflex voiceless sibilant affricate 

s    retroflex voiceless sibilant fricative 

References 
Hualde, Jose Ignacio. 1997.  Rules vs. constraints: Palatalization in Biscayan Basque 

and related phenomena.  In Martinez-Gil F. and Morales-Front A, eds., Issues in the 
phonology and morphology of the major Iberian languages. 

Maddieson, Jan.  1984.  Patterns of Sounds.  Cambridge University Press. 

Saltarelli, Mario. 1988.  Basque.  Croom Helm Descriptive Grammars. 
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BRETON.  Indo-European, Celtic (France) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants: (p. 32) 

Geminates indicate fortis 

 

Lab       Dent      Pal      Vel    Phar/Lar 

b             d                      g 

pp           tt                     kk 

m, mm   n,nn       n  
v          z               z                      h 

ff         ss              ss         xx 

          rr, r 

          ll, l             

 

Semiconsonants: w, w        j 
[w] is a front rounded semi-consonant—occurs when a following or preceding vowel 

is front. 

 

Vowels: oral and nasal, plus diphthongs  (p. 24) 

Front    Central      Back                      Front       Central       Back 

i              y              u          High            i              y              u 
e             ø              o        Mid close       e                              o     
             œ             ω         Mid open                     œ 
               a                          Low                          a  
Sum m ary of the findings 
From Ian Press, 1966. 

“There tends to be palatalization of velar stops BEFORE and AFTER front vowels, 

even leading to affrication” (pp. 32) 

Coronal [z] is sometimes realized as [z] when it is in the environment of a front vowel, 

but this is not clear palatalization (it is included in a discussion of whether [z] and 

[z ]—and other pairs—are contrastive or not (pp. 36).  There are minimal pairs 

showing them as contrastive, but there are also examples where they are predictable.  

It may be that both are phonemes, but they get neutralized in palatalizing 

environments. 

From Jackson, Kenneth (1967 and later) (via e-mail from Steve Hewitt, August 
14, 2006): 

Coronals and dorsals palatalize frequently. Palatalization is more common in the north 

than in the south.  Here are the alternations: 
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så        kå c 

zå       gå  
The coronal palatalization is more general, and the dorsal one is found especially in 

SE dialects. 

Examples 
Kirsten          ‘Kirsten” (Swedish name) 

kig                ‘meat’  (p. 32)—both consonants here, sometimes only the 2
nd

, “which  

                                              may resemble a palatal voiceless dental stop“. –this does   

                                                not make much sense, how can it be palatal and dental? 

keno              ‘good-bye’  (p. 32) 

izel   [’i:zl]  ‘low’  (p. 36)   

 

Minimal pair for z /z contrast (p. 36): 

lochenn [’llωs s n]  ‘hunt’ 

e lojen   [(e)’llo:zn]  ‘I lodged” (loanword) 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full  

Types of triggers (what are they)  
front vowels 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
BOTH  preceding and following for velars 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
 maintained 

Type of target  
k, g 

s, z 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
kå c 

gå  
zå z  () 

så s  () 
References 
Press, Ian.  1986.  A Grammar of Modern Breton.  Mouton de Gruyter. 

Hewitt, Stephen.  August 14, 2006 e-mail correspondence. 
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BULGARIAN .  Indo-European, Slavic, South, Eastern (Bulgaria) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes:  (Scatton 1984, pp. 1-8) 

Plain:  p   b  f   v   m  s   z   ts   t   d   n      r   k   g  x 

Pal.:    p
j
  b

j
  f

j
  v

j
  m

j
  s

j
  z

j
  t jsj

  t
j
  d

j
  n

j
  l

j
  r

j 
  c          

also:        dz  t s  d   t   
  

Vowel phonemes: 

i            u 

                             

  e         o 

     a                   

Summary of the findings 
Bulgarian has both phonemic and phonological (allophonic) palatalization.   

Before front vowels consonants are “moderately palatalized” (examples indicate 

secondary palatalization except for velars, which are always dorso-palatal before front 

vowels).  For velar phonemes, only the palatal counterparts appear before front 

vowels. (Scatton 1984:18; also Wood 1996) 

The phonemic contrast in pal/non-pal consonants is evident only before non-front 

vowels, as before front vowels consonants are palatalized regardless.  For this reason, 

the examples only show palatalized (non-velar) consonants only before non-front 

vowels, otherwise the non-palatalized consonants are used.   

Except for the dorso-palatal /c      /, palatalized phonemes are found only in front of 

non-front vowels.  In other contexts (e.g. before front vowels, consonants, and word-

finally) the pal/non-pal phonemic opposition is neutralized in the orthography and the 

consonants are represented by their non-palatalized counterparts—it is understood that 

before front vowels consonants are palatalized (in the sense of a palatal offglide; 

Scatton 1984; Wood 1996).   

For velars, they are represented by the palatalized counterparts always before /e i/, and 

the opposition between palatalized and non-palatalized phonemes is found only in 

front of non-front vowels. (Hauge, pp. 9) 

Examples 
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Palatalized phonemes possible           Neutralization positions: not possible to tell   

                                                                                                    pal/non pal. phonemes 

before back vowel:                                before front V:    Wd-final:      Before C: 

[pt
jt]                                                  [ptit]                 [pt]        [ptni] 

‘the road’                                               ‘roads’                  ‘road’   ‘pertaining to roads’    

                                                                                                               (adj. pl.) 

[b
j
ax]                                                      [bee] 

‘I was’                                                   ‘you were’ 

(pp. 8) 

Note: Even though the representation of non-palatalized phonemes is by indicating the 

non-palatal symbol, e.g. [t], there is slight palatalization before front vowels for all 

consonants (except velars which show full palatalization in these contexts).  Thus, 

there is neutralization of the phonemes before front vowels.  The phonetic 

representation for the examples above should thus be: 

[ptit]  ‘roads’ 

[be e]       ‘you were’ 

Velars always represented by palatalized counterparts before front vowels /e i/ 

[knig]   ‘book’            (pp. 9) 

[knii]    ‘books’ 

[mark]  ‘stamp’ 

[marci]  ‘stamps’ 

[t ex]   ‘Czech’ (noun) 

[t ei]   ‘Czechs’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Phonemic—seen only before non-front vowels 

Before front vowels all cons are slightly palatalized, and velars do not appear before 

front vowels (rather their palatal counterparts do). 

 

Full for velars 

Secondary for others 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Phonemic: everywhere except before front vowels! 

front vowels /i e/ 
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Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained 

Type of target  
all consonants are moderately palatalized before front vowels, taking on the tonality of 

the following front vowel 

non-palatalized velars never appear before front vowels, only the palatalized 

counterpart does 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
kå c 

gå  
xå  

Sec. pal. for labials and coronals 

Additional information 
With respect to morphological vs. phonological palatalization, the best thing to do is to 

categorize Bulgarian as a phonological case, even though for velars the examples 

show that there is a final front vowel suffix (plural).  The reason for this is that velars 

would palatalize in this way regardless of whether this is a suffix or not, so it is really 

a case of phonological palatalization. 

Wood (1996:149)) also states that coronals are palatalized (secondary palatalization) 

when adjacent to front vowels, not only before front vowels.   

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
 

References 
Hauge, Kyetil Ra.  1999.  A short grammar of contemporary Bulgarian. 

Scatton, Ernest A.  1984.  A reference grammar of Modern Bulgarian. Slavica 

Publishers: Columbus, OH. 

Wood, Sidney A. J. 1996. Assimilation or coarticulation?  Evidence from the temporal 

co-ordination of tongue gestures for the palatalization of Bulgarian alveolar stops.  

Journal of Phonetics 24, 139-164. 
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CARIB .  Cariban family (Coastal area of Guiana) 
Sound inventory 
Consonantal phonemes and allophones: 

Phoneme     Non-pal   Pal 

p                     p              p
y 

t                      t               t
y
 

k                     k              c 

b                     b             b
y
 

d                    d              d
y
 

g                    g               
m                   m            m

y
 

n                    n             n 
n                 n            n 
n                 n            n 
w                  w             w

y
 

y                   y              j 

r                 r[]            dy
 

s                  s               s  
x                  x              x 
h                   --            -- 

                  --            -- 

Vowels:  

Short and long versions: a, e, o, i, i, u 

Diphthongs: au ai  ei, oi , i i, ui 

Sum m ary of the findings 
Consonants and consonant sequences (except for glottals, h and ) are palatalized 

when PRECEDED by [i, i:] or an [i] diphthong.  Otherwise, non-palatalized versions 

are used (p. 39). 

Labial and coronal: secondary palatalization.   

Coronal and Dorsal: full palatalization   (but it is a different set of coronal consonants, 

not the same ones). 

Consonant clusters can also palatalize, with limitations. (see Additional information).   

Exam ples 
(underlying forms are reconstructed based on description).  

p. 32-40 

Dorsal: 

/pi:ko/       å  pi:co       ‘little chap’ 

/kaiku:si/   å kaicu:si    ‘jaguar’ 
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/i:ka/         å  i:ca          ‘to get (smth) out of (smth else)’  

/poiNgo/   å  poin o       ‘boar’   (extends over CC) 

/aixku:ru/  å  aixcu:ru   ‘fluid’  (extends over CC) 

 

Labial : 

/si:mo/        å si:m
y
o        ‘liana’ 

/aima/         å aim
y
a          ‘to smoke’ 

/pi:po/         å pi:p
y
o         ‘skin’ 

/kibainare/  å kib
y
ainare   ‘proper name’   (unclear why [n] not palatalized after the 

ai) 

/si:wa/        å  si:w
y
a         ‘species of fish’ 

/taiwo/     å taiw
y
o       ‘sign’ 

/a:sin/     å a:sin     ‘heat’ 

/inga:na/ å in a:na  ‘behind him’ 

/poingo/   å poino       ‘boar’ 

/aixku:ru/ å aixcuru     ‘fluid’ 

/ixporiiri/ å ix py
oriiri   ‘creek’ 

 

Coronal: 

/iya:ko/ å ija:ko   ‘at that time’    (see comments below for y/j distinction) 

/ira:ko/ å id
j
a:ko  ‘large ant’  

/pi:to/   å pi:t
y
o    ‘flatus’ 

/i:ta/     å  i:t
y
a      ‘in it’ 

/kuita/  å kuit
y
a    ‘spindle’ 

/pisu:ru/  å piu:ru   ‘species of fish’ 

/paisa:wa/ å paisawa ‘cluster of fruits’ 

/pi:na/     å pi:na      ‘to catch, to seize’ 

/maina/   å maina    ‘plantation’ 
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Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary palatalization for alveolars and labials: t, d, r, p, b, m, w  

Full palatalization for velars (k, g, x, n, n) and coronals (y, s, n). 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
 [i, i:] or an [i] diphthong.  p. 39 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Preceding 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Sec. pal.: Coronals: t, d, r 

               Labials: p, b, m, w 

Full pal.: Dorsal: k, g, x, n, n 

              Coronal: s, n 

                             y (change in friction) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Sec. pal: has an off glide without friction (except in the case of r). 

r å d
j  

(voiced and with friction) 

tå t 
då d 
Labials as well have secondary palatalization. 

 

Full palatalization:  

kå c (voiceless pal. stop) 

g å   (voiced pal. stop) 

xå x (velar fricative, centro domal p. 42) 

n å n [] 

n å n [] 

y å j (change in friction) 

så s  [] 
nå n [] 

non-bilabial nasals all change to n (from tongue tip to blade articulation) 

 

/r/ and /y/ get palatalized mainly after /-i/ diphthongs   p. 40 

/aiya:ri/  å[aija:ri]  ‘hand’ 

/piiru:ku/ å [pi dj
u:ku] ‘pig’ 

But if the /i/ or /i:/ is initial, palatalization occurs always, but if they are non-initial, 

palatalization never occurs (p. 40) 
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miye:ro  ‘over there’ 

kuri:yara  ‘boat’ 

 

After a prefixed [i], palatalization sometimes occurs and sometimes it does not—no 

systematicity it seems. (p. 41) 

i-+ ya:ko  ‘then’ å [iya:ko]  and [ija:ko]  ‘at that time’ 

i-+ rombi   ‘to die’+ -xpa å [irombi xpa] and [id
j
ombi xpa] ‘not dying’ 

Additional information 
Note the full palatalization of [r]å d

j
, it also has secondary palatalization.  The only 

difference between the off-glide in this case and that in sec. pal. proper is that this one 

has friction and the other one does not. 

 

The [y] å [j] change is different from other types of pal. because the [y] semivowel is 

actually more like the trigger [i] than the resulting fricative [j].  Why does this 

happen?  It is not clear, but the author (and myself) will keep it under palatalization. 

In the other cases, Hoff says that the consonants become more like the trigger vowel. 

 

 

This type of previous vowel causing palatalization extends to consonant clusters: 

p. 39 

 

/inga:na/  å[ina:na]  ‘behind him’ 

/poingo/ å [poin o]  ‘boar’ 

/ixpori:ri/ å [ixpy
ori:ri]  ‘creek’ (p. 40) 

 
Note here that the last [r] did not get palatalized after [i].  This is because for some 

reason consonants and consonant sequences do not get palatalized when they are 

BOTH  preceded and followed by [i] except in cases where the cluster is [x+C].  In 

these cases only [x] is palatalized.  p. 40 

/pixpisi/  å [pix pisi]  ‘species of bird’ 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[y] is a consonant, and [j] is not.  [j] is the palatalized alophone of [y] after a trigger. 

[y] is a laminal semi-vowel 

[j] is an ungrooved fricative (p. 33) 

n is a front dorso-velar nasal 

n is a dorso-velar nasal 

References 
Hoff, B. J.  1968.  The Carib Language.  The Hague, Martinus Nijhoff. 
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COATZOSPAN MIXTEC . Oto-Manguean, Mixtecan, Mixtec-Cuicatec (Mexico)  
Sound inventory 
Consonants: 

p, mb, , m, , j
, t, nd, ts, ndz, s, l, r, n, t, nd, k, g, kw, gw 

 

Vowels:  

/i, e, a, o, u, ,/ and nasal counterparts 
Summary of the findings 
Coronals undergo full palatalization before front vowels in the speech of women, and 

secondary palatalization before high back vowels in the speech of both men and 

women. 

Examples 
p. 29  

Full palatalization in the speech of women: 

tå t/__front vowels 

ndå nd /__front vowels 

           men         women 

/ndii/   [ndii]       [ndii]     ‘force’ 

/ndee/  [ndee]     [ndee]   ‘black’ 

/ndaa/  [ndaa]     [ndaa]     ‘certain’ 

/tii/      [tii]         [tii]        ‘man’ 

/tee/     [tee]       [tee]       ‘leaf used for roofing’ 

/taa/   [taa]     [taa]       ‘pimple’ 

 

General palatalization: in both men’s and women’s speech, and it is triggered by high 

back vowels, [, u], not by front vowels.  P. 41 

/nduu/  [nd
j
uu] ‘tree trunk’ 

/nd/     [nd
j]  ‘flat, smooth’ 

/tuu/    [t
j
uu]  ‘cutting off water’ 

/t/      [tj]  ‘twisted’  

 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Women’s speech:  

o full before front vowels [, e]  
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o secondary before high back vowels [, u] 

 

 

Men’s speech:  

o secondary before high back vowels [, u] 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
front vowels [, e] (full) 

high back vowels [, u] (secondary) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Coronal: nd, t 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Full (women’s speech):  

ndå nd 

tå t 
Secondary: 

ndå nd 
tå t 
Additional information 
 This is phonological palatalization. 

Also interesting interaction with nasalized vowels (p. 44-46).  If a [u] is not 

underlyingly nasalized, it does not trigger palatalization, but if the nazalization is 

underlying, palatalization is obtained.  This may be due to an arbitrary constraint?? 

References 
Gerfen, Chip (1999).  Phonology and Phonetics in Coatzospan Mixtec.  Kluwer 

Academic Publishers. 
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CYPRIOT GREEK .  Indo-European, Greek,  Attic (Greece) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants (phonetic):    (Arvaniti 1999) 

Bilabial   Labio-   Dental    Alveolar     Post-alveolar      Velar 

             dental  

p                            t                                                                k 

               f    v                 s    z                                         x       

        m                                   n     

                                                
                                               l                

 

Vowels (phonetic in [ ]): (Arvaniti 1999) 

i             u 

 e []      o 

     a [] 

Summary of the findings 
As in the Standard dialect, in Cypriot Greek velars are fully palatalized before the 

front vowels /e/ ([]) and /i/. (Arvaniti p. 175).  In addition, /k/ preceded by /n/ gives 

rise to [] before /e/ and /i/. (p. 175) 

/n/ and /l/ also have palatal allophones when followed by /i/ and another vowel in the 

same syllable.   

/s/ and /z/ also palatalize in the same contexts as /n/ and /l/ (followed by i+V in the 

same syllable) (p. 175). 

For the cases where /i/ followed by another vowel triggers palatalization, /i/ is not 

pronounced (it is only underlying).   

Interesting fact: the vowel /i/ has different realizations: 

-when it is followed by another vowel in the same syllable BUT is not preceded by 

one of the consonants with palatal allophones (discussed above), it is realized as [c] 

(or [k] if preceded by /r/).   

-when it is preceded by m and followed by another vowel in the same syllable, it is 

pronounced [] 
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Examples 
Velars:  (p. 175)               ([] is a voiced palatal velar fricative, but others call it a        

                                           glide) 

k å c             x å  

                       å  

nkå  

nå  

lå   (or  for some speakers who do not have  in their inventory, p. 175) 

Examples (Arvaniti p. 175-6; reconstructed phonemic transcriptions) 

/ti.a.nia/   [ti..]  ‘frying pans’ 

/ti.a.nin/   [ti..nin]  ‘frying pan’ 

/fi.lia/       [fi.]  ‘kisses’ 

/fi.lin/      [fi.lin]    ‘kiss’ 

/i.lios/       [is]     ~    [s] (by speaker)   ‘sun’ 

/ni.sia/       [ni.]    ‘islands’ 

/ni.sin/       [ni.sin]   ‘island’ 

/ma.ha.zia/   [m.h.]  ‘shops 

/ma.ha.zin/   [m.h.zin]  ‘shop’ 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
A following /e/ ([]) or /i/ for velars, including /nk/. 

Following i+V in same syllable for coronal nasal, lateral, and fricatives 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
/e/, /i/ for velars  

i+V (in same syllable) for coronals 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained for syllable nucleus, deleted otherwise (i.e. in cases of i+V) 
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Type of target  
Velar: k, x, , and also /nk/ 

Alveolar: n, l, s, z,  

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Velars: 

k å c                x å  

nkå               å  
Alveolar: 

nå  

lå   or  (depending on speaker) 

så  

zå  

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[] is a voiced palatal velar fricative 

[] is a voiced palatal velar stop 

[c] is voiceless palatal velar stop 

References 
Arvaniti, Amalia. 1999.  Cypriot Greek.  In Journal of the International Phonetic 
Association 29(2) 173-178. 
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DAKOTA . Siouan, Siouan Proper, Central, Mississippi Valley, Dakota (USA) 

Sound inventory 
Consonants: 

Bilabial       b      p     p     p’                                 m           w 

Alveolar              t      t     t’                  z   s   (s’)   n      l      y 

Pal-Alv.              t  t   t’           (’) 
Velar                                      g    h   (h ’)           (velar spirants) 

Velar           g      k      k      k’                                               

Glottal                         h 

                            

Vowels: 

Oral: i, e, a, o, u 

Nasal versions of the above. 

Summary of the findings 
In stems of active verbs and also in some velar-initial affixes and clitics, velar full 

palatalization when following a front vowel [i, e]:  

kå t, k’å t’, kå t  (Shaw, p. 67) 

This is very constrained.  It does not seem to occur morpheme internally after [i,e].  

After [i] there has to be some morpheme or lexical derivation boundary (as in lexical 

compounds).   

After underlying [e] palatalization is morphologically conditioned: only after an [e] 

that is a demonstrative affix: [e, he, le].    

Palatalization of [t] is questionable (in one dialect only; see Additional Information 

below). 

Examples 
kaa           ‘he made it’            (plain)             (Shaw p. 68) 

ni + taa   ‘he made it for you’           

ma + k’ i      ‘he carries me on his back’  (glottalized) 

ni + t’ i        ‘he carries you on his back’  

wa + kute   ‘I shoot’    (aspirated) 

kiti  + tute=pi   ‘they shoot each other’   
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This does not occur if the velar is part of a consonant cluster: 

ni + ksapa   ‘you are wise’ 

ni + ku=pi  ‘they pile on you’ 

kitI + kte=pi  ‘they are killing each other’ 

 

Inactive/Stative verb stems: no palatalization: 

ma + ka ta     ‘I am warm’ 

ni + ka ta       ‘you are warm’ 

ma + ki za     ‘I squeak’ 

ni + kiza      ‘you squeak’ 

na + ni + kiza    ‘he makes you squeak by kicking you’ 

 

Affixes: 

INSTRUMENTAL 

ka + koka    ‘to make a noise by striking’ 

i + ta + koka  ‘to make noise by striking against’  

ka + bu        ‘to beat (a drum)’ 

i + ta + bu  ‘drumstick’ (instr. + by striking + make loud noise) 

ka + k’oa    ‘to scrape by exerting force’ 

i + ta + k’oa   ‘a scraper’ 

REFLEXIVE 

/i + k’i + kte/   å  [it’ikte]     ‘he killed himself’ 

/na + i + k’i + kat/ å  [nait’ikata]   ‘he makes himself warm by walking’ 

also some other affixes like the mutual contact, effect /ki/, the ‘kin suffix’/ku/, and 

the qualifier ‘ka’. (Shaw p. 195) 

LEXICAL COMPOUNDS: 

/ti % ka/  å [titaa]  ‘to pitch a tent’ ( dwelling % make) 

/mni % k’a=pi/ å [mnit’a pi]  ‘well’ (water % dig=Pl) 
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DEMONSTRATIVE:   (Shaw p. 199) 

ka kel    ‘in that manner’ 

le tel     ‘in this manner’ 

ete l      ‘in the right way’ 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
A preceding front vowel, [i, e], triggers full pal on a voiceless velar (plain, glottalized 

or aspirated) in: 

-active verb stems (except those which are dependent verb stems). 

-prefixes, suffixes, enclitics with an initial velar 

-lexical compounds 

BUT: adverbs do not palatalize 

Motivation for the change (predictions made by different approaches, i.e. co-
articulation causes the change, or a more formal approach, etc.) 
NA 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full palatalization 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
[i, e] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Preceding 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Velar stop (plain, glottalized, or aspirated) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Palato-alveolar affricate (t) with corresponding aspiration or glottalization 

Additional information 
Palatalization of [t] is reported in some dialects (Santee, Sioux Valley, Yankton) but it 

is considered questionable: it is unstable and unproductive, with erratic and obscure 

conditioning environments (Shaw p. 110) 

t + y å  t, but this time the trigger follows the target, and it is the semivowel/glide. 

 

Notice the variety of possible forms: (in Santee) 

/kat % ya/ å [kata ]   ‘to make warm’ (hot-causative) 

                  å [kadya ] 
                  å [kanya] 

All the dialects have a limited number of forms with [t] and [t] in free variation, often 

either BEFORE or AFTER a palatalizing vowel, [i, e] (but I only see examples with 

before):  (p. 111) 
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Santee:   

ptetela  ~   ptetela   ‘short’ 

tistila  ~  tistila  ‘tiny’ 

 

Sioux Valley: 

tistina ~ tistina  ‘little’      (younger vs. older speakers use) 

Yankton:  

xti  ~  xti  intensifier   

 

But, palatalization of this [t] does not occur in every instance where the palatalizing 

environment exists:  

tita           ‘to have force exerted’     

tiktita       ‘to be sticky’ 

ate             ‘father’ 

tate          ‘wind’ 

ite             ‘face’ 

å [t] palatlization is not synchronic, it is “vestiges of a historical process which have 

not yet been stably restructured in the lexicon” (Shaw p. 112) 

 

Related phenomena (i.e. are there other progressive assimilatory processes?): 
-a deletes before another vowel (regressive influence) p. 34, Shaw. 

NOT OBSERVED 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[t] is given as [c]  (as in English ch; p. 5) 

[] given as [s ] 
[] given as [z ] 
the [C’] means glottalized 

= means enclitic boundary 

% is a lexical boundary (as in lexical derivation) 

+ is morpheme boundary 

# is a word boundary 

References 
Boaz, Franz and Ella Deloria  (1941).  Dakota Grammar.   
Shaw, Patricia (1980).  Theoretical Issues in Dakota Phonology and Morphology.  

Garland Publishing, NY. 
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DHIVEHI/MALDIVIAN .  Indo-European, Indo-Aryan, Sinhalese-Maldivian 

(Republic of Maldeves, near India) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants (pp. 3) 

Lab    Dent    Retro    Palatal    Velar 

p         t                      t∫              k 

b         d                   d             g 
m

b     
n
d         

n                         ng  (prenasalized stops) 

m       n                      ()        

                                   y                    (semivowel) 

          l           
                     r                                  (flap) 

f         s                                               h 

v        z 

 

Vowels 

i        u               ii        uu 

e       o               ee      oo 

     a                       aa 

 
Summary of the findings 
The dentals palatalize before /-i/ when a vowel-initial suffix is added.  The /-i/ is part 

of the stem, and there is no palatalization when there is just /-i/ and no vowel-initial 

suffix, or when there is a consonant-initial suffix.  The /-i/ is deleted and the consonant 

geminates.   

For velars and labials, the consonant does not palatalize, it geminates and the vowel 

preceding the consonant gains an offglide.  The /-i/ is deleted also. 

After prenasalized stops, the prenasalization becomes a full nasal, dentals still 

palatalize but there is no gemination.  With labials and velars, the same pattern above: 

vowel receives an offglide, the /-i/ is deleted.   

The same applies to heavy syllables (with a long vowel). 

In all three cases above the /-i/ deletes and the palatalization with gemination or full-

nasal and the vowel receiving an off-glide are viewed as a remnant of the /-i/. 

Palatalization is blocked when the stem-final /-i/ follows a retroflex consonant or 

when there is a closed penultimate syllable: 

After retroflex consonants when a vowel-initial suffix follows, /-i/ is retained and [y] 

is epenthesized to break up hiatus. 

After closed syllables, /-i/ is retained and [y] is epenthesized to break up hiatus. 

å Coronals (non-retroflex) palatalize 
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å with dorsals and labials, there is no palatalization but there is an offglide on the 

vowelå possibly palatalization of the vowel??   

å retroflex consonants do not palatalize 

Examples 
Vowel-initial suffixes before stem /-i/ with labials and velars (Non-coronals)  (pp. 8): 

preceding vowel gains an off glide, consonant geminates, -i disappears (possibly 

reflected in the off glide?  possible epenthesis argued by some). 

loobi ‘love’ 
looybbek  ‘love-Indefinite’                     (lab. geminates, diphthongization) 

looybbakii ‘love-Equative marker’         (lab. geminates, diphthongization) 

looybba∫     ‘love-Dative’ 

looybbaku   ‘love-Unspecified marker’ 

 

(pp. 9) 

Labials 

abi             ‘wedge’                        aybbek        ‘a wedge’ 

niyami       ‘navigator’                   niyaymmek ‘a navigator’ 

kurafi         ‘roach’                         kurayppek   ‘a roach’ 

avi              ‘sunlight’                     ayvvek         ‘some sunlilght’ 

 

Velars 

boki           ‘bulb’                           boykkek      ‘a bulb’ 

buraki        ‘perch/fish’                  buraykkek   ‘a perch/fish’ 

 

Consonant-initial suffixes and NO gemination or other process before stem /-i/ 

loobin  ‘love-Instrumental’        

loobiige ‘love-Genitive’           (not sure why there is a longer /-i/ here) 

loobiigai ‘love-Locative’ 

 

Palatalization and Gemination with dentals  (pp. 8) 

eti     ‘thing’      ettek        ‘a thing’ 

rodi  ‘thread’     roddek   ‘a thread’ 

fani   ‘worm’    faek      ‘a worm’ 

duni  ‘bow’       duek     ‘a bow’ 

fali    ‘oar’         fayyek     ‘an oar’ 

 

Pre-nasalized stops become full stops rather than geminate: (pp. 9) 

Coronal:         ka
ndi        ‘porridge’            kandek      ‘porridge’        (pal) 

Labial:            a
mbi         ‘wife’                  aymbek       ‘a wife’            (off-glide) 

Velar:             fuangi      ‘flying fish’         fuayngek   ‘a flying fish’  (off-glide) 
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Super-heavy syllables created via palatalization: (pp. 9) 

doodi             ‘ray’                          dooddek        ‘a ray’ 

duuni             ‘bird’                         duuek         ‘a bird’ 

 

loobi               ‘love’                       looybbek         ‘a love’ 

vaagi              ‘strength’                  vaayggek        ‘a strength’ 

 

Palatalization is BLOCKED for retroflex consonants (/r/ patterns with retroflex 

sounds): (pp. 10) 

buri               ‘tier’                           buriyek         ‘a tier’          (y is inserted for hiatus 

res.) 

fai                ‘slice (n.)’                  faiyek           ‘a slice’ 

bai                ‘gun’                        baiyek          ‘a gun’ 

 

Palatalization is BLOCKED after CVC penultimate syllables: (pp. 10) 

Dentals: 

batti              ‘light’                        battiyek         ‘a light’      (y is inserted for hiatus 

res.) 

buddi            ‘mind’                       buddiyek       ‘a mind’ 

bonti             ‘unopened frond’      bontiyek        ‘an unopened frond’ 

kulli              ‘emergency’              kulliyek        ‘an emergency’ 

dinni           ‘jinni’                        dinniyek      ‘a jinni’ 

 

Labials: 

nappi            ‘bad food’                  nappiyek       ‘bad food’ 

bimbi            ‘millet’                       bimbiyek      ‘millet’ 

 

Velars: 

fangi             ‘frond’                        fangiyek        ‘a frond’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full  

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Front vowel /-i/ as part of the stem, when a vowel-initial suffix follows 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Deleted if reflex of it is possible: 

 

Maintained otherwise (if no palatalization or diphthongization takes place—off-glide 

of preceding vowel) 
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Type of target  
Coronals: palatalize 

Labials and velars: do not palatalize, but they geminate and the preceding vowel 

receives an off glide in the same context that the coronals palatalize 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
tå t         (and geminates) 

då d      (and geminates) 

nå         (and geminates) 

lå y  (semivowel; and geminates) 
n
d å nd  (no gemination, just full stop) 

Labials and velars: do not palatalize, but they geminate and the preceding vowel 

receives an off glide in the same context that the coronals palatalize 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
Dhivehi has no complex consonants linking multiple places, so this is why it may not 

produce secondary palatalization on labials and velars.   

Q: do other languages where consonants do not palatalize show a similar pattern?   Is 

this a valid point, or is it a fluke? 

Cain uses an OT approach, with moraic prominence constraints, and relates /-i/ to 

coronal consonants as having the same place node. 

References 
Cain, Bruce.  2000.  An OT account of coalescence and compensatory lengthening in 

Dhivehi (Maldivian).  In Working Papers of the Cornell Phonetics Laboratory. v. 13, 

December. 
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EASTERN OJIBWA .  Algic, Algonquian,  Central,  Ojibwa (Canada) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants: 
pp     tt    kk    tt    ss     (fortis; sometimes aspirated, longer) 

p       t     k      t      s       (lenis; never aspirated, shorter) 

 

m  n 

final nasalization:   
semivowels:  y    w   (positional variants of [i, o]—when they follow or precede 

another vowel) 

 

Vowels: 

a    i    o          (short) 

a:   e:   e:   o:  (long) 

Reduced vowels: e, u      (p. 3-5; positional variants of a, i, o as follows: If more than 

one short vowel, the ones in odd numbered syllables reduce—except the last vowel of 

a word; before [w] a short vowel reduced to [u], and [a, i] reduce to [e]) 

Summary of the findings 
Velar [k] and [kk] are pronounced more fronted before front vowels, and retracted 

before back vowels.  Before front vowels they may have a [y]-like offglide—

especially marked before [e]. 

The sibilants [] and [] have a [y]-like off-glide before a front vowel, especially 

before [e]. 

This is secondary palatalization. 

Examples 
(palatalization is not notated in the book, so I include it here as a superscript [

j
]) 

/ke-ttin/   å [k
j
ettin] ‘really’ p. 8 

 

/menie] å [menij
e ] ‘island’ p. 9  (also final nazalization, which is typical for this 

lg.) 

 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary (but it sounds more like extreme fronting for dorsals) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Front vowels: [e], [i] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 
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Type of target  
Dorsals: k, kk 

Coronals: ,  
Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Secondary palatalization 

Additional information 
[u] usually causes labialization on preceding [k] or [kk]: pi:k

w
us ka: ‘it breaks’  (lab. 

symbol added by me; p. 6) 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
c and cc given in the book for the affricates [t] and [tt]   (p. 8) 

s  and s s  are given in the book for [] and []  (p. 3) 

References 
Bloomfield, L.  Eastern Ojibwa.  Grammatical Sketch, Texts and Word List.  Ann 

Arbor, Michigan.  1956 (?-no date given except in a foreword by Charles F. Hockett, 

Feb. 1956). 
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EJAGHAM .  Niger Congo, Bantoid—but distinct from Guthrie’s Bantu languages 

(Cameroon; Africa) 

Sound inventory 
Collapsed over three main dialects, Western, Eastern, and Southern 

 

Consonants: ( Watters p. 32) 

labial       alveolar   post-alv   vel      lab-vel 

p   b         t   d          t   d       k  g     kp  gb 

f               s 

                     r (flap) 

     m             n                            

                 y                                              w       

 
Vowels: (Watters p. 38) 

               Front                          Back 

          unrd    rnd                     unrd    rnd 

high     i                                             u 

mid                                                    

low                                           a 

 

Notes on vowels:  

Some treat // as a central high vowel, but Watters prefers to put it with the front 

vowel, as it behaves more like a front vowel (in triggering palatalization—for my 

purposes it would not matter, as high vowels can trigger palatalization whether they 

are front or back)—p. 38. 

/i/ becomes [] when it follows a labial or labio-velar and precedes a velar in the root;  

/i/ becomes [] when it follows any cons. other than labial or lab-vel;  

// becomes [e] as a prefix and when first vowel of root is high:  

                    -big   [e k]   ‘it is enough’  (p. 39) 

Summary of the findings 
Alveolars, post-alveolars, and velars are fronted before high front vowels [i] and [].   

[k] optionally palatalized (secondarily) only before []. 

[g] obligatorily palatalized (secondarily) before [] and [], and optionally before [i]!!  

[i] is realized as [] when following a velar. 

The dental marker [  ]means fronting in the representation in the book.  [] is 

aspiration on voiceless stops root-initially. 

Examples 
Fronting before [i, ]:  (p. 33) 

a -ti å [at hi] ‘she found’                                   a -t  å [at ]   ‘she abused’ 
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a -di å [adi] ‘she ate’                                        a -dd å  [adT]  ‘it was dull (not 

sharp)’ 

a -ti  å [ati] ‘it (the leopard) called’             a-tu å [a tu] ‘she puckered (her lips)’   

a -di  å [adi]  ‘she gave birth’                       a -d å [ad]  ‘she vomited’ 

a -ki å [aki]  ‘she kept’                                    NA 

a -gini å [ag(y)
ini] ‘she forgot’                          a -g å [agy]    ‘it stunk’ 

(note here optional palatalization of [g]) 

 

[k] is also optionally palatalized only before [] (mid front vowel): 

a -ke  å [akh] ~ [a ky
e] ‘she sliced’ 

 

[g] is obligatorily palatalized before [], and [u], but optionally before [i] 

 

a -g å [agy] ‘he entered’ 

a -gu å [agy
u] ‘it stunk’ 

a -gini å [agini] ~ [a gy
i ni ] ‘he forgot’ 

 

It is possible that the optional palatalization before /i/ is due to the conflict between [i] 

triggering fronting on the same consonant.  Still, why optional here??   Does fronting 

take precedence, perhaps because it is more common and through analogy that 

becomes the preferred way of alternation?? 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
A following high front vowel (not [-i] for [g]) 

A following mid front vowel (for [k]) 

Fronting of all stops, except the labial and labio-velar ones. 

Full or secondary palatalization (or fronting, unclear) 
Fronting 

Dorsals secondary palatalization (but optional) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
high front vowels [i] and [] (fronting) 

[k] optionally before [] (mid front vowel) (secondary palatalization ?) 

[g] obligatorily before [],[u], but optionally before [i] !!   

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Alveolars, post alveolars, and dorsals (stops, affricates: t, d, k, g, t, d)—fronting. 

Velars [k, g] for optional secondary palatalization (obligatory for [g]) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
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Fronting for t, d, k, g, t, d--simply represented with a dental marker 

Sec. pal for [k], [g] 

 []  = rounded central high (more front) vowel 

fronting is represented with the diacritic for dental sounds    
[t] given as [c ] 
[d] given as [j] 

[] given as [n ] 
References 
Watters, John R.  1981.  A Phonology and Morpholoy of Ejagham—With notes on 
Dialect Variation.   
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ENGLISH.  Germanic, USA 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes: 

p                                             t          t                    k           

b                                             d         d                   g 

m                                            n                                 

               f                             s                                            h 

               v                            z          

                                                l 

                                                r 

w                                                                    j 

 

Vowel phonemes: 

i                           u 

                            

                        

 e                     o 

  æ                    a 

Diphthongs: aj, aw, oj 

Summary of the findings 
Alveolar stops and fricatives become palatal before a following palatal glide.  This is 

post-lexical phonological palatalization, occurring both within roots and across 

morpheme boundaries. 

Velar fronting also exists in English before front vowels. 

Examples 
/did ju/ å   [ddju]   ‘did you’ 

/hajd ju/ å [hajdju]  ‘hide you’ 

/hit ju/  å   [htju]    ‘hit you’ 

/tjusde/   å [tjusde/  ‘Tuesday’ 

/s jir/ å [jir]  ‘this year’ 

/mis ju/  å [miju]    ‘miss you’ 

/bz ju/ å  [bju]   ‘buzz you’   

/pliz ju/ å [pliju]    ‘please you’ 

/kmfjuz ju/  å [kmfjuju]  ‘confuse you’ 

 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Palatal glide 
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Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Coronals: t, d, s, z  

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Post lexical (phonological) 

då d 

tå t 
så  
zå  

Additional information 
Diachronic full palatalization of coronals and dorsals (Jones 1960). 

så          
dåd       

tå t 
kå t        
 

piktjur       å piktr        ‘picture’ 

kwestjn   å kwestn   ‘question’ 

grændjur   å grandr    ‘grandeur’ 

sjugr       å ugr           ‘sugar’ 

kinn           å cin å tin  ‘chin’ 

References 
Fromkin, Victoria, Nina Hyams, and Robert Rodman. 2006.  An introduction to 
language.  Thomson-Wadsworth.  8

th
 edition.   

Jones, Daniel.  1960.  An Outline of English Phonetics.  Cambridge. 
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FANTI . Sudanic, Akan group  (spoken in the Gold Coast Colony, British West 

Africa) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes: (p.8-9) 

p             t            k              kw 

b            d            g              gw 

f             s             h [x]        hw [xw]    (voiceless spirants) 

                            y                                (voiced spirant) 

Consonants or vowels: 

w          r            (voiced spirants) 

m         n            (nasal spirants) 

 

Vowels: 

i                   u 

e                  o 

           a 

There are also suprasegmental phonemes, all referring to vowels (heightening, 

nasalization) 

i is [] or slightly lower (pp. 15)  as in English [st] ‘sit’ 

e is [] as in English [pt]  ‘pet’ 

i’  is [i] 

‘e is [e]  

Summary of the findings 
Labials  

/p, b, f, w, m/ are palatalized before /i, e/ (nasalized or not); for all but /w/ 

palatalization is “scarcely audible before /i/; it is impossible to hear it during the lip 

contact, as it is homorganic with the vowel after the contact is released … the 

palatalization of /w/ before /i/ and of all of these consonants before /e/ is strong and 

easily distinguished.  There is a short [y] glide before /e/” (p. 10) 

Alveolars 

/t, d/ å [ts, dz] /__ /i/ only (affricate with sibilant release)  

[s] may also be affected in the same way, but because it is already a sibilant it may not 

show the effects as readily. (p. 11) 

[n] å [nj] /__ /i, e/ (it is palatalized with [y] release before /i, e/). 

This palatalized version of [n] is to be distinguished from phonemic /ny/ and from /nn/ 

before /i, e/ which is phonetically [nny] (pp. 11).  There is a syllable boundary in both 

such cases.  

/r/ is (secondarily) palatalized before /i/ and velarized before /u/ (pp. 13)—no 

examples given.  I say secondary palatalization because the author does not specify 

any form.  For full palatalization he does give the phonetic form. 
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Velars 

/k, g, x, γ/ have variants [č,ğ,š,ž] before /i,e/ (p. 11). 

Exception: /h/ only palatalizes to [š] before the non-nasalized /i,e/.   

Before nasalized /i,e/, /x/ is a palatalized [x] ( this involves secondary release, 

indicated by transcription as [hy]). 

There are also specific exceptions to this general statement about velars: 

• If the next consonant is /t, s/ the non-palatalized variant of /k/ occurs.  (the 

remaining velars do not appear in this context, but it is assumed the same 

would happen to them) 

• Before /ira/, /k/ also remains unpalatalized 

• In the word /ki´etéké/  ‘train’ there is no palatalization 

• In /ké/ before a CV (with low tone) or CV(high tone)+(low tone) (also some 

more details here, with morphology involved.  /ke/ is a verbal prefix with 

phonemically distinctive positions; pp. 12) 

Labio-velars 

/kw, gw/  å ~ [č,ğ] with palatal and bilabial release /__/i,e/    

(output similar to variants of English /t,d/ in ‘true’, ‘drew’, but no retroflex release.) 

Notes: 

• the voiceless member of this pair (presumably /kw/) also appears before [a] 

and the combination is analyzed as /kwi´a/ 

• The voiced variant also occurs before /u/, usually when followed by /m/ (the 

author notes that most (if not all) cases of /u/ are secondary changes from /i/.  I 

interpret this to mean that the words historically had /i/.  As the examples 

show, there is some alternation still between /i/ and /u/ in related forms.  Here 

are the examples they provide in support: 

• /gwùu/  [d]ùu ‘lice’  (originally /gwíw/ --presumed, no related form given) 

• /agwù´ma/ a[d]ù´ma   ‘work’  (compare /agwi´n-fú/  a[d]i´n-fú  

‘craftsmen’—related form)  

/hw/  is a close, palatalized bilabial spirant produced with the lips pursed as if for 

whistling; it occurs only before /i,e/. 

Examples  
Labials: my transcriptions; based on phonetic description of orthography and 

phonological processes.  They say there is a short glide only before [e] when 

labials /p, b, f, m/ palatalize.  Before [i], the “scarcely audible” palatalization is 

indicated with [’] for these consonants. 
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api’m    [ap’’m]    ‘a thousand’ 

obi’       [ob’i’]       ‘someone’ 

fi’          [f’i’]         ‘come from, go from’ 

awi’       [awji’       ‘thief’ 

i mi         [im’i]       ‘I, me’ 

pe          [pje]         ‘like, want’ 

abe n       [abje n]    ‘horn’ 

fe             [fje ]        ‘beautiful’ 

wen        [wjen]     ‘to guard 

amen     [amjen]     ‘herring’ 

 

Alveolars: 

ti            [tsi]           ‘hear’ 

tintin      [tsintsin]    ‘long’ 

di´         [dzi´]          ‘partake of, eat’ 

adikedi   [adzikedzi]  ‘gift’ 

ni           [nji ]  ‘be identical with’ 

ni´na      [nji´na]   ‘all’ 

ni´a  [nji´a]       ‘get’ 

ane n  [anjen]   ‘witch’ (a rare case of /ne/) 

Rhotic: no examples given 

Examples of nasal contrasts: (pp. 11) 

/oní/   ‘with’  (palatalization) 

/onyé deḿ/  ‘it isn’t so’  (no palatalization; phonemic /ny/) 

/onni´ há/  ‘he isn’t here’ (no palatalization; phonemic /nn/) 

 

Velars:   

kiw    [t]iw      ‘fry’                                 íγi´     í[]i´     ‘this’ 

nkín   n[t]ín     ‘salt’                                γe        []e     ‘do, make, be described as’ 
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ke      [t]e         ‘give’                              xi´ã     [x]i´ã    ‘need’  [hy] 

gi´ná   [d]i´ná   ‘dwell’                           oxi n     o[x]i n   ‘chief’ [hy] 

                                                                 ixe n     i[x]e n    ‘boat’  [hy] 

xira    []ira      ‘earthen water pot’                         

xe          []e  ‘he located at (out of sight)’  

oxi n     o[x]i n  ‘chief’   

ixén            i[x]e n  ‘boat’   

Labio-velars: 

kwĩ           [t]i         ‘pull’ 

awokwí    awo[t]i   ‘eight’ 

gwi           [d]i       ‘quiet down’ 

xwi           [xw]i        ‘beat’                         ä no pal. for [xw] 

xwe          [xw]e        ‘look at’ 

mirixwixwé  [m’]irixwixwe   ‘I want’ 

/gwùu/       [d]ùu ‘lice’  (originally /gwíw/ --presumed, no related form given) 

/agwù´ma/ a[d]ù´ma   ‘work’  (compare /agwi´n-fú/  a[d]i´n-fú  ‘craftsmen’—

related form)  

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary for labials and some coronals /n/ and /r/ (they say that it is a short [y] glide 

before /e/, so it is most likely secondary palatalization.) 

Full for dorsals  

(t, d, perhaps [s] spirantization) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
/i, e/ 

(/e/ for labials leads to most audible palatalization) 

/i/ for /r/ 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained 

Type of target  
Labials /p, b, f, w, m/ 

Coronals /t, d, s, n, r/ 

Dorsals: /k, g, x, γ, kw, gw/ 
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Fate of target (what it changes into) 
(a following glide indicates secondary palatalization) 

p åpj                     

b å bj 

f å fj 

m å mj 

wå wj     

 

n å nj 

rå rj 

kå č 
gå ğ γå ž  (glide becomes fricative) 

xå x before nasalized i, e 

x/hå s () before non-nasalized i, e 

kwå č [t]        (for the labio-velars, the output of palatalization resembles [č,ğ], but  

gwå ğ   [d]     there is also a bilabial and palatal release) 

Additional information 
/n/ does not palatalize before a long /ii/, but there is only one such case: /anii/ ‘west’ 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[h] –a voiceless velar spirant, IPA [x] 

[y]—voiced velar spirant, IPA [γ] 

References 
Welmers, William Everett (1946).  Language, 22, No 3, pp. 3-78.  Language 

Dissertation No. 39:   A Descriptive Grammar of Fanti. 
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FONGBE.  Atlantic Creoles, Gbe dialect cluster.  (Southern areas of Benin and Togo) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes: (interesting fact: no phonemic /p/) 

Bilab lab-dent  alv-dent  alv-pal   pal  vel  lab-vel 

[p]                      t                                  k       kp 

                          d                                  g       gb 

                                        c  
                                         j  
            f             s                                 x        xw 

            v            z                                          w 

b[m]                [n]                       []                              --sonorants 

                        l[r]                                         

w                                                 y[y]                              --glides 

 

Vowel (phonemic and phonetic): 

Oral: 

i              u 

e            o 

             

       a 

 

Nasal: 

i               u 
(e )         (o)    (these two are phonetically nasal only in some lects) 

            
        a  
Summary of the findings 
Optional affrication and palatalization of alveolar-dentals [t, d] occur, depending on 

lects.  Some show affrication, others palatalization.   

Affrication: 

tå t
s
/_i 

då d
z
/_i 

Palatalization: 

tå c/_i 

då j /_i 

Examples 
pp. 25 

Affrication (in some lects) 

/e   n       di   /     å      [e  n   dz
i ] 

It  HAB  be.very.good 

‘It is very good’ 
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Palatalization  (in other lects) 

/e   n       di   /     å       [e  n   j i ] 
It HAB   be.very.good 

‘It is very good’ 

 

/a        ti          kle /      å     [a c i    kle   ] 
you  squeeze lemon 

‘You squeezed some lemons’ 

 

Dorsals do not palatalize or affricate: 

i en  ‘to hold’   (p. 20) 

bi ki      ‘pen’ (from trademark Bic)  (p. 21) 

ki klo   ‘big’ (p. 43) 

gi gl    ‘mumbling’  (p. 28) 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
A following [i] 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full: 

In some lects it is affrication  (no change in major place) 

In some lects it is palatalization  (change in major place) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
/i/ 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
/t/ and /d/ 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Affrication (in some lects): 

tå t
s
 

då d
z
 

Palatalization (in other lects): 

tå c 
då j  
Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
c  is t 
j  is d 

References 
Lefebvre, Claire and Anne-Marie Brusseau.  (2002).  A grammar of Fongbe.  Mouton 

de Gruyter. 
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HAUSA. Afro-Asiatic, Chadic (Nigeria) 
Sound inventory 
Consonantal phonemes: (Jaggar 2001, pp. 6) 

Lab  pal-lab   Alv   Pal   Vel   Lab-vel   Pal-vel   Laryngeal 

                       t               k       kw         ky 

b                     d              g       gw         gy 

                           ’y      k        kw         ky             

                               t 
                              d 

                      s’ 

f      fy            s                                                   h 

                     z 

m                   n 

                     l                                                           (lateral) 

                     r                                                           (flap) 

                     r                                                            (tap/roll) 

                             y               w                                 (glides) 

 

NOTE: The glides [y, w] are restricted to syllable-onset position, unless they are the 

first coda element of a medial geminate glide.  If they end up in coda position they 

change to corresponding vowels, [i, u] (pp. 8) 

 

Vowel phonemes: (Jaggar 2001, pp. 9) 

Short vowels:              Long vowels:            Diphthongs: 

i            u                    i            u 
   e     o                         e       o     
      a                                 a                            ai      au          

Sum m ary of the findings 
Velars redundantly palatalize and labialize before front and back rounded vowels, 

respectively.  Both palatalization and labialization are maintained in derived forms 

even when the environment is no longer present (Jaggar 2001, pp. 8) 

The palatalization rule is only semi-productive synchronically, and there are 

lexical exceptions (coronal obstruents which do not palatalize before front vowels, 

including loan words from Arabic and English in particular).   

Historically, palatalization applied across the board.   

Synchronically it is more limited, but the details are as follows: 

Coronal fricatives /s, z/ and stops /t, d/ palatalize to [, d, t, d] before the front 

vowels /i(i)/ (short or long /i/) and /e(e)/.  (Note: the stop /d/ is less uniform in 

palatalization, more rare). 

The semivowel /w/ typically palatalizes to [y]. 
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This is especially evident in morpho-phonology (Jaggar 2001, p. 25) 

Glottalized voiced alveolar stop [] does not undergo palatalization. 

The palatalization of /d/ is less uniform than that of the rest of coronals, given to 

lexical exceptions in both derived and non-derived environments. 

Examples 
From Jaggar (2001) (examples in orthography and phonetics) 
Secondary palatalization indicated by following [y], a palatal glide. 
Palatalization and labialization of velars: (pp. 8) 

ja ki    [jakyi ]   ‘donkey’ 

ja ka    [jaka ]    ‘she-donkey’ 

ke       [kye]     ‘you (f.)’ 

buge-buge   [bugye-bugye]   ‘beatings’ 

’ango    [agwo ]  ‘bridegroom’ 

kofa    [kwo fa ]  ‘door(way)’ 

 

Maintenance of palatalization with velars in derived forms, even without the context: 

(pp. 8) 

dogo   [dogwo ]   ‘tall’        å pl. do gwa  ye  
gor o   [gwor o]    ‘kolanut’ å pl. gwa r r a  
’ango    [agwo ]  ‘bridegroom’ å [angwanti ]   ‘being a bridegroom’ 

ge mu   [gye mu]  ‘beard’    å pl. gyamma   
ke so    [kye so ]   ‘grass mat’  å pl.  kya ssa   
 

Coronal palatalization in both geminates and singletons: (Jaggar 2001, pp. 25-26) 

Singleton consonants: 

fa nsa    ‘redeem’  ~  fani   pre-noun form of ‘redeem’ 

ka za     ‘hen’   å ka di   ‘hens’ 

mota   ‘car’     å mo toti   ‘cars’ 

gudu  ‘run away’  ~  gude   stative form of ‘run away’ 

 

Geminate consonants: (pp. 26) 

fasa   ‘break’   ~   fa sae    (fas-a-e)  ‘broken’ 

sa ta    ‘steal’   ~    satatte  (sat-att-e ) ‘stolen’ 

 

Palatalization of /w/:  (pp. 26) 

ka suwa    ‘market’   ~   ka suwo yi   (*ka suwo wi )  ‘markets’ 

ba wa       ‘slave’      ~   ba yi    (*bawi )  ‘slaves’ 

uguwa   ‘ward (of town)   ~   uguwoyi   ‘wards (of town)’ 
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Consonants which change in pronunciation: palatalization 

Hausa has four consonants which usually alternate in pronunciation depending on 

the vowel that follows them. This alternation is referred to by linguists as 

palatalization, that is the change of a sound to its "palatal" counterpart when 

occurring before the vowels i or e, which involve raising the tongue toward the 

palate. Note the variation of the second consonant in the following words 

depending on the vowel which follows the consonant. 

   BEFORE a, o, u   BEFOREe, i 

  t  
'theft' 

'women' 

c 
(t)

'he stole money' 

'woman' 

d 
'inheritance' 

'running' 

j 
(d)

'I inherited from her' 

'to run away' 

s 
'spears' 

'to transplant' 

  sh
() 

'spear' 

'transplanting' 

  z 

'chicken' 

'to scatter 

(here)' 

  j 
(d)

'chickens' 

'to scatter around' 

From: 

http://www.humnet.ucla.edu/humnet/aflang/Hausa/Pronunciation/consonants.html#a

nchor957511 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full (for coronals and labio-velar glide) 

Secondary (for dorsals, redundant—phonetic only, but if we look at [w] it seems 

natural that all velars palatalize) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Front vowels (/i/ and /e/, long or short) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Coronals 

Labio-velar glide 

Dorsals (redundant secondary palatalization; phonetic only—but see [w], also a 
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dorsal) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
så  
zå d 

tå t 
då d 

wå y (labio-velar glideå palatal glide) 

kå k
j
 

gåg
j
 

kåk (glottalized ejective—no example, but description states “velars”, and this is 

listed with the velars). 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[c] represents [t] 
[j] represents [d] 

sh is [] 
 is bilabial laryngealized (often implosive) stop 

 is alveolar layngealized (often implosive) stop 

k    (hooked [k]) is a glottalized velar ejective 

ts [s’] is an ejective alveolar sibilant 

’y is a laryngealized palatal glide (derived via reduction of a /iy/ sequence) 

References 
Jaggar, Philip J.  2001.  Hausa.  John Benjamins Publishing Company.   

Newman, Paul.  2000.  The Hausa Language.  An Encyclopedic Reference 

Grammar.  Yale University Press. 

http://www.humnet.ucla.edu/humnet/aflang/Hausa/Pronunciation/consonants.html#a

nchor957511  
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HUNGARIAN .   Uralic, Finno-Ugric.  (Hungary) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes:  

Labial: p  b  f  v  m 

Dental: t  d  s  z  t
s
  n  l  r 

Palatal: t
y
  d

y
  s   z   c   j   ny

  j 

Velar: k  g  x 

 

Vowel phonemes: 

i   u    u   o   o   e   a 

(u and o are labial) 

(i and e are coronal) 

(u, o, a are dorsal) 

Summary of the findings 
Phonetic palatalization (the kind triggered by non-low front vowels and the glide [j]) is 

excluded from this study, although it does take place in Hungarian (Sipta r 2000, pp. 

177). 

There is lexical (within the word, morpho-phonological in this case) and post-lexical 

(after all the rules apply to the individual words; between words; phonological) 

palatalization. 

The triggers are palatalized consonants and the palatal glide [j].  

In lexical palatalization, it looks like the palatal glide is actually first the trigger, but 

then the palatalized consonant itself becomes a trigger.  

First the palatal glide triggers palatalization, then there is gemination of the palatalized 

consonant and in lexical palatalization the glide disappears (it is also seen as the glide 

coalescing with the consonant it triggered palatalization on, and this is where 

gemination comes from).  In postlexical palatalization, the glide remains.  

Lexical pal. is a two-step process: 

1. Place assimilation (to palatal; a dental consonant becomes palatal before a 

palatal glide) 

2. Full assimilation (the palatal glide fully coalesces with the consonant) 

/t, d, n, l/ å palatalize before [j] and the palatal consonant geminates, then [j] 

disappears     

                   (coalesces with the preceding consonant). 

 

For post-lexical palatalization, there is no coalescence of the glide.  

“The most important difference between [lexical palatalization] and surface 

palatalization [post-lexical] (of /t d n/ before /t
y
 d

y
 n

y
 j/) is that the latter does not 
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involve coalescence” (see examples below).  pp. 180. 

/t d n/ obligatorily palatalize to [t
y
  d

y
  n

y
] before /t

y
  d

y
  n

y
/  

 

Examples 
Vago (1980). 
                - ja  ‘3sg (def/poss)’   

la t  ‘see’                         la tja  [tyty] 

pad ‘bench’                    padja [dydy] 

oroszlan  ‘lion’              oroszlanja  [nyny] 

ba ty ‘elder brother’        ba tyja [tyty] 

hagy ‘let’                       hagyja [dydy] 

ha ni ‘vomit’                   ha nyja [nyny] 

 

Siptar (2000) 
Lexical palatalization (pp. 177)--morphological 
la tja  [t

y
:]  ‘see’ (3sg indicative def.) 

adja  [d
y
:] ‘give’ (3sg indicative/imperative def.) 

kenje [n
y
:] ‘smear’ (3sg imperative def.) 

falja [j:]  ‘devour’   å here the [l] changed to [j], but this is analyzed as a special and 

separate rule of palatalization applying to the [l] as opposed to the rest of the dentals 

that palatalize. 

ba tyja [t
y
:]  ‘his brother’ 

hagyja [d
y
:] ‘leave’ (3sg indicative/imperative def.) 

ha nyja [n
y
:] ‘throw’ (3sg indicative/imperative def.)  

 
Post lexical palatalization (pp. 180)--phonological 
mit jelent [mityjlnt]   *[mity:lnt] ‘what does it mean’ 

ve djegy   [ve:dyjd
y
]     *[ve:dy:d

y
]  ‘trade mark’  

van joga  [vnyjog]     *[vny:og]  ‘he’s got the right (to)’ 

 

Post lexical palatalization before palatalized consonants (pp. 180) 
ket nyom  [t

y
n

y
]  ‘two traces’ 

vadnyul    [dy
n

y
] ‘(wild) hare’ 

 

[l] “palatalization”  p.  182 
fe l tyuk  [fe:lt

y
u:k] ~ [fe:t

y
uk]     * [fe:t

y
:uk],  *[fe:jt

y
uk]   ‘half a hen’ 

okolnyi  [o kolny
i] ~ [o ko:ny

i]      *[okony
:i],  *[okojny

i]  ‘fist-sized’ 

kopoltyu [kopolt
y
u:] ~ [kopo:t

y
u]     *[kopot

y
:u], *[kopojt

y
u]  ‘gill’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
secondary palatalization (indicated by superscript [

y
]) 
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Types of triggers (what are they)  
palatal glide [j] and palatalized consonants (given as [y]) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
For lexical palatalization: 
The glide follows 

The consonant precedes (then coalesces with the glide and results in geminate C). 

the claim is that the glide is transformed into an exact copy of the palatalized 

consonant that it itself triggered to palatalize in the first place. 

“the palatality of /j/ was claimed to spread leftwards [regressive] whereas all other 

features of the left-hand segment were to spread onto the /j/, whereby /tj/ and /t
y
j/ both 

became [t
y
:], /dj/ and /d

y
j/ both became [d

y
:] (geminate palatalized consonants), and 

/nj/ and /n
y
j/ both became [n

y
:] …” (Siptar pp. 178, speaking about what he said in one 

of his earlier papers, 1994a). 

For post lexical palatalization: 
the following glide or the following palatalized consonant (phoneme) 

 Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
In lexical palatalization: the glide is deleted, or it is itself assimilated to the palatalized 

consonant that it triggered palatalization on in the first place 

In post-lexical palatalization: the glide is maintained, and so is the palatalized 

consonant trigger 

Type of target  
Lexical palatalization (morpho-phonological): 

alveolars /t  d  n  l/--but they claim that pal of [l] is a separate process, as it behaves 

differently, and perhaps should not be collapsed with palatalization 

 

Post-lexical palatalization (phonological): 

alveolars /t d n/ 

(l either surfaces as l or is deleted in palatalizing contexts so it is not considered a 

palatalization target) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Lexical palatalization: 

secondary palatalization and gemination for the stops 

the liquid changes to the glide in lexical palatalization. 

 

Post lexical palatalization: 

secondary palatalization for the stops (no gemination) 

[l] is sometimes unaltered, and sometimes it is dropped  (depending on the rate of 

speech; pp. 182, so it is not considered palatalization here) 

Additional information 
In verb stems that end in [t] before the imperative /j/.  The glide deletes.  (pp. 183, 

description only, I am not adopting this analysis) 

1.  tå s after short vowels:    ut  ‘hit’    uss [u s :] (imp.) 

2.  tå c after sonorant consonants:    hajt ‘drive     hajts  [hjc] (imp.)  
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            olt ‘extinguish’     olts [olc] (imp.) 

 ont  ‘pour’      o ts [o nc ]  (imp.) 

3.  tå zero after obstruents (s and s): 
   ([s ]) fest ‘paint’  fess [fs :] (imp.) 

  ([s]) oszt ‘divide’  ossz [os:] (imp.)  

References 
Siptar, Pe ter and Miklos Torkenczy.  2000.  The Phonology of Hungarian.  Oxford 

University Press.  

Vago, Robert M.  1980.  The Sound Pattern of Hungarian.  Georgetown University 

Press. 
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IKALANGA.  Niger-Congo, Bantu, Shona (Botswana)  
Sound inventory 
Consonants (Mathangwane 1999, p. 45): 

                    Labial    lab-     dent      alv         pal-alv     pal     lab-vel     vel    glott 

                                  dent 

Stops 
plain           p   b                  t   d       d                                                      k g 

aspirated   p <p

>             t          t <t


>                                              k 

Velarized    pk 

stops           bg 

Fricatives             f   v                      s  z                                                         <> 

Affricates   ps                      t s                         t  
plain           bz                      d z                        d    

                                                                          <t 
> 

aspirated                                ts  

                                             <t s
> 

glottal                                                             t ’ 
Nasals       m                                      n                                                 

Prenasals  
stops          mb                                     nd                                               g 

affricate                                                          nd 

Labialized 
stops                                                   d                                             k g 

lab. asp.                                            (t)                                           k  

                                                                                                            <k
> 

affricates                                 ts  

                                                dz 

nasal                                                                                                      

prenasal                                                                                                g 

fricative                                              s          

                                                           z 

Trill                                                     r 

Lateral                                                 l 
Approximants                                                j                        w 

                                                                                                     <w

> 

 

Vowels (Mathangwane 1999, p. 16): 

    i  e, a, o, u 
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Summary of the findings 
Diachronically: 

Velar Palatalization: from Proto Bantu: *kå t/___*i, *e  (Mathangwane, p. 92) 

(*g also palatalized in the same environments, but since many [g]s were dropped from 

the language to begin with, palatalization of [g] did not really leave a big mark; when 

it did palatalize, it became [d]: *-ke gid-a  >  te nde la    ‘be wise’ (p. 93). 

Typically in Bantu this occurred morpheme initially, but in Ikalanga it also occurred 

morpheme internally (p. 93). 

Synchronically: considered to be a recent development in Ikalanga, unlike in the 

other Bantu languages (Tswana, Sotho, Zulu, Xhosa), thus it is more restricted by 

comparison (p. 94). 

Velars: because of diachronic changes, there are no /k/s and /g/s occurring before /i/ in 

C1 position, so /k, g/ do not palatalize synchronically before /i/ in this position (p. 48).  

There are a few examples where /k/ appears before /e/ and there is no palatalization, 

and also where it appears before /i/ in C2 position and there also is no palatalization.  

It is possible that because of the newness of the phenomenon synchronically that 

coronals are palatalized first, and that velars that do appear before /i, e/ in certain 

positions will be palatalized at a later point. 

Palatalization in the diminutive formation of nouns and adjectives: before the suffix [-

ana].  This suffix does not start with a palatalizing trigger, but palatalization occurs 

when the final vowel before the diminutive is /i/ or /e/.  Mathangwane proposes that 

there is a process by which an [e] or [i] preceding this suffix turns into a glide and then 

the glide triggers palatalization.  This happens when the root final consonant is: 

a nasal, lateral (coronal), or labial (for labials it is not palatalization by my 
definition ). 

lå d/ _i, e+ana  (when the final vowel is [i, e] and the diminutive suffix follows) 

n, må /_i, e+ana 

på ts
hw

,  mb å ndz
w
, å dz

w        
(the other two labials, [b, p] do not undergo pal.) 

FOR labials, the only reason it is called palatalization is because of the triggering 

environment, because the resulting consonant is an alveolar affricate.  

Rules: 

the [i, e] undergo a glide formation rule:   

i, eå /j/ /___/a/ 

then, affrication rule for changing the lateral into an affricate: 

*d å  /d/ /___/j/   (it is /d/ here because the current [l] is a reflex of PB [d], and [d] 

and [l] alternate in surface forms when they both derive from PB [d])—p. 95. 
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For nasals, the glide formation rule applies, then the glide changes the nasal into the 

palatal nasal. 

This seems very similar to the Romanian analysis of labial palatalization, with glide 

insertion first and then the change to palatalized consonant. 

Examples 
Diachronically:  (p. 92) 

Root initially in nouns: 

*ki-ntu        ti-tu   ‘thing’   (class 7 noun prefix) 

*ki-jada        ti-ala   ‘finger’ (class 7 noun prefix) 

*-kid-a  (‘get well’)    tila   ‘be alive’   (verb root-initially) 

Only two examples of noun-initial:   

*-kende  (class 6)       ma-tende   ‘testicles’ 

*-juki    (class 14)      u-ti    ‘honey’ 

 

Velar palatalization morpheme-internally (p. 93): 

*-ke gid-a  å   t e nde la    ‘be wise’ 

*-ceke         å  n-set e         ‘sand’ 

*-juki          å ut i              ‘bee’ 

 

No pal. before /u, o, a/:  (p. 93) 

*-kotam-a     kot ama    ‘bend over’ 

*-ku d-a        ku la           ‘grow up’ 

*-ka g-a      ka ga          ‘fry’ 

Synchronically: 

Velar: /k, g/ do not appear before /i/. 

Example of /k, g/ before /e, i/ and no palatalization: 

i-keji    ‘yoke pin’ (p. 53) 

a kili l-a   ‘fence in’ (p. 58)  (k in C2 position; in C1 position it cannot be followed by 

/i/) 

te ge l-a      te ge l-an-a   ‘cheat each other’ (reciprocal) (g in C2 position) 
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Lateral:  lå d   (p. 94-95) (l is a reflex of PB *d) 

m-bili    m-bid-ana    ‘small body’ 

a li        a d-ana       ‘small pot’ 

w

ali      w

ad-ana      ‘small partridge’ 

gole        god-ana       ‘small cloud’ 

delele     deled-ana     ‘small (amount) of okra’ 

p

ele      p


ed-ana      ‘small hyena’ 

ulo       ug-ana         ‘small rabbit’  (NO pal before [o]; velarization instead) 

i-kulu     i-kug-ana        ‘small ringworm’ (NO pal before [u]; velarization instead) 

(the velarization seen before back vowels is a common process in this language). 

In a small number of words that end in [a] (67 total found), there is optional 

palatalization of the [l], and this is restricted to only a few forms, 19/67. The author 

proposes this is due to analogy (p. 96-97): 

zila    zil-ana   ~  zid-ana    ‘small path’  (alternation) 

vula    vul-ana   ~ vud-ana    ‘little water’  (alternation) 

ula    ul-ana     ‘small frog’  (no pal. allowed) 

gola   gol-a na     ‘small vulture’ (no pal. allowed) 

Nasals:  n, må  (through glide formation rule first)  (p. 97-98) 

ba ni         ba-a na         ‘small bush’    

m-pi ni       m-pi-a na     ‘small axe-handle’ 

p

ene         p

e-ana       ‘small steenbuck’ 

lu-limi       lu-lia na       ‘small tongue (uvula)’ 

seme         sea na            ‘small basket’ 

ama       am-ana         ‘small meat’  (NO pal before [a]) 

Labials:  på tshw,  mb å ndzw, å dzw 

Only when the final vowel is [i,e], with glide formation rule and then an 
affricatization rule similar to the one for the lateral. 

kopi       kots
hw

-ana       ‘small cup’ 
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fupi        futs
hw

-a na       ‘shorter’ 

dope       d ots
hw

-ana       ‘small mud’ 

Apparently this a common process and some labials from proto-Bantu are now 

alveolar affricates in Ikalanga:  (p. 100) 

ts
hw

a    ‘new’       *-pia 

dz
w
a l-a   ‘plant’    *-biad-a 

 

-kombe         -kondz
w
-a na        ‘small water vessel’ 

simbe              sindz
w
-ana             ‘small coal’ 

 

da i  dadz
w
-a na               ‘small branch (of tree)’ 

ndoe            ndodz
w
-ana                 ‘small dung’ 

NO pal before [a]: 

fupa          fu p-a na        ‘small bone’ 

umba      umb-ana      ‘small lion’ 

lu-koa    lu-ko-ana      ‘small stream’ 

Velarization before [u, o]: 

gumbo       gumbg-ana      ‘small foot’ 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
The final root vowel being [i,e] before the diminutive suffix [-ana].  It is proposed that 

there is a glide formation rule that changes [i,e] to a glide in this context, and then the 

glide triggers palatalization on the preceding labial or coronal (lateral, nasal). 

Motivation for the change (predictions made by different approaches, i.e. co-
articulation causes the change, or a more formal approach, etc.) 
Ohala (1978): pal. of labials is a common occurrence before a palatal glide, but they 

change into alveolars (not dorsals as in Romanian).  The glide formation rule and then 

affricatization is how the hypothesis goes to explain the palatalization in these cases. 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full palatalization. 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
[i, e]  (through glide formation, when preceding –ana of diminutive) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
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Glide formation, then deleted 

Type of target  
Labial: m  

Coronal: l, n 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
lå d 

n, m å  

 

Not palatalization: 

på ts
hw

   

mb å ndz
w
 

å dz
w
 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
The reason the labial changes are called palatalization is because of the definition that 

Mathangwane uses for palatalization: “those changes caused by a palatal element, 

which could be either the front vowels /i, e/ or a palatal glide /j/.  As a result, some of 

the segments derived by this process are palato-alveolar affricates (e.g. /t , d/) and the 

palatal nasal // while others have an alveolar place of articulation (e.g. / tshw
, ndz

w
 /).” 

(p. 91) 

References 
Mathangwane, Joyce T. (1999).  Ikalanga Phonetics and Phonology.  A Synchronic 
and Diachronic Study.  CSLI publications. 
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JAPANESE. Japanese (Japan, Taiwan) 

Sound inventory 
Consonants:   (Hinds, p. 390) 

Distinctive segments: k, ky, g, g, gy, gy, s, s , z, j, t, c , ts, d, n, ny, h, , hy, b, by, p, py, 

m, my, y, r, ry, w,  

 

Vowels: i, e, u, o, a 

Summary of the findings 
From Hinds 1986: 

Dorsals [k, g] are fronted before front vowels, ‘mid’  before back vowels. 

Coronal [t] fully palatalizes to [t] before [i], and it becomes [t
s
] before [u]—but this 

[u] is [] phonetically (back, unrounded) 

Coronal [d] fully palatalizes to [j]  (I think this is [d]) before [i], and becomes [z] 

before [u]. (Hinds p. 392)—but consultant Mimu says [dz], not [z] 

Coronal [s] å [] before [i]. 

Coronal [z] å [] before [i]  (given as [j], not []) 

Glottal [h] å [] before [i], and in front of [u] as [] (voiceless bilab. fric). 

From Bloch 1950: Dialect described: modern standard colloquial, speech of educated 

persons native of Tokyo. 

Labials (p, b, m) and their long versions; coronals (t, n, r), dorsals (k, g, , x, h) and 

some of the long versions, palatalize mainly before [i, y], and in addition the [p] and 

[k] are palatalized before the voiceless palatal glide instead of the voiced one).  It is 

unclear whether the result is full or secondary palatalization, as the symbols are not 

well explained.   

Checked with Mimu Tsujimura, native speaker:  she does not think there is any 

palatalization of the labials before [i], but there may be secondary palatalization before 

[y].  However, this may be due to the fact that a palatal glide follows anyway.  

 The velars [k, g, ] do palatalize, secondarily, according to Mimu, but this is most 

likely just fronting.  

Examples 
/t/                                                   /d/ 

tet
s    ‘iron’  (Hinds p. 391)          des         copula 

tor    ‘take’                                    onadi       ‘same’ 

tiba    Chiba                                   midz       ‘water’ 
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t
sti    ‘dirt’ 

/s/                                                    /z/ 

iawase         ‘happiness’              ditto      ‘straight’ 

sate               ‘well’                       dzai      ‘magazine’ 

sonkee            ‘respect’                 dzendzen   ‘absolutely’ 

/h/ 

ito       ‘person’  (check this one with native speaker, the [c] has a cedilla underneath) 

ne     ‘ship’ 

hebi      ‘snake’ 

Examples from Bloch  ( [ ] is a voiceless palatal fricative, only comes into play for 

[p] and [k]) 
Palatalized [p]: (before [i, , ]) 

ippiki   ‘one (animal)’ 

pyuuto   ‘whizzing’  ?? 

 

Palatalized long [p:]:  (before palatalized [p]) 

ip:piki   ‘one (animal)’ 

 

Palatalized [b]: (before [i, y]) 

bi n:   ‘bottle   (biN) 

byooki  ‘illness’   (yes) 

 

Palatalized [m]: (before [i, y]) 

mimi   ‘ear’   (no) 

myooniti   ‘tomorrow’   (yes)      

 

Palatalized long [m:] (before palatalized [p, b, m]) 

m:mi   ‘sea’  (umi) 

sa m:byaku    ‘three hundred’  (no long m) 

  

Palatalized [t]: (before [y]) 

only one example: [tyuun:de]  or [tuun:de] and [toyuunode] ‘since one says that’å 

so either full or sec. pal?? 

 

Palatalized long [t:] (though not sure what this is represented as, since it is not 

marked): 

it:taku    ‘one (suit)’ 
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ma t:ti    ‘match’   

 

Palatalized [n]: (before [i, y]) 

niku   ‘meat’  (the  [n] may be pal) 

gyuunyuu  ‘cow’s milk’  (yes to both [g] and [n]) 

 

Palatalized long [n:]: (before palatalized consonants and front vowels, pal. glide: [i, y, 

t, , h, d, , r, n]—all palatalized versions) 

ba n:ti   ‘house number’ 

se n:uu  ‘last week’ 

 

Palatalized [r]: (before [i, y]) (voiced alveolar flap) 

riku   ‘land’ 

arimas:  ‘there is’ 

ryokoo    ‘journey’ 

 

Palatalized [k]: (before [i, , ]) 

kita    ‘came’ (yes) 

kyuu   ‘nine’  (yes) 

ip:piki   ‘one (animal)’   (yes) 

 

Palatalized long [k:]: (before palatalized [k]): 

hak:kiri    ‘clearly’  (gem)  

 

Palatalized/prevelar [g]: (before [i, y]; they say ‘prevelar’, which is defined as ‘front’) 

gi n:  ‘silver’  (yes) 

gyuunyuu  ‘cow’s milk’  (yes) 

 

Palatalized/prevelar []: (before [i, y]; they say ‘prevelar’, which is defined as ‘front’) 

kai   ‘key’  (more like kagi; palatalized) 

ni :yoo   ‘doll’   (nigyoo; pal) 

 

Palatalized/prevelar long [:]: (before palatalized consonants, but not all of them: [i, y, 

k, h, x, x:, g, ]) 

b:  ‘bottle’      ([biN] uvular nasal, not long, not pal.) 

te :i:   ‘store clerk’  (teyiN) 

 

Prevelar [x]: (before [i, a, o, u, ]): “every phrase containing [x] is paralleled by an 

otherwise identical synonymous phrase containing [hy] instead, or [h] before [i, ]” (p. 

100) 

xi fu   ‘skin’      (i)   -palatal fricative 
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xooba n:  ‘fame’  (yoobaN) 

 

Prevelar long [x:]: (before NON-palatalized [t, k, ts] and palatalized [k, t]): 
x:to  ‘person’     (/hito/   [ito]  with devoiced [i], not audible) 

x:kui   ‘low’       (/hikui/   [ikui]   

 

Palatalized [h]—short voiceless glottal spirant—(before [i, , y]) 

hima   ‘leisure’   /hima/    [ima] 

hyaku  ‘hundred’  /hyaku/    [yaku] 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
A following [i] mainly 

(some before [y], and [p, k] before []—voiceless semivowel—according to Bloch) 

Full or secondary palatalization (fronting, or unclear) 
Fronting, Full (secondary according to Bloch, but not reliable) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Front vowels—fronting  

[i] –full palatalization 

 

([i] –sec. pal for velars—if indeed it is present, but most likely this is fronting) 

([i] and [y] –sec. pal for labials—if indeed it is present, but highly unlikely) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained 

Type of target  
Full pal: [t, d, s, z] and dorsal [h] 

 

(Sec pal: [k, g, ] (and potentially [p, b, m], but see comments from Mimu about 

labials)) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
tåt 
dåd 

så  
zå  

hå  

References 
Hinds, John.  1986.  Japanese.  Croom Helm descriptive grammars. 

Bloch, Bernard.  1950.  Studies in Colloquial Japanese IV.  Phonemics.  Language 26, 

86-125. 
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KAROK.  Hokan, Northern, Karok-Shasta (USA) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes: 

p   t     c    k    

f      s  s     x   h 

v   r      y 

m   n 

[y] is a palatal semivowel, with very little friction, more like [i]-p. 8 

Consonants can be longer, symbolized by C, or even longer, CC, the latter of which is 

analyzed as a geminate. 

 

Vowels:  

 i  i                 i   u 
    e                    o 
            a  a 
The vowels with a dot are long.   

[i] is shortened to [] before a [] or a [t] 
Summary of the findings 
After front vowels, [k] is more fronted (written as [k

y
] in J.P. Harrington, but not in 

the current grammar that I am looking at).—p. 7.  Bright says he never heard it that 

way from his informants. 

[] appears only after [y] or front vowels, with or without another consonant 

intervening, otherwise [s] occurs.  But there are a few cases where [s] occurs after an 

[i], and there are some minimal pairs that make [s] and [] be separate phonemes, 

although overall they seem to be in complementary distribution. (Bright p. 8, 16) 

In consonant clusters, when the second member is an oral sonorant that is not 

homorganic (same POA) with the preceding consonant, the first C releases into a non-

phonemic vowel that has the quality of the previous vowel:  

[] after /a, a/ 
[i] after front vowels 

[u] after back vowels 

When a word ends in a sonorant, it is released into a following vocalic offglide, 

reflecting the quality of the previous vowel, just as above (p. 10). 

Examples 
ia va:s  ‘man’s dead sister’s child’ 

pikip  ‘shadow’ (says this palatalization is because of the preceding [i], even with the    

                             intervening consonant; but note that it is also followed by [i]). 
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i aha   ‘water’ 

tu:yip    ‘mountain’ 

ti :    ‘sister’ 

Some words where [s] appears after [i] (p. 17):  (some are loanwords). 

si kspit   ‘six bits’ 

ke :ks  ‘cake’ 

si msi:m  ‘knife, metal’ 

 

The ‘inserted’ vowel between non-homorganic consonant clusters: 

a pvuy  ‘tail’—no insertion, since [p] and [v] are homorganic labials 

ak[

]vat  ‘raccoon’ –insertion of [] after [a] 

i k[
i
]ri  ‘you live’—insertion of [i] after [i], a front vowel 

/uk[
u
]ri  ‘he lives’ –insertion of [u] after [u], a back vowel 

Final position of oral sonorants released in an off-glide, reflecting the quality of the 

preceding vowel the same way as above: 

a ffiv[
i
]  ‘bottom’ 

hoy[
u
]  ‘where?’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full (of så ) 
Types of triggers (what are they)  
[y, i, e] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Preceding 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Coronal: [s]å [] 
Fate of target (what it changes into) 
[s] å [] 
Additional information 
Other progressive processes: 

-[x] is labialized AFTER a back vowel, even when another consonant stands between 
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it and the vowel (p. 8):  

u[xx]a  ‘mother’s sister’ 

uk[x]ip-s ip  ‘he flew away’ 

 

BUT also: before front vowels, velar friction of [x] is often accompanied by voiceless 

uvular trill: 

a[x
R
x

R
]ic   ‘child’ 

 

-[y] is a palatal semivowel.   

      -When preceded by /u/ and followed by a consonant, it has as much prominence as   

        the /u/ (an even-level diphthong, not a falling diphthong): 

       kuyrak  ‘three’ 

      -When preceded by a back vowel and followed by a stop, it is labialized: 

       u[i ]kar   ‘he killed him’ 

 

-Consonantal length is also determined by what precedes it (and in one case, by what 

follows it).  There are less long (C) and greater long (CC) consonants. The less long 

consonant appears (p. 9): 

       -after a long accented vowel:  pu[f]ic   ‘deer’ 

       -after VCV, where C is /h, r, v/: ui hu[n]ih  ‘he danced down’ 

       -after a long vowel preceded by an accented syllable: vuhes ta-[k]ar  ‘gap-

toothed’ 

       -before a long accented vowel: i[n]a k  ‘indoors’ 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[c ] an alveolo-palatal affricate, distinct from [ts] where the [t] does not have 

palatalization 

[s ], alveo-palatal fricative 

[r] is alveolar flap 

References 
Bright, William (1957).  The Karok Language.  UC  Publications in Linguistics, v. 

XIII. 
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KAYARDILD .  Australian, Pama-Nyungan, Tangkic. (Australia) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants:  (pp. 51) 

lab  apico-alv   retro   lam-dent   lam-pal   dorso-vel 

p [b]    t [d]                 t                t                k 

m        n                     n                              

           l 

           r                
w                                                  j 

 

Vowels:  

i          u 

i:         u: 

      a 

      a: 

Summary of the findings 
Velars /k/ and // show secondary palatalization before /i/ (p. 54)  

kå k 

å  
(This is described as fronting, but the transcription indicates secondary palatalization.) 

Examples 
pp. 55 (given in orthography and phonetically) 

Palatalization of velars: 

wakath   [wakat]  ‘sister’ 

kijand    [k j it ant]  ‘clap on water’ 

ngabay  [apa i]    ‘spirit’ 

ngimiy   [j ime i]  ‘night’ 

 

No palatalization of labials and coronals: 

/pijarp/   [biarp]   ‘dugong’  (p. 56) 

/piarki/  [biarki]  ä this [ki] should be [ki], but it is not indicated since the focus is 

on the realization of rhotics (p. 56) 

/patinta/   [badind]   ‘carrying’ (p. 53) 

 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
secondary 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
/i/ 
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Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained 

Type of target  
dorso-velar /k/ and // 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
kå k

j
 

å j
 

References 
Evans, Nicholas D.  1995.  A Grammar of Kayardild.  Mouton de Gruyter. 
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KOKOTA .  Austronesian, Oceanic, Western (Santa Isabel Island of Solomon Islands) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants :  (pp. 498) 

p              t     k 

b             d     g 

        f      s           h  

        v     z      

m            n      
m            n      

               l  
               l 

               r  
               r 

Vowels: i, e, a, o, u 

Summary of the findings 
Post-alveolar fricative /z/ palatalizes before /i/ but it does not specify to what. (p. 498). 

Velars // and //  also palatalize slightly before front vowels /i/ or /e/, and to a higher 

degree before /i/.  Again, it does not specify what kind of palatalization.  Because 

there is no specification, it may be secondary palatalization, but it is not clear. 

Examples 
The grammar sketch is very short so it does not provide any examples that illustrate 

this alternation. 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Unclear 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
/i/ and /e/ 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
 I assume maintained 

Type of target  
alveolar /z/ before /i/ 

velars // and // before both front vowels, /e/ and /i/ (higher degree before /i/) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Not specified 

References 
Palmer, Bill.  2002.  Kokota.  In The Oceanic Languages.  J. Lynch,  

M. Ross and T. Crowley, eds.  Curzon language family series. 498-524. 
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KOREAN . Language isolate (Korea) 
Sound inventory 
Phonemes (Sohn 1994) 

lab   lamin-alv    dorso-pal      dorso-vel       glottal 

p        t                c                     k 

ph      th              ch                    kh 

p’       t’               c’                     k’ 

          s                                                         h 

          s’ 

m       n                                        

          l 

(Ch shows aspiration; C’ means tensed consonant) 

            front                  back 

        unrd   rnd           unrd           rnd 

hi       i          y                              u 

mid    e         ø                              o 

low                              a 

Two semivowels /j/ and /w/ which correspond to /i/ and /u/. 
Summary of the findings 
Dorso-palatals and dorso-velars are slightly fronted or backed before front and back 

vowels. (Sohn 1994, p. 433) 

Phonemic palatalization (I call this morpho-phonological): 

Lamino-alveolar plosives become palatal plosives before [i, j, hi, hj] if there is a 

morpheme boundary intervening.  If no morpheme boundary exists, or if there is a 

word or compound boundary there is no palatalization.  Therefore, palatalization 

occurs at a bound-morpheme boundary. 

Non-phonemic palatalization (I call this phonological): 

When /s/ and /s’/ appear before /i, y, j/ they are strongly palatalized. 

/n/ is usually palatalized before /i/, /j/.  In word-initial position it is not palatalized for 

many speakers. 

/l/ palatalizes to [] before high front vowel or glide. (Hume 1990, p. 237) 

Examples 
Palatalization of lamino-alveolar plosives at morpheme boundary (Sohn 1994, p. 470): 

Note: phonetic transcriptions provided by Nayoung Kwon (graduate student, UCSD)  

kut-i   /ku.ci/  ‘positively’      [kti] 

kath-i  /ka.chi/ ‘together’        [kti] 

nath nath-i  /nan.na.chi/  ‘one by one, thoroughly’    [nannati] 
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tat-hita /ta-chi.ta/  ‘close, shut (passive)’    [tatida]  ~  [tatita] 

path-i  /pa.chi/   ‘dry field’ (nominative)     [pati] 

kut-hjla  /ku.ch.la/  ‘Harden it.’           [kuta] 

No morpheme boundary, no palatalization (p. 471) 

titita /ti.ti.ta/  ‘step on’ 

thi /thi/  ‘dust’ 

pethita  /p.thi.ta/  ‘persist’ 

keth him å kt him  /k.thim/  ‘outside strength’ 

path+ilaΝ å pat+nila  /pan.ni.la/   ‘plowed rows in a dry field’ 

Non-phonemic palatalization: 

/s/ 

/si.ke/  [i.ge]  ‘watch, clock’                                sakyey    [sage]   ‘four seasons’ 

/sy:.ta/ [y:.da]  ‘rest’   ([suyta] 

/sja.s’/  [ja.s’]  ‘shirt 

/a.ka.s’i/  [a.ga.’i]  ‘young lady’  (Nayoung says that this is not a palatal, but 
rather a palatalized version of tense [s]) 

/n/                                                                           Nayoung Kwon’s pronunciation: 

/n.ni/   [.i]  ‘(female’s) older sister’               [i] 

/.m.ni/   [.m.i] ‘mother’                                [mi] 

/mu.nje/   [mu.e]  ‘literature and art’                   [munje]  OR [mue] 

/o:.njn/   [o:.n]  ‘five years’                              [on] 

/l/ 

/pal+li/    [pai]   ‘fast’ (Hume, 1990) 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
For phonemic pal: [i, j, hi, hj] 

For non-phonemic pal:  

        for [s] the triggers are [i, y] and glide [j] 

        for [n], [l] the triggers are [i] and glide [j] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
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Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Vowels [i, y] are maintained, even after h 

Semivowel [j] is deleted (though for Nayoung it isn’t always deleted), and so is h 

Type of target  
Lamino-alveolar plosives: only for phonemic alternation [t, th, t’] 

[s], [s’], [l] and [n] for non-phonemic alternation 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Phonemic: 

tå c  (where c is [t]) 
th å ch (where ch is [th]) 

t’å c’ (where c’ is [t’]) 
Phonological: 

så  
s’å’ 
nå  

lå  

Com m ents ( can be special sym bols, or  other)  
Thank you to Nayoung Kwon (graduate student, UCSD linguistics) for verifying the 

pronunciation and transcription for these words. 

References 
Hume, E.  1990.  Front vowels, palatal consonants, and the rule of umlaut in Korean.  

In Proceedings of NELS 20, 1: 230-243.    

Sohn, Ho-Min.  1994.  Korean.  Routledge Descriptive Grammars 
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KOROMFE .  Niger-Congo, Voltaic-Congo, Gur  (Burkina Faso) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant Phonemes: (p. 378) 

p            t                k 

b            d               g 

      f       s 

      v      z 

m           n                

             (r)                                           (/r/ is a phoneme only in 

              l                                              loanwords) 

w                    j                 h 

 

Complete vowel system (pp. 377): both oral and nasal versions of these, and there is 

also [] which is a reduced vowel. 

 

   i  :  i:              u  :  u: 

     e  : e:           o  :  o: 

             a    a: : 

Summary of the findings 
Dorsals [k] and [g] have an obligatory palatal off-glide in word-initial position and 

followed by non-low front vowels in all nasality and length variants (i, , e, ).   

Word-medially, the off-glide is optional, and it sounds weaker. 

[g] is spirantized to [] everywhere except word-initially and immediately following a 

nasal stop [m] or [].  In this case, there is no off-glide. 

Examples 
/keki/        [kjekji]   or   [kjeki]    ‘take’ 

/tigii/      [ti gjii]   or   [ti gii]    No gloss provided 

/kaka/       [kaka]         ‘grandparent’ 

/kndam/  [kjndam]  ‘finish’ 

/kebre/      [kjebre]       ‘big’ 

/kbtam/   [kjbtam]     ‘pinch’ 

/gate/        [gate]          ‘inner yard’ 

/gbam/    [gjbam]     ‘pound’ 

/gram/     [gjram]       ‘judge’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary (obligatory word-initially, optional word-medially) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Non-low vowels in all length and nasality versions: i, , e,    

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
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Following, but target has to be word initial (optional when word medial)  

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Dorsal [k, g] 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
kå k 
gå g 
 

(secondary palatalization indicated by a following glide) 

References 
Rennison, John R.  (1997).  Koromfe.  Routledge Descriptive Grammars.  London and 

New York.   
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LIMLINGAN . Australian, Northern Territory, Mary River Region (Australia) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes:  (p. 11) 

                  Lab  Alv    Rtrflx   Pal     Vel   

Syll-initial     b       d       rd                g     (so there is syllable-final devoicing) 

Syll-final       p        t       rt      t          k  

                     m       n       rn    ny        ng 

                              l        rl     ly 

tap                         rr 

Continuant   w                r     y 

 

Vowel phonemes: (p. 23) 

/a   i    u/ 

 

Realizations: 

/i/    [i] wd-final; in syll closed by pal. C; when followed by [y] 

       [] elsewhere 

/u/   [u]  wd-final; when following C is /w/ 

        [] elsewhere 

/a/   [æ] optional when preceded by pal C.  in stressed syll.; when an 

             alveolar follows 

        [ai]  in syll. closed by palatal; optional when following onset is           

               palatal 

         [a] elsewhere 

Summary of the findings 
The velar nasal [], but not the stop [g], shows optional secondary palatalization 
when followed by a stressed [ i ], only if the consonant following the stressed [i] is not 

a palatal. 

Examples 
Word initial [] alternates with [d] before [a].  Only [] is found before [i] or [u], but 

before [a] you can see both:  (p. 15).  This is viewed mainly as a historical process. 

da-          ~ ja-             ‘definite’    [da-  ~  dæ- ~ æ-] 

dakgigak  ~ jakgigak   ‘maybe’    [dækkgak  ~ ækkgak] 

 

NOTE:  velars delete often before [i] and [u] (inter-vocalically), but rarely before [a].--

> maybe instead of palatalization here we get deletion to deal with the gestural 

demands  (p. 15). 

marlmi-ja-gi   ‘it barked’    [mamiai]  ~  [mamiai] 

lagurr            ‘crow’           [lar]        ~  [la.r] 

gagi               ‘father’         [gai]     *[gai]—no deletion here because [ai] hiatus is not 

allowed, but [a] hiatus is, as in ‘crow’. 
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The velar nasal is deleted word-medially, but between identical vowels. 

w-adlangan       ‘old man’          [wa dlaan]   ~  [wa dlaan] 

ngilinginyi         ‘niece’              [ii]   *[ii]  (not identical Vs) 

 

The velar nasal shows optional secondary palatalization when followed by a 

stressed  

[ i ], only if the consonant following the stressed [i ] is not a palatal (or potentially it 

could be a vowel allophony reason: sec. pal. not compatible with a following tense 

allophone). p. 22-23. 

ngiliyi                [jli.i ]          ‘dog’ 

mingililuk          [mjlilk]    ‘lily tuber’ 

 

ng-a-yung-iji      [a ii]       ‘I came’ 

I –go-PP-here 

*[a iji] (not ok because a pal follows stressed [i])   p. 22 

The velar stop does not show optional secondary palatalization in the same context (or 

in any other context): 

girriluk    ‘curlew’  [glk]   *[g
jlk]  p. 23 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary (optional) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
stressed /i / 
Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained 

Type of target  
[] (not g) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
with off glide: å j

 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[] the palatal stop is given as [j]  

References 
Harvey, Mark, 2001.  A Grammar of Limlingan.  Pacific Linguistics. 
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GANDA/LUGANDA .  Niger-Congo, Bantoid, Narrow Bantu, Central.  (Uganda) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes (pp. 7) 

p            t            c             k 

b            d           j              g 

w           l            y             

m          n           ny             

f            s 

v            z 

 

Note: [ny] is a palatal nasal 

[y] is a palatal semivowel 

 

Vowel Phonemes (pp. 5) 

i          u 

  e       o 

      a 

Summary of the findings 
Velars [k, g] palatalize before /i/ and /y/. 

Before /i/: 

• [k] closely resembles [c] and  

• [g] closely resembles []. 
Before /y/: 

• [k] is sometimes phonetically fricative [], and the entire sequence of [ky] 

resembles [c] 

• [g] is palatalized, and [gy] resembles [] 

Examples 
Note: my phonetic transcriptions based on above descriptions.   

pp. 7-13 

muki ra      [mucira]    ‘tail’ 

a kya wa     [acyawa]  or  [ayawa]  ‘he hates’  

buggya      [bugya]    ‘feminine jealousy’  --this could indicate geminate  instead 

e ggi gi       [egigi]      ‘screen’ 

 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
/i/ and palatal semivowel /y/  

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
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Following  

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained (for /i/ it must be maintained, despite no phonetic transcriptions of this, but 

due to syllable nucleus; for /y/ not clear) 

Type of target  
Dorsal 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
kå c /_i   

kå c or /_y 

gå /_i, y 

Additional information 
/ny/, a sequence of nasal + semivowel, is distinct from the palatal nasal, represented in 

the chart as /ny/.  This sequence is very rarely found.  

References 
Cole, Desmond T.  (1967).  Some features of Ganda linguistic structure.  

Witwatersrand University Press, Johannesburg. 
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LUVALE.  Niger-Congo, Bantoid, Southern, Narrow Bantu, Central  (Zambia) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants: (p. 6-7) 

p         t             k 

(b)    (d)           (g) 

m       n             

    f     s                    h   

    v     z     

                t 
               d 

           l 

w                  y       (semivowels) 

Vowels:   (p. 1) 

i                u 

  e             o 

               

             a 

([u] is slightly lower than [i]; in fact, all th eback vowels are a bit lower than the front 

counterparts; [i] is also slightly lower than the typical [i]—p. 1). 

Summary of the findings 
A following palatal vowel (front [i]) or semivowel (y) triggers full palatalization on 

the Coronals: t, n, nd, s, z. (Horton p. 9-10). 

Some of these consonants also appear before other vowels, indicating that they are 

both phonemic and allophonic (with some level of neutralization).   

[] occurs before all vowels (-oma, -aula, tieta, -uuta). 

[t] also occurs before other vowels (-tagaika, teka, -towola, -tuka) 

In the borrowing [tiliku] ‘wheat’ and the ideophone [piti] ‘beat of a drum’ [t] is not 

palatalized (not sure if it happens in other cases as well). 

å from the examples, it seems to be mainly a morpho-phonological process, 

happening at the morpheme boundary in different verb forms. 

Consonants in general are pronounced more palatalized (fronted) before [i] and [y].  

(p. 10) 

Examples 
-hita    ‘pass’                                        -ina  ‘climb’ 

-hitisa (causative)                               -iisa (causative) 

-nahiti  (perfective)                            -naii (perfective) 

-hitile (remote past)                            -iile (remote past) 
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-landa   ‘buy’                                       -isa   ‘substitute’ 

-lanisa   (causative)                            -iisa   (causative) 

-lanile   (remote past)                         -naii   (perfective) 

                                                             -iile    (remote past) 

-fwiza    ‘spit’ 

-fwiisa   (causative) 

-nafwii   (perfective) 

-fwiile    (remote past) 

Before [y]:  (p. 10) 

When two vowels are adjacent, i.e. at word boundaries, if the first is [i] or [e] they 

become [y] (a [u] becomes [w], except before [u]).  This in turn can lead to the 

palatalization of the previous consonant, if it is one of the targets: 

wose owo å wosyowo  å woowo  and   weowo   (no meaning given) 

oloze etu å olozyetu å oloetu  ‘but we’ 

mande avo å mandyavo  å manavo  ‘their fields’ 

IT LOOKS LIKE [i] IS MAINTAINED, BUT [y] IS DELETED! 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
A following front vowel [i], or the semivowel [y] (through glide formation of i,e). 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
[i], and semivowel [y] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
[i] is maintained, but [y] is deleted (it is an [y] derived from a vowel). 

Type of target  
Coronals:   

t, n, nd, s, z 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
tå t      (pal. alveolar) 

nå       (palatal) 

ndå n   (post alveolar) 

så         (post alveolar) 
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zå         (post alveolar) 

Maintain the manner. (except add frication to [t]). 

Additional information 
When two vowels are adjacent, i.e. at word boundaries, if the first is [i] or [e] they 

become [y] (a [u] becomes [w], except before [u]).  This in turn can lead to the 

palatalization of the previous consonant, if it is one of the targets: 

wose owo å wosyowo  å woowo  and   weowo   (no meaning given) 

oloze etu å olozyetu å oloetu  ‘but we’ 

mande avo å mandyavo  å manavo  ‘their fields’ 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
The voiced stops [b, d, g] only occur with homorganic nasals, so they are really 

voiceless underlyingly, assimilating to the voicing of the previous nasal).—(Horton p. 

7). 

[] given as [x] 

[] given as [j] 

[] given as [ny], and described as: palatal nasal, the tongue blade touches against the 

palata, and through the velar [sic; should be palatal] glide: forms a y sound. (Horton p. 

7) 

[t] given as [c]   (he says affricate, so it is not the palatal stop) 

[d] given as [j] 

References 
Horton, A.E.  (1949).  A Grammar of Luvale.  Witwatersand University Press, 

Johanesburg.  
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MANDARIN. Sino-Tibetan, Chinese (China) 

Sound inventory 
Ü 5 phonemic vowels:  

high [i, y, u] 

mid  [] 

low  [a] 

Ü 3 glides: [j, w, ] in complementary distribution with the vowels [i, u, y] 

Ü the glides only appear before a nuclear vowel (as onsets) 

Ü 19 consonants (some authors say that the dental affricates are really alveolar) 

                   Labial   Dental   Retroflex Velar 

Stop  p      t     k 

p
h
       t

h      
k

h
 

Affricate        ts   

     ts
h  h

 

Fricative  f       s      x 

Nasal  m           n     ()  

Liquid       l  r 

 

Ü three palatal consonants that are in complementary distribution with the dental 

affricates and fricative, retroflex obstruents, and velar obstruents: 

[t, th
, ] 

Context: before prenuclear glides [j, ] and the high vowels [i, y].  The non-

palatal consonants are never seen before these glides and vowels (p. 27). 

 

Summary of the findings 
Secondary palatalization: 
Ü stops (labial, dental) and liquids (also one case of [f]) have secondary 

palatalization before underlying /i/, which on the surface could be [i] or [j]. 

Ü the stops that do not have secondary palatalization do so because they do not 

co-occur with the vowel [i]  

å all of the high vowels are realized as off-glides in the same environments as 

above 

Sibilants ts, ts, s show full palatalization and labialization before the front rounded 

vowel [y]. 

Examples 
Secondary palatalization: it appears that all consonants (except for affricates and [s]) 

have secondary palatalization when before [i]: 

    Underlying  

labials:   pi p
j
ii ‘compare’ (trigger maintained) 

  pian p
j
an ‘weave’ (trigger ‘lost’, as there is a nuclear V) 
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  piau p
j
au  ‘chart’ 

  p
h
ian p

hj
an ‘flake’ 

p
h
i p

hj
ee ‘cast aside’ 

mi m
j
ii ‘rice’ 

  mian m
j
an ‘cotton’ 

  min m
j
in  ‘people’ (trigger maintained, as it is the nuclear V) 

  fiau f
j
au ‘not want’ (only one with [f]; dialectal syllable) 

 

dentals: ti t
j
ii ‘land’ 

  tiau t
j
au ‘drop’ 

  t
h
ian t

hj
an ‘sky’ 

lia l
j
aa ‘two’  

  lia l
j
a ‘amount’ 

  nia n
j
a ‘mother’ 

The velar stop never co-occurs with [i], so we have no instances of secondary 

palatalization on [k].  Except for the dental affricates and [s], which fully palatalize 

when before [i], the other consonants have secondary palatalization before [i].  If the 

consonants are missing from the examples it is because they do not co-occur with this 

vowel (no velars and retroflex Cs). 

 

Something different seems to happen before [y]: there is an off-glide that is the 

counterpart of the high front rounded vowel [y]. 

Underlying  Surface 

ly  l

yy ‘travel’ 

ly  l

ee ‘omit’ 

ny  n

yy ‘women’ 

 ny  n

ee ‘cruel’ 

(These are the only cases like this.) 

 

Before the high vowel [u] there is labialization:  

 luan  l
w
an ‘egg’ 

 pu  p
w
uu ‘not’ 

 

I am not sure about the status of the vowel [e]. I see it as a surface representation of 

//. 

 

Full palatalization: dental affricates and [s] fully palatalize before an underlying /i/ 

(surface [i] or prenuclear [j]): 

 Underlying Surface 

 tsi  tii ‘base’ 

 tsian  tan ‘build’ 

 tsiau  tau ‘teach’ 
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 tsiu  tu ‘nine’ 

 ts
h
ia  th

a ‘pinch’ 

 ts
h
ia  th

a ‘cavity’ 

 si  ii ‘west’ 

 sin  in ‘heart’ 

  

Before the vowel [y], these consonants also fully palatalize, but in addition they have 

labialization (from the rounding of the high front rounded vowel?): 

 tsy  tw
yy ‘tool’ 

 ts
h
y  thw

yy ‘go’ 

 sy  w
yy ‘empty’ 

 

We don’t know if these consonants change before [u] because they do not co-occur 

with [u]. 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full palatalization targets: (anterior coronals) dental affricates and fricatives  

Secondary palatalization targets: (labials, coronals) labial and dental stops, dental 

sonorants. 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
underlying vowel /i/, (surface [i] or [j]) 

the vowel [y] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained if nuclear vowel, deleted otherwise 

Type of target  
Labials and coronals (dorsals do not occur in palatalizing contexts) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
på p

j
 

på pj
 

må m
j 

tå t
j
 

tå tj
 

lå l
j
 

nå n
j 

få f
j 
(only one, dialectal) 

 

 

l å lЧ/_y 
nå nЧ/_y 
 

tså t 

tså t 

så  

 

tså t/_y 

tså t/_y 

så /_y 

References 
Duanmu, Sam.  2000.  The Phonology of Standard Chinese.  Oxford University Press. 
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MANGAP-MBULA . Austronesian, Malayo-Polinesian, Oceanic; Vitiaz (Papua New 

Guinea 
Sound inventory 
Complex system of consonant phones 

Consonant Phonemes (p. 20) 

lab   dent/alv  vel 

p        t          k 

b        d         g 
m

b      
n
d       


g            (voiced prenasalized stops) 

          s 

          z 

m       n          

           l 

          r                      (trill) 

w        j                      (glides) 

 

Vowel Phonemes (p. 20) 

i              u 

e     a      o 

Summary of the findings 
Velar fronting (“velar assimilation” pp. 43).  All velars contiguous to front vowels in 

the same syllable are fronted. 

Alveolar nasals and voiceless dental stops ([n], [t]) have secondary palatalization 

before [i] and another mid or low front vowel [e], [a].   

The [i] disappears. 

Velar phoneme /k/ å /t/ before an /i/ at morpheme boundaries.  (p. 66).  It is not clear 

to me how this works, what the evidence is that there was a [k] there underlyingly to 

begin with.  I do not consider this to be palatalization. 

Examples 
Velar fronting: (p. 43) 

/ptik/        å   [pitik]  ‘star’  (may be a typo that the phonemic rep. does not have the 

first  

                                                /i/ after the labial /p/) 

/ria/       å    [ria]  ‘slowly’ 

Velar phoneme /k/ becomes /t/ (still a phoneme??? how does that work?) pp. 66    

/k/ å /t/ å ___/i/ at a morpheme boundary 

/k-io/  å /tio/  å  [t
j
o]  ‘1Sg. Loc’ 
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/k-iam/  å /tiam/ å [t
j
am]  ‘1PL.EXC. LOC’ 

 

Alveolar palatalization: (p. 43)  

/tiama/     å [t
j
ama]   ‘cooking stones’ 

/tie-m/    å [t
jm]    ‘your (SG) faeces’ (type: feces or faces??) 

/t-io/       å [t
j
o]   ‘1SG locative pronoun’ 

/n-iam/    å [n
j
am]  ‘1PL.EXC Nominative pronoun’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Velar fronting: front vowels /i, e/ 

Secondary palatalization: /i/ followed by /e/ or /a/ 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Deleted 

Type of target  
Velars for fronting 

Alveolars for palatalization 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
tå t

j
 

nå n
j 

Additional information 
There are no examples of /d/ or /nd/ occurring in the environment that conditions 

secondary palatalization (footnote 19, pp. 43).  It may be the case that all alveolar 

stops, nasals or oral, palatalize in this environment, but there is an accidental gap that 

we never see the voiced oral stop in this context.  

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
Velar fronting is marked with [   ] 
References 
Bugenhagen, Robert D.  1995.  A Grammar of Mangap-Mbula: An Austronesian 
Language of Papua New Guinea.  Pacific Linguistics. 
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MAORI .  Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian, Tahitic. (New Zealand) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes (p. 529) 

p        t             k 

m       n             

f                                   h 

          r 

w 

 

Vowel phonemes (can be short or long) 

i         u 

e        o 

     a 

in rapid speech /i/ can be realized as a glide (esp. after /p/; p. 533) 

/i/ is realized lower and less spread interconsonantally and in vowel clusters (p. 538) 

/u/ has fronted realizations as well rounded ones.  Lots of influences from NZ English. 

Summary of the findings 
[t] may be palatalized before front vowel [i] and before final devoiced [i] and [u]. 

(Winifred 1993) 

[k] is fronted and backed before front vowels and back vowels, respectively.  The 

symbols given indicate that fronting corresponds to what I call “full palatalization.” 

Note: These may be cases of heavy aspiration interpreted as palatalization.  However, 

I will go with the most recent information available, from Winifred (1993) and based 

on his examples (as well as on comments from Krupa 1968 and Biggs 1961) I describe 

/t/ as being palatalized (not sure if fully or secondarily), and also /k/ as being 

palatalized fully. 

Examples 
(1)  Onset of stressed syllable (affrication) 

piu   [p(i)u]   ‘swing’             (p. 531) 

iti     [itsi]  or [iti]    ‘small’ 

karanga    [kx]  ‘call’ 

 

In rapid speech vowel sequences, /u/ or /o/ can be realized as [w] glide, particularly 

before /e/, and /i/ is realized as a [j] glide (p. 533).  Very common following /p/ where 

there is: 

pio  [pjo] or [po]   ‘extinguished’ 

piu   [pju] or [pu] ‘swing’ 

(2) Other (place names) (fronting or backing of /k/ before front and back vowels, 
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respectivelly) 

Kaaea     [x:] 

Hopekako   [hpxx] 

Kerikeri     [ii] 

Rimariki    [imii] 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Unclear for t because [t] still appears, but it has an additional [] after it.   

Full for dorsal [k]. 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
For t: 
[i] 

final devoiced [i], [u]  

å high vowels, front or back (though [u] is often realized more fronted and rounded) 

For k: 

front vowels /i, e/  ([i, ]) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained 

Type of target  
coronal t 
dorsal k 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
tå t (appears to be still maintained (see full or sec or unclear above)) 

kå  

Additional information 
There are different degrees of aspiration for plosives, and they differ by speaker.  This 

may be due to contact with English.  Back vowels or front vowels being associated 

with more aspiration depends on speakers. (p. 530) 

No consonant clusters are allowed. (p. 544) 

No word-final consonants. (p. 543) 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
From Winifred (1993): 

(1) At onset of stressed syllable there is affrication (not aspiration) as follows (p. 530): 

/p/ and /t/ mostly before high front vowel 

/t/ :before /i/ and also before devoiced final /i/, /u/ 

/k/ mostly before /a/ 
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(2) Other (p. 531) 

/k/ is usually advanced (fronted) before front vowels and retracted (backed) before 

back vowels.  Low back vowels are more likely to accompany a fricative /k/ than is 

the high back vowel /u/. 

// retracted before low back vowels, velar before /u/, advanced before front Vs. p. 

532 

 

From Krupa (1968, p. 26): palatalization marked with [ ’] 

// (given as /ng/) fronted before front vowels (states that Biggs “sees palatalization in 

these positions”): 

  ng’ira          ‘needle’ 

  ng’iha          ‘fire’ 

  ng’eng’e      ‘tired’ 

  maang’ere   ‘lazy’ 

/k/ is more front and aspirated before front vowels 

/t/ is slightly aspirated, and before final devoiced i and u it is palatalized: 

 Kaa oma te pot’i   ‘The cat runs’ 

 Pai rawa at’u         ‘Excellent!’ 

References 
Krupa, Viktor.  1968.  The Maori Language.  <Nauka> Publishing House. 

Bauer, Winifred.  1993.  Maori.  Routledge Descriptive Grammars. 

 

(Biggs, B. 1969.  Let’s Learn Maori: A guide to the study of the Maori language.  

A.H. & A.W. Reed, Wellington, N.Z., Revised edn. 1973—see Biggs 1969, p.9 about 

[t] possibly being palatalized. 

Biggs, B.  1961.  The Structure of New Zealand Maori.  Anthropological Linguistics, 

3, N3, 1-54. 

Biggs, B.  1961.  English-Maori Finder List.  Auckland.) 
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MARATHI .  Indo-European, Indo-Iranian, Indo-Aryan, Southern Zone (India) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants: (Wali 2005, p. 3, 4) 

lab    dent   alv        retroflex     alv-pal        vel        glot 

p         t                        t                                  k 

ph       th                      th                              kh 

b         d                       d                               g 

bh       dh                     dh                             gh 

m        n                        n 
                                                  r                             (flap) 

                                     l              l 
                       ts                        t 
                                                  th 

                       dz                        d 

                      dzh                       dh 

f                      s                                                        h 

v 

w                                              j                         (semivowels) 

/f/ and /v/ only occur in words borrowed from English or Persian/Arabic. 

/h/ is aspiration 

the glide is given as /y/ 

                            

Vowels: 

i               u 

e              o 

ai/æ      au/ 

        a      

Notes: 

The last vowel (except ) of the word is long unless followed by consonant cluster. 

Phonemic length for i, u 

æ and  mostly in English borrowings. 

Word final [i] is replaced by [] 
Summary of the findings 
Alveolar affricates (ts, dz, dzh) are palatalized before the high front vowel and the 

palatal glide:  [i], [i]  (long and short) and [j].  Most cases are morpho-phonological, 

though Wali’s examples (2005) suggest that this happens phonologically as well. 

In some dialects word-initial alveolar affricates palatalize before [e]. 

Other types of palatalization are considered consonant assimilation: 

dental stop /t/ palatalizes before a palatal affricate (voiced or voiceless). 
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dental sibilant /s/ palatalizes before a palatal sibilant. 

Examples 
From Pandharipande: 

Affricates palatalized before /i/ and the glide /j/ --here transcribed with /y/: 

1)  sudha-ts-                  [sudhat]       ‘Sudha’s’ (3sf) 

    Sudha-poss-3sf  

2) dzo-a                         [dya]    ‘who’ (obl.)  --possible typo in having [o] in (2)  

   who-obl                                                             or glide formation? 

Dental stop palatalization—probably just consonant assimilation 

1) tat       + taritra    [tattaritra]    ‘that/his character’ 

    that/he   character 

2) sat       + dan       [saddan]    ‘good people/person’ 

   good      people/person 

Sibilant palatalization--probably just consonant assimilation 

1) as     +   s l         [al]   ‘you will be’ 

    be         fut-2s 

2) bas   +  s l         [bal]  ‘you will sit’ 

    sit         fut-2s 

In the Nagpuri variety of Marathi: dental aspirate /th/ å ts/_ts   

(stem final [e] deletes before suffixes) 

1) tithe   +   tsa      å tith-tsa  å titstsa   ‘one who/which is there’ 

  there    poss-3sm     there-poss-3sm  

2) kuthe   + tsa   å kut h-tsa   å kutstsa  ‘of where?’ 

where      poss-3sm   where-poss-3sm 

 

From Wali (2005, p. 7): 

cå c (tså t) 

c imni      ‘sparrow’ 

c i d          ‘become cross’ 
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c yut         ‘fallen’ 

 

jå j  (dz å d) 

j ire         ‘cumin seeds’ 

j i vn     ‘life’ 

j ya        ‘which’ 

 

jhå j h (dzhå dh) 

j himj hhim   ‘drizzle’ 

j hi j               ‘loss’ 

j hya              ‘interjection’ 

 

Palatalization of these alveolar affricates in some dialects also before e: 

c endu           ‘ball’ 

j ethe             ‘where’ 

j hela             ‘catch’ 

 

Palatalization of s (consonant harmony): 

bs + s il  å   bas s i l   ‘you will sit’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
a following high front vowel [i] and the palatal glide [j] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained 

Type of target  
Coronal: affricate [ts] [dz]  [dzh] 

 

Not pal (palatal assimilation?) 

Coronal: stop  [t]  sibilant [s]—but these are assimilating fully to a following palatal 

cons. 
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Dental stop [th] å ts/__ts (in a different dialect) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
ts å t 
dz å d 

dzhådh  

--------------------------------------- 

tå t before t 
tå d before d 

så  before  
 

References 
Pandharipande, Rajeshwari.  1997.  Marathi.  Routledge. 

Wali, Kashi. 2005.  Marathi.  Languages of the World/Materials 441.  Lincom Europa.
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MINA .  Afro-Asiatic, Chadic, Biu-Mandara (Cameroon) 

Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes: (p. 8) 

Note: the glottal stop and the ejective bilabial stop are assigned marginar phonemic 

status, as there is only one word for each phoneme that would demonstrate their 

phonemic status (p. 8-9). 

 

                                  Labial                 Alveolar     Palatal    Velar     Glottal 

Stops                             p                          t                                k          (’) 

                                      b                         d                                g 

Prenasalized                mb                       nd                              g 

Glottalized                                              

(voiceless) 

Ejective                       (p’) 

Affricate                                                  ts 

                                                                dz 

Nasal                           m                          n       

Continuant                   f                           s                                                h 

                                    v                            z 

Lateral                                                        
Continuant                                                 

Glides                          w                                               y 

Liquid                                                        l 

                                                                   r 

 

Vowel phonemes: (p. 18) 

i      (u)               u                         see Notes for [] = [] 

e                         o 

                           a 

 

Notes:  

(u)  is not a phoneme. 

Many of the underlying vowel phonemes are realized differently (due to vowel 

harmony). 

There are also three long phonetic vowels: aa, ii, uu 

The mid vowels [e, o] are lower mid rather than higher mid. 

The high vowels [i, , u] and low vowel [a] are much more frequent than [e, o].  [e] is 

often the result of fronting [a] in the environment of a front vowel. 

The high central vowel is represented graphically by [], though this may well be [] 

according to the description.  

Summary of the findings 
Alveolar fricatives and affricates /s, z, ts, dz/ are palatalized before and after a front 
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high vowel i to [, , t, d]. (p. 12)  

 

z is also palatalized in the cluster nz when followed by the stative suffix –ji . 

The palatal glide blocks palatalization and fronting vowel harmony (this is analyzed as 

an intervening underlying palatal glide; evidence: it surfaces when affixes are added)! 

(p. 12, 20)   

Idiolectal differences: (p. 12, 13) 

Some speakers also palatalize these consonants after a front mid vowel e (p. 12). 

For some speakers, z is affricated when it follows n and precedes a high vowel.  When 

the high vowel is i, then the affricate is palatalized (p. 13): 

           zå dz / Vn___V[+high] 

           z-å d / n____i 

Examples 
Palatalization before or after i: (p. 12)  

(phonological palatalization) 

zi n   å [i n]   ‘return’ 

bi tsi å [bi ti ]  ‘proper name for first born child’ 

 

i         gi z-a-k           za            [i gi -e-k se ] 
3PL  tell-GO-1SG  EE 

‘I was told’ 

 

(morphological palatalization for z in nz cluster) 

m     nz-ji     ma ra k                     [m n-i]   

REL  sit-STAT Marbak 

‘he remained at Marbak’ 

 

Palatal glide blocks palatalization: (p. 12) 

complementizer pronounced as [si] or [sji]å analyzed as underlying /sji/, with the 

palatal glide blocking palatalization. 

ha z-ji i   å   [hazi -ji] 
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dog-PL 

‘dogs’ 

Idiolectal differences 

1.  Palatalization after e for some speakers: (p. 13) 

/fe s/  å [fe]  ‘small’ 

 

2.  Affrication and palatalization of z for some speakers (p. 13) 

Affrication: 

nz   å [ndz]    ‘remain, be’ 

a        ndi     nza    a          mara k           [a   ndi   ndza ] 
3SG HAB  live  PRED Marbak 

‘he lives in Marbak’ 

Palatalization (of the affricate): 

s      m     nz-i             mbe     [m  nd-i] 
1SG  REL   be-STAT   close 

‘I was close’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
i 

e (for some speakers—not included as part of the common dialect) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Preceding and following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Coronal: Alveolar fricatives and affricates 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
så  
zå  

tså t 
dzå d 

(in some dialects: zå d/n_i) 

Additional information 
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Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
   given as s 
   given as z  
t  given as c  
d given as j  
j    given as y 

It is odd that the palatal glide blocks both palatalization and fronting vowel harmony.  

Language particular factors may play a role here, and this is also occurring in morpho-

phonological contexts. 

References 
Frajzyngier, Zygmunt, Eric Johnston and Adrian Edwards.  2005.  A Grammar of 
Mina.  Mouton de Gruyter. 
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STANDARD MODERN GREEK .  Indo-European, Greek,  Attic (Greece) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants (phonetic in [] ; Arvaniti 1999) 

Bilabial Labio-   Dental    Alveolar    Velar 

             Dental 

p    b                    t    d                      k  g 

             f   v                  s    z         x   

      m                                      n 

                                               r [] 
                                               l 

Vowels (phonetic in [ ]; Arvaniti 1999) 

i               u 

 e []       o 

     a [] 

Summary of the findings 
In the Standard dialect, velars are fully palatalized before the front vowels /e/ ([]) and 

/i/. (Mackridge, p. 20, Arvaniti p. 169).  Velars are also palatalized before an 

underlying /i/ followed by the back vowels /a/ ([]), /o/, /u/ when all three segments 

form one syllable. (Arvaniti p.169). 

/n/ and /l/ also have palatal allophones when followed by /i/ and another vowel in the 

same syllable.   

For the cases where /i/ followed by another vowel triggers palatalization, /i/ is not 

pronounced (it is only underlying).   

The sequence [mi] is realized as [m] if followed by another vowel in the same 

syllable (Arvaniti, p. 170).  This is analyzed as a palatal nasal realization of /i/, not 

palatalization of the labial. 

Note from Dr. Amalia Arvaniti :  palatalization of [n] and [l] is highly stigmatized, 

and definitely not in Standard Modern Greek (though they are discussed in the 

Standard Modern Greek phonetic description in Arvaniti 1999). 

The alveolar nasal [n] palatalizes fully before a weakened i+V or before the full vowel 

/i/. (Mackridge pp. 22).  Before /i/, the examples suggest that palatalization is optional 

(pp. 23).  This is most likely related to the fact that when /i/ is by itself it forms the 

syllable nucleus, and it will remain intact.  When /i+V/ is what triggers the 

palatalization, the /i/ will disappear, or be absorbed by the palatalizing consonant.  The 

same applies to the lateral, mentioned below. 

The lateral [l] palatalizes fully before /i/, but it appears from the examples that this is 
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optional (pp. 27) (see comment above for alveolar nasal). 

Even the bilabial nasal /m/ appears to palatalize before a weakened i+V.  In such cases 

the nasal is [mj]å so it is with slight secondary palatalization perhaps.  (p. 22)—does 

not happen in Standard Modern Greek!   (Arvaniti, personal communication) 

Examples 
Velars:  (pp. 21)               ([] is a voiced palatal velar fricative, but others call it a        

                                           glide) 

k å c             x å  

gå               å  

No palatalization before non // and /i/ vowels: 

/karpos/     [karpos]   ‘fruit, wrist’ 

/stongarpo/   [stogarpo]   ‘on the wrist’ 

/a nxos/   [axos]  ‘Angst’ 

/amos/  [amos]  ‘wedding, marriage’ 

 

Palatalization: 

/kerasa/     [cerasa]   ‘I treated (to a drink)’ “am cinstit” 

/tongerasa/   [toerasa]  ‘I treated him (to a drink)’  “l-am cinstit” 

/xeri/    [eri]  ‘hand, arm’ 

/eros/   [eros]  ‘strong, robust’ 

/kialos/   [calos]   ‘and another’                       

/tsaki zo/  [tsacizo]  ‘I snap’                             

/dzaki /   [dzaci]  ‘hearth’ 

/anangi/   [anai]  ‘need, necessity’ 

/xioni/  [oni]  ‘snow’ 

/ia su/   [asu]  ‘hello, good bye’ 

Note: Dr. Amalia Arvaniti says there is no real reason why the /i/ should be 

underlying in some examples (i.e. /kialos/).  It is posited probably to make a 

symmetrical system, otherwise velars would look as though the palatalize before non-

front vowels also (particularly, before [a, o, u]).  Dr. Arvaniti suspects that Greek 
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actually has a palatalized phoneme series, but with neutralization in palatalizing 

contexts (Arvaniti, personal communication) 

NASALS:  (pp. 23) 

No Palatalization: 

/prama/    [prama]   ‘thing’ 

/vlema/    [vlema]  ‘gaze’ 

/nasos/   [nasos]  ‘Nasos’ (name) 

/a na/   [ana]  ‘Anna’ 

Palatalization—this is stigmatized (especially the alveolar nasal palatalization).  
NOT in the Standard (Amalia Arvaniti) 

/dzamia/  [dzamja] or [dzama]  ‘window-panes’ 

/betonie ra/  [betoera]  ‘cement-mixer’ 

/foni /   [foni] or [foi]  ‘voice’     -so the pal. of the alveolar nasal is optional when /i/ 

is the only vowel nucleus of the syllable.  If there are two vowels, then palatalization 

applies and the /i/ disappears, or is absorbed by the palatalized consonant.  Perhaps 

this is due to a tendency to prefer simple syllable nuclei to complex ones.  The same 

applies to lateral palatalization, as exemplified below.  

 

LATERAL : (pp. 27)—these do not occur in the Standard!!! –Note from Amalia 
Arvaniti 

/ka los/   [kalos]  ‘corn (callous); beauty’ 

/mali /   [mali ] or [mai]  ‘wool’ 

/malia /  [maa]  ‘hair (of head)’ 

/jali/      [jai ]  ‘glass’ 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
A following /e/ ([]) or /i/ for velars. 

(Stigmatized: A following i+V or /i/ by itself for nasal(s) and lateral) 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full for velars. 

Stigmatized: Full for alveolar nasal lateral. 

Possibly secondary for bilabial nasal (but this is in certain idiolects—most likely not 

happening, according to Amalia) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
/e/, /i/, i+a, o, u (in same syllable) 
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(i+V in same syllable —for stigmatized cases ) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
The trigger is maintained if necessary for syllable structure, and it is deleted otherwise.  

For example, it is maintained when the trigger vowel is the only one in the nucleus of 

the syllable, but if there are two vowels underlyingly, the first of which is the trigger 

vowel, this will be deleted, or perhaps absorbed into the palatalized consonant. 

Note from Dr. Arvaniti: in some cases (i.e. before a, o, u) the high front vowel is 

posited as underlying, but it may not actually be there. 

Type of target  
velar: k, g, x,  

Alveolar: n, l 

in certain idiolects—Labial: m 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Standard:   

Velars: 

k å c             x å  

gå               å  
Stigmatized:  

Alveolar: 

nå  

lå  

Labial (in certain idiolects but NOT IN STANDARD!! did not include in study): 

må mj 

Additional information 
Other alveolars, stops, fricatives, do not palatalize. 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[] is a voiced palatal velar fricative 

[] is  a voiceless palatal velar fricative 

[] is a voiced palatal velar stop 

[c] is voiceless palatal velar stop 

References 
Arvaniti, Amalia. 1999.  Standard Modern Greek.  In Journal of the International 
Phonetic Association 29(2) 167-172. 

Mackridge, Peter.  1985.  The Modern Greek Language.  A descriptive analysis of 
Standard Modern Greek.  Oxford University Press. 
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MONGOLIAN .  Altaic, Mongolian  (Mongolia) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes: (pp. 25) 

lab  pal-labial     dent   alv-pal   pal    vel   uvular 

p      p
j              t         t

j                                                voiceless asp. stops 

p        p
j
               t           t

j                                                                         
voiceless unaspirated stops

 

                                                    g
j
       g       G                 voiced stops 

                            c        c                                                 voiceless asp. fricatives 

                            c          c                                                  voiceless unasp. fricatives 

                            s          s            xj
       x                           voiceless fricatives 

m       m
j
              n         n

j
                                               nasals 

                           l         lj
                                                voiced lateral fricatives 

                           ()                                                            voiceless lateral fricative 

                            r          r
j                        

                                 rhotics 

w       w
j
                                        j

                                                      
glides 

 

Vowel phonemes: (pp. 23)     

Monophthongs:           Diphthongs: 

i    u                                            ui 

                                                 i 

e   o 

a                                         ai    i 

Summary of the findings 
There is contrastive palatalization, but only in words with pharyngeal vowels[a, , ]. 

Plain and palatalized consonants do not contrast after i-diphthongs.  Consonants are 

phonetically palatalized in this position (progressive secondary palatalization). 

“Since palatalization is not contrastive in this environment, and since we have not 

investigated how far the palatalizing influence of the diphthong reaches, we will 

normally write plain consonants after i-dipthongs, except in detailed phonetic 

transcriptions … the pronunciation is [ailig] (and not [ailg], as the Cyrillic spelling 

suggests” (Svantesson et al. 2005, p. 21). 

There are also palatalized (laryngeal only) vowels.  When the pharyngeal vowels 

occur before a palatalized consonant, the final part of the vowel becomes more i-like.  

(p. 10).  There are both long and short vowels, and both types of laryngeal vowels 

undergo this type of palatalization. 

Examples 
/ailig/            [ailj

ig]         ‘family’ 

/til-tai/     [til-tai]  ‘pole’ (comitative)  (p. 47) 
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/xixi/          [xixi]     ‘Chinese Muslim’ (p. 49) 

The authors know it is the previous diphthong and not the following [i] that triggers 

the palatalization because the formants indicate this. (pp. 21) 

 

Vowel palatalization: denoted by umlaut sign. 

[a :lj
]  ‘manner’ 

[:lj
]  ‘adze’ 

[:lj
]  ‘owl’ 

Phonetically, these LONG palatalized vowels are diphthongs. 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
Previous i-diphthong for consonants 

Following palatalized consonant for pharyngeal vowels 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
previous i-diphthong [ai] for consonants 

following palatalized consonant for pharyngeal vowels 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
preceding for consonants 

following for vowels 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
 maintained 

Type of target  
consonants [p, t, p, t, g, x, m, n, l, r, w] 

long and short pharyngeal vowels [a, , ] 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
secondary palatalization for consonants 

secondary palatalization on vowels, but the long palatalized vowels are phonetically 

diphthongs. 

References 
Svantesson, Ian-Olof et al.  2005.  The Phonology of Mongolian.  Oxford University 

Press. 
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MWERA , also called ciMwela. Bantu, East-central zone, Yao group (East Africa) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants: 

p’   t    t                          k 

b    d   d                           g 

m   n   n                          

           l 

           l ( )(flapped lateral)  

w         (s)    ()  ()                   h           

                     t  d     

                                y      w  

w is voiced bilabial fricative  

the voiced stops are only produced when preceded by homorganic nasal (except b 

which appears before w). 

The dentals [d, t, n] are dental before all vowels except [i].  When [i] follows they are 

alveolar—thus pulled backward a bit. (p.2) 

 

Vowels: can be short or long 

i, e, , a, , o, u ( and  are not phonemes). (p. 1) 

Summary of the findings 
[k] and [g] are never found before [i, e] except in one word:  kuweleketa ‘to speak’. 

When [e, i] would follow them in grammatical morphology, they change to [t] and 

[d], respectively (p. 8). 

 

Note: (secondary palatalization??? It is not clear) 

“As a palatalization, [semivowel] y is used to form the following consonantal 

combinations: py, mpy, mby, ty, nty, ndy, my, ny, wy and ly; while its presence in the 

palatals t, nd and  is implicit” (p. 14). 

Jeff Mielke’s P-base database (2002-2004) does not specify anything about labial 

palatalization either, so perhaps this is not palatalization at all. 

Examples 
(Harries p. 8): 

ika               -itila         ‘come for, arrive at’;      na ite              ‘I came’     

poteka         -potetela   ‘be in pain for’;               na potete       ‘I was in pain’ 

dumuka    -dumutila  ‘be awake for’;              na dumwite  ‘I awoke’ 

kopoka       -kopotela   ‘come out for’               na kowete      ‘I came out’ 
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twaga       twandila  ‘pound grain for’;             na twandile     ‘I pounded’ 

doga         dodela   ‘bathe for’;                        na dodile   ‘I bathed’ 

ulaga       uladila   ‘kill for’;                            namulede   ‘I killed him’ 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
A following [i, e] 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full (dorsal) 

Sec?? (labial, coronal) --not clear. 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
i, e 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Full palatalization:  

Dorsal obstruents [k, g] 

 

Secondary palatalization???   

Labial: p, mp, mb, m,  

Coronal: t, nt, nd, n, l 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Full palatalization: 

kå t 
gå d 

 

Secondary palatalization??? Not sure if this is palatalization at all 

py, mpy, mby, nty, ndy, my, ny, y, ly 

Additional information 
The nasals show special behavior before homorganic consonants, lateral, etc. Before 

[i] and sometimes before [e], there are alternate forms found with [ny] and [nj] ([] 

and [nd]; p. 12) 

imbe    or     ndimbe   ‘let me sing’  (<  imba  or  dimba)    

ende    or      ndende   ‘let me go’    (<  enda   or  denda) 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
The palatal glide given as [y] 

[t] and [d] given as [c] and [j].  Before vowels other than [i] the tongue tip also 

barely has contact with the alveolar region, but before [i] there is no contact of the 
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tongue tip at all, just the blade (so they are realized more like [] and [], respectivelly. 

(p.8) 

[] given as [n y]  (palatal nasal) 

[w] is voiced bilabial fricative [] 

References 
Harries, Lyndon.  (1950).  A Grammar of Mwera.  Witwatersrand University Press, 

Johannesburg. 
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NAVAJO . Na-Dene, Athapaskan-Eyak. (USA) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants (p. xxii) –see comments for more IPA style inventory 
Note: Navajo does not have a voicing distinction, rather an aspiration distinction. 
                       bilabial      alv-pal        pal-velar           glotal 

voiceless  

unaspirated      b                 d             g,  gw 

aspirated                                            k, kw 

glottalized                           t’              k’                        /’/ (//) 

 

spirants                             z, zh         gh(y), ghw(w)       h 

                                        s, sh           h(x), hw 

 

voiced lateral                        l 

voiceless lateral                     
 

Affricates (voiceless) 

unaspirated                        dz, j, dl 

aspirated                            ts, ch, t 
glottalized                          ts’, ch’,  t’       t (tx) 

 

Nasals                m                   n 

Semi-vowels        w                              y(palatal) 

 

Vowels (p. xvii) 
            Front                    Central              Back 

Oral       i   e                        a                        o 

            ii    ee                     aa                      oo 

 

Nasal     i     e                      a                          o 

            ii      ee                    aa                        oo 

(nasal vowels are marked with a cedilla in the text, I mark them with a tilde, but leave 

them plain here, with the note “nasal” being sufficient to identify them as nasal) 

Diphthongs  ei                      ai                          oi 

                 eii                      aii                         oii 

 

Clusters       ei                   ai, ai, ao                 oi 

                 eii                   aii, aii, aoo              oii 

 

Navajo also has tone, distinctive lentgh 

Summary of the findings 
Syllable initial /g, k, gh, h, t/ (per their transcriptions, so they are syllable initial  

/k, ch, , x, tx/ are palatalized before /e, i/ (and labialized before [o]). 
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Dorsals and coronals show secondary palatalization before /e, i/. 

The following table summarizes this fact: 

             /g             k                     gh          h              t/  --Navajo grammar 

            (k            c
h
                                  x/h          tx) --IPA 

___|___________________________________________ 

e     |      g
y
e         k

y
e                  gh

y
e       h

y
e          t

y
e   --Navajo grammar 

i      |     --            --                     gh
y
i        h

y
i           t

y
i    --Navajo grammar 

             k
y
e        c

hy
e                   y

e          x
y
e         tx

y
e   --IPA 

             --            --                     y
i          x

y
i          tx

y
i    --IPA 

Primarily [e] triggers palatalization. 

Examples 
pp. xxvii 

hishg
y
e e sh    ‘I’m snipping it’ 

dig
y
eeh         ‘it’s starting to flow along’ 

k
y
e                ‘footwear’ 

hashk
y
e          ‘he’s mean’ 

ntseky
ees      ‘he’s thinking’ 

na a ky
e e z       ‘it fell downward’ 

bigh
y
e           ‘his son’ 

bigh
y
e e l        ‘his burden’ 

bigh
y
i           ‘inside it’ 

bi i gh
y
is         ‘he’s handome’ 

t
y
e e h             ‘valley’ 

nty
eeh           ‘lie down!’ 

shiit
y
ee zh      ‘we two are reclining’ 

t
y
in                ‘ice’ 

bit
y
is             ‘over it’ 

h
y
is               ‘pus’ 

na sx
y
e e s       ‘I’m in the act of turning around’ 

ni se hy
iz      ‘I turned it around’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary (indicated by superscript [

y
]) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
/e, i/ 

 

for /k, c
h
/ only /e/ is a trigger. 

for /, x(h), tx/ both /e/ and /i/ are triggers. 
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Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Dorsal and Coronal 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
kå k

y
 

 å y
 

x/h å h
y
 

c
hå c

hy
 

txå tx
y
 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
Vowels: 

/i/ is [] 
/e/ is [] 

Consonants (no voicing distinction, but aspiration distinction): 

b= p  (spot) 

d= t  (stop) 

g= k (skin) 

gw= k
w
 (labialized voiceless velar) 

k= c
h
 (aspirated back palatal stop (English kill, cat)) 

kw = c
wh

 (aspirated labialized back palatal stop) 

k’= c’ (glottalized back palatal stop) 

/’/ = // 

zh=  

sh=  
gh=  (voiced velar spirant) 

ghw= w 

h= x (syllable initially, more often also [h]) 

h =h (syllable finally) 

hw=x with lip rounding (labialized syllable initial phoneme, as in English whee, whirl)

j= t 
ch= th

 (aspirated t) 
ch’= t’ (glottalized t) 
t= strongly aspirated (t+x å [tx]) 

y= j (English yoke) 

References 
Young, Robert W. and William Morgan. 1980 and 1987 (revised edition).  The Navajo 
language.  A grammar and colloquial dictionary.  University of New Mexico Press, 

Albuquerque. 
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NISHNAABEMWIN . (Algonquian)—not on Ethnologue (Ontario, Lake Huron) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants (pp.41-50) 

lab dent/alv alv-pal. pal. velar glottal 

b       d                            g 

p       t                             k         

                                              h () 

         s                   
         z              

                    t   
                    d 

m     n     

w                                     w 

                                j 

 

Vowel phonemes  (pp. 34-38) 

3 short vowels  (phonetically in []) 

/i/            []—high front unrounded 

/o/           [o, , ] –high/mid back rounded 

/a/           [] –low/mid back unrounded 

3 long vowels 

/ii/           [i:] –high front unrounded 

/e/           [e:, :, æ:] –mid front unrounded 

/aa/         [a:, :]  --low/mid back unrounded 

/oo/         [o:, u:]  --high/mid back rounded 

Summary of the findings 
There is a pervasive process of syncope in the language. 

Most cases are of morphophonological palatalization (as in most languages), but even 

a “link vowel” (epenthetic) /i/ triggers palatalization when it is inserted for phonotactic 

reasons (between two consonants). (pp. 339). 

Dentals/alveolars /d, t/ palatalize to [d] and [t] respectively, before /i/ which 

subsequently deleted via syncope unless needed as syllable nucleus. 

Only /i/ that comes from Proto-Algonquian *i triggers palatalization.  Those /i/s that 

come from *e (short /e/) don’t trigger palatalization.  As a result, palatalization in this 

language has many exceptions. 

Nasal /n/ alternates with [] in palatalizing environments (before /i/), but on a limited 

basis: only the /n/s that historically come from Proto-Algonquian * show this 

alternation.  There are other /n/s in the language but those do not show this alternation 
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(pp. 86-87).  Customarily since Bloomfield this /n/ is identified underlyingly as /N/. 

There is a morphophoneme /S/ which shows alternation with // in palatalizing 

environments (before /i/).  I am not sure how or why this is identified as a morpho-

phoneme, but somehow it is and it is not historical, so I will include it in my data. 

The palatal glide [j] also triggers palatalization on /d, t, N/ and is subsequently deleted.

Examples 
Link vowel /i/ and palatalization: (pp. 339) 

/naad + i + miidim + e/ å naadmiidme  ‘fetch food’ 

 

No Palatalization of dentals/alveolars before non-/i/ vowels: (pp.86) 

/biid + aage/  å biidaage  ‘come swimming’ 

/biid + aagimose/  å biidaagmose  ‘come snowshoeing’   (Note: no velar 

palatalization) 

/apiit + aa/ å piitaa    ‘have height to such extent’ 

/apiit + aapi/ å piitaapi   ‘laugh to such extent’ 

Palatalization: 

/biid + i + bizo/ å biidbizo  ‘come driving’ 

/biid + i + batoo/ å biidbatoo ‘come running’ 

/apiit + i + gi/ å piitgi  ‘grow to such extent’                (Note: no velar palatalization) 

/apiit + i + gidaazo/  å piitgidaazo  ‘be angry to such extent’ 

 

Palatalization of /N/ in relative root /iN/: (pp. 87) 

/iN + aapine/ å naapne  ‘be ill in such a way’ 

/iN + aan/ å naan ‘shine in such a way’ 

/iN + ikaazo/ å inkaazo  ‘be named in such a way’ (typo?? [ikaazo] ??) 

/iN + ise/ å ise  ‘fly in such a direction’ 

 

Palatalization of morphophoneme /S/ in the relative root /da(w)/ ‘so many times’:      

(pp. 88) 

/daS-w + i/ å dso-   ‘every time’ 
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/daS + i/ å di  ‘be a certain amount’ 

/daS + ing/ å ding   ‘so many times’ 

 

Palatalization by /j/: (pp. 88) 

the verb final /-jaa/ ‘go, move’ attaching to roots ending in /d/ or /t/ triggers pal. 

/maad + jaa/ å maada ‘leave, take off’ 

/iN + jaa/ å aa  ‘go’ 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
a following /i/ or /j/, even when the /i/ is epenthetic. 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full  

Types of triggers (what are they)  
high front /i/ 

palatal glide /j/ 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
/i/: deleted, unless needed for syllable nucleus 

/j/: deleted 

Type of target  
dental/alveolar: /d, t/  and /N/, /S/ 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
då d 

tå t 
N å  

Så  
Additional information 
 In the diminutive suffix the final /s/ lenites to [z] and usually the [z] also shows 

palatalization to [] but not always, when followed by a pejorative suffix (pp. 193).  

Only those /s/ and /z/s part of the diminutive palatalize, not those part of the stem. 

References 
Valentine, Randolph J.  2001.  Nishnaabemwin Reference Grammar.  University of 

Toronto Press. 
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NKORE-KIGA .   Bantu.  (Uganda) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants  (pp. 199) 

p   b           d                t     k      g 

f    v       s   z                                           h 

             n     

             r 

w                            j  (glides) 

/c/ is realized as [t] 
/j/ is realized as [].  I entered the more transparent symbols. 

 

Vowels 

a   [æ]  (more like an alpha symbol) 

e   [] 

i    [] 
o 

u    [] 
Summary of the findings 
Velar stops fully palatalize before front vowels and the palatal glide. 

Examples 
gje   [de]  ‘well’   pp. 200 

egi   [d]  ‘this’ 

egjo  [do]  ‘that’ 

kukira  [ktæ]  ‘exceed’  (pp. 202) 

kugira  [kdæ]  ‘say, do’ 

 

NO Palatalization of coronals: 

kutiga  [kutgæ]  ‘be stubborn’  (pp. 202) 

 

Foreign words are also subject to this process: 

from English “doctor” 

dokita  [dottæ]  > [dottæ]   ‘doctor’ 

it seems that the trigger can be lost, but this could be an attempt to imitate the English 

pronunciation to some extent.  In other examples the trigger is maintained. 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
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full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
, , j 
Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained (cf. example of ‘doctor’ borrowed from English) 

Type of target  
k, g 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
kå t 
gå d 

References 
Taylor, Charles.  1985.  Nkore-Kiga.  Croom Helm Descriptive Grammars. 
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NUPE.  Niger-Congo, Nupoid, Nupe-Gbagyi (Nigeria) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes (Dunstan, p. 133) 

lab    lab-dent alv    pal-alv pal vel   lab-vel   glot 

p  b                t   d                     k  g     kp  gb 

         f  v        s   z                                             h 

                      ts  dz    t 
   m                     n  

                            
                           l 

                                             j                   w  

Vowel phonemes: (p. 136) 

i   e   a   aa   o   u (there is a long phonemic /aa/) 

There are also nasalized phoneme vowels: i  a   u 
Summary of the findings 
Coronal (alveolar) obstruents fully palatalize before front vowels. 

The sound /ts/ normally occurs before back vowels, and /t/ before front vowels.  They 

can both occur, contrastively, before /a/.  (p. 135).  Thus the /ts/ vs. /t/ phonemic 

contrast is neutralized before front vowels. 

The plosives (and sometimes the fricatives /f/, /v/) may be followed by “some degree 

of palatalization” (the examples indicate possible secondary palatalization) before 

front vowels, and by labial-velarisation before a back vowel.  This varies between 

speakers, and even within speakers, the palatalized and non-palatalized versions 

appear in free variation. 

Examples 
FULL palatalization (p. 134)                            

/s/ 

/sa/    sa       ‘to plough’                                    

/si/    i        ‘to buy’                                           

/z/ 

/za/    za       ‘to wonder’ 

/zi/     i        ‘to confuse’ 

/dz/ 

/dza/   dza       ‘to break’ 

/dzi/    di      ‘to do’ 
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Secondary palatalization (possible for all stops, sometimes even f and v; in free 

variation, optional therefore, p. 135): 

/be /      [be] and [bje ] as free variants   ‘to come’ (palatalization) 

/po/      [po] and [pwo] as free variants  ‘to roast’ (velarization) 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full for coronal fricatives and affricates /s, z, dz/ (probably ts as well, though 

distinction neutralized) 

Secondary (but optional) for stops and the fricatives /f, v/ 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Front vowels [i, e] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Full: Coronal fricatives/affricate:  s, z, dz, (ts?) 

Sec: Stops: p, b, t, d, k, g, kp, gb, (f, v) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
så 
zå 

dzåd 

(tså t) 
For secondary palatalization, they get secondary articulation: C

j 
(notated with Cj) 

References 
Dunstan, Elizabeth, Editor.  (1969).  Twelve Nigerian Languages.  Africana 

Publishing Corporation, New York.   
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POLISH .  Indo-European, West Slavic, Lechitic (Poland) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants (there are lots of different approaches, and different numbers of 

consonants listed by different people; here I am giving the set that Szpyra-Kozowska 

(1995)  pp. 234) 

labials:  /p, b, m, w, f, v/ 

Palatalized labials: /p’, b’, m’, f’, v’/ 

Dentals: /t, d, s, z, n/ 

Dental affricates: /c, dz/                                 

alveolar roll: /r/ 

Alveolar lateral: /l/ 

Velars: /k, g, x/ 

Palatal glide /j/ 

postalveolars: /s, z , c , j /                                 
prepalatals: /s, z , c , dz, n/ 
palatalized velars: /k’, g’, x’/ 

 

Vowels:a, e, i, o, u 

 
From Cavar (2004): 
Surface inventory of vowels (p. 4): 
High         i                      u 

Mid           e                     o 

low:                      a 

Surface inventory of consonantal phonemes (p. 4): 
                      Labial    Lab-Pal   Dental   Post-Alv    Prepalatal      Palatal     Velar 

Plosive            p  b      p   b        t   d                                                                 k   g 

Fricative         f   v      f    v        s   z        s    z                                                x 

Affricate                                      ts  dz     ts   dz               t   d 

Nasal                  m           m            n                                     

Lateral                                               l 

Rhotic                                               r  

Elides                  w                                                                                  j 
Sum m ary of the findings 
Cavar’s dissertation on Polish palatalization (2004) 

Morphological palatalization 

Palatalization of labials, coronals, and dorsals takes place, but only across morpheme 

boundaries before suffixes that have a front vowel (surface i, e, , or  (underlying /i/ 

has to surface as  after velars).  Labials show secondary palatalization, coronals show 

full palatalization, and dorsals show secondary palatalization before [i, e] and full 
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palatalization before [, ]. 

                       i                          e                            

Labials        Sec.        --          sec+j insertion        -- 

Coronal      Full         --          full                          -- 

Dorsal         Sec       Full       Sec/none                  Full 

 

Velar surface palatalization:  Velar stops become palatal stops: kå c, gå  (p. 6) 

before surface [i, e]; occurs across morpheme boundaries, though they are referred to 

as secondary palatalization. 

 

Phonological palatalization (surface palatalization) 

All consonants show secondary palatalization before [i], [j] word-internally and across 

morpheme boundaries ( n palatalizes to prepalatal [] in this context instead of having 

secondary articulation). 

   

Szpyra-Kozowska (1995) 

Palatalization occurs before front vowels and palatal glide, both inside words and 

across word boundaries (p. 245).  This is secondary palatalization (see dental pal. 

discussion below).  All consonants show secondary pal. when they are word final and 

before a word that begins with a front vowel or a palatal glide (phrase level 

palatalization) (pp. 253) 

Labials: 

Input            front V pal        j-pal            phrase level pal 

p                     p’                    p’               p’ 

b                     b’                    b’               b’ 

m                   m’                  m’               m’ 

f                      f’                  f’                  f’                 

v                     v’                  v’                 v’ 

Coronals: 

t                   c                        c /c                 t’ 

d                  dz                      j /dz                d’ 

s                   s                        s                     s’ 
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z                   z                       z                      z’ 

n                   n                      n                    n’ 

r                    z                       z                      r’ 

                   l                          l                     w’ 

 

Dorsals: 

input       1
st
 vel    2

nd
 vel     SVP       j-pal        phrase-lev-pal    

k              c              c              k’            c                k’                      

g              j /z          dz           g’            j /z             g’                     

x              s              s               --            s                 x’ 

Cavar says that these are actually not secondarily palatalized, but rather kå c, and gå 

 
Labials are palatalized before front vowels.  The tongue body is fronted and the 

middle part is raised toward the palate. 

Dental consonants are prepalatal before front vowels.  The tongue body is fronted and 

there is prepalatal stricture.  Plosives are turned into affricates. 

Dentals undergo palatalization in two stages which are widely accepted by all 

generative accounts of Polish (p. 246-7).  Motivation: they pattern with palatalized 

consonants and front vowels, and they are assumed to all be front underlyingly. 

1. dentals are turned into palatalized dentals: 

/t, d, s, z, n, , r/ å /t’, d’, s’, z’, n’, ’, r’/ 
2. an adjustment rule interprets palatalized obstruents and the nasal as prepalatals:

/ t’, d’, s’, z’, n’/ å /c, dz , s , z , n/ 
      the palatalized roll as the postalveolar voiced fricative 

/r’/ å // 

      and the palatalized dental lateral as the unpalatalized alveolar lateral (not 

palatalization by my definition): 

/’/ å /l/ 

Velar consonants are palatalized before front vowels. 

First velar palatalization:  

plosives å affricates, but: 
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voiced postalveolar affricate å fricative when preceded by a sonorant (Spirantization) 

Second velar palatalization: 

restricted to certain grammatical contexts: nom. pl. of masculine nouns and adjs, 

dative and locative of sg. fem. nouns and masc. nouns with fem. declension, and in 

adverbs. 

velarå dental 

plosives å affricates,  

fricative x å /s/ 
Surface velar palatalization: 

velars (except the fricative) palatalize before /i/ and /e/ (this would be to c and  
according to Cavar). 

Examples 
Ex. from Szpyra-Kozowska (1995) 

Labials before front vowels:    (pp. 246) 

1) u[p]y  ‘booty’      --    u[p’]ic   ‘to rob’ 

2) ba[b]a  ‘woman, pejor.’   --  ba[b’]e  ‘id. dat. sg. 

3) to[m]  ‘volume’     -- to[m’]ik  ‘id. dim.’ 

4) tra[f]  ‘chance’  --   tra[f’]ic    ‘to hit’ 

5) kro[v]a  ‘cow’    --kro[v’]e  ‘id.dat.sg’ 

 

Before front vowels, dentals become prepalatal (fronted tongue body, prepalatal 

stricture); Plosives are turned into affricates 

bu[d]a  ‘shack’   --  bu[dz ]e  ‘id. dat. sg’ 

zo[t]o ‘gold’     --  zo[c ]ic    ‘to gild’  

wo[z]y ‘carts’   --  wo[z]ic   ‘to car’ 

o[s]a  ‘wasp’  --  o[s]e  ‘id.dat.sg’ 

ra[n]a   ‘wound’  --  ra[n ]ic   ‘to wound’ 

 

The glide alternates with the alveolar lateral in palatalizing contexts (but this is not 

palatalization by my definition): 

ko[w]o  ‘wheel’   -- ko[l]e  ‘id.loc.sg’ 
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ma[w]y  ‘small’   -- ma[l]ec  ‘to grow small’ 

 

Velars: 

1
st
 velar palatalization:  (p. 248) 

so[k]  ‘juice’   --    so[c]ek  ‘id. dim’ 

no[g]a  ‘leg’   --   no[z ]ek   ‘id. dim.gen.pl’ 

ro[zg]a ‘twig’   --  ro [z j ]ek   ‘id. dim.gen.pl’ 

me[x]  ‘moss’   --  me[s ]ek ‘id.dim’ 

 

2
nd

 velar palatalization:  (p. 248) 

na[g]a ‘naked, fem.nom.sg’    --na[dz]y   ‘id.masc.nom.pl.’ 

wiel[k]a  ‘large, fem.nom.sg’   -- wiel[c]e  ‘largely’ 

mni[x]  ‘monk’                           -- mni[s]i  ‘id.nom.pl’ 

 

Surface velar palatalization:  (p. 249) [k] and [g], but not [x] (except in specific 
contexts where it is fronted) 

kro[k]  ‘step’    --  kro[k’]em   ‘id. instr.sg.’ 

ma[k]  ‘poppy’   --  ma[k’]i   ‘id.nom.pl’ 

dro[g]a  ‘dear, fem.’   -- dro[g’]i ‘id.masc.’ 

te [g]a  ‘heavy, fem.’   --  te[g’]ej  ‘id.gen.sg’ 

 

me[x]   ‘moss’   --  m[x]y   ‘id.nom.pl’ 

gu[x]a  ‘deaf.fem’   -- gu[x]ej  ‘id.gen.sg’ 

 

Specific contexts for [x] fronting: 

before the derived imperfective suffix –iv and in some borrowings: 

zako[x]ac sie    ‘fall in love’    --  zako[x’]iwac    ‘id. imperfect’ 

ma[x]ac   ‘wave’     --    wyma[x’]iwac    ‘id.imperfect’  
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j-palatalization 

/pis+a+e+s/     
j is inserted between the two vowels 

palatalization of the dental ensues 

the glide is deleted and then the first vowel is deleted å [pis es ]  ‘you write’  (p. 250) 

widzisz   ‘you see’   /vid+e+i+s/   å [vidz is ]  

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary palatalization: 

labials always (morphological and phonological) 

coronals—phrase level/surface palatalization (phonological only);  

dorsals—phrase level palatalization/surface palatalization (phonological) and surface 

velar palatalization across morpheme boundaries (morphological) 

 

Full palatalization: 

coronals—j-palatalization and front vowel palatalization (morphological only) 

dorsals—1
st
 and 2

nd
 velar palatalization, and j-palatalization, surface velar 

palatalization (morphological only) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Front vowels and the palatal glide [j]; for the palatal glide palatalization, there are 

differences: it triggers palatalization mainly in the verbal paradigm (so it is more 

morphologized).  It also affects dentals differently than it affects velars and labials.  

For velars and labials it has the same effect as do front vowels.  The glide itself does 

not appear on the surface, and there is an analysis with historical evidence that the 

glide was inserted at that point, triggered palatalization and then was deleted. 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained in the case of front vowels;  

deleted in the case of the glide (historical, rule ordering analysis; Szpyra-Kozowska 

pp. 250) 

Type of target  
Labials: p, b, m, f, v 

Dentals: t, d, s, z, n 

Velars: k, g, x 
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Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Labials: secondary palatalization 

Coronals: 

input         Front V pal           j-pal           phrase-lev-pal 

t                   c                        c /c                 t’ 

d                  dz                      j /dz                d’ 

s                   s                        s                     s’ 

z                   z                       z                      z’ 

n                   n                      n                    n’ 

r                    z                       z                     r’ 

                   l                         l                      w’ 

for dentals: there is a two-stage process, and they are turned into prepalatals eventually 

(but they do undergo palatalization first, both with front vowels and with the glide). 

Dorsals 

input       1
st
 vel    2

nd
 vel     SVP       j-pal        phrase-lev-pal 

k              c              c              k’            c                k’ 

g              j /z          dz           g’            j /z             g’ 

x              s              s               --            s                 x’ 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
prepalatals are marked with a stress marker on the consonant: s, for example 

c    is   t   (prepalatal; alveolo-palatal affricate) 

s    is       (prepalatal; alveolo-palatal fricative) 

dz  is d   (prepalatal; alveolo-palatal affricate) 

z     is      (prepalatal; alveolo-palatal fricative) 

n   is       (prepalatal; alveolo-palatal/palatal nasal) 

c    is   ts   (dental affricate) 

References 
Cavar, Marlorzata E.  2004.  Palatalization in Polish.  PhD dissertation.  

Rubach, Jerzy.  1984.  Cyclic and Lexical Phonology.  The Structure of Polish.  

Szpyra-Kozowska, Jolanta.  1995.  Palatalization as corono-dorsalization.  In 

Kreidler, Charles W., ed.,  Phonology Critical Concepts.    pp. 229-281. 
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ROMANIAN .  Moldavian dialect (Indo-European, Italic, Romance; Romania)  
Sound inventory 
Consonants: 

                Labial      dental       palatal       velar       glotal 

Stop         p  b           t   d                             k  g     

                                 ts 

Fricative   f   v          s    z                                          h 

Nasal         m            n 

Approx                     l      

                                 r 

 

Vowels: 

a               u 

  e        o 

        a                    

Glides: (though these may be underlying Vs) 

         w                            j 

Summary of the findings 
In the Moldavian dialect, labials, coronals and dorsals all palatalize.   

Dorsals (velars) show both morphological and phonological palatalization: 

-they have an off glide before front vowels (secondary, phonological).   

-full palatalization as shown in the examples below (morphological palatalization) 

Coronals show only morphological palatalization: 

-full palatalization for s, z, l  

-secondary palatalization for , , n, r, l 

-other coronals show assibilation/spirantization in this context (t, d). 

Note: there is variation in the palatalization of l, sometimes to j sometimes to l.  It is 

not clear what determines this, it could be lexicalized. 

Labials have morphological palatalization, and it could be the case that for full 

palatalization there were some instances of phonological palatalization at one time.  

For full palatalization, besides a restricted set of words, labials palatalize in verbs.  

Beyond these items, labials show secondary palatalization. 

Full labial palatalization has historical motivations, and there has been lots of 

controversy about this type of palatalization.  It occurs before [i] and [j], with [i] being 

part of: 

-the –i(C) suffixes in verbs (2
nd

 person sg, pl, 1
st
 pl) 

–i nominal plural suffix 
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-certain lexical items (older terms) 

Exam ples 
           Standard         Moldavian 

bå g
j
  a lbj

     a lgj
  ‘white’ (adjective) 

 på k
j  

pja tr  k
j
a tr  ‘rock’ (noun) 

 få   nfiripa  niripa    ‘to take shape’ (verb) 

 vå   nvija  nije  ‘to come back to life’ (verb) 

 må n
j  

dormi   dorn
j
i  ‘to sleep’ (verb) 

 

 Present Indicative 

(a) /ntreb-a/ ‘to ask’   (c) /rzb-i/ ‘to arrive, to succeed’ 

     Sg  Pl            Sg  Pl 

1  ntreb ntrebm   1  rzgj
esk rzgj

im  

2  ntregj
 ntrebats   2  rzgj

etj rzgj
its 

3  ntreab ntreab   3  rzgj
eti rzgj

esk 

 

    SR: [ntrebj
] 2

nd
sg.    SR: all have [b]. 

 

(b) /sp-a/     ‘to dig’    (d) /otrv-i/ ‘to poison’ 

    Sg  Pl        Sg  Pl 

1  sp  spm    1  otresk otrim  

2  sk j  
spats    2  otretj otrits

 
 

3  sap  sap    3  otreti otresk 

 

SR: [sap
j
] 2

nd
sg.    SR: all have [v].  

 

Alternations per series, singular and plural (nouns, and adjectives) 

SG       PL 

brad     braz          ‘fir tree, n.’          då z  (assibilation, not palatalization) 

soldat   soldats     ‘soldier, n.’           tå ts  (assibilation, not palatalization) 

struts    struts        ‘ostrich, n.’         tså ts  No change 

pas       pa            ‘(foot)step, n.’     så     
obraz   obra        ‘cheek, n.’           zå  

ri      rj 
           ‘cold, a.’              å j 

lei      lej 
           ‘law, n.’               å j 

la       la              ‘coward, n.’        å   No change 

vra    vr           ‘witchcraft, n.’   å   No change 
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rak      raj  
            ‘lobster, n.’        kå j 

kapak  kapai        ‘lid, n.’               kå    (also polobok   poloboai) 
drag     draj 

         ‘dear, n. or a.’    gå j 

oloag     oloai    ‘limping person, n.f.’   gå  

bun      bun
j 
          ‘good, a.’           nå n

j 

kal       kaj             ‘horse, n.’          lå j (glide) 

mol     mol
j
           ‘mol, n.’             lå l

j 

por      por
j
             ‘pore, n.’            rå r

j
 

eh      eh
j 
           ‘Czech, n.m.’      hå h

j 

 

Palatalization in final s-clusters (Chitoran 2002) 

prost           prot         ‘stupid, adj. m.’ (sg ~ pl)                       st å t 
politsist      politsit     ‘policeman’ (sg ~ pl) 

arbust         arbut       ‘shrub(s)’ 

 

musk       muti         ‘fly-flies’       final [i] from raised /e/      sk å t() 
mask       mt         ‘mask(s)’    

kask           kat           ‘yawn’ (1, 2 person sg) 

opresk        opret       ‘stop’ (1, 2 person sg)   

 

astru          atri            ‘star(s)’                                                   str å tr 
albastru     albatri       ‘blue, adj. m.’ (sg ~ pl) 

terestru      teretri        ‘terrestrial, adj. m.’ (sg ~ pl) 

 

No palatalization in final sp, spr and skr clusters: 

 

espi          esp          ‘wasp(s)’  *ep 
kuskru       kuskri         ‘in-law(s)’         *kukri 

aspru         aspri            ‘rough, adj. m.’ (sg ~ pl)   *apri 

 

No full palatalization of labials (secondary palatalization in the plural): 

pom        pom          ‘tree’                må m 
bigam     bigam       ‘bigamist’     

ulm         ulm           ‘elm tree’ 

intim      intim          ‘intimate’    

vtaf      vtaf         ‘bailiff’            få f 
f         f               ‘boss’ (n) 

erif       erif            ‘sheriff’  

brav       brav            ‘brave’            vå v 
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elev        elev           ‘student’ 

aktiv       aktiv          ‘active’ 

vduv    vduv        ‘widow, s.m’   

episkop   episkop      ‘bishop’          på p 
antikorp  antikorp     ‘anticorp’ 

kap          kap            ‘head (boss)’ 

porumb   porumb      ‘corn’             bå b 
krab        krab           ‘type of fish’ 

korb        korb           ‘raven’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full: labial, coronal, dorsal (morphological, and for labials phonological (?) also but 

restricted to certain lexical items, historical motivation) 

Secondary: labial, coronal (morphological) 

                   dorsal (phonological) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Labials: 

-i (in suffixes, morphological) 

-j (certain lexical items, where j is part of a diphthong ie, ia: fier ‘iron’, piatra ‘rock’) 

Coronals: 

-i (in suffixes, morphological) 

Dorsals: 

-i, e (phonological) 

-i (in suffixes, morphological); raised /e/ in suffixes 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
All deleted (realized as secondary palatalization), except: 

If i results from raised e, it is maintained. 

Type of target  
Labial, coronal, dorsal 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Morphological 

på p
j
 

bå b
j 

få f
j
 

vå v
j
 

må m
j 

 

å j
 

å j
 

nå n
j
 

Phonological 

kå k
j
 

gå g
j
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lå l
j
 

---------------------- 

på k
j     

 

bå g
j
 

må n
j
 

få  
vå  

 

så  
zå  

lå j 

rå r
j
 

 

kå j
  

kå  (if plural i raised from SR e) 

gå j 

gå  (if plural i raised from SR e) 

hå h
j
 

 

Labials have full palatalization in certain 

lexical items, verbs, it is more restricted.  

Beyond this, labials have secondary 

palatalization. 
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ROMANIAN .  Standard dialect (Indo-European, Italic, Romance; Romania)  
Sound inventory 
Consonants (Chitoran 2002, p.10) 

          Labial     dental    palatal    velar    glotal 

Stop       p   b         t   d       t   d      k  g     

                              ts 

Fric        f   v         s   z                                    h 

Nasal      m           n 

Approx                 l  

                             r 

Vowels (Chitoran 2002, p. 7) 

 i                      u 

   e                o 

             a 

Diphthongs: e a   oa                         (phonemic status under debate)  

Glides    w                         j             (phonemic status still under debate) 

Summary of the findings 
Velar stops k, g show phonological secondary palatalization in all positions, before the 

vowels i, e.   

Coronals, labials and velars show morpho-phonological palatalization in plurals and 

verb paradigms (before i, e containing affixes).   

Labials show secondary palatalization. 

Coronals s, z and l show full palatalization (though l also shows sec. pal. in some 

cases) 

Remaining coronals show secondary palatalization (note: t and d also have assibilation 

at the same time) 

Dorsals k, g show full palatalization, and h shows secondary palatalization. 

Examples 
 Present Indicative 

(a) /ntreb-a/ ‘to ask’  (c)  /fak-e/     ‘to make/do’  

     Sg  Pl        Sg             Pl 

1  ntreb ntrebm  1  fak                fatem  

2  ntrebj
 ntrebats  2  fat              fatets 

3  ntreab ntreab  3  fate              fak 

 

(b) /sp-a/     ‘to dig’      

    Sg  Pl 

1  sp  spm      
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2  spj  
spats    

 
 

3  sap  sap      

 

Alternations per series, singular and plural (nouns, and adjectives) 

SG          PL 

lup          lup               ‘wolf, n.’             på p 
slab         slab             ‘thin, m.pl.’         bå b 
pom        pom            ‘tree, n.’               må m 
otrava     otrv           ‘poison, n.’          vå v 
prof        prof             ‘teacher, n.’         få f       
brad        braz            ‘fir tree, n.’          då z  (assibilation, sec. palatalization) 

soldat      soldats       ‘soldier, n.’           tå ts  (assibilation, sec. palatalization) 

struts       struts          ‘ostrich, n.’          tså ts   
pas          pa              ‘(foot)step, n.’     så     
obraz      obra          ‘cheek, n.’            zå  
rete        retj 

            ‘cold, a.’               tå tj 

lede      ledj 
            ‘law, n.’               då dj 

la          la                ‘coward, n.’        å    
vra     vr             ‘witchcraft, n.’    å   
rak         ratj  

             ‘lobster, n.’         kå tj 

kapak     kapate        ‘lid, n.’                kå t   (also polobok   poloboate) 

drag        dradj 
         ‘dear, n. or a.’     gå dj 

oloag     oloade      ‘limping person, n.f.’   gå d 

bun         bun
j 
            ‘good, a.’            nå n

j 

kal          kaj               ‘horse, n.’           lå j (glide) 

mol        mol
j
             ‘mol, n.’              lå l

j 

por         por
j
              ‘pore, n.’             rå r

j
 

teh        teh
j 
            ‘Czech, n.m.’      hå h

j 

 

Palatalization in final s-clusters (Chitoran 2002) 

prost           prot         ‘stupid, adj. m.’ (sg ~ pl)                       st å t 
politsist      politsit     ‘policeman’ (sg ~ pl) 

arbust         arbut       ‘shrub(s)’ 

 

musk       mute         ‘fly-flies’                                                sk å t() 
mask       mt         ‘mask(s)’    

kask           kat           ‘yawn’ (1, 2 person sg) 

opresk        opret       ‘stop’ (1, 2 person sg)   
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astru          atri            ‘star(s)’                                                   str å tr 
albastru     albatri       ‘blue, adj. m.’ (sg ~ pl) 

terestru      teretri        ‘terrestrial, adj. m.’ (sg ~ pl) 

 

No palatalization in final sp, spr and skr clusters: 

 

vjespe        vjesp          ‘wasp(s)’  *vjep 
kuskru       kuskri         ‘in-law(s)’         *kukri 

aspru         aspri            ‘rough, adj. m.’ (sg ~ pl)   *apri 

 

Note: for velars k and g, before e they fully palatalize to t and d, while before i they 

also fully palatalize but in addition they have secondary articulation.  This articulation 

is analyzed by Chitoran as the realization of the desyllabified high vowel (final high 

vowels in Romanian can be deleted entirely, realized as full vowels, or as secondary 

articulation as here, depending on the syllabification of the word and other 

constraints). 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Phonological palatalization:  velars, secondary 

Morpho-phonological palatalization: 

Labials: secondary 

Coronals: full (s, z, l) and secondary (d, t, ts, , , t, d, l, r, n) 

Velars: full (k, g), secondary (h) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
i for all 

e and i for velars 
Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
e is maintained 

i is deleted if not syllabified 

Type of target  
Labial: p, b, m, f, v 

Coronal: s, z, l, d, t, ts, , , t, d, l, r, n  

Dorsal: k, g, h 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
dåz

j
 

tåts
j
 

tså ts
j 

å j 

å j
 

såj
 

zå j 

lå j 

 

kå t (_i) 
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tå tj
 

då dj
 

lå l
j 

rå r
j
 

nå n
j
 

hå h
j
  

på p
j 

må m
j
 

båb
j
  

fåf
j
 

våv
j
 

gå d (_i)  

kå t (_e) 

gå d (_e) 
 

 

References 
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ROVIANA .  Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian, Western Oceanic (Solomon Islands) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants  (pp. 467) 

p      t     k 

b     d     g 

       s            h 

      z      

m    n       

       l 

       r 

Vowels 

i          u 

e         o 

      a 

Summary of the findings 
The velar nasal [] is palatalized before front vowels /i/ and /e/, the only front vowels 

in the language. 

Other velars (/k/, /g/) do not palatalize in this language. 

Examples 
pp. 467 

/ira/ å [ira] ‘strong’ (the palatal nasal given as [n]) 
/eta/å  [eta] ‘three’  (the palatal nasal given as [n]) 
Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Front vowels /i/ and /e/ 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained 

Type of target  
Velar nasal // 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
 å  

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
The palatal nasal is given as [n] 
References 
Corston-Oliver, Simon.  2002.  Roviana.  In The Oceanic Languages.  J. Lynch,  

M. Ross and T. Crowley, eds.  Curzon language family series. 467-497. 
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SANUMA .  Yanomam; Amazonian (Brazil—in book, Venezuela—on Ethnologue) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes: (pp. 220) 

p    t    t
h
           k     h 

      ts                            (alveolar affricated plosive) 

      s           

m   n  

      l 

w 

 

Vowel phonemes: (pp. 221) 

i       u 

e      o o 
   a a  
All of the above oral vowels have a nasal counterpart, except for [a] 
Summary of the findings 
When FOLLOWING /-i/ and PRECEDING /-a/, /k/ is realized as a voiceless palatal 

stop with added palatalization release: [ky] (p. 220).   

NOTE: it says that [k] is realized as a palatal stop, but it is still transcribed with a [k].  

I will transcribe it with the palatal stop symbol and secondary release, [cy]. 

/ts/, when word-medial and following /-i/ (contiguous with /-i/ the author says) it has 

an alveopalatal affricated plosive variant [ts] or [dz ]. Moreover, [ts ] and [dz ] freely 

fluctuate with one another intervocalically.   

(/ts/ occurs word-initial and word-medial; it is subject to palatalization only when 

word-medial because the trigger precedes the target). 

/s/ alternates with [s] when contiguous to /-i/ in the same word.  There are some 

exceptions to this rule, and it is not clear why that is the case.  

NOTE: Only for /k/ does the /i/ precede and the /a/ following is regarded as necessary.  

For /ts/ and /s/ the /i/ is required to be contiguous.  For /ts/ a preceding /i-/ is a trigger, 

but for /s/ a following /-i/ serves as trigger. 

Examples 
/k/ palatalization, pp. 220.   My transcriptions reflecting the voiceless palatal stop 

symbol are given in (  ). 

waika     [waikya]    ([waicya])     ‘Waika’ (a large dialect group of Yanomami) 

hikali     [hikyali]     ([hicyali])     ‘garden’ 

i kapalo   [i kyapalo]  ([i cyapalo])  ‘smile, laugh’ 

 

/ts/ palatalization (notice that when before /-i/ there is no palatalization in ‘corn’) 

[tsinimo] ‘corn’ 

[kamits a] or [kamidza] or [kamiza] ‘1:SG’ 
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(it is not specified whether the following /-a/ is necessary as well, but in this example 

there is an /-a/ also.  There are no other illustrative examples, and the rest of the 

examples are given in the orthography so it is not clear when /ts/ palatalizes. However, 

the authors state that only when the /i-/ precedes does it trigger palatalization on /ts/.) 

 

/s/ palatalization (the /-i/ follows) 

silaka [s ilaka] ‘arrow’ 

mosili [mosili] ‘gnat’ 

 

Exceptions: 

sollosama [solos ama] ‘songthrush’—does not follow the pattern, there is no 

contiguous /i/ 

 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
for /k/ it is full, but with secondary palatalization release 

for /ts/ and /s/ it is full 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
a preceding /i/ and following /a/ for /k/ 

a contiguous /i/ for /ts/ and /s/ 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Preceding for /k/ (but also simultaneous following of /a/) 

Preceding for /ts/ and following for /s/ 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Dorsal /k/ 

Alveolar /ts/ and /s/ 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
kå cy 

ts å ts or dz (or even z) 
s å s  
Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
cy [c] 
ts   [t] 
dz  [d] 

s    [] 
References 
Borgman, Donald M.  1990.  Sanuma.  In Derbyshire, Desmond C. and Geoffrey K. 

Pullum, eds.,  Handbook of Amazonian Languages, V. 2.  Mouton de Gruyter.  15-

248. 
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SENTANI .  Papuan, Trans-New Guinea, Main Section, Central and Western)  

(Australia New Guinea area; Indonesia –Irian Jaya) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes: 

Stops  fricative  nasal      lateral       semivowels 

b             f           m                               w                labials 

d                          n             l                                    gingivals 

                                                             j                  prepalatal 

k                                                                              velar 

               h                                                               laryngeal 

Vowels: 

i                        u 

   e 

                 o     

             a 

 

Summary of the findings 
A preceding [i], [j], sometimes [w] and [u] (but no examples of u) triggers 

palatalization on coronals and dorsals.   

The phonemic status of /w/ has only recently been ascribed (p. 7-8), and this glide is 

very minimally distinct from the vowel [u] (p. 8).  The phonemicization of /w/ is very 

recent (p. 7).  Similar considerations are for the distinction between [i] and [j] (p. 8) 

There is a lot of variation in what the outcome can be, so for example [k] is in free 

variation not only with a “palatal [k]”, which is most likely [c] but it is not transcribed 

as such, but also with [x] and [q], and this happens also before vowels other than front 

(p. 6). 

Secondary palatalization after /i/ and /j/, and sometimes after /u/ and /w/, are not 

indicated but assumed: “we will, of course, equally disregard in our spelling normal 

non-distinctive combinatory changes, such as [n] for /n/ and /d’/ or /t’/ for /d/ after /j/ 

and /i/; etc.” (p. 4) 

 

/d / å [t
j
] or [d

j
]  after  /i, j, u, w/   --sometimes voiced, others not (p. 6, no examples)    

/n/ å n after [j, i]   

/j/ å [d] after [j], sometimes [w] and often after [i] especially if this is lengthened. p 

8 

/k/ has uvular [q], palatal [k] (assume correct transcription is [c]) and velar [x] 

allophones in free variation, so they occur before front and other vowels   (p. 6) 

/h/å [s] obligatory after [i]  or coda consonants (nasal,[j]) 

(sometimes also after [w], but it is not obligatory) 
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In the central dialect:  

/d/ å [s] after [j] 

/d/ å [f] after [w] 

Examples 

jå d  and  då d or t 

awjjajde å awjdajde  ‘they are rowing all the time’  (p. 8) 

hoj-je  å hoj-de   ‘do not kill!’ 

 

lengthened /i/ 

im å [im, ijm, idm] ‘house’             (p. 8) 

 

nå n 

/kejnhi/  å   [kjnhi]   ‘throw it away’   (p. 6) 

 

Not palatalization: 

hå s 

kj-hi å kjsi  ‘throw away’  (-hi- is aspectual affix) 

kj-n-hi  å  kjnhi   ‘throw it away’ (my translation, based on the fact that it has the 

incorporated pronominal object affix).  p. 3. 

 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
It seems to be full in some cases [n, k, j] and secondary in others [d]. 

Asibilation for [h] 

(Coronal: sec pal) 

(Dor, Cor: full pal)—the coronals are different in each case. 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
A preceding [i, j, u, w] in general, but mostly [i] and [j].  Sometimes [w] is a player, 

and I don’t see any examples with [u], it is just stated. 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Preceding 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  

Coronal: j, d, n 

Dorsal: k 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
jå d 
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då d
j
 or t

j 

nå n  [] 

kå q, x, or palatal [k]—perhaps [c]? 

Additional information 
[a] is pronounced more front than back. 

The vowel [i] is lengthened in open accentuated syllables, sometimes diphthongizes to 

[ij], sometimes in extreme cases becomes [id] (this is consistent with the fact that [j] 

after [j] or [i] is frequently pronounced as [d] (p. 5) 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[d] is written as [g ] in the book. 

References 
Cowan, H.K.J.  Grammar of the Sentani Language.  1965. 
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SHILLUK.  Nilo-Saharan, Eastern Sudanic, Nilotic, Western, Luo, Northern, Shilluk 

(Sudan). 
Sound inventory 
Phonemic:  (pp. 21-23)  p. 26 

Consonants: 

b      d d      /j    g             [j] is a consonant (voiced coronal stop) 

p       t  t       c     k 

           l r    

w               y                      glides 

m      n n               

 

Vowels: 

/i, e, a, , o/ 

But phonetically there are a lot more sounds in the inventory:  Vowels, for example, 

have short and long versions.   

Front unrnd  Back unrnd   Back round 

i  i:   i  i:                                u   u:  

                                         o  o:     o  o:  

  æ:   :        a  a:  a:          :    

(the underscore means a muffled breathy quality; p. 28) 

 

For consonants there are also:  

Aspirated (p
h
, t

h
, k

h
) 

Sec. pal: p
y
, t

y
, t

y
, k

y
, b

y
, d

y
, d

y
, g

y
, m

y
, y

, y
, r y 

Labialization (p
w
, t

w
, k

w
, m

w
, …) 

Fricatives: f, , , v,  

Affricates: t, t (and also with aspiration, secondary palatalization, labialization) 

                d, d (also with secondary palatalization, and labialization) 

 

Summary of the findings 
Secondary palatalization in root-initial consonants (labial, coronal, dorsal) when 

followed by the palatal glide [y].  [i] does not trigger palatalization, but it is considered 

the least stable vowel: 

In monosyllabification, [i] is most easily lost.  (p. 34) 

[i] is epenthesized when epenthesis occurs. 

In Pronoun incorporation, an [i] plural suffix is inserted into the root but it surfaces as 

whatever the root vowel is.  The author analyzes it as an underspecified vowel that has 

no features of its own. (p. 34)  

Examples 
C+y   (p. 25) 
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b
yl  ‘millet’                         g

yk  ‘Nile lechwe’               am
yl    ‘stubborn’ 

c
y
a   ‘sun’                            j

y
a k    ‘2

nd
 milking’               y

a:y  ‘fish trapped by 

flooding’ 

d
yl    ‘goat                           k

y   ‘horse’                        yl      ‘to trundle’ 

dya   ‘cow’                           l
yc      ‘elephant’                p

yw    heart 

or ya l    ‘mongoose’               o tym      ‘dragonfly’            t yew   ‘also’ 

 

[i] does not trigger palatalization: (but it is a weak, underspecified vowel) 

di du:k   ‘dark grey bulls’ 

tuk:i      ‘rocks of mud’ 

ani         ‘that’ 

jiy         ‘people’ 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
The (secondarily) palatalized consonants occur only root-initially.  This results from a 

sequence of C+y (a consonant and the palatal glide). P. 25-26 

 

Free variation (not palatalization necessarily): 

 

[c], [t], [t], [], and [] are in free variation. 

Also [] and [d], [d], as well as [p] and [f], and finaly [b] and [v]. 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary (coalescence of C+y) 

Full pal (in free variation cases) 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Palatal glide [y] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following a root-initial consonant (which can be preceded by vowels) 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
[y] is deleted when it coalesces with a previous stem-initial consonant (or maybe it is 

not deleted, it just manifests itself as secondary palatalization??). 

Type of target  
Labial: b, p, m 

Coronal: c, j, d, d , t, t , l, r,  

Dorsal: g, k,  
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Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Secondary palatalization 

(for palatal nasal, they say that the sequence [n
y
] has merged with []. 

Additional information 
[k] and [i] are underspecified (or minimally specified).  [k] is often not produced, and 

[i] is easily deleted and it is also the vowel of choice when epenthesis happens.  P.  33-

34 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[] is a voiced palatal fricative (the palatal version of []) 

[] is a voiceless palatal fricative (the palatal version of []) 
References 
Gilley, Leoma G.  (1992).  An Autosegmental Approach to Shilluk Phonology.   A 

publication of Summer Institute of Linguistics and UT at Arlington. 
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SIRIONO .  Tupi -Guarani  (Bolivia). 
Sound inventory 
Consonants 

p  t  ts  k   

b  d  dz  g 

b  d  dz   g 
       s   h 

m  n  n   
w   

    r 

The comma underneath means 

nazalization (p. 11) 

Vowels: 

i    u 

e v o  

   a 

i     u 
e   v  o   
   a  
 

Summary of the findings 
[k] and [g] have different varieties:  

-(secondarily) palatalized and unpalatalized ones 

-labialized and non-labialized ones 

Examples 
/ka rv/å [kya rv] ‘was’       (strongly stressed V) 

/eakatu/ å [eak:yatu] ‘know’ (strongly stressed V) 

/kisikui/  [kisikui] ‘squirrel’  (unstressed V) 

/girv/ å [gyi rv] ‘eagle’ 

/seagi rv/ å [seag:yirv] ‘whose fat’ 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
[k] å [ky] word-initially and å [k:y] word-medially before a strongly stressed low 

central vowel (word-initially before a mid-central vowel [k] is labialized, otherwise it 

is [k], even before [i]).  (Firestone, p. 9-10) 

 [g] å [gy] word-initially and å [g:y] word-medially before a stressed high front 

vowel (before a mid-central vowel it is labialized). 

 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary palatalization 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
For [k]: strongly stressed low central vowel 

For [g]: stressed high front vowel 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained 

Type of target  
Dorsals [k, g] 
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Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Secondary palatalization 

Additional information 
Bhat: [k] does not appear in the language before high front stressed vowels (p. 55)  

But it does appear before unstressed vowels:  

/kisikui/  [kisikui] ‘squirrel’ 

Firestone p. 9 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[c] is given in the book for [ts] which has two allophones: initially it is [ts], and 

elsewhere it is [t:s], with a longer stop:   

/ece/ å [et:se ]  ‘speak’ 

/ceasu/ å [tsea su] ‘wild pig’ 

 

[j] is a voiced palatal affricate given in the book for [dz] 

References 
Firestone, Homer L.  Description and Classification of Siriono, A Tupi -Gurarani 
Language.  Mouton & Co, London, The Hague, Paris, 1965. 

Bhat, D.N.S., 1978.  A General Study of Palatalization.  Universals of Human 
Language,  
Greenberg ed., 47-92. 
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SO 
Kuliak;  several possible classifications of Kuliak:  

1. Fringe Cushitic/Afroasiatic family 

2. Branch of Eastern Sudanic/Nilo-Saharan family 

3. independent family) 

Spoken in Uganda. 
Sound inventory 
Consonants: (p. 9) 

p     t     c     k     k           

b     d        g     g 

                             (implosive stops) 

       s 

       l  

       r 

m    n         

w            y  

 

Vowels: (p. 19) 

a, e,  ,  i,  , o,  ,  u,   
Summary of the findings 
[g] secondarily palatalizes before a front vowel (p. 12) 

Interesting that [k] does not palatalize in the same environment!! 

Something interesting: 

[c], the palatal stop, is optionally realized as [t], and it becomes voiced when 

preceded by a voiced consonant.  Word-finally or at morpheme boundaries, [c] can be 

either elided or replaced by [i] –unless a number morpheme follows, in which case it 

is retained. (p. 11) 

Examples 
[g] palatalization:  (p. 12) 

blgn  [blgyn]   ‘God’  (following glide [y] indicates secondary palatalization)  

ige        [igye]        ‘all’ 

 

NO [k] palatalization: 

kebe       ‘children’ 

nk-sa   ‘be-1.SG’ 

tak-sa    ‘find-1.SG’ 
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[c] behavior:   (p. 11) 

kebc-at   [kebdat]   ‘girl’   (replaced by the affricate, and voiced) 

 

kebe(c)     children   ‘children’            (alternative between maintaining or deleting the  

kebc-at    children-SG  ‘children’         [c], except before number morpheme) 

 

yec-ms    å ye-ms    know-REC   ‘get to know each other’   (deleted [c]) 

ka-ac   å  ka-i   PST-come   ‘ he came’   (replaced by [i]) 

ac  lb  å  ai le   come slowly    ‘come slowly’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary palatalization 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Front vowels 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Only voiced velar stop [g]!! Why not [k]?? 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
gå gy 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[] (voiced palatal stop) given as [j] 

[] (palatal nasal) given as [ny] 

References 
Carlin, Eithne.  (1993).  The So Language.   
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SOMALI . Cushitic: East Cushitic: Omo-Tana: Eastern 

(Spoken in Africa: Kenya and Somalia) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants: 

b  d           g                        (stops)             (Saeed, p. 7) 

    t               k  

f   s                       h            (fricatives) 

                                                  

               t                               (affricate) 

m  n                                         (nasal) 

     r                                          (trill) 

          l                                     (lateral) 

w             j                               (glides) 

 

Vowels: two sets, one pronounced with the tongue more forward (the more forward 

are [+ATR] and the others are [-ATR]); can be long distinctively 

         u             i           

                      e         o  
                             æ 

back                     forward  
Syllable structure: V, CV, VC, CVC  (V=short or long V, diphthong) 

Summary of the findings 
No phonological palatalization. 

Morphological palatalization before the causative suffix –i. 

Dorsals [g, q] palatalize root finally, before the causative suffix –i.   

gå d or t (devoiced) 

qå t 

Examples 
No phonological palatalization: 

[hitiq]  ‘walk slowly’      [ka  t:rsnu]  ‘be one of’ (p. 27, 15) 

[webi]  ‘river’                 [dibi]  ‘bull:GEN’                (p.14, 15) 

[akis]   ‘hinder’             [gunud]  ‘knot’                     (p.27) 

(I am not sure about all the vowel transcriptions; except for [hitiq]  ‘be one of’ the 

others were given just orthographically, not distinguishing between back and front) 

 

There is morphological palatalization: 
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With grammatical suffixes there are lots of changes (called Sandhi).  The majority do 

not involve palatalization.  The ones that do are given here: 

de g    de ji      ‘alight’, ‘cause to alight, unload’ (orthographically)    (p. 33) 

å[deti]  or [dedi], because orthographic j can be pronounced either [t] or [d, 

though the distinction is not contrastive] 

joog    jooji    ‘stop, stay’, ‘cause to stop, halt’ 

å [to:ti]   or [to:di] 

da aq              da aji      ‘graze’, ‘put to graze’ 

å [da:ti]        (probably not [da:di] because [q] is voiceless) 

ruq               ru ji          ‘be uprooted’, ‘uproot’ 

å [ruti] 
From Kirk p. 72-73: 

dagh             daji        ‘graze’, ‘put to graze’ 

å [dati]        (note the difference in vowel from Kirk to Saeed; the orthography of 

‘gh’ is the same as q to Saeed, so a voiceless uvular stop) 

ingeg            ingeji     ‘be dry’, ‘cause to be dry’ 

å [ingeti] or [ingedi] 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
Before the verbal causative affix: -i, root-final [g] and [q] palatalize to [t] 

Kirk p. 72-73: before the causative suffix –i, gutturals are usually altered to j [t] or 

[d]. 

Motivation for the change (predictions made by different approaches, i.e. co-
articulation causes the change, or a more formal approach, etc.) 
not available; simply a morphological change 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full palatalization 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Causative suffix [-i] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Root final [g] or [q]    (dorsal and uvular) 
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Fate of target (what it changes into) 
gå d or t (devoiced) 

qå t 
Additional information 
 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
 = voiced uvular plosive (orthographically q; initially or finally pronounced with 

little or no voicing, so more like [q]) 

[t] and [k] only occur at beginning of syllables, and are pronounced fortis and with 

aspiration 

 = voiceless uvular fricative, often pronounced as [x] (velar fricative) 

 = voiceless pharyngeal fricative (orthographically x) 

 = voiced pharyngeal fricative (orthographically c) 

t = orthographically it is j; can be pronounced as either voiceless or voiced, [t] or 

[d]; does not occur syllable finally 

j = voiced palatal approximant, semivowel, in orthography it is y 

w = voiced bilab. Approx, semivowel, in orthography it is w 

References 
Saeed, John  (1999).  Somali.  John Benjamins Publishing Company, 

Amsterdam/Philadelphia. 

Kirk, J.W.C.  (1969).  A Grammar of the Somali Language.  Cambridge University 

Press. 

(not cited, but consulted: Armstrong, Lilias E.  (1964).  The phonteic structure of 
Somali.) 
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SWAHILI .  Niger-Congo, Narrow Bantu (Tanzania). 
Sound inventory 
Labials: p, b, m, w, f, v 

Dentals: , 

Alveolars: t, d, s, z, n, l, r 

Palato-alveolars: t, , ,  
Palatals:  , j and a voiced implosive 

Velars: k, g, x, ?,  

Glottal: h 

 

Vowels: i, e, a, o, u 

Summary of the findings 
Myachina (1981): 

Palatalization with /-i/ initial derivational suffixes 

     deverbative –i 

     causative verbal suffix –ya (i+a) 

A root labial, alveolar and velar stop, and [w, l] assimilates to the following front 

vowel and softened thereby so that it loses its identity and is replaced by a fricative. 

Mohammed (2001) also reports [n] å [j] before a noun or an adjective with a vowel 

stem. 

Examples 
(Myachina 1981 pp. 9-10) 

-lipa å -mlifi                            på f  (__i)       NO GLOSSES PROVIDED 

-waka + ya å -waa                  kå  (__y) 

-funda + ya å -funza                då z (__y) 

ki + -angu å tangu                  kå t (__i+V) 

ki + etu å tetu                         kå t (__i+V) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

- 

(Mohammed 2001, p. 24) 

n å j before a noun or an adjective with a vowel stem: (the examples show it with a 

following glide, but this most likely represents spelling, not transcription). 

nyani ‘ape’ 

nyegere ‘ratel, honey-badger’ 

nyumba ‘house’ (p. 25) 
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Morphophonemic changes: 

before derivational suffixes /i, j/: stops become fricatives through palatalization 

piå fy  (??) 

ogopa ‘fear’å ogofya ‘frighten’ 

biå vi, zi 

iba ‘steal’ å mwivi, mwizi  ‘thief’ 

tå s 

takata ‘be clean’ å takasa ‘cleanse’   (assume the suffix is a glide?) 

då z  

panda ‘plant’ åmpanzi ‘planter’ 

kå  

waka ‘burn’ å waa ‘cause to burn, light’  (assume the suffix is a glide?) 

gå z 

loga ‘bewitch’ å mlozi ‘witch’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full palatalization 

nå j  

kå t/__i+V  

kå /__i, ja 

 

Assibilation or spirantization for the rest: they do not become palatal, but show 

spirantization or assibilation in the same contexts. 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
[-i], [-ya], [i+V] 

(A following -i or –ya (ja) morpheme) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
palatal glide appears to be deleted 

the front vowel appears to be maintained, unless it is in the i+V combination (for kå 

t) in which case the vowel is also deleted 

Type of target  
Palatalization: 

Velars:      k 

Alveolar:  n (per Mohammed 2001) 
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Spirantization/Assibilation: 

Labials:      p, b, w     

Alveolars:  t, d, l        

Velars:       g 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Palatalization: 

kå  /__i, ya  (rarely kå s)               (unclear when kå s and when kå ) 

kå t /__ i+a, i+e, i+u                       (the second vowel can be anything) 

nå j (Mohammed 2001) 

Spirantization/Assibilation: 

på f,  

b, wå v or z 

d or l å z 

tå s 

gå z 

kå s (see kå  above) 

References 
--Myachina, E. N. (1981).  The Swahili Language. Volume 1.  Routlege. 

--Mohammed, M. A.  (2001).  Modern Swahili Grammar.  East African Educational 

Publishers. 
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TIWA .  Australian Aboriginal language (difficult to establish genetic relationships 

for—less than 1% cognates; spoken in Northern Australia, on the islands of Melville 

and Bathurst).  
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes:  (pp. 9) 

Note: palato-alveolar sounds are combined under “dental”. Dental and alveolar sounds 

are contrastive. 

 

lab    dent   alv    vel    

p        t         t       k 

m       n       n        

                   l              (alv. lateral) 

                   r              (alv. flap) 

                                 (velar fricative) 

           j               w    (glides j, w) (retroflex vocoid) 

 

Vowel phonemes: (pp. 10-11) 

close front unrnd:   i 

close back rnd:       u 

open front unrd:     a 

open back rnd:       o 

Summary of the findings 
Dental consonants [n ] and [t ] are realized as apico-dental except when preceding the 

front close vowel [i].  In such environments they are pronounced palatalized: [n] and 

[t]—represented by a following glide in examples.  There is some overlap in the 

distribution of the palatalized and non-palatalized allophones (the palatalized 

allophone sometimes appears before a back vowel, and the dental allophone 

sometimes appears before a close front vowel). 

Examples 
Apico-dental realization: (pp. 12) 

/taknaki/   [t aknaki]   ‘white-breasted sea eagle’ 

/na tia/           [na tia]           ‘one’         

 

Palatalized realizations: (pp. 12) 

/tii ini/         [tjiiini]          ‘red-backed sea eagle’ 

/ni ani/          [nji ani]           ‘spirit’ 

 

NOTE:  the alveolar consonants do not undergo palatalization: there are alveolar /n/s 

occurring before /i/ which remain un-palatalized. 
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Free variation: (pp. 12) 

/tuapa/           [t uapa]  ~  [tjuapa]     ‘she ate’ 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Close front unrounded vowel /i/ 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Dental stops: /t/ and /n/ 
Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Secondary palatalization: (represented by following glide) 

/t/ å [tj] 

/n/ å [nj] 

References 
Osborne, C.  R.  1974.  The Tiwi Language.  Australian Institute of Aboriginal 

Studies, Canbera. 
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TOHONO O’ODHAM .  Uto-Aztecan, Southern Uto-Aztecan, Sonoran, Tepiman. 

(Arizona and Mexico) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants: (see Comments below for some IPA correspondences) 

b           d          d(retroflex)        dj (affricate)          g 

p            t                                    tc                           k              

      v      s                                    c                                           h 

              l 

m          n                                    n        
 

(d and t are interdental) 

Vowels:  

a  e  i  o  u   (a is described as in English ‘not’) p. 6 

                    (e is high, middle unrounded—more like []) 
(there is vowel length, but it was not recorded consistently; there are also voiceless 

vowels, expecially between two voiceless stops) 

Summary of the findings 
Slight velar fronting before front vowels (p. 8).  

Coronals (alveolar consonants) are affected by following vowel: [d, t] full 

palatalization, [n] secondary palatalization. 

Bilabial and velar consonants are not affected—except if we consider slight velar 

fronting   (p. 11) 

 

Rules do not apply to newly borrowed words  

 

Dorsals [g, k] vary slightly when before front and back vowels—so looks like a bit of 

velar fronting, but no secondary palatalization. 

dental and alveolar consonants are affected by following vowel; other consonants can 

appear before any vowel (p. 11) 

Examples 
d, t å d, t /__e, i, u 

they are d, t only before other vowels [a, o] 

 

[dewe-‘ko‘] ‘remove hair’ p. 19   given as [djewe-‘ko‘] –see Comments below  
 

[va‘tum] ‘drown, dive’ p. 16        given as [va‘tcum] 

 

n å n (nj) before i, e, (and [u] in stems and morphological elements) 

[coni‘-u‘t] ‘break by hitting with (something in) hand’ p. 19 

 

Bhat p. 54—[s] is also palatalized in these environments, but I did not find examples 

in this reference. 
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Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full for coronal stops 

Secondary for nasal 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
i, e, u (u is more restrictive for the nasal, only in stems and other morphological 

elements) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained 

Type of target  
Coronal stops (d, t) and coronal nasal (n) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Full pal: dåd, tå t 
Sec. pal: nå n (nj) 

Additional information 
 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
  is given as [c] 

t  is given as [tc]  (as in ‘church’—p. 8) 

 is given as [j]   

d is given as [dj] (as in ‘adjust’—p. 8) 

secondary palatalization indicated as [n] 
References 
Mason, J. A.  The Language of the Papago of Arizona.  Philadelphia, 1950. 
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(SE)TSWANA .  Niger-Congo, Atlantic-Congo… Bantoid, Southern, Narrow Bantu, 

Central (Botswana)  
Sound inventory 
Consonants: 
                           Lab   Alv    Lat-alv   Pal-alv   Palatal    Velar       Uvular  Glottal      

Aspirated stops    p        t                                               k             q                         

                            p          t                                                 k 

                            b 

Asp. affricates                ts       t          t                                                          

                                       ts         t            t 
                                                                d  

Fricatives                      s                                                   x                           h          

Nasals                  m       n                                                                                 

Semivowels                                                           j             w      

Trill, lateral                    r          l           

      

Clicks: dental [/] ; lateral [//]; palatal [!]  (found in interjections and ideophones only) 

 

Vowels: (Cole 1955) 
close                i                       u              

semi close         ι                     ω         

                                                

semi-open           e                   o 

                                              

 Open                               a                                                                

Summary of the findings 
NOTES:  

1. See Comments for some symbol correspondences. 

2. There are different descriptions of palatalization in Tswana.  Cole (1955) is the 

source most referenced by all others who have worked on Tswana.  Here I summarize 

reports in Sound System of Setswana (SSS) 1999, and Cole (1955) 

 

Phonological palatalization:  

If [k] or [k] are followed by a front vowel, especially i, they are pronounced palatal 

[c] and [c].  In the Ngwaketse dialect they are pronounced prepalatal [t] and [t] 

(Cole 1955:22-3). 

If [x] is followed by front vowels, especially [i], it is pronounced palatal rather than 

velar, and may be pronounced as a true palatal fricative [] (Cole 1955:25).  This is 

not specific to any dialect. 
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Morpho-phonological (?) palatalization: 

When the semivowel [w] (part of passive suffix -wa) follows a labial consonant, the 

labial becomes a palatal affricate or fricative.   

When the semivowel [j] (part of a suffix, such as the causative –ja) follows a labial, 

alveolar (including pal-alv) or a velar consonant, these become palatal affricates or 

fricatives. 

The following sequences are not allowed to surface as such (SSS p.27-28): 

/pw/, /bw/, /mw/, /fw/, /tj/, /lj/, /nj/, /tj/, /tsj/, /tlj/, /ts
h
j/, /tl

h
j/, /th

j/, /j/, /kj/ 

 

Cole (1955): In the diminutive, before the suffix –ana, alveolar and velar consonants 

are usually palatalized when the following final stem vowel is a front vowel /i, e, e/.  
Labial consonants are affected when occurring before all vowels except a. 

Examples 
Phonological: 
                                              Ngwaketse dialect 

            [kala]   ‘branch’         [kala] 

/kika/   [cika]   ‘mortar’         [tika] 

            [kadi]  ‘honey beer’  [kadi] 

/kiba/  [ciba]  ‘honey beer’ [tiba] 

 

/axela/  [aela]  ‘build for’ 

 

Morphological:  
Passive: 
SSS (1999):  says that these changes occur before /w/  

Cole (1955): changes in the passive, before the suffix –wa 

 

Examples from SSS (1999): 

/pw/ å [tw]         /lp-w-a      å [l:twa ]  ‘be requested’ 

/pw/ å [tw]      /tlp-w-a å [tl:twa ]  ‘be chosen’ 

/bw/  å [dw]       /rob-w-a     å [r:dwa ]      ‘be broken’ 

/fw/   å [w]         /alaf-w-a     å [ala wa ]       ‘be cured’ 

 

Diminutive:  
SSS (1999): says that these changes occur before /j/ 

Cole (1955): changes in the diminutive, before the suffix –ana 

(it is likely that the j appears as a result of glide formation of the final stem vowel) 
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Examples from SSS (1999): 

/pj/ å [tw]          /tlapi-ana/     å /tlapjana/      å [tla twa :na ]      ‘a small fish’ 

/pj/ å[tw]     /marpi-ana/  å /marpjana   å [ma rtwa :na ]  ‘small blister’ 

/bj/ å [dw]       /mbi-ana/  å / mbjana/ å [mdwa :na ] ‘a small pond or   

                                                                                                                pan’ 

/fj/ å [tw]        /mrafi-ana/   å /mrafj-ana/ å [mra twa :na ]  ‘a small nation’ 

/lj/ å [d]          /lrl-ana/      å /lrlj-ana/   å [lrda :na ]   ‘little dust’ 

/rj/ å [ts]         /piri-ana/        å /pirj-ana/     å [pi tsa :n] ‘a small hyena’ 

/tj/ å [ts]           /pti-ana/       å / ptj-ana/   å [ptsa :na ]   ‘a small duiker’ 

Note: all are diminutives (the penultimate one has an [] instead of [a] at the end, and 

the last three do not have the [w] after the palatal).  

 

Cole (1955) reports the same changes as above, and includes additional ones (Cole, p. 

42-43).  The changes are the same, regardless of the source of the trigger. 

(w represents labialization) 

 

Labial: 

på tw 

ph å thw 

bå dw or d or ts or t(w)    ä Last three options not in SSS!!  

                                                     t(w)  found in only one case 

f å w or thw   ä the last one not reported in SSS 

må   found in only one case (typically, må  here) 

 

Alveolar: 

tå ts or t 
l å d or ts or tw    

                        tw in only one case 

då ts or tw 

rå s or tsh or (w) or th(w) 

nå  

 

Velar 

x å s or tsh or (w)     

 å  

 

Glottal: 

hå (w)  

Where there is variation in resulting sound, the choice depends on dialect, on the 
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following vowel. 

OTHER CONTEXTS (not all outcomes produce are palatalization, but some are 

provided for comparison) 

Causative 

Cole 1955: suffix –isa or –ja (where –isa derives from combining Proto Bantu *-iga or 

*-ega with –ja, *-iga + -ja > *-igja > -isa (p. 203).  The –ja suffix is said to cause 

“palatalization of the consonant in the final syllable of the stem”, although not all of 

the outcomes qualify as palatalization, but also as assibilation or spirantization. 

 

If final consonant is m, k, b, l : suffix –isa after dropping the final vowel. 

   -loma   ‘bite’                         -lomisa      ‘cause to bite’ 

   -tlhaba  ‘stab, slaughter’       -tlhabisa    ‘cause to stab’ 

   -reka    ‘buy, barter’              -rekisa       ‘cause to buy, sell’ 

   -bala    ‘read, count’              -badisa       ‘cause to read, count’ 

    (note change of lå d in the last example) 

 

If it is a derivative stem ending in –ga: suffix –ja, and gå s 

   -tsoga    ‘rise, get up’             -tsosa         ‘arouse, cause to rise’ 

   -fologa   ‘climb down’           -folosa       ‘bring down, cause to come down’ 

   -huduga  ‘move residence’     -hudusa     ‘cause to move residence’ 

 

If it is a primitive stem ending in –ga: suffix -isa 

   -aga      ‘build’                        -agisa         ‘cause to build’ 

   -loga     ‘knit, weave’             -logisa         ‘cause to knit or weave’ 

 

If it is a derivative stem ending in –la: suffix –ja, and lå ts (if primitive stem, suffix –

isa) 

   -gakala  ‘become zealous, indignant’    -gakatsa          ‘cause to be indignant’ 

   -gakgamala ‘be surprised, amazed’       -gakgamatsa   ‘surprise’ 

   -kwala     ‘write’                                    -kwadisa        ‘cause to write’ 

   -sala        ‘remain behind’                     -sadisa            ‘cause to remain behind’ 

 

If stem ends in –na: suffix –ja and nå nj   (some take the suffix –isa, and there is no 
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change to palatalized alveolar but rather elision and nasalization: -na + -isa > *-nisa > 

*-nsa > -ntsha) 

   -tsena       ‘enter, go in’                          -tsenja          ‘put in, cause to go in’ 

   -lekana     ‘be equal’                              -lekanja        ‘make equal, measure’ 

   -bina        ‘dance’                                   -bintsha        ‘cause to dance’ 

   -gana        ‘refuse’                                  -gantsha       ‘cause to refuse’ 

 

If stem ends in –fa, either suffix can attach.  If –ja is suffixed, then f palatalizes to -

tshw 

(-fa + -ja > *-fja  > -tshwa or –tsha) 

   -alafa         ‘cure’                                   -alafisa        ‘cause to cure’ 

   -galefa       ‘become angry’                    -galefisa  or  -galetsha   ‘make angry’ 

   -akofa        ‘make haste’                        -akofisa   or  -akotsha     ‘cause to hasten’ 

   -tlhalefa     ‘become wise’                  -tlhalefisa, -tlhaletshwa  or tlhaletsha  ‘make 

wise’         

   -natefa        ‘be nice, pleasant’              -natefisa, -natetshwa  or -natetsha ‘make nice, 

                                                                                                                          flavour’ 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
A [w] or [j] following labials, alveolar or velar consonants in: 

-passive verb stems (-wa)  (only labials are affected: no two labials in sequence) 

-nominal and adjectival diminutives with ana;  

        å for Velar and Alveolar consonants, palatalization usually only when front 

vowels        

           /i, e, / follow. 

        å labial consonants are affected before every vowel except [a] 

-3
rd

 singular prefix le- (only active in some words, but otherwise frozen; Cole p. 45) 

-causative verb stems with suffix –ja 

-formation of some verb perfect stems 

-historical development of the language (also in certain morphological environments, 

then frozen) 

Motivation for the change (predictions made by different approaches, i.e. co-
articulation causes the change, or a more formal approach, etc.) 
This is the result of historical change (SSS, p. 26).  When a labial was followed by the  

/w/ of the passive, a [] was inserted to form an affricate—but it does not say why this 

happened, just that the [] was inserted.   

/lp-w/ å /lp-w-a/ å /lp--w-a/  å [l:twa ]  ‘be requested’ 
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/alaf-a/ å /alaf-w-a/ å /alaf-w-a/ å [ala :wa ]  ‘be cured’ 

/arab-a/ å /arab-w-a/ å /arab--w-a/ å [ara :twa ]  ‘be answered’    

They also say that the /p/ and /b/ changing to [t] was to assimilate to the inserted [] as 

much as possible.  They don’t say anything about the /f/, whether it gets deleted or 

maybe fully assimilates, etc. ?   

 

Cole (1955): palatalization probably results from the incompatibility of bilabial, 

alveolar, velar and glottal consonants with a semi-vowel w or y (for w, it may be more 

accurately described as incompatibility with labialization before front vowels). 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full (labial, coronal, dorsal) 

 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Semivowels: [w] and [j] for labials mostly, but also for alveolars and velars 

Vowels i, e,  for alveolars and velars 

le- class 3 sg. prefix (very rare, preceding) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Preceding for one trigger: le- class 3 singular prefix  (very rare) 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained mostly but in a strange way: [w] is maintained, but [j] changes to [w] 

For some sounds, the [w] does not surface: l, r, t 

The others maintained (le- prefix) 

SEE ANALYSIS IN CHAPTER 3 for what actually happens to these triggers. 

Type of target  
Labial, coronal, dorsal (velar and glottal) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Change into palatal affricates or fricatives (according to SSS) 

Changes into palatal or alveolar affricate or fricative (according to Cole, p. 42)—he 

says that because the same environment causes the change (a following w or j) it 

should all be under palatalization. 

Notes:  

-the underlined symbols mean that there is only one example found of the given 

alternation. 

-a following [w] indicates labialization 

Morpho-phonological palatalization: 

Labial:   

på tw 

ph å thw 

bå dw or d or t(w)    (also assibilation: ts) 

f å w or thw    

må   
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Alveolar: 

tå t                       (also assibilation: ts) 

l å d or tw          (also assibilation: ts)  

då tw                   (also assibilation: ts) 

rå (w) or th(w)   (also assibilation: s or tsh) 

nå  

 

Velar 

xå (w)                   (also assibilation: s or tsh) 

 å  

 

Glottal: 

hå (w)  

 

Phonological palatalization: 

kå c 

kå c 

xå  

Ngwaketse dialect: 

kå t            
kå t 

Additional information 
The phoneme // has the allophone [s] before back vowels [u, o, ], but /s/ does not 

alternate with [] before front vowels.  This is more of a dialectal feature. (Cole 

1995:25). 

 

Relevant for labial palatalization: 

[ps] and [p] are usually interchangeable and usually occur as variants of the prepalatal 

ejective affricate [t]. (Cole 1955:36): [mpsa] or [mpa] are variants of [nta] ‘dog’ 

 

Consonantalization (glide formation): 

The front vowels i, e and e change to j and the back vowels u, o and o change to w (in 

the formation of the diminutive, where the final stem vowel is consonantized “usually 

resulting in palatalization, velarization or labialization of the preceding consonant”) 

(Cole 1955:50). 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
[] is represented as [f] 

[x] is often represented as [g] 

[] is represented as [nj] 
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[] is represented as [ng] 

The [d] that is affected by the changes is really an alveolar flap, allophone of [l] 

 

Orthography and phonetics: 

Vowels: 

i          [i]  close vowel 

u         [u] close vowel 

a         [a] open vowel 

e         [] and [ι ] (a vowel higher than  but lower than i; both this vowel and  are 

semi- 

                            close) 

o         [] and [ω ] (a vowel higher than  but lower than u; both are semi-close) 

e          [] and [e] (the latter is a raised vowel; both are semi-open) 

o         [] and [o] (the latter is a raised vowel; both are semi-open) 

 

Generally, the raised e and o (the semi-close vowels for which I don’t have symbols) 

occur when the next syllable has the close vowels i and u.  Otherwise, the normal e 

and o (, ) occur (Cole 1955:7). 

Generally, the e and o (the semi-open vowels) are raised (e and o) when a close vowel 

i or u follows in the next syllable, or when the semi-close vowels e and o follow. 

BUT:  

• semi-open e and o always realized raised [e, o] when followed by alveolar s, ts, 

ts or palatal , t, nj IF they are products of palatalization by causative –ja (p. 

11). • if these consonants result from palatalization due to passive –wa or diminutive 

–ana or -anjana, there is no effect on preceding semi-open vowels. • if these consonants are part of the root (hence not resulting from other 

processes) they do not have an influence on the realization of the semi-open e 
and o. 

 

Alveolar flapped vibrant d [] is a member of the phoneme /l/ 

å when we see d written, it is really an allophone of /l/ before the close vowels i and 

u. (Cole 1955:28). 

The semivowels w and j function as consonants in the language! (Cole 1955:31) 

References 
The Sound System of Setswana 1999.  Department of African Languages and 

Literature, University of Botswana. 

Cole, Desmond T.  1955.  Introduction to Tswana Grammar.  Longmans. 
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TURKISH .  Altaic, Turkic, Southern (Turkey) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants: (p. 484) 

p      f        t       s             t         k   

b      v       d      z            d        g   

m              n        

                 l         

                          
 

palatal glide [j]  (treated as a consonant; does not interfere with V-harmony) 

central approximant    [h] 

 

Vowels: 

i     y            u 

e    ø      a       o   

Summary of the findings 
Velar plosives [k] [g] are palatalized before a tautosyllabic front vowel.  In 

borrowings, they can also be palatalized before a tautosyllabic back vowel. (p. 484) 

The lateral [l] is also palatalized in the same context (p. 486).  In addition, in the 

Istanbul (standard) dialect, the [l] is predictably palatal in word-initial position, and 

also when a front vowel either precedes or follows the [l], whether the vowel is 

tautosyllabic or not (p. 487) 

Examples 
VELAR PLOSIVES 

No pal before back vowels: 

kale  ‘fortress’   (p. 484) 

gaga   ‘beak’ 

Pal before tautosyllabic front vowel: 

k
j
ese   ‘pouch’                     (Kornfilt transcribes the palatalized velar with a little 

cedilla   

g
j
ezeg

j
en     ‘planet’             underneath the velar) 

              

Palatalization before tautosyllabic back vowel in borrowings: palatal glide is inserted 

as well after the palatalized consonant (p. 484). 

ka r       [kj
jar]   ‘profit’            (back vowels which trigger pal are orthographically  

ga vur   [g
j
javu]     ‘infidel’     marked with a circumflex) 
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LATERAL 

hala      [hala]          ‘father’s sister’   (p. 486)   (no pal) 

bile        [bil
j
e]         ‘even’    (pal before tautosyll. front V) 

la le         [l
j
a:l

j
e]       ‘tulip’   (borrowing; pal in both cases) 

ma lum   [ma:l
j
um]   ‘known’ 

Standard dialect 

lodos     [l
j
odos]  ‘south wind’      (word-initial pal of [l]) 

selam    [sel
j
am]   ‘greeting’         (front V preceding) 

 

LABIALS: no palatalization 

bile      [bil
j
e]     ‘even’    ([l] is palatalized, but not [b], even tautosyllabic) 

melek  [melek]  ‘angel’ (p. 486) 

 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
A following tautosyllabic front vowel. 

In loan words, a following tautosyllabic back vowel can also trigger palatalization. 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Tautosyllabic front vowel.  Although the examples only show [e], “front vowels” are 

mentioned as the triggers.  So this would include [i, y, ø, e] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
For velars: following 

For the lateral: following, but in the standard dialect it can be preceding also 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained 

Type of target  
Velar stops [k, g] 

Lateral alveolar [l]  

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
secondary pal:   

kå k
j
 

gå g
j
 

lål
j
 

References 
Kornfilt, Jaklin.  1997.  Turkish.  Routledge Descriptive Grammars.  London and New 

York. 
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WATJARRI .  Australian, Pama-Nyungan South-West (Australia New-Guinea area, 

Australia) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes: (p. 204)                        

                            bilab   lam-dent   apico-alveolar    apico-post-alv  vel 

stops                         p           t                  t                            t                  k      

nasals                       m          n                   n                          n                       

laterals                                    l                   l                           l    
rhotics                                                        r                           r               
semi-vowels             w           y 

 

Vowels: (p. 205) 

i       u 

    a 

Summary of the findings 
Secondary palatalization of coronals (dental only) before /i/ (the only front high 

vowel). 

“With increasing Anglicisation there is a greater tendency to palatalise the dentals 

before /i/.” (p. 203: t, n, l , y  (lamino-dentals)).  The dentals are typically pronounced 

with a slight palatal off-glide before /i/ (p. 203). 

Examples 
/yamat i/   [yamat

y
i]  ‘a person’  p. 204 

/tina/       [t
y
ina]        ‘foot’ 

In some idiolects the dental stop [t] becomes a light palatal fricative (y ) before /i/: 

/wat i/  [wat
y
i]  [way i]  ‘no’ 

/yamat i/  [yamat
y
i]  [yamay i] ‘a person’ 

 

Not palatalization: 

/winta/    [wind
y
a]    ‘an elder’        (medial /n/ followed by /t/ is phonetically [nd] p. 

206) 

 

pika       ‘sore’ (labial; p. 207) 

pimpil  ‘a rib/ribs) (p. 211) 

piyanta-ki  ‘play-Nominalizer-All  (velar; p. 214)   

-ki  nominalizer suffix 
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Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Secondary 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
/i/ 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained (unclear whether there is a typo or not in one example with no apparent 

trigger) 

Type of target  
Dentals: t, n, l , y   (does it really include the [y] semivowel?  It says that the dentals do 

this, and the [y] is given as a dental, but it is not clear whether this should be subject to 

palatalization, since it is already palatal   No examples with palatalized [y]. 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Secondary palatalization: 

t å t
j
 

nå n
j
 

l å l
j
 

yå y
j
 (jå j

j 
in my transcription of the semivowel) –questionable  

Additional information 
There is fluctuation (alternation) between [tj] and [y] and between [r ] and [y] in this 

language:  (p. 204) 

/karimana/ ~ /kayimana/  ‘standing’  

References 
Douglas, Wilfrid H., 1981.  Watjarri.  In R.M.W. Dixon and Barry J. Blake, eds., 

Handbook of Australian Languages 2, 197-272. 
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WEST GREENLANDIC .  Eskimo-Aleut, Eskimo, Inuit.  (Greenland and Denmark). 
Sound inventory 
consonants (book says 13 or 14 phonemes, but then they give all of the following in /_ 

/) 

p       t            k             q     h 

m      n                        N 

f   v   s        j  g            

        l        
(dorso-palatal voiced /j/) 

(dorso-uvular voiced /r/ [], dorso-uvular voiceless /q/)) 

(dorso-uvular nasal /N/--very limited; occurs for /q/ under enclitic sandhi and as a 

geminate reflex of original */nr/ or /*mr/)—p. 334 

(apico-post alveolar voiced /r//  []) 
(dorso-velar voiced/g/ is []) 

 

3 vowel phonemes 

i   a    u 

these have different variations, including: 

[e] and strong centralized [e] for /i/ 

[] and [] for /a/ 

central [] and [] for /u/  

Summary of the findings 
/t/ slightly palatalized in the environment of /i/ 

    obligatory affricated allophone /t
s
/ before /i/ and more rarely word finally. 

/s/ slightly palatalized in the environment of /i/ 

/n/ slightly palatalized in the environment of /i/ 

/l/ slightly palatalized in the environment of /i/ 

/j/ å j (glide) / i__ 

/k/, /g/ and // are post-palatal before /i/ and medio-velar/dorsal otherwise 

Examples 
naalag +ti t + vaa å nalatsippaa  ‘he made him obey’  (p. 344; other assimilatory 

processes also evident in this example, such as consonant assimilation) 

The book gives more orthographic representations, not phonetic representations.  It is 

not clear what the examples show.  I am relying on his descriptive statements. 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
the environment of /i/ but it doesn’t say whether before or after.  Presumably before, 

as in the example above. 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
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Unclear 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
/i/ 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
following (most likely) 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
maintained 

Type of target  
coronals: /t, s, n, l/ and voiced dorso-palatal /j/ 

dorsals: /k, g, / 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Unclear 

References 
Fortescue, Michael.  1984.  West Greenlandic.  Croom Helm Descriptive Grammars. 
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WESTERN SHOSHONI. Northern Uto-Aztecan, Numic, Central. (USA) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants: simple and geminate (pp. 233) 

lab  alv  alv-afr  pal    vel  lab-vel  glot 

p     t       ts               k       kw 

                                                   ’  () 

      s                                            h 

m   n             

                        y                 w 

(Glottal stop marked with [’]) 

 

Vowels: short and long (pp. 230) 

           front    bk unrnd   bk rnd 

high       i           e             u 

            ii           ee           uu 

mid      ai                           o 

          aai                         oo 

low                     a 

                         aa 

Summary of the findings 
Sibilants ([s], [ts], [tts]) are fully palatalized after front vowels.  Palatalization occurs 

both within words and across word boundaries.  For [ts] it occurs even with 

intervening [n]. (pp. 242) 

Examples 
Examples from pp. 242 

tenkwisippeh      [tng
wisipph]   ‘thread’      

apaisen          [a es]  ~  [aes]   ‘long ago’ (the /i/ is gone) 

pitsi     [pizi]  ~  [pic ]  ‘breast’ 

haintseh  [hanch]  ‘friend’  (intervening nasal between [i] and [ts]) 

hepitsoottsi  [hizo:tts] ‘old lady’ (the geminate [tts] is notated with two diagonally  

                                                           crossed [c]s; no pal before [i]) 

pittsoka   [pccoa ]  ~  [pccokA]  ‘waist’ 

tsattunaittseh  [tsattunecch]  ‘pull with hands’ 

 

As can be seen, the vowel [i] is sometimes deleted when it is the second member of a 

cluster with [o] or [u] (i.e. [oi], [ui] pp. 241) 

kuittsun       [kuic cu]  ~  [kuccu]   ‘cow’ 
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tekoitsoih     [toizo ih]  ~  [tozo ih]  ‘wash’  (should be [z ], but it looks like they 

skipped that because they were not yet talking about palatalization). 

There is no palatalization before [i]: 

siten  [si]  ~  [si]  ‘this right here’ (p. 243) 

hepitsoottsi  [hizo:tts] ‘old lady’  (p. 242) 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full  

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Front vowels : [i], [ai] (long and short, presumably, but no examples given) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
PRECEDING 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Maintained unless it is the second member of a vocalic cluster: [oi], [ui] 

Type of target  
Coronal Sibilants (alveolar fricative, alveo-affricates): [s], [ts], [tts] 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
så s  
ts å [c] or [z ] 
tts å cc  
Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
s  =  
c  = t 
z  =  

References 
Crum, Beverly and Jon Dayley.  1993.  Western Shoshoni Grammar.  Occasional 

Papers and Monographs in Cultural Anthropology and Linguistics.  v. 1. 
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YAGUA .  Peba-Yaguan (Amazonian, spoken in Peru) 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes and their allophones (pp. 430) 

/p/   [p]  [p
w
]  [p

y
] 

/t/    [t]           [t
y
] 

/k/   [k]           [k
y
] 

/m/  [m] [m
w
] [m

y
] 

       [m
b
]        [m

b
y]     (typo on [y] ?? see [n

dy
]: [y] is a release) 

/n/   [n]          [n]  (still with secondary palatalization) 

        [n
d
]        [n

dy
] 

/s/    [s] ~ [
t
s]               (alveolar fricative) 

/c /    [s] ~ [ts ]               (alveopalatal fricative) 

/r/     [r]         [dy
]          (flapped; palatalized) 

/w/   [w]         [y
]          (labio-velar glide) 

/y/    [y]                         (palatal glide) 

/h/    [h]         [h
y
]          (pharyngeal glide) 

 

Vowel phonemes and their allophones (pp. 430) 

/i/ [i] [] 
// [] 
/u/ [u]  []  [o] 

/e/ [e] 

/o/ [] 

/a/ [a] [æ] 

 

Note: High vowels are relatively lower than their Spanish counterparts.  “For non-

native speakers of Yagua, this may lead to frequent confusion between /e/ and /i/ on 

the one hand, and between /o/ and /u/ on the other” (p. 429) 

Summary of the findings 
A sequence of consonant-plus-[y] is a single consonant with secondary palatal release. 

(p. 429). 

Morpheme and word-final palatal glide [y] is barely audible, but when a consonant 

FOLLOWS this [y], the consonant is pronounced with a palatal secondary release (pp. 

432-433). 

Exceptions:  

When this consonant is /s/ it is fully palatalized instead of having a secondary palatal 

release: [ts] or [s ] 

When this consonant is a flapped /r/ ([r ]) there is no release, but rather what looks like 

metathesis with [y]: [r y] and an optional vowel epenthesis in fast speech [ry]. 
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When [y] precedes labial consonants: 

[w] is a labio-velar glide when not contiguous with [y] 

BUT when there is  a [y] present (I assume preceding) the velar feature is lost and it is 

only a bilabial approximant with palatal release [y
] 

[p] and [b] have labio-velar releases when not contiguous with [y], but do not have 

such releases when there is an [y] present. 

Interesting: when followed by /i/ or /e/, the labials [p], [m] and the pharyngeal glide 

[h] do not have a palatal secondary release (p. 436) 

There are effects on the vowels as well, with most vowels in the syllable after a [y] or 

a consonant with a palatal release being fronted by one degree (i.e. [] to [i], [a] to [æ], 

[u] to [].)  The vowels [o], [i], and [e] are not fronted further.  

Examples 
Full palatalization of /s/ (p. 433) 

1
st
 and 2

nd
 person Set I clitics ray- [ray] and jiy- [hiy]:  

ray-suuta [ratsuuta] ~ [rasuuta]   ‘1SG-wash’  ‘I wash’ 

hiy-suuta [hitsuuta] ~ [hisuuta]   ‘2SG-wash’  ‘You wash’ 

 

3
rd

 person Set I clitic sa- [sa] does NOT trigger palatalization: 

sa-suuta  [sasuuta] ‘3SG-wash’  ‘He/she washes’ 

 

Palatalization of non /s/ consonants following /y/ (p.433): Secondary palatal release 

ray-huuy      [rahy
uuy]       ‘1SG-fall’   ‘I fall’ 

hiy-huuy      [hihy
uuy]       ‘2SG-fall’  ‘You fall’ 

sa-huuy        [sahuuy]        ‘3SG-fall’  ‘He/she falls’ 

hiy-rup
w
ii y  [hiryup

w
i i y]   ‘2SG-walk’  ‘You walk’ 

sa mw
iy-ra    [sa mw

idya]     ‘good-CLASS:INAN’  ‘good one’ 

hiy-ra           [hirya]  ~  [hir
l ya]  ‘DEM1-CLASS:NEUT’  ‘this one’ 

The second variant in the last example above has an (optional) epenthesized transition 

vowel in fast speech.  This is one argument that would support metathesis rather than 

secondary articulation, though there are other arguments to the contrary. 

 

ray-kacuy    [rakyækuy]  ‘to swell up’ (as with an infection) 1SG (p. 436) 

ray-kaa siiy   [rakyææsii]  ‘to finish’ 1SG 

ray-puuriy    [rapyuuriy]   ‘palm fruit’ 1SG (‘my palm fruit’) 

 

sa-hivaay-ta ni y-hanu          [siiva atyaneenu]   ‘He made (him) make (it) long ago.’ 

3SG-make-CAUS-PAST3 

--here the [h] deleted by a h-deletion rule; I am including this as an example for the 

palatalization of [t] 
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Labials (p. 435) 

sa-p
w
ii tu   [sapw

ii tu]  ‘his/her throat’           -sec. labial release 

sa-m
w
aay    [samw

aay]  ‘he/she sleeps’       -sec. labial release 

ray-p
w
ii tu    [rapi i tu]      ‘my throat’           -no sec. labial release 

ray-m
w
aay   [rameey]    ‘I sleep’                -no sec. labial release 

å so for labials there is no palatal release, but the “deletion” of the labio-velar 

release?  maybe a typo, since they do talk about labials with palatal release, and they 

even give this as an example of their association rule (rightward association of y): 

y + mw å my 

   

Motivation for the change (predictions made by different approaches, i.e. co-
articulation causes the change, or a more formal approach, etc.) 
A different cited source (Powlison 1962) treats the secondary release as metathesis, 

where the [y] fully metathesizes with the following consonant.  However, to be 

consistent with the behavior of /s/, this should all be considered palatalization 

triggered by a preceding morpheme/word-final palatal glide [y]. 

Supporting evidence for metathesis is the fact that a transitional vowel can be 

epenthesized between the consonant and the “metathesized” glide under certain stress 

and pitch conditions (not specified here), but this epenthesis is optional. 

hiy-ra   [hirya]  ~  [hir
 ya]  ‘DEM1-CLASS:NEUT’  ‘this one’ 

 

The preferred analysis proposed in the current source proposes a CV tier, motivated by 

the existence of labialized consonants, and also prenasalized allophones of 

nasals/plosives (m
b
, n

d
), that there is a consonant place with two consonantal nodes: 

            C 

 

C                   C 

å complex consonant allowed, with the second C allowing for a secondary release. 

 

Sequences of [yC] are not allowed word-internally, and the [y] associates rightwardly 

to the consonant, taking advantage of the existing C slot.  “The palatal features of [y] 

metathesize with the other features of the consonant, but we do not have matathesis of 

two independent Cs on the CV tier.” (p. 434). 

 

A flapped [r] “simply” cannot occur with a secondary palatal release and the palatal 

features undergo metathesis.  Since secondary release is blocked a genuine CC cluster 

results. 

å when the consonant has the two-C structure available on the CV tier, there is 

metathesis of palatal features with the features of the consonant and the palatal 

features are realized as secondary palatalization of the consonant. 

å when the consonant does not have the second C available (flapped [r] transcribed 
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here as [r]) there is metathesis and palatalization is realized as its own palatal glide, 

simply metathesized. 

 

Normal speech:  [
t
su utay            tsi i wa] 

                           3SG:say           3SG:DAT 

                           ‘He/she says to him/her’ 

Rapid speech:    [
t
su utatsi i wa]          

 

When [y] precedes labial consonants: 

[w] is a labio-velar glide when not contiguous with [y] 

BUT when there is  a [y] present (I assume preceding) the velar feature is lost and it is 

only a bilabial approximant with palatal release [y
] 

[p] and [b] have labio-velar releases when not contiguous with [y], but do not have 

such releases when there is an [y] present. 

y     +     m
w
 å m

y 

It is not explored why the velar feature is superceded by the palatal feature.  But 

simultaneous tongue positions for both releases are incompatible. 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full for [s] 

Secondary otherwise 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
Palatal glide [y] 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Preceding  

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Questionable: it is “deleted” but it surfaces as palatalization of the consonant.  Other 

analyses have metathesis for this process, so it is not palatalization at all and the 

trigger would not be deleted, just metathesized.   

Such an analysis has to say something different for the full palatalization of [s] 

Type of target  
Coronal, Labial, Dorsal (with some restrictions, particularly on labials) 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Full palatalization for [s]å [ts] ~ [s ] 
Secondary palatalization 

på p
y
 

tå t
y
 

må m
y
  m

by
 

nå n (ny
)  n

dy
 

rå d
y  

(this is odd) 

wå y
 

hå h
y 
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kå k
y
 

Additional information 
There is a complex set of rules for j-deletion ([h]-deletion), which are not critical here.  

However, for one type of such deletion there is a process which indicates more 

tendencies for progressive assimilatory processes: 

If j-deletion involves verb suffixes with /a/ as the first vowel, the vowel quality will 

partially be assimilated as follows: 

-if the vowel preceding the j is /i/, or if the preceding syllable ends in y, the resultant 

sequence is [ee] 

-if the preceding vowel is /u/, the sequence becomes [oo] 

 

Examples: 

ray-sooniy-jasiy           /ray-sooniy-hasiy/             [rats oodeesiy]    ‘I lifted today’ 

sa-juvaay-jasiy             /sa-huvaay-hasiy/              [suuveesiy]        ‘He worked today’ 

sa-juvaay-jadapuuri i     /sa-huvaay-hadapuuri i/     [suuveedapuuri i ]  ‘He (did all the) 

work  

                                                                                                             with one blow’ 

sa-jatu-janu                 /sa-hatu-hanu/                     [sa a toonu]          ‘He drank long 

ago’ 

riy-pichu-janu             riy-pich /u-hanu/                 [ripitsoonu]        ‘They tied (it) long 

                                                                                                             ago’ 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
There is an apparent conflict between the listed phonemes and allophones, and the 

examples provided, as well as the text: 

the phoneme /c/ is shown to have two allophones, [s ] and [ts ] in the inventory, but 

these allophones are attributed to the phoneme /s/ in the examples and discussion.  I 

therefore go with the latter association of allophones to /s/. 

For the alveolar nasal the transcription of the palatalized version is given with a tilde, 

even though it is treated as a secondary release, which I indicate in parentheses. 

 

Ortography is provided.  When necessary, I replaced the orthographic symbol with the 

phonetic symbol indicated by the author on p. 430. 

Orthographic j is [h] 

Orthographic d is [n] 

Nasal vowels are transcribed with a nasal hook on the bottom, but I transcribe them 

with a nasal tilde.  

References 
Payne, Doris L. and Thomas E. Payne.  1990.  Yagua.  In Derbyshire, Desmond C. 

and Geoffrey K. Pullum, eds., Handbook of Amazonian Languages, V. 2.  Mouton de 

Gruyter.  249-474. 
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YIMAS . Sepik-Ramu, Nor-Pondo, Pondo (Papua New Guinea) 
Sound inventory 
Consonants:  (pp. 38) 

Bilabial               p       m 

Dental-apical      t         n 

Palatal-laminal    c          

Velar                   k          

Palatal lateral        l
y         

(liquid) 

Apical rhotic          r       (liquid) 

High, front, unrounded semivowel  y 

high, back, rounded semivowel      w 

 

Note: the front semivowel is really the palatal semivowel, but for the author’s analysis 

it is more conducive to call it a front semivowel.  

(p. 40-41) 

 

Vowel phonemes: 

/i, , u, a/ 

 

But: [] and [a] are the most common (90%), [u] comes next and [i] only has about 1-

2% frequency of occurrence (p. 44) 

The vowels have a number of allophones. 

Summary of the findings 
Coronals, [t] and [n] fully palatalize to [c] and [] after [y], [i] or [l] (palatal lateral).  

This is BLOCKED word finally, as [c] and [] are not permitted in word final 

position. 

(In the analysis /l/ is viewed as an [r] associated with a “front” autosegment; 

descriptively, this is irrelevant.  It is also unclear why in the phoneme table the palatal 

lateral is given as /l
y
/, but as /l/ in the examples). 

The trigger is either maintained or deleted, as the examples show both options.  

Interestingly, when [i] is deleted and an illegal consonant cluster results, the vowel  

is epenthesized.  

This is analyzed through either spreading or shift of a “front” autosegment. 

Examples 
Full Palatalization: (only dental-apicals n and t do this) 

n å  AFTER y (or i) 

tåc  AFTER y (or i) 

the resulting sounds cannot occur word- or stem-finally 
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Palatalization after y (p. 38): 

kay  + -nan  ‘canoe+LOC’           [ka(y)an]  ‘in the canoe’ 

tay- ‘see’ +REDuplicated             [tacay]        ‘see repeatedly, stare’ (deleted the y) 

tay ‘see’ +-nak IMP >                  [tayak] ~ [taak] ‘look at it’    

pampay- KIN + tpalk ‘descend’ > [pampaycpalk] ~ [pampacpalk]  ‘carry down’ 

(the semivowel is optionally deleted) 

 

Palatalization after i (p. 51): 

arkwi ‘vine’ + -ntmpt PL > arkwicmpt ~ arkwcmpt    ‘vines’ 

the first form has both apico-dental sounds (n, t) palatalized after i, and the second 

example has the [i] delete, and then an epenthetic []. 

awkwi ‘sink’+ tipa ‘wash’   [awkwicpa] ~ [awkwcpa] ~ [awkucpa]    

‘bathe’ 

 

Palatalization spreads over consonant clusters as well (see arkwicmpt ‘vines’ 

example where there is underlying /nt/  p. 52) 

 

arkwi ‘vine’ + -ntmpt PL > arkwicmpt ~ arkwcmpt    ‘vines’ 

 

Palatalization after palatal lateral l (p 55): 

/wul-/          /-nak/             [wutak]    ‘put it down’ 

put down    IMP 

 

/tal-/          /-nak/              [tatak]       ‘hold it!’ 

hold           IMP                 

 

/tmal/         /-nan/              [tmatan] ‘during the day’ 

sun/day      OBL   

 

/al/             /-nan/              [atan]       ‘with a machete’ 

machete      OBL             

  

NOTE: the change from lå t is due to a strengthening rule that changes an l to a t 
before a non-peripheral nasal. 

 

In the analysis provided, Foley analyzes both front vowels and palatal consonants as 
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having a “Front” feature (F autosegment) like [i], so palatalization is triggered in the 

same way by the spreading (or shifting) of this autosegment to the dental consonant. 

Conditions (contexts that trigger alternation) 
A Preceding [y] or [i] 

A preceding palatal lateral [l] (not clear why stated in phoneme inventory that it is /l
y
/, 

but in the examples referred to as /l/) 

Motivation for the change (predictions made by different approaches, i.e. co-
articulation causes the change, or a more formal approach, etc.) 
NA, but autosegmental phonology used to explain the deletion or maintenance of the 

trigger following palatalization 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Full  

Types of triggers (what are they)  
[y], [i], [l] (palatal lateral) 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Preceding 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
Depends on analysis, but it is possible to either delete it or maintain it 

Type of target  
Coronal, [t,n] 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
tå c 

nå  

Additional information 
Other related processes: 
1.  When a vowel is inserted, it will be round if either the preceding or the following 

vowel is round (pervasive feature of Yimas, rounding harmony) (p. 58) 

/awk/  ‘egg’                + /-l/  DL           å awkul   ‘eggs (DL)’ 

/num/   ‘village’           + /-n/  OBL        å numun    ‘in the village’ 

/nakaak/  ‘I gave it’   +/-mpun/ 3pl D  å nakaakumpun  ‘I gave it to them’ 

/takantk/  ‘I didn’t hear’  +  /-mpwi/ ‘talk’ å  takantkumpwi  ‘I didn’t hear it’ 

 

Only peripheral consonants and consonant clusters permit spreading of rounding.  The 

following examples show non-peripheral consonants and the epenthetic vowel  

surfaces, without rounding harmony. 

 

/wun/ ‘sago grub’           + /-t/  PL   å wunt  ‘sago grubs (PL)’ 

/takul/  ‘brother in law’  + /-t/  PL   å takulct  ‘brothers in law’ 

 

2.  A stop is deleted word-finally, AFTER a homorganic nasal (p. 70) 

/impramp/      ‘basket type’    +  ∅  SG   å impram 
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                                               + /-l/ DL    å imprampl 

 

/trk/              ‘tooth’              +  ∅  SG   å tr 

                                               + /-l/  DL  å trkl 

References 
Foley, William A., 1991.  The Yimas Language of New Guinea.  Stanford University 

Press, Stanford California. 
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ZOQUE.  Mixe-Zoquean (Mexico). 
Sound inventory 
Consonant phonemes: (Maddieson 1984:373) 

lab  alv       pal       vel    glot  variable   lab-vel 

p       t                       k          

b      d                       g 

        ts 

                                                     h 

        s 

m     n                        

        l 

                     j                                             w 

Vowel phonemes: 

i                u 

               

   

        a 

A nasalized  vowel as well. 

Summary of the findings 
Alveolar consonants are fully palatalized by a following or preceding palatal glide 

across morpheme boundaries (morphological). 

Labial and dorsal consonants are secondarily palatalized by a preceding palatal glide 

across morpheme boundaries (morphological). 

Wonderly (1951) analyzes the cases of a glide preceding alveolars as metathesis and 

then palatalization.  

 

The secondary palatalization cases have been analyzed as metathesis (Hume 2002), 

but Sagey (1986) analyzes them as secondary palatalization. 

 

Alveolar stops become alveo-palatal stops: t å t
y
, då d

y
, nå n

y
 

Alveolar affricate and fricatives are fully palatalized: ts å t, så  
Labials and dorsals show secondary palatalization. 

 

There is also velar fronting before front vowels, and backing before back vowels 

(phonological). 

Examples 
1.  Palatalization of alveolars by a following palatal glide.  The palatal glide is 

absorbed.  

/wiht- + -yah-/                  [ wiht
y
ahu ]  ‘they walked’ 

to walk  suffix 
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/sohs- + -yah/                   [ohahu] ‘they cooked it’ 

to cook   suff 

 

/me/ts- + -yah-/                [me/tahu]  ‘they sought it’ 

/N-                       + yomo/     [n
y
omo]  ‘my wife’ 

homorg nas prefix   woman  

 

2.  Palatalization of alveolars by a preceding palatal glide.  The palatal glide is 

absorbed.  

/y-  duratshk-/                   [d
y
uratshku]   ‘it is lasting’ 

/y-    tatah/                           [t
y
atah]             ‘his father’ 

/y-   tshk-/                          [thku]            ‘he did it’ 

/y-   sk/                              [k]                 ‘his beans’ 

/y-  nanah/                           [n
y
anah]            ‘his mother’ 

 

3.  Palatalization of alveolars by a preceding palatal glide: if [t] is in a non-initial 

cluster, it palatalizes but the glide does not get absorbed.  Otherwise, it gets absorbed 

(Wonderly 1951:118).   

/tey-  -tih/                            [teyt
y
ih]       ‘right there’ 

there  suff 

 

/huy-  -tam/                         [huyt
y
am]  ‘buy!’ (pl.) 

buy      suff 

 

/kuy- -tm/                          [kuyt
ym]     ‘avocado’ 

wood  seed 

 

4.  Secondary palatalization of labials and dorsals by a preceding glide. Glide is 

absorbed. 

/y-  bur  u/                          [byur  u]   ‘his burro’ 

/y-  pata/                             [pyata]       ‘his mat’ 
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/poy-  pa/                            [popya]      ‘he runs’ 

/y-  faha/                             [fyaha]       ‘his belt’ 

/y-  mula/                           [myula]       ‘his mule’ 

/y-  wakas/                         [wyakas]     ‘his cow’ 

/y-  kama/                           [kyama]     ‘his cornfield’ 

/tsay   -ksi/                       [tsakysi]   ‘on the vine’ 

vine 

/y-  gayu/                            [gyayu]      ‘his rooster’ 

/y-  atsi/                            [yatsi]      ‘his older brother’ 

/y-  hayah/                          [hyahah]     ‘her husband’ 

 

Motivation for the change (predictions made by different approaches, i.e. co-
articulation causes the change, or a more formal approach, etc.) 
Sagey (1986) analyses the cases of labials and dorsals as secondary palatalization.  

Wonderly (1951) and Hume (2002) analyze these as metathesis instead.  It is difficult 

to tell with a palatal glide whether it represents a full glide or secondary palatalization.  

I adopt Sagey’s (1986) proposal. 

Full or secondary palatalization (or unclear) 
Coronals: full 

Labials and Dorsals: secondary 

Types of triggers (what are they)  
a preceding or following palatal glide 

Location of triggers (preceding or following) 
Preceding and following 

Fate of trigger (deleted or maintained) 
It is deleted unless before a palatalizing [t] in non-initial clusters. 

Type of target  
Labial, coronal, dorsal 

Fate of target (what it changes into) 
Full palatalization of coronals 

(morphological) 

tå t
y
 

då d
y
 

nå n
y
 

tså t 
så  
 

Secondary palatalization of labials and dorsals 

(morphological) 

på p                           kå k 
bå b                           gå g 
få f                             å  
må m                          hå h 
w å w 

Comments (can be special symbols, or other) 
t
y  

= voiceless alveo-palatal stop 
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d
y 
= voiced alveo-palatal stop 

n
y 
= alveo-palatal nasal 

Cy = secondary palatalization 

Additional information 
When the palatal glide precedes an alveo-palatal consonant [t, , y], it deletes.  This 

could be to avoid double-palatalization. 

 

y-  tongoya                 tongoya      ‘his rabbit’ 

y-  apun                         apun             ‘his soap’ 

References 
Elizabeth Hume. 2002.  Metathesis database. 
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